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Abstract
This thesis is in two parts. The first part consists of translations of five 
medieval commentaries on the Book of Lamentations composed by Rashi, 
Yosef Kara, and Abraham ibn Ezra. While the Rashi and ibn Ezra 
commentaries are available in translation, the two written by Yosef Kara are 
not. These two Kara commentaries contain transliterated Medieval French 
dialects that are difficult to translate, at least in part, because the copyists did 
not appear to understand what they were copying. The translation of these 
texts has, therefore, begun the long task of trying to develop a system by 
which Kara's Medieval French explanations may be understood. The initial 
findings are recorded in the translations. The second part of this work 
concerns the development of a method by which these translations may be 
better understood. A comparison of eight verses from the Book of 
Lamentations was made, and a method based on sociolinguistic and literary 
theory was applied, to attempt an explanation of the use of peshat method of 
exegesis as a function of meaning.
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the beginning
The Book of Lamentations consists of five communal laments voicing the pain and 
anguish of a people defeated: defeated by the enemy, defeated by themselves, and 
abandoned, although not forgotten, by their God. It is a poetic construction of 
beauty and emotion, frequently neglected because it refers to a situation in Israel's 
history that people would rather forget. In this, however, lies its great strength and 
relevance, not only as a piece of poetry but, as an historical record of a people's past.
In a recent interview^, the Irish Nobel laureate Seamus Heaney made the following 
observation on the importance of poetry: A t moments of big communal crisis, when 
people luant something said for them, and they feel a sense of large call, then they head for it, 
because it's one of the last modes of ritual, serious, tender really true expression. People 
recognise i t  This explains why the Book of Lamentations has been recited on the 
ninth of Av for centuries, and why it is now beginning to receive the attention that it 
deserves, both as literature, and as a means of communal expression. However, it is 
more than this. Heaney continues: A t a minimal level poetry is like a mantra, a few 
things learned off by heart. Just the sheer repeating of something that has been in your 
memory and possessing it has some kind of steadying effect, as i f  it's a wee banister that runs 
right down into your origin.. .but fundamentally, at a serious, high level it is a fortification 
for the self, and for your own intuitions and honesties and uneases about the xoorld you're 
in...What poetry does quite often is indicate that it knows the score, and i f  you know the 
score you've fortified yourself.
Interview with Seamus Heaney recorded in The Herald, Thursday July 10, 2003, by Rosemary Goring.
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This raises two issues about the nature of the validity of Lamentations as a means of 
fortifying the self. First of all, when this poetic work is studied, what are the 
conditions in which the text satisfies this fundamental need; and secondly, how is 
the meaning affected when the text is presented in a language other than the 
original? The ramifications of the nature of these issues leads us into further 
examination of the content of Lamentations as a communal memory, a memory that 
is consistently authentic.
The idea of collective memory is an interesting one. It is argued to be a fictive idea 
as it has no traceable location‘s. It operates as a system by which it is possible to 
understand the past while at the same time sustaining it with the present. In this 
mamier, it is possible to maintain an historical link with the past and even project it 
onto the future, or as Heaney puts it, when a big communal crisis exists it becomes a 
fortification of the self that indicates that it knows the score. It thus becomes a timeless 
link between what has gone before, and what will subsequently follow.
The issue of hozv to read the text is also important. In essence, there are two ways to 
read a text -  by looking at the literal meaning of the words, or by reflecting on a 
figurative meaning of the writing. The theory behind the literal is that it is able to 
direct us to another meaning. This works with regard to both what words are 
supposed to mean, but also to what they are unable to say. Consequently, in any act of
 ^Iser, Wolfgang. “Coda to the Discussion”, in The Translatability o f  Cultures: Figurations o f the Space 
Between (ed. Budick, S. and Iser, W. : Stanford University Press, 1996), 297.
reading we are not just trying to translate words, we are trying to translate 
meanings. The current context of the reader dictates the context in which the past is 
read. This is how we translate that past into this future, whatever that and this are. 
With regards to the Book of Lamentations, its legitimacy is reflected in the way in 
which people turn to it in recognition of its true expression of crisis in grief. Being 
true to yourself, says Heaney, takes in the world around you. Hoiv do you know the world 
hut in your own temperament, and intelligence? You necessarily will express it, whether 
you master it or not^. Expression, therefore, takes on meaning in the world of the one 
who wants something said', or in other words, in the context of the one in crisis.
This problem is exacerbated when we read a text in a language other than our native 
tongue. Not only is there the challenge of interpreting the meaning of a text from a 
different time, place and culture, but, we are confronted with the complication of 
working in another linguistic structure. Sometimes there is not a word that conveys 
the meaning of the term before us, so we are obliged to look at, and develop, word 
roots in an attempt to produce a meaningful translation. The literal meaning of the 
phrase is then useful in directing us towards an interpretation that is significant for 
our present context. Since there is no possible direct translation of the idea before 
us, we are compelled to use the literal meaning of the words to direct us to a well- 
grounded meaning in the vernacular, which in effect imposes on us the reality that 
we are operating in a space between two languages and cultures, so that our
In conversation with Rosemary Goring. See note I.
translation is able to designate what is unsaid. This is represented diagrammatically 
below'*.
On the one 'cog' we have literal meanings, which are affected by word roots. On the 
other 'cog', we have contextual meanings, which differ with time, place, and culture, 
and where these interact we have the meaning that we glean from the text before us.
This idea is reflected in the use of the Hebrew expressions of peshat and derash, or, 
for the purposes of transposition of ideas, literal and figurative meaning. In the 
Talmud is the repeated expression, no text can be deprived of its peshat^, and although 
this comment is supposed to be one of clarification, it actually confuses this issue
Diagrammatic representation of this theory was developed and created by Iain Anderson and Missy Boling, 
and is used with permission.
 ^See b. Shabb. 63a, Yevam. 1 lb & 24a.
even further. The word peshat has been so variously defined that its real function has 
been clouded. For the moment, it will be used as an expression of literality, but its 
use will be later shown to develop into a wider operational purpose. The problem 
affecting this issue can be explained using a simple concept from sociolinguistics.
Languages change, or to be more precise, speakers innovate. This is best illustrated 
with examples. For instance, the word nice in a current English language dictionary 
is defined variously as pleasant, satisfactory; kind, good-natured; subtle, fine; requiring 
care; and fastidious^. However, while the first two explanations are commonly 
understood, the meaning of nice has varied over time, so that it used to be in 
common usage as ignorant, then fastidious, and then precise before it took on its rather 
meaningless current definition as pleasant. At least, according to this Oxford 
dictionary definition, its earlier meaning fastidious is retained, but is not common 
parlance. Similarly, the word die is no longer in common usage amongst young 
people. It appears that die is no longer associated with a cube marked on each face with 
1-6 spots, and in modern British maths text books^ its plural dice is now associated 
with the singular in common usage. It has, therefore, been replaced to the point 
where die is no longer understood, which is again reflected in an English dictionary 
where die is defined as (plural dice) a dice^. This demonstrates the idea of social 
variation as a means of speaker innovation.
® Elliott, Julia et al. Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus. OUP, 2001, 501.
 ^See for example, Newman, G. and Bull, R. Essential Skills in Maths Book 1. Nelson, 1996, 135, where 
publications use dice as a singular entity as students no longer understand die.
 ^ Webster’s New Twentieth Century Dictionary o f  the English Language. Unabridged 2"^  ed., Prentice hall 
Press, 1983, 507.
A third way in which language variation can be explained is illustrated in the 
translations of R. Yosef Kara below. Kara uses vernacular French to elucidate 
further the explanation of certain verses before him. However, this causes problems 
for the translator of the commentaries as the word lists he uses are not those 
common to the popular works of his near contemporary, R. Solomon ben Issac 
(Rashi). While Rashi uses the Medieval central French dialect in his writings, Kara 
does not. To understand Kara's use of Old French we have to turn to northern 
dialects to attempt a translation, and this has involved the development of the 
beginnings of a new translation system for reading his transliterated Medieval 
Hebrew^. For a modern illustration of regional change we can consider the 
Dundonian use of the word how. In response to the comment, please don't do that, the 
response is not the expected why? but rather how?. If you are not from Dundee, this 
can be initially very confusing, but it illustrates the point that this usage has been 
adopted by the local community, but has not been embraced by the whole 
population of Scotland. Similarly, the American gangster culture has introduced the 
neologism hling as an expression of excess, or being flash. Although this has crossed 
over from an American to an English male sub-group, it is not widely used by 
young Scottish men. Its use, therefore, may spread further but not be universally 
accepted, until it is either replaced by another new word, or continues to survive 
only as a sub-culture expressions^.
 ^See p. 53 below.
See Holmes, Janet. An Introduction to Sociolinguistics. 2d ed.., Longman, 2001, 196.
So, if this is the case, it is not surprising that Lamentations can be read in different 
contexts and still be regarded as a legitimate form of communal expression, despite 
being apparently out of time and place, Heaney is convinced that the importance of 
poetry is to give us an experience that is like foreknowledge of certain things which we 
already seem to be remembering'^'^. By examining the use of the Hebrew terms peshat 
and derash we can try to understand how this concept is working within Medieval 
commentaries on Lamentations. It also allows us to reflect on how the context of 
both speaker and reader leads us to a valid understanding of the text, so that we are 
able to recognise what is not being said to us as much as what is.
peshat
Much has been written on the history and meaning of peshat, or the literal, simple, 
plain meaning, but at this point it is necessary only to look briefly at the idea of peshat 
during the time of the Talmudic rabbis, and during the time of the medieval 
exegetes. In his book, Peshat and D e r a s h f s ^  Halivni argues that the Talmudic 
meaning of peshat can be defined as simply what the text says. This understanding 
is dictated by the context of the writing, whether it is regarded as the plain, simple 
meaning, or an applied one. Consequently, he does not accept that the root 
meaning of p-sh-t changes when applied to the noun, to mean anything other than 
extention/expansion with the further connotation of context. As the Talmud makes it
" In conversation with Rosemary Goring, see note 1.
Halivni, D. W. Peshat and Derash: Plain and Applied Meaning in Rabbinic Exegesis. OUP, 1991, 52.
quite clear that no text can he deprived of its peshat, it follows that this meaning is 
regarded as of primary importance, over and above any homiletic exposition, or 
derash, subsequently derived from the passage under scrutiny. That is not to say 
that the derash is of no consequence, but rather that it is of secondary value because 
not all texts have a derash interpretation.
There are three passages^^ in the Talmud where the comment no text can be deprived 
of its peshat can be found. In addition to these, there are eleven references'^ to 
peshatei (Babylonian Talmud), and peshutei (Palestinian Talmud) meaning the peshat 
of In each case the meaning should be read as contexf^^. However, as we examine 
medieval commentaries it becomes clear that what is one person's peshat is another's 
derash, so that the interpretation of the writing in its surrounding text is only one 
context to be addressed. This can be illustrated by Rashi's opening comments on 
Lam 1:1 where he says that Jeremiah wrote the Book of Laments. This is the scroll that 
Jehoiakim burned upon the brazier that was upon the fire. It contained three alphabetic 
acrostics... Later in the same verse he comments, there are many Aggadic Midrashim, 
but I have come to explain the language of Scripture according to its plain meaning^^. 
Based in midrash, this explanation is stated as the plain meaning by Rashi, but it is 
not considered to be plain meaning by either Kara or ibn Ezra, who reject by 
omission; and it would not be regarded as the plain meaning by a modern exegete, 
but rather treated as derash. The context of the definition of the exegetical method
Ibid. 5 4 -6 1 :  b. Shabb. 63a, Yevam. 1 lb, and Yevam. 24a.
Ibid. 63 -  76: b. Ketub. 111b; b. Eruv. 23b; b. Qidd. 80b; b. Zevah. 113a; b. Hul. 6a; b. Huh 133a; b. Arak. 
8b; b. Arak. 32a; y. Sanh., beginning; b. Sanh, 100b; and b.Ketub. 38b. Halivni examines each of these 
references in detail.
Ibid. 63.
Plain meaning here is indicated by Rashi with the use of according to its plain meaning.
being applied, therefore, also has to be taken into account. The context of time, as in 
speaker innovation, dictates how a passage is approached, just as it influences the 
conclusions reached. Also, it should be remembered that while the three medieval 
exegetes, whose commentaries on Lamentations are to be discussed, all read 
Hebrew and were expert in its exposition, their native tongues were French and 
Spanish. This means that there are time, spatial, and social variations both in 
relation to the text, and also with each other. It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
notion of peshat and derash is seen to change and develop not only from Talmudic 
times, but also within medieval exegesis itself.
By the tenth century the concept of peshat as illustrated in the Talmud has begun to 
change. The peshat interpretation is beginning to be regarded as superior to a derash 
exposition. In the works of Maimonides^^, this develops to the point where any 
interference with the surface meaning of the passage culminates in the downright 
rejection of derash. However, this extreme understanding of no text can he deprived of 
its peshat, is not unilaterally shared. Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra explore the idea that 
peshat and derash can coexist, but, in varying degrees of interpretation, peshat is to be 
given priority. Both spatial and social variations have parts to play in this 
development.
As Rashi begins to break the rabbinic exegetical mould with his changing view of 
peshat exegesis, he is still able to utilise the homiletic explanations found in Talmud
See for example his Book o f  Commandments where peshat is regarded as the only legitimate means of  
mterpretation.
and Midrash as and when he feels that they are valid. He also includes vernacular 
explanations in central medieval French dialect in an attempt to elucidate meaning. 
Kara, however, although a pupil of Rashi's, is also greatly influenced by his uncle, 
the commentator Menachem ben Helbo^^, whose works and ideas he freely quotes. 
He does not feel bound by a line-by-line exegesis, but rather explains the verse in 
the context of the surrounding passage. Although Kara includes vernacular 
Medieval French to further clarify a point he is trying to make, it is in dialects of 
northern France, and he is far less likely to utilise derash unless he either wishes to 
criticise it, or it seems to suggest the best solution. For ibn Ezra there is even more 
tension in the peshat J derash dichotomy. He prefers to use peshat explanations to 
clarify a passage, and explores the context of the verse within the written text, but is 
disinclined to say that if the authoritative explanation of the rabbis negates the 
peshat, then they were wrong. As his works display a greater influence from Arabic 
culture than either Rashi or Kara, it is not surprising that his arguments are more 
mystical in nature^^, using the plain meaning of peshat as an initial means by which 
to explore the text in greater depth^o. Neither is his wider knowledge and 
application of the Hebrew language astonishing.
Dates unknown, and ideas only extant in other commentators’ works.
The influence of Greek culture and philosophy played a large part in the search for a symbolic meaning for 
the text. This symbolic, or esoteric meaning was regarded as sod. By this method the text could be recreated, 
and this method came to be regarded as the beginning of the formation of Jewish mysticism.
For further discussion o f this idea see Irene Lancaster’s thesis Abraham ibn Ezra: Hermeneutics and Torah, 
Lancaster, 1995.
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the strength of doubt
If context dictates how we understand the text to the point where a text can be 
described as legitimate outside of its own time and place, then we have to be 
prepared to admit that a text is capable of multiple meanings. This is true for both 
peshat and derash readings of any works presented to us, particularly when we 
engage with the Hebrew of the text, where words may be said to coexist rather than 
interact with each other. For example, the last line of Lam 1:15; "[11 D]
n u n ’ m  n y in ib  is generally translated: the Lord has trampled as in a winepress the 
maiden daughter Judah. While it is straightforward to see what the words say, it is not 
so straightforward to see what they mean. Rashi argues that the meaning is one of 
slaughter as in A ivine press I trod alone (Isa 63:3), and then explains the text literally 
with the comment, like one who treads grapes to produce their wine, he trampled the 
ivomen to extract their blood. But this then raises the question of ivhy God should do 
this, so again we are required to engage with the text to decipher it. Once we move 
away from the plain meaning we enter the world of midrash, and are participating in 
Scripture such that Neil Gillman can say, A midrash is usually understood to be a 
reading of a text, but in an extended sense, it can also he taken as a reading of the world, of 
human experiences^. Albeit more obvious in a medieval interpretation, this is one of 
the functions of peshat: once it has given us the context of the verse, it directs us away 
from itself in search of a deeper meaning. Sometimes we are rewarded with 
something more than we can initially perceive, sometimes we are led to another
Gillman, Neil. “Sacred Fragments; Recovering Theology for the Modern Jew”, in Contemporary Jewish 
Theology: A Reader. Dorff, E. N. and Newman, L. E., eds., OUP, 1999, 183.
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passage to find some revelation. Wherever we end up, the context of the words 
interacts with the context of each reader to reveal an ultimate truth. Not the truth, 
but a truth. This is particularly developed in the work of ibn Ezra, with his 
emphasis on the use of 110, or mystical meaning^^, in the sense of hidden rather 
than esoteric.
The Talmud argues that no text can he deprived of its peshat, and regards this as one 
method of exegesis, while derash is another. However, it also preserves the 
interaction of one rabbi's opinion with another, so that we end up with 
commentaries on the commentaries on the text. But this should be seen as a way of 
keeping the text alive, and authentic from one generation to another. This is 
described by Peter Ochs as textual reasoning^s. Alternatively, Scriptural reasoning 
is defined as interaction with the biblical text, and this is an exercise that is 
performed, in our case, by the rabbis. When we interact with the biblical text 
through the commentaries that we have before us, then we are engaged in textual 
reasoning, or reasoning stimulated hy reading scriptural readings^. Thus Ochs can argue 
that as scriptural reasoning involves the reading of only one text, it gives us a 
limited base for interpretation, although the three monotheistic traditions allow for 
a greater variety of understandings. Textual reasoning, however, interacts with 
various secondary sources, and so offers a broader exegesis, but orders a narrower 
tradition. It gains its legitimacy through context, so that the rabbis were engaged in
^ See Lancaster, Abraham ibn Ezra, 299.
^ Ochs, Peter. “B ’nei Ezra: An Inti’oduction to Textual Reasoning”, in Contemporary Jewish Theology: A 
Reader (ed. Dorff, E. N. & Newman, L. E.; OUP, 1999), pp. 502-511.
2'* Ibid. p.507.
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scriptural reasoning, but Rashi, Kara, and ibn Ezra are occupied with textual 
reasoning. This leads us back to the idea that our interactions with the text(s) are 
based on the sociolinguistic variants of time, space and society.
However, this plurality of meanings should not be regarded as a lack of 
understanding, the result of flawed reasoning, or a weakness, but rather as a 
strength.
When Yosef Kara admits ".. .but I do not know what it means", he is acknowledging 
that although he has wrestled with the text, and the Jewish writings on it, he is 
unable to find a satisfactory explanation of the biblical versets. That is not to say 
that he offers no explanation at all, but rather that we are invited to search for our 
own understanding using those he himself rejects as a starting point. Such is the 
nature of peshat and derash.
In his book on Judaic logic, Avi Sion says this: Tivo people equally skilled in the art of 
knowing (or one person at different times) may arrive at different specific conclusions, due to 
different contexts of knowledge. The content and volume of one's experience -  in the largest 
sense of the term experience, including material and mental perceptions and conceptual 
insights -  has a direct influence on one's logic, affecting one's every rational process^^. This 
invites us to rethink the texts before us. It also invites us to consider the ways in 
which the rabbis approached the texts before them, why they did not always agree.
See Ganiel, “Exegetical Method”, 91, where he states that when Kara is at a loss as to which explanation is 
tlie collect one, he quotes Isa 42:16.
Sion, Avi. Judaic Logic: A Formal Analysis o f  Biblical, Talmudic and Rabbinic Logic. Slatkine, 1997, 19.
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and why this enriches the text rather than tempting us to reject out of hand eccentric 
interpretations and conflicting arguments.
historical context
The commentators under discussion were part of a sudden change in the 
development of Jewish Bible exegesis in the second half of the eleventh century. 
First of all, there was a sharp rise in the exegetical output of commentators, and 
secondly, there was a great emphasis placed on the importance of a peshat, 
interpretation. This method of interpretation was separated from the derash, or 
homiletical approach, which had been the usual method of exegesis produced up to 
this point. Peshat was now to be the preferred approach.
This development was begun by Menachem ben Helbo, closely followed by Rashi, 
Kara and others. Menahem ben Helbo, however, still used derash explanations in his 
commentaries, as did Rashi. It was with Kara, and then Rashbam, that the peshat 
explanation was to be preferred above all else, to the point where Rashbam decried 
a derash interpretation. By the end of the twelfth century, however, this school of 
thought had faded just as fast as it had begun. It would appear that the reasons for 
this were three-fold.
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The scholars in northern France were influenced by other cultures, borrowing, 
modifying and creatively using new ideas. The work of the grammarians in Spain 
were frequently used by Rashi and Kara, Shemaiah and Rashbam, and affected their 
method of interpretation. Although dictionaries produced by the Spanish-Jewish 
linguists Menahem ben Saruq and Dunash ibn Labrat were often cited, the French 
exegetes felt under no obligation to agree with everything they had produced. This 
new method that embraced philological developments was also a useful tool in 
Jewish-Christian deliberations.
Jewish-Christian polemics greatly affected the commentaries produced in northern 
France in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Begun around the ninth century, these 
debates became important in this period because senior Jewish figures were 
concerned that the Jews would be influenced by strong Christian polemics. The 
new peshat method of interpretation allowed Jewish scholars to cause problems for 
Christian symbolic interpretations, when the Christian scholars regarded their new 
style as superficial. Although the French exegetes mainly disguised their arguments 
in the commentaries that they produced to remain more convincing, the polemical 
elements in their works'are clearly noticeable.
The final element in the rapid rise of peshat interpretation is the influence of the 
twelfth century renaissance in Christian Europe. The move towards a more rational 
approach away from myths and legends, led to the search for a more literal 
interpretation of Scripture. The twelfth century school in the Monastery of St Victor,
15
founded by William of Champeaux, was influenced by the literal approach of their 
Jewish contemporaries whom they quoted. These spiritual contacts led to social and 
economic contacts, particularly in France and Germany, and it is due to the close 
intertwining of these three reasons of Spanish-Jewish culture, Jewish-Christian 
polemic, and the twelfth century renaissance, that the peshat interpretation became 
so influential.
the task
The first requirement is to have relevant texts with which to consider context. Below 
are five medieval commentaries on the Book of Lamentations; one by Rashi, two by 
Kara, and two by ibn Ezra. Each document stands alone, and is presented as a 
working translation that has been annotated with observations made on the text. 
The Rashi and ibn Ezra translations are of the Lewin-Epstein edition of the Hebrew 
text of the Five Megillot found in the Judaica Press edition of The Books of 
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes. The Kara translations are, however, of Solomon Buber's 
1899 edition of manuscripts Breslau 1041 and Munich 5. As 1041 is no longer extant, 
being lost during World War II, there is no means of verifying parts of the text. 
However, the Buber edition is a scholarly work that has proved to be a valuable 
resource when considering the writing of Yosef Kara. The Munich 5 edition that 
was previously published by Buber, but included in this publication, is translated 
here for consistency's sake, and because it is the most accessible way to produce a
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reading of Kara's commentary in English. It is a much longer text than that of 1041, 
but contains vast quantities of material found in the shorter work. The translations 
include a number of transliterated Medieval French words and expressions that 
have not been easy to read. This is because the French is not the same as that found 
in a published Rashi wordlist, despite scholarly attempts to produce a system for 
consistent translation. However, the Medieval French can be translated if northern 
Medieval French dialects are examined instead of the central French dialect common 
to Rashi commentaries. Consequently, any translations of the Medieval French 
references in the Kara editions are tentatively offered, as the system for translation is 
still in the early stages of construction. This is an ongoing project in consultation 
with a senior scholar of Medieval French^’'.
In the chapter that follows the five translations, there is a more detailed study of the 
function of peshat, along with a comparison of eight selected verses of the Book of 
Lamentations. These eight verses were chosen because they throw up interesting 
textual disputes and dilemmas. These comparisons aim to illustrate the medieval 
ideas and definitions proposed by Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra to see what insights 
they have to offer. This is done with the specific intention of identifying the 
implication of context, with respect to the development of interpretation of the text 
through the use of peshat and derash. Philological comments also indicate the 
growing levels of grammatical understanding of the medieval exegetes, and what 
implications, if any, there are for the meanings of the text. Included in these
Grateful thanks are offered to Dr Clive Sneddon of the French Department, St Andreivs University, for his 
expertise, interest, and great patience shown when translating parts of these documents. While all work on the 
tiansliterated French was a joint exercise, the translations are his.
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comparisons are relevant comments on any issues that the text raises by modern 
commentators. This is important with regard to the development of the 
understanding of meaning and grammar based on context. Conclusions are then 
drawn as to the stated aim.
All English translations of verses in Lamentations that follow Hebrew text are 
printed in bold; all other English translations are printed in italics. Square brackets 
indicate an addition to the text, whether to aid the sense of the text, or to correct the 
Hebrew. These are clearly marked. There is no use of speech marks, and inverted 
commas are used only to indicate a quotation within a translation. This appears to 
be the most practical way of keeping the text of the translations as easy to read as 
possible. By using a standard RSV translation of a line of biblical text, the problem 
arises with the commentary that follows. This is due to the fact that when each 
exegete interprets a verse the meanings may change. Thus, we have the problem 
that the translation after the biblical text does not reflect the meaning the exegete 
wishes to present to the reader. There seems to be no real way around this.
This work aims to do two things; first of all, to present the work of R. Yosef Kara on 
Lamentations in translation, and in context of the better-known commentators R. 
Solomon ben Isaac, and R. Abraham ibn Ezra; and secondly, to observe the pattern 
of development of the use of peshat interpretation, and discuss why this is important 
for the use, and relevance, of the biblical Book of Lamentations.
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Although my expertise is in translation of biblical and medieval Hebrew, the 
development of the peshat method of interpretation has led to an active interest in 
hermeneutics. However, the work presented here on peshat interpretation is not 
exhaustive. Each of the eight verses chosen are broken down and the three 
commentators' observations are compared. Intrepretations from LXX, Targum and 
PesMtta are also recorded. Then, the ideas of modern commentators are compared 
and contrasted with those of the medieval exegetes. Conclusions are drawn from 
these observations regarding peshat interpretation and the development of the 
meaning of words.
By looking at peshat as literal meaning, we can go beyond what is written and 
consider the meaning of what is not being said. We are directed towards a meaning 
that makes sense to us in our context. Peshat, then, is not just a method of exegesis, it 
is a function of how exegesis can take place. Sociolinguistics tell us zuhy the 
language changes and develops in meaning; the theory of translatability of cultures 
indicates how the function of peshat is developed when the text under examination is 
translated, and interpreted, by / for a culture other than the original. It retains its 
authenticity due to its relevance in a communal crisis, because it knows the score, and 
if  you know the score you've fortified yourself
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Commentary of Rash: on the Book of Lamentations
introduction to Rashi
R. Solomon ben Isaac (Rashi) was born in Troyes, in northern central France in 1040, 
into a scholarly family. He was educated in Troyes until travelling to the academies 
of Mainz and Worms in Germany to study. However, at the age of twenty-five he 
returned to Troyes, and by the age of thirty had set up his own school. As a scholar 
with an independent mind, Rashi refused to accept any conclusions unless they 
were based on reason, and was also ready to reconsider his own judgements if he 
regarded them as flawed, or was more convinced by a pupil's argument. By 
maintaining close friendships with his students and encouraging independent 
thought, his school was able to support creative interpretation, and made him the 
most influential of the Medieval exegetes. Although Rashi's school attracted many 
students, and the school rose to prominence, his most outstanding pupils were 
members of his own family. His four famous grandsons^, born to his eldest 
daughter Jochebed, were to form part of the group of scholars known for setting up 
the school of tosafot.
‘ Isaac (Ribam), Samuel (Rashbam), Solomon, and Jacob (Rabbenu Tam), sons o f Jochebed and Meir b. 
Samuel.
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It should also be noted that in the eleventh and twelfth centuries Rashi greatly 
influenced eminent Christian scholars such as Hugh of St. Victor^, Nicholas of 
Manjacoria, and Nicholas de Lyra^, who mentions Rashi by name in his own 
writings. Although there are no clear references to contemporary issues in the 
commentaries of Rashi, there are references to Jewish-Christian polemic. These 
appear in commentary manuscripts, but are often edited out of the editions where 
there are references to 'Edom', and 'Rome', which are read as references to 
Christianity. In the book of Psalms the polemic is more marked, and Grossman 
comments that as Rashi's commentary on the Psalms was written after the First 
Crusade in 1096, then his comments should be regarded as a reaction to these 
events^.
Rashi probably wrote commentaries on all the biblical books, with his works 
culminating in the commentary on the Babylonian Talmud. Mostly, these are 
preserved, but some credited to him are not his, and others indicate additions to the 
texts not all of which were made by him. Very often his students supplemented his 
explanations, and while some of these supplements he accepted, others once 
annotated and added were inserted by copyists. These included arguments offered 
by his grandsons Samuel b. Meir (Rashbam), and Shemaiah^. The third student to 
be included, and acknowledged, in Rashi's commentaries is his pupil Yosef Kara, 
whose own first commentary, on the prophet Micah, is almost identical to Rashi's.
 ^Smalley, B. The Bible in the Middle Ages. Blackwell, 1983, 103. 
 ^Encyclopedia Judaica, 1563.
Grossman, Avraham, in HBOT 14, p340.
 ^The son of his youngest daughter, possibly called Rachel. See Encyclopaedia Judaica, 1559.
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This is an important point when we come to compare commentaries, as Kara later 
feels able to disagree with his teacher as we see in his Lamentations commentaries, 
and develops his own new approach to peshat interpretation. Buber comments that 
in a number of commentaries work is credited to one when it is actually composed 
by the other, for example, the 1486 commentary on Lamentations included in the 
1486 Hagiograph^. Eventually, however, the identity of the interpolator would 
often drop out of the commentary and the commentary credited to Rashi. That said, 
his commentaries were adopted as standard works very quickly after completion, 
and were widely circulated by the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Even though it 
is difficult to know exactly what Rashi himself wrote, his works today are regularly 
quoted, so that it is not unusual to find texts translated with a bias towards Rashi's 
commentaries, just as we find in Rosenberg's commentary^ from which our Hebrew 
text is taken.
Rashi's commentaries largely reflect rabbinic sources, but he begins to introduce a 
developed use of peshat, or literal meaning, regularly using the phrase, hut I have 
come to explain the language of Scripture according to its plain meaning. This implies that 
his choice of midrashic quotations is far from arbitrary, and yet it is difficult to see 
why some are included as they do not make any clear sense of the text. However, 
Rashi's interpretation of plain meaning is not always the same as ours, or in fact of 
the other exegetes under discussion, but this can be explained by his role as 
innovator in the development of medieval exegesis. Indeed, his pupils Kara and
 ^Buber, Commentary, introduction, 2, 
 ^Rosenberg, Commentary, xvii.
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Rashbam were to develop this idea of plain meaning even further, to the point 
where Rashbam was later to reject derash, or applied meanings, for the text 
completely^.
His texts are also strewn with vernacular medieval French words and phrases as he 
sought to clarify his ideas. These have been collected together in various wordlists 
and used as standard glosses^. Unfortunately, not all medieval exegetes utilised 
standard dialects and spellings, so Rashi word lists are not always useful if the 
author is not Rashi. However, the use of the vernacular adds to the intelligibility 
that symbolises his work. As a grammarian, Rashi was heavily influenced by the 
developments in grammar stemming from the Arab-speaking Jewish world, in 
particular Menahem ben Saruq, and Dunash ibn Labrat. Although guided by these 
grammarians he felt under no obligation to agree with them, and relied on his own 
judgement when concerned with understanding the Biblical Hebrew before him. 
His style was based in Rabbinic and Biblical Hebrew, and shows the use of Aramaic 
due to the importance he placed on the targums. Again, he feels free to reject the 
targumic text and propose other ideas of his own indicating his freedom of thought. 
The influence of central French is also present in Rashi's commentaries, and in some 
instances, Rashi's use of the French is the sole surviving source for these words as 
they are not found in French literature. These factors have helped to make Rashi 
the most popular medieval exegete of Scripture and Talmud.
Gelles, B. J. Peshat and Derash in the Exegesis o f Rashi. LeidenrBrill, 1981, 123.
 ^See for example, Darmesteter, A. Les Closes Françaises de Raschi dans la Bible. Libraiiie A. Durlacher, 
1909.
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Although Rashi explains many biblical words and phrases in his commentary on the 
Talmud, there is no consistent explanation with regard to the same words and 
phrases that he examines in his biblical commentaries. While some explanations 
may be regarded as complementary, no adequate solution to the difficulties this 
poses has as yet been advanced. That said, Rashi appears to have preferred to 
continually update his textual interpretations by adding glosses and emendations, 
rather than writing new commentaries. It is these updated versions that appear to 
have increased circulation of his work, and the additions appear in MSS Munich 5 
and Vienna 23.
Rashi's commentaries on the Bible have had a continuing importance throughout 
the centuries following their composition. Not only that, they have been influential 
tliroughout Jewish culture in both northern Europe and in Spain, and first printed 
Hebrew book was his commentary on the Bible. Alongside this is the important 
influence he had in the field of peshat exegesis.
It is his style of writing that incorporated both peshat and derash explanations, that 
makes his commentaries accessible to all readers and gives rise to their popularity. 
Since Rashi's work was written in clear language, and included rabbinic 
interpretation, it was more suited to the spiritual uplifting of the suffering Jewish 
people in fourteenth and fifteenth century Europe. Tliis contrasts with the more 
dry, academic exegesis of scholars such as ibn Ezra, where technical linguistic 
knowledge was needed to understand his work. The virtues of Rashi's
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commentaries were also extolled by the Spanish kabbalists in their battle against 
philosophical tendencies, and by those in Provence and Spain opposed to Jewish 
philosophy. However, those who supported the rationalist school of thought in 
Spain preferred the work of ibn Ezra. But Rashi's biblical commentaries still became 
popular among Spanish Jewry as a side-effect of his excellence as a Talmud scholar, 
so that by the fifteenth century, R. Isaac Canpanton would establish a School of 
Talmud study in Spain. Always a modest man, Rashi seems to have been unaware 
of his influence as a commentator, a fact indicated in letters he wrote in later life.
Below is a translation of Rashi's commentary on the Book of Lamentations based on 
the Lewin-Epstein edition of the commentary on the Five Megilloth published by 
Judaica Press^®. It was chosen because it is a standardised and readily available 
Hebrew commentary, and included in this commentary digest are those of Abraham 
ibn Ezra.
one
(1) 1 1 3  1 3 0 ’ 1 3 ’^  how  deserted [the city] lies. Jeremiah wrote the Book of
Lamentations. This is the scroll that Jehoiakim burned upon the brazier that was 
upon the fire. It contained three alphabetic acrostics: [Chapter 1] How lies; 
[Chapter 2] How brought darkness; [Chapter 4] How is diminished; [and] he 
added to it [Chapter 3] I am the man which contains three alphabetic acrostics, as
Rosenberg, A. J. The Five Megilloth, Vol. 2; Lamentations, Ecclesiastes -  A New Translation. New York: 
The Judaica Press, 1992.
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it is said ü*?© 1 ^ 3  HOnS D’31 D’l m  Orr^D ^013 llD l (Jer 36:32; and 
many similar words were added to them), three corresponding to three^^. 113  
deserted, alone of all her inhabitants. DD *’331  fu l l  o f people. The yod is 
superfluous, as in DZ) 1 3 1  for her people were many. There are many Aggadic 
Midrashim, but I have come to explain the language of Scripture according to its 
plain meaning. 130^^3  1 1 ’1 She has become like a w idow , but not [really] a 
widow; rather, like a woman whose husband went overseas, but intends to return 
to her^2
(2) 1 3 3 1  133 Bitterly she weeps, twice weeping over the two d e s t r u c t i o n s ^ ^
1 ^ ’’^3  in the night, because the Temple was burned at night, which the master
said. When it was evening, they ignited the fire upon it^^. Another explanation: 
during the night -  the night of the weeping of the spies on the ninth of Av caused 
it to happen to them^^. Another explanation: in the night -  because whoever 
weeps in the night, the one who hears his voice cries with him^^. 11R311
1’! ^  and her tears are upon her cheek from the moment she weeps continually.
l ‘’ZZl *23 all her friends who were her lovers.
(3) 1111*’ 11*23 Judah w ent into exile from her land. ‘’3Z33 ou t o f affliction, because 
of affliction. 1113Z? 31131 and harsh labour which, the Chaldeans burdened her 
with. 3*’133 130*’ t^ *’l  she dw elt among the nations, but in the place where she
Compare with Lam. Rab., Proem 28.
12 See b. Sank. 104a.
1^  See b. Sank. 104b.
14 See b. Ta'an. 29a.
15 See Targum, b. Sank. 104b; b. Ta'an. 29a. 
1^  See Lam. Rab. 1:24.
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was exiled and settled, 1133 lR y 3  ^*2 she found  no rest, □‘’lH 3 n  |'’3 between the 
boundaries, for there is a high place on both sides, and there is no place to escape. 
□*’lH 3n  the boundaries -  the boundaries of field and vineyard. The Midrash 
A g g a d a h ^ 7  explains between the seventeenth of Tainmuz, and the ninth of Av.
(4) 1Z313 "’t o  [no-one] comes to her appointed feasts  -  pilgrims. 11313 [her maidens]
grieve is an expression of ]13*’ grief, and there is no radical in the word except the 
gimeP^.
(5) 1*20 a t ease. The inhabitants who were at peace. 1311 [HaShem] has afflicted  
her refers to the grief, which is an expression of ]13\
(6) 1Z313 lRy3 ^*2 □’*2*’^ 3  like harts, they do no t fin d  pasture. Like harts that do 
not find pasture, because they have no strength to flee, for their strength has been 
weakened by hunger. ®]111 *’32*2 before [the] pursuer. Every (other) ^ 1 1  that is
in Scripture is deficient (a short spelling), but this one is full [*^111] because they 
were pursued by a complete pursuit. Therefore, the liturgy^^ was composed, I 
was fully pursued, but the year of my redemption *21t^ 3 is missing. The year of my 
redemption p *2)<3] has come (Isa 63:4) is written incorrectly (with a short spelling).
(7) 3*2011’’ 113T Jerusalem remembers in her exile. l ’3Z3 ’’3 ’ the days o f her 
affliction  -  the day of her destruction, which brought my misery to my hand. 
I"" 11131 and her miseries. It is an expression of anguish as in 3 ’’111 *2Z3 "’l l l ’’l
(Judges 11:37; I go down upon the mountains), and 1 3 ’lt<l ’I ’0 3  l ’ll^  (Ps 55:3; I
12 See Lam. Rab. 1:29.
15 See Englander on Rashi's grammar, HUCA 11 (1936), 4. Here Rashi is following Menachem (ben Samq)'s 
view that a radical may consist o f only one or two letters, rather than later grammarians who insist on three. 
19 Selichot for High Holy Days, no. 61. See Rosenberg, Lamentations, 4.
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am brought down in my anxiety, and I moan)^^. rf’lQnD *23 all her treasures, for she 
remembered all the good things of her treasures from the days of old. *2Z) 1pfl0 
n n 3 0 3  [they] mocked a t her destruction. They rejoiced over the ceasing of her 
joy -  her festival, her New Moon, and her Sabbath. But the Midrash Aggadah 
explains it differently -  that they were resting in exile on the Sabbaths and feasts, 
and let the seventh year lie fallow. So, the heathens were laughing at them, and 
saying. Fools! In your land you did not let [the seventh year] lie fallow, but now, in 
exile, you observe it? In your land, you did not keep [the Sabbath], but now, in exile, you 
keep i t7'^ ^
(8) n i ’3*2 a wanderer, an exile, an expression for a nomad, 'esmo(u)rement^ in the 
vernacular. 131113 her nakedness, her shame. 113t^3 she [herself] sighed -  in the 
passive past tense, sospirer '^  ^ in the vernacular. They heard that I am sighing (v.21), 
but there the word is sospirose^^.
(9) I"’*2103 ini^DlD Her uncleanness is in her skirts. This is an expression of 
disgrace -  her menstrual blood is recognisable on the hems of her garments. That 
is to say, her sins are multiplied; she committed them openly. IJT’l l t ^  113T t<*2 
she did no t consider her future. When they were sinning, they did not take heed
20 This verse is not straightforward. ÎT’n i Û  comes from 1 1 1 3 , meaning misery, or wandering -  from root 
111 to wander/rove. In the two texts quoted by Rashi we read T l l l l ,  from Judges 11:37, which appears to 
be from the root 1 1 ’’ to come (go) down; diminish. However, it could possibly come from the root 111 to 
wander, go about. The second quotation which is' from Psalm 55:3 uses 1"'1K, which translates as /  am 
brought down, from the hiphil o f the root 1 1 \  but also as I  wail, from the root l*’l .  In his translation,
Rosenberg suggests that Rashi is reading the root l ’’l  for both examples, to better explain Rashi's comments j
on the verse. See Saenz-Badillos, A. A History o f  the Hebrew Language. Translated from the Spanish by J. |
Elwolde. CUP, 1993, 192 -  where becomes 1. I
21 See Lam. Rab. 1.7.34. i
22 In Old French 'esmo(u)rement -that which moves on. |
23 In Old French sospirer -  to sigh.
24 That is, a noun instead of the verb.
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of what their end might be. Therefore, 1131 she fe ll  astonishingly. Her
descent was amazing, bewildering many, for everyone was astonished that it had 
happened to her, something that did not happen to any other city.
(10) IH  0 1 2  11’’ The enemy stretched ou t his hand. Ammon and Moab^s. *23 *2X3 
l ’1 3 n 3  upon all her treasures -  the Siphrei Torah, of which it is said □’13131 
31TD (Ps 19:11; They are more precious than gold). All turned to plunder silver and 
gold, and they turned upon the Siphrei Torah in order to burn them, because it is 
written in thern.121 ’’313X3 ^ 3 ’ ^*2 (Deut 23:4; An Ammonite [or a Moabite] will not
enter gfc)^. ^*2 *21p3 1R32 ^*2 1 3 ’IH 1 0 ^  whom  you commanded no t to enter 
into your assembly. These are Ammon and Moab.
(12) □3*' *2t^  t^ *2 Let i t  n o t happen to you. Such a calamity should never again reflect
upon those who transgress the law. The Sages said 11131 ]3  t^ 3*231p*2 jR33 
[□3’’*2^  t^ *2] Here we have a Biblical support for the custom of saying: [not to youY" .^ 
See what he did to me; be sure and see etc. ’’*2 *2*21X3 1 0 ^  th a t was inflicted on 
me - which was done to met '1  1311 10t^ [with] which HaShem saddened [me] 
12^ ]111 □V3 on the day o f  his fierce anger. Here, 13[11] is an expression of ]13’’ 
grief/distress.
(13) 1311’’1 and he sent i t  down. It diminished and broke it [each bone], through 
punishment and affliction. Therefore, the nun is marked with a dagesh in order to 
interpret it as the feminine singular, like 130X3'’ he will do it, 133D13’’ he will gnaw
25 Rashi follows Lam. Rab. 1.10.38.
26 Ibid.
22 Quoting b. Sank. 104b, being a formula to ward off danger (Jastrow, Dictionary, 1323).
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on it, and 13X31'’ he will graze on it, since Di5X31 hone is feminine, like it says 
n i03 '’l  ni31XX31 (Ezek 37:4; the dry bones). It [the fire] broke each one. Another 
explanation: 1311’! is like T 2 3  *2^  l l l l ’’! (Judges 14:9; he scooped out ivith his 
hands). It emptied and removed the marrow from its midst.
(14) 11“'3  ‘’X30S *2X3 lp 0 3  The yoke o f m y transgressions w as marked in his hand. 
This word has no likeness in Scripture, and in the Aramaic language of Pesikta^^ it 
is read as goad, ^ lp 0 3  an ox goad. But I say lp 0 3  is the same as pointurez, in the 
v e r n a c u l a r 2 9 .  My transgressions were dotted, mottled, and marked in the hand of 
the Holy One, blessed be He, as a remembrance. Their number and their reward 
were not forgotten. 13130'’ they were interwoven, they were made into plaits 
that grew upon my neck. In the language of the Mishnah^^, 31301 3 ^  ]’31DQ 
You may not girth the bedsteads.
(15) 1*20 [The Lord] has trampled -  he trampled and trod down, as in 1*20 1*20
1*2001 (Isa 62:10; build up, build up the highway). 1X310 ’’*2X3 ^ I p  He has
summoned an assembly before me, an assembly of troops to come against me, and 
our Rabbis interpreted what they interpreted: Tammuz of that year was a full 
month^i, of the second year from their departure from Egypt. Therefore, the 
return of the spies took place on the night of the ninth of Av, upon which their
25 See Pesikta d'Rav Kahana, p i53.
29 In Medieval French EO becomes pointurez,
55 In Mo 'ed. Qat. 1,8 we read mtDDH pHIDOl you may girth the bedsteads (during the festival week). See 
Jastrow, Dictionary, 1022, Rashi includes the negative
52 That is, thirty days, Tammuz is the fourth month in the Hebrew calendar normally lasting 29 days. See 
Dictionary, 1676.
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weeping was firmly fixed for g e n e r a t i o n s ^ ^  p-pr p] [the Lord] has trodden as in 
a winepress is an expression of slaughter, like *’13*2 ^3311 1112 (Isa 63:3; A  
winepress I trod alone). Like one who treads grapes to produce their wine, he 
trampled the women to extract their blood.
(16) *’3*’X3 M y eye, m y eye, that is to say, my eye sheds tears continually. The 
repetition teaches that there is no cessation.
(17) I '’I"’3 Zion spreads ou t her hands. Similarly, 131)13 T l ’ 0121 (Isa
25:11; He will spread out his hands in his midst) as the one who moves his hands 
back and forth, and shows distress with them. Another explanation is Zion broke 
-  an expression of breaking, like 31*2 0112 (Lam 4:4; no-one breaks it [ie. bread]
for them), and 1Î1D bV lO m 'l "inK bl3 On"? 1D13’ K*?! (Jer 16:7; and they m il not 
break (bread) for them in mourning to console him for his dead [kinsman])^'^. This is 
how Menachem articulated it^ ,^ and in the language of the Mishnah^^, the broken 
piece 10112 of bread, is enduring/valid. It indicates that the one who is in 
distress is like one who clasps his hands and breaks them. I have found an 
addendum^^. VIH V3'’3G 3)1X3*’*2 .1 lllX HaShem has decreed fo r  Jacob [that]
his adversaries shall surround him. Concerning Jacob, he has commanded that 
his adversaries would surround him. Even when they were exiled to Babylon 
and Assyria, Sennacherib banished their enemies, Ammon and Moab, and settled
52Check: b. Pes. 77a; b. Ta'an. 29a; b. Sank. 104b; b. Sotah. 35a.
55 MT reads I D  Sl3 11313*7...
54 See Machbereth Menachem, 146, as cited in Rosenberg, Lamentations, 9.
55 See b. Ber. 37a.
56 It is unclear from the text as to what comment Rashi is referring.
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them beside them. They taunted them, as it is stated in Tractate KiddushirP'^: 
H u m a n i a ^ s  y^^s in Babylon, belonging entirely to the Ammonites. 113*2 as an
unclean thing, for an outcast, and a disgrace.
(19) "’31^0*2 ’’f l^ lp  I  called to m y lovers, to those who make themselves appear as
lovers. ■’DlDl 1 3 1  they betrayed me -  for example, the children of Ishmael, who 
went forth towards the exiles when the captors were leading them on the road 
nearby, and appeared beside them as if they were compassionate towards them. 
They produced for them all kinds of salty foods, and inflated skin bottles. So, 
thinking that it was wine, they ate and became thirsty, and rushed to drink. But 
when one untied the inflated wine bottle with his teeth, the air entered his 
intestine, and they died. This is what Scripture says, 131 13*’*23 31133 1X3*’3 (Isa 
21:13-14; in the forest in Arabia you shall pass the night etc. Bring water for the thirsty! 
Those who dwell in the land of Tema greeted the loanderer with food)^^. 3 ^  13"’0 1  
D023 they revived their souls -  so that they would revive their souls.
(20) 113131 [my innards] bum, they shrivelled. There is an expression like this in
the language of the Mishnah'^^: 1"’X33 *’33 113131 11^*2 1*223 It fell into the fire, and
its intestines were scorched'- 3133 3*’33  in the house i t  is like death. Within the
house was fear of demons, harmers and angels of death, and outside the enemy's 
sword was bereaving [them].
52 See b. Qidd. 72a.
55 A town in Babylonia hostile to Jews. See Jastrow, Dictionary, 338. 
59 Compare Rashi's explanation with that found in Midrash Psalms 5:8. 
45 See b. Hul. 3:3.
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(21) 3"'0X3 n n ^  *’3  th a t you have done it. You have caused them to hate me because
you set me apart from their food and drink, and from marrying with them. If I 
had intermarried with them, they would have had compassion on me, and on 
their daughters' sons. D ^ lp  ÜV 3 ^ 3 1  M ay you bring the day you proclaimed. 
Would that you had brought upon them the appointed day that you proclaimed 
upon me. 1133  Tn'’l and let them be like me - in distress!
(22) "]1S*2 03X33 *23 ^133 M ay all their wickedness come before you. May their 
sins be remembered and counted before you. 13*2 *2*21X31 and deal w ith  them, 
and do with them, just as X33X3]^  3333*’ V *2*2X333 03 (Prov 20:11; Even a youth 
can be recognised by his deeds), V *2*2X33 *’3231 (Jer 32:19; and according to the 
consequences of his deeds).
two
(1) 3*’X3*’ 33*’^  H ow  [the Lord] has brought darkness. He darkened, as Scripture 
states: 0*’3X33 133p3n O*’30m (I Kgs 18:45; And the heavens had become dark with 
clouds), O'"303 from  heaven to earth. After he lifted them up as far as the
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heavens, he threw them to earth at once, and not gradually, [as] from a high roof 
to a deep pit^i. 1*233 0133 his footstool. His footstool, this is the Temple.
(2) Opi?** ni^3 the dwellings o f Jacob, the houses of Jacob is an expression of 313 
habitation. p3^*2 X313 He has brought [them] to the ground, he has humbled 
them to the ground. 3 ’301 30*200 *2*23 he has treated the kingdom and its 
princes w ith  contempt. These are the Israelites who were called 0 1 3 0  310*200 
(Exod 19:6; a kingdom of priests)'^. 3"’301 and its princes. There is a Midrash 
AggadahA^ [which says that] these are the heavenly princes [whose names] he 
changed. The one who had dominion over fire he appointed over water^^, and he 
changed all the incumbents because those who possessed the Divine Name were 
among the wicked of Israel, and were relying on them because they could adjure 
the heavenly princes to save them from fire, water, and sword. But now, when 
one entreated the prince of fire by name, he would reply. This dominion is not in 
my hands, and so, all of them.
(3) 1*’0 ‘’ 313^ O'’03  he has w ithdrawn his right hand. He withdrew himself as 
though withdrawing his right hand from waging war on behalf of his children.
(4) iri0p "|33 He has bent his bow. Since it is the custom of the ones who bend the 
bow, because they are strong, to place his foot upon them when he bends them. 
Therefore, it is written as an expression of treading. 13103 0t<O “]20  he has
41 )A3'’0*2 ^ 0 3  b<3Pb<Ü is the equivalent of pride goes before a fall; from the sublime to the 
ridiculous, etc.
42 See Lam. Rab. 2:2.5.
45 See Lam. Rab. 2:2.5.
44 Lam. Rab. says that the names of the angels were changed, so that the one with dominion over water had 
dominion over fire, and the one with dominion over fire had dominion over iron [the sword]. Cf. Rashi.
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poured ou t his w rath like fire. Thus is the association of the words: He poured 
out his fury, which is like fire, since we do not find pouring out fire except in 
conjunction with wrath, as it is written □‘’1 3  “[3103 “[120 (Ps 79:6; Pour out
your wrath upon the nations).
(5) 3313'’ 3100 □3"’l he has increased fo r  the daughter o f Judah -  he increased for
the congregation of Judah^^. 3"’3^1 3 ‘’3^3) pain and wailing, suffering and 
weeping. □3"’l and he increased. The yod is vocalised with small patah [ie. segol], 
which is an expression of increasing others. 3 ^ 0  10HX?‘’l 0X33 Opl’l (Ex 1:20; and
the people multiplied, and became very strong) is vocalised with hireq, which is an 
expression meaning that he multiplied himself. So, every verb which ends with a 
hey, for example, 332 to turn, 33T to go astray, 3 0 0  to weep, functions in this way 
when the hey is missing. When it speaks about itself it is vocalised with hireq, for 
example: 3X?32 ]2 ’l (Ex 7:23; and Pharoah turned). But when it speaks of others, it 
is vocalised with small patah [ie. segol], for example: 03T *2^  03T ]2pl (Judges 15:4; 
and he turned tail to tail)’, 13103^ *2X?0 3313’ *2pl (II Kgs 25:21; and Judah was exiled 
from its land), but, 3310^ *2^30' 3 ^  *200 “[*20 *2,^ 1 (ibid. 18:11; and the king of
Babylon exiled Israel to Assyria)'^^.
(6) 0 0 3 “’1 he has laid waste  -  an expression of cutting off, and so ]230 0103'’ (Job
15:33; he will cast off like a vine); '^’□pX? 10033 (Jer 13:22; your steps have been cut 
off). jXO like a garden -  as they cut the vegetables of the garden. 100 his 
Tabernacle, his residence. 100 is written because he appeased his anger against
45 See Targum 2:5.
46 In other words, the word is vocalised with hireq if it is a qal, and segol if  it is in the hiphil.
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his children with the destruction of his Temple. This is how it is interpreted in 
the midrash on L a m e n t a t i o n s ^ ^ ,  13D10 3 3 0  he has destroyed his place o f  
meeting, the sanctuary of the Holy of Holies where he would meet with his 
children, as it is said: 0 0  '’33XJ131 (Ex 25:22; and I will meet with you there).
]301 “1*20 king and priest -  Zedekiah the king, and Seraiah the High P r i e s t ^ s .
(7) 1^3 he has rejected, he abolished, and so “[30X3 3 ’30  333^3 (Ps 89:40; you have 
rejected the covenant o f your servant). 3X310 DVO as on a day o f  an appointed feast, 
for they were rejoicing and singing in its midst with a loud voice. So the enemies 
gave a cry of joy when it was destroyed.
(8) 3*’303*2 '3  0 0 3  HaShem determined to destroy. It is many days since this
crossed his mind, as it is written: ... I ’Un 'b  n n ’H ’nOn bsn bV ’D
’33 b o o  i l l ’Oil y (Jer 32:31; this city has so aroused my anger and my iorath...to 
remove it from my presence). Ip 303 he stretched out a line of judgment to punish 
according to our iniquities. X)*200 from  destroying, from destroying (3"'3030). 
30131 *23 rampart and w all -  the large wall and the smaller walP^, a low wall 
opposite a great wall.
(9) 3 ’3X30 p 3 ^ 0  1X300 Her gates have sunk into the ground. The Midrash Aggadah
says, because they paid honour to the Ark, as it is written, □O'’0 ^ 3  O’’3X30 1^0 
(Ps 24:9; Lift up your heads, O gates)^^. Therefore, no one had power over them.
47 See Lam. Rab. 2:6.10.
45 See Lam. Rab. 2:6.10.
49 See Lam. Rab. 2:8.12 where IA310 331 t^310 is used to explain 313131 *23. 
55 See also b. Shabb. 30a.
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and they sank into the ground. But our Rabbis^^ said that they were the work of 
David's hands, therefore, the enemies had no power over them. 3313 the 
law is no more, there is no authorised instructor among them.
(10) 331 100'’ [they] s it  upon the ground etc [which is to be understood]
according to its meaning. But, the Midrash AggadahP^ says Nebuchadnezzar 
seated them upon the ground when Zedekiah rebelled against him, and 
transgressed his oath. He came and took up residence in Daphne of Antioch, and 
sent for the Sanhédrin, and they came towards him. He saw them as men of 
stature, seated them in chairs of gold, and said to them. Expound your Torah to me, 
chapter by chapter, and translate it for me. When they arrived at the chapter 
concerning vows, he said to them. I f  he wishes to retract, can he retract? They said 
to him. Let him go to a sage, and he will absolve him. He said to them. I f  that is the 
case, you absolved Zedekiah of his oath. He commanded, so they flung them [down 
from their seats], sat them on the ground, tied the hair of their heads with the tails 
of horses, and dragged them.
(11) 13Ü3Ü3 [my intestines] bum, regrizi(l)lerent, in the vernacular's. It is usual for
intestines to shrivel and burn when someone throws them into the fire^ .^ 
while [infant and suckling] fa in t, pa(s)mer, in the vernacular's.
(13) “[*2 3Ü3^ 301 “[3"'X)^  3 0  W hat shall I  say fo r  you? W hat can I  liken to you  -
to say to you. What amazes you about your destruction? Did that not also happen to
51 See b. Sotah 9a.
52 Lam. Rab. 2:10.14.
55 In Medieval French £3 '3‘’3T'’33 becomes regrizi(l)lerent - have shrivelled up.
54 Cf. 1:14.
55 Pa(s)mer, to faint/swoon, in Medieval French.
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such and such a nation just like you? “[03]^! “[*2 310^ 30  To w h a t can I  liken you, 
th a t I  m ay comfort you. When trouble befalls a person, others say to him. This 
also happened to so and so. These are consolations for him.
(14) *2231 fa lse  and worthless are words which do not have taste, and in the 
vernacular, aflestrimant^^. “[DIX? *2X? 1*23 X*21 they did no t expose your sin, to 
rebuke your way, to your face. “[3100 O'’03 *2 to reverse your captivity, to 
straighten out your rebelliousness. An expression of 30010 (Jer 8:5; turned away)', 
D'’OO10 (Jer 3:14; faithless)', and 0010 “[*2*’l (Isa 57:17; and he continued 
waywardhff^. □*’31301 misleading -  they led you away from me.
(15) lp 3 0  they hissed. Blowing with one's mouth; siblir, in the vernaculars». It is 
customary for a person to do this when he sees a thing that was once important, 
but is destroyed. ‘’21*’ 3*2"’*20 the perfection o f  beauty, all beauty which belonged 
to her.
(16) □3*’2 “[*'*2X3 1H2 [All your enemies] open their m ouths wide against you. Why
did Scripture put pe before ayin? Because they were saying with their mouths 
(353) what they did not see with their eyes (]1’X3)S9.
(17) 1330^ X3iîO he has fu lfilled  his word, he has completed his decree, similar to 
’’3X3HO'’l 13"’ 33*’ (Job 6:9; he would let loose his hand and cut me off!). ‘’□“’O 31H 3 0 ^
56 In Medieval French, insipidity, sickliness.
57 Rashi is using 3 0 1 0  (root "2W) to explain ^ ’’0 3  (root ÜUli)). 
55 In Medieval French, to hiss/whistle.
59 Cf. Lam. Rab. 2:16.20.
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D3p which he decreed long ago. That which is written in the Torah: ’flSD*’! 
X)O0 OOn^ nnO"’*? (Lev 26:18; then I zvill continue to punish you sevenfold)^^.
(18) 3312 respite. Tresalemant, in the vernaculars^. In the same way, 10*2 32’1 (Gen 
45:26; hut his heart grezo faint), 3 0  pupil o f your eye. The black part of the
eye which is called prunelle^^.
(19) 31100^ the watches -  two parts of the night, because the night is divided into
three parts, as our Rabbis said in Tractate Berachothss. D‘’210X?n who fa in t  -  
pames, in the vernaculars^.
(20) □*'3120 *'*2*211^  children they have cared for. Young children who are still 
growing up with their mothers' nourishing. Our Sages expounded on Doeg, son 
of Joseph, whose mother would measure him with handsbreadths every day in 
order to give gold to the Temple according to how much he grew, and in the end 
she devoured himss. "^’3]1 ]32..3 03pD2 333*’ 2 ^  W ill priest and prophet be
slain in the Sanctuary o f  HaShem? The Holy Spirit answers them. Now, was it 
fitting on your account that you killed Zechariah, son of Jehoiada? like it is written in
[II] Chronicles [24:22] that he reproved them when they came to prostrate 
themselves before Joash, and deified him. I?3*'13*’ ]□ 3*’331 3 ^  303*2 3131
65 See Lam. Rab. 2:17.21.
61 Tresalemant, respite/let up.
62 In Medieval French, prunelle is pupil.
65 See b. Ber. 3.2.
64 In Medieval French, Rashi's ] becomes pames, faint/swooning.
65 See Lam. Rab. 2:20.23; Midrash Zuta; b. Yoma 38b,
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(ibid. verse 20; And the spirit [of God] covered Zechariah, son of Jehoiada), and he was 
a priest and a prophet, and they slew him in the Temple co u r tss .
(22) 3X)10 OTO You have summoned as on a fe a s t day, t^3pD is like D^3p,
and it is present tense. ‘’313D terrors, my evil neighbours to gather together 
around me in order to destroy. D*23 '’n*'331 ‘’finSD 30t^ those I  cared fo r
and reared, m y enemy has destroyed. The children whom I nourished and raised, 
the enemy came and destroyed them.
three
(1) '’3X) 3 ^ 3  3333 I  am the man who has seen affliction. Jeremiah complained,
saying, I am the man who has seen affliction, who has seen affliction more than all 
the prophets who prophesied about the destruction of the Temple, for the Temple 
was not destroyed in their days, but in my days. 1333X3 3 3 0 3  hy the rod o f his 
wrath; of the one who chastises and smites, that is, the Holy One, blessed be He.
(3) 310"’ ’’3  indeed, he has turned [his hand] against me, I alone am stricken 
constantly, because the whole repetition of his blows is upon me.
(4) *’3 0 3  3*23 He has made m y flesh  waste away, 3*23 is like pX3 *213*2 (Isa 44:19; 
[shall I bozo dozvn] to a block of wood?). Another explanation of He has made my flesh 
and skin waste azvay is: 3*233 3333 p3t^31 (Isa 51:6; the earth will zvear out like a
66 See Lam. Rab. 2:20.23 and 1:16.51. |
iI
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garment). That is to say, both young and old lay on the ground outside with 
neither cushion nor pillow, and their flesh wore out when they were going into 
exile.
(5) Pp’! (ind surrounded - he encompassed me. 3^*231 0 ^ 3  gall and hardship, 
similarly *’3X3*21 0 ^ 3  (Deut 29:17; gall and wormwood). Midrash Aggadahf^ says this 
0 ^ 3  is Nebuchadnezzar during the exile of Jehoiachim. 3t^*23 is Nebuzaradan, 
who completed the defeat in the days of Zedekiah, and he wearied me.
(7) "’3X33 333 He has walled me in. He has made a wall opposite me so that I am
imprisoned. t^ *21 th a t I  cannot get out. He stationed around me camps and 
troops lying in ambush. *’3033 3*’333  he has made m y chains heavy. He has 
made heavy fetters for my feet so that I would be unable to walk; f(i)eryes, in the 
vernacular^».
(8) *"3*223 3 3 0  he shuts ou t m y prayer. He shut (330) the windows of heaven 
against it.
(9) 31X3 *’313*’33 he has made m y paths crooked. If I happen to go forth, I do not go 
forth on paved roads in a straight way, because of the enemies, but I go forth on a 
crooked way^^.
(10) *’*2 i^l3 3 3 ^  313 To me he is a hear lying in w ait. The Holy One, blessed be 
He, turned into a bear lying in wait for me^o
67 See Lam. Rab. 3:5.2.
65 This translates as chains in Medieval French,
69 ie. indirectly/circuitously.
70 Cf. Lam. Rab. 3:10.4 where the bear is Nebuchadnezzar or Vespasian, and the lion is Nebuzaradan or Trajan.
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(11) 3110 ■’033  He scattered thorns on m y ways. 3310 is an expression of 0]’3 ’D, 
thorns (0*’Hlp). 3310 means he thomed them; he scatters thorns on my ways. 
■’]n0S ‘’l He has to m  me to pieces -  an expression of tearing the feet to pieces. 
The one who walks on the roads which are not cleared must stride out, and there 
is an example in the language of the Gemara: *^2p*’3 3 0 2 3  (He that 
strips a date palm [cuts shoots off])7i.
(12) ^ 3 0 0 0  *’30‘’H’’l he set me up as a target. He set me up opposite his arrows to 
shoot at me like a target, asenayl, in the v e r n a c u l a r ^ ^
(13) iri20t^ DO sons o f his quiver -  arrows which are placed within the quiver,
which is called cuyvre"^ .^
(16) O i n  He made [my teeth] grind, and he broke, for example: ’023 3033 (Ps
119:20; M y soul is crushed), and also *2030 033 (Lev 2:14; ground new grain). pH30
on gravel, fine pebbles which were in the midst of the dust, because the exiles 
would knead their dough in the midst of the pits that they dug in the ground, 
and the gravel would enter it, just as the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Ezekiel 
3*213 “’*20 p*2 30X3 (Ezek 12:3; Make for yourself implements o f exile) in which to 
drink, and to knead inside a small griddlecake, so that they should learn and do 
likewise, as it is stated 0210*2 00*2 *2t^ pT3*’.,*’31 (ibid. 24:24; Ezekiel will he a sign
for you). But they scorned him, and they did not do so; in the end their teeth were 
broken^4 *’30“'2 0 3  he has pressed me down [in the dust], he turned me over in
71 See Mo ’ed Qat. 10b.
72 Medieval French for target.
73 In Medieval French this is a quiver.
74 See Lam. Rab. 1:2.22.
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the ashes like a vessel turned over on its rim; adenter, in the vernacular^». There is 
a similar [word] in the Mishnah: 110  1^1331 1 1 0 3  *7031 ]1Ü’S {Pishon the 
camel-driver measured zvith an inverted measurey^.
(18) TflX] 1 0 ^  101^1 So I  said, 'Gone is m y splendour...' I said to myself, during 
my many troubles. M y zvorld and my hope are gone.
(19) *’31301 and m y  misery, compleynt, in the v e r n a c u l a r s ^ .
(20) 310Tn 310T Remembers w ell my soul, my affliction and my misery, *’*2X3 31031
and is bowed down w ith in  me. This is the plain meaning according to the context 
of the verse. The Midrash Aggadah explains: I know that, in the end, you will 
surely remember what was done to me, but my soul is bowed down within me, 
waiting until the time of remembrance. Hence, the poet composed: With this I 
knozo that you have to remember, but my soul is bozved dozvn zoithin me until you 
rememberi^.
(21) "’0*2 *2^  O*’0 ^  n^T This I  reply to m y heart. After my heart said to me that my
hope from HaShem was gone, I will reply this to my heart, and I will continue to 
hope. Now, what is it that I will reply to my heart?
(22) DDD ^*2 *’2 . 3 ’3D3 The loving-kindnesses o f HaShem never cease, and the 
whole section as far as 331 pi^H*’ 3D Why should complain etc. 13DH ^*2 *’2 is 
like TDD ^*2 *’2 indeed, they never fail. Some explain 13DH ^*2 *’2 as IDDH 2t^3 
i?13*2 (Num 17:28; Are zve then given over to die?). It is because of the loving-
75 The Old French means to throw fla t on ones face.
76 nîD'’53!DÜl 3113 ie. he dealt unfairly. See b.Yev. 107b; cf. y.Yev. 13.13c.
77 Wailing, in Old French.
75 Cf. Kara commentary where he quotes Rabbi Eleazar.
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kindnesses of HaShem that we have not ended, that we have not perished 
because of our iniquities.
(23) D’0 'in  They are new every morning -  your kindnesses are renewed
every day. Î1D"! great is your faithfulness. Great is your assurance, and
it is a great thing to believe in you that you will affirm and keep what you have 
promised us.
(24) “’Ü3D niÜ R 'n  ''pbr\ 'HaShem is m y portion', says m y soul. HaShem is my 
portion, and it is only correct that I hope in Him.
(26) Ü Ü in DlCD I t  is good th a t one should w a it quietly. The vav of is
superfluous, like the vav of in HDI?! (Gen 36:24; Ayyah and Anah). It is 
good that a man waits, remains silent, and hopes for the salvation of HaSHem.
(28) 1 1 3  3(0"" Let him  s it alone, whoever was befallen by mourning and trouble 
should sit solitary, and hope for the best. D ll’! and w a it  - □11’’! is an expression 
of waiting, like lO n  IIDR' H3 DK (I Sam 14:9; I f  they say to us, thus,
'Wait...') about Jonathan. T b #  "^2 fo r  he has laid [it] upon him, for the Lord 
of decrees has laid this decree upon him.
(31) "'Ol^ IDT*’ *’3  For the Lord w ill no t cast [him] o ff forever, therefore it 
is good to wait.
(32) 1.11 ’3  Though he brings grief If a man brings grief upon himself because 
of his iniquity, afterwards, he (the Lord) will thus have compassion according to 
the abundance of his loving-kindnesses. I l l  and 1 1  are expressions of I I H  
grief.
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(33) 0"'^ *'33 n i l  13^3 131) *’3 For he does no t w illingly bring affliction or grief
to the sons o f  man, from his heart and from his will, but the iniquity causes [it].
(34) 1^31 m n  ^ 3 1  To crush beneath his feet. Returning to, for he does not
willingly bring affliction to crush beneath his feet etc. nor to pervert a man's dispute. All 
these things HaShem does not approve of; he did not approve of them, and it did 
not enter his mind to do so.
(36) Ik^l [the Lord] does no t approve. It was not pronounced fit in his eyes^^ 
that the celestial court should pervert a person's dispute, like *’3  H*'^! 13  
131 (Gen 20:10; What did you see that you did etc.)
(37) 131 ■’i n i  1 3 ^  IT **3 W ho can speak and it  come to pass etc.
(38) 131 ]l*’yD *’5 3  From the m outh o f  the M ost High etc. If you happen to say that
this evil did not come upon me from his hand, that it is chance that it has befallen 
me, this is not so. For between evil and good, who has spoken this and it come to 
pass, if HaShem did not command it? From his mouth did he not command both 
evil and good? But why should a living man complain, l ‘’t^31 133 a man fo r
his sins? Every man should complain about his sins, because they bring evil 
upon him. From the mouth of the Most High do not [both evil and good] come? Rabbi 
Jonathan said: From the day that the Holy One, blessed be He, said, '^ ''3 3 ^  T in 3  I R l
131 3131 ni^l 3"'"'11 31 *’1 (Deut 30:15; See, I have placed before you today life
and prosperity etc) neither evil nor good has come forth from his mouth, but evil has
Like Kara after him, Rashi explains H ^ l as approve.
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happened by itself to the one who does evil, and good to the one who does good^^. 
Therefore, why should he complain, why should a man complain, if not about his
sms.
(41) D’S3 1333y ^03 Let us lift up our hearts to our hands. When we lift up
our hands to heaven, let us also lift up also our hearts with them, in order to 
return, to bring back our hearts before the Omnipresent, blessed be He. Another 
explanation of D*’H33 y^ is to the clouds, to heaven, just as Scripture states, 1311
lyiZ) ^^33 133p 3Z) (I Kgs 18:44; Behold, a cloud as small as a man's hand 
rising). Similarly, 11^ 1 0 3  D‘’S3 (Job 36:32; He conceals the lightning with 
hands). And [according to] the Midrash of our Rabbis: let us lift up our hearts in 
truth to the Holy One, blessed be He, like one who washes his hands thoroughly, 
who casts from his hands all impurity, for the one who confesses [his sins] and 
abandons [them] will find mercy. But the one who confesses [his sins] and does 
not abandon [them] is like one who immerses himself holding a worm in his 
handsi.
(42) 13"'131 13DÎD5 1313 We have sinned and rebelled. This is our way, because of an 
evil inclination, fliyo y^ IHt^  you have not forgiven, but for you, forgiveness is 
fitting, for so is your way.
(43) ®)^3 in i3 D  You have enveloped yourself in anger, you have used anger to 
divide you and us, and you have pursued us with it.
See Lam. Rab. 3:39.9. However, while Raslii quotes Rabbi Jonathan, the midrash refers to Rabbi Eleazar. 
81 IT ’D yUllCD - a religious hypocrite. The reference is to b. Ta'an 16a; see also Lam. Rab. 3:41,9. Cf. 
Kara commentary.
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(45) 01^^31 ‘’HD scum and refuse. That is in the language of the Mishnah^^. IIT’D 
his phlegm and mucus, that is brought up from the lungs and emitted from 
the throat. *’33*’ü n  you m ake us - an expression in the present tense.
(47) nnS l i n s  terror and pitfalls. When we fled because of the terror, we were 
entrapped [in] a pit (111(0). HROl desolation -  an expression of l' t^ î^O desolation, 
ruin (like nKOl^).
(49) n i3S l ]''t^3 w ith o u t respite, without change, or running out.
(51) ■’I ’!) ni33 ^3 3  "'(053y ly y iD  3^^ 10 M y eyes bring grief to m y soul over all the 
daughters o f m y city. Jeremiah was from a family of priests, and he said, "My 
eye, with its tears, brings grief, and disgraces my face because of myself, over all 
the daughters of my city. l y y iD  brings grief -  an expression of yil3 to be
disfigured, disgraced, like "'31p 1SD3 “TiyyiDl (Job 15:16; I have disfigured my 
countenance with dust). D133 y33 over all the daughters o f  m y city. My
family has more to cry for than all the families of the city because it was chosen 
for holiness, and the service of the Holy One, blessed be He, out of all of Israel.
(53) ‘’*’1 1133 iri3iS They confined m y life in the p it  -  in prison. 113^ they confined
-  they bound, like the contracting of the veins® .^ p n 3 ^ y  1Z333 (Song 4:1; from 
behind your veil), estreytre^^. ’3  ]3 ^  111 they threw a stone over me, over the 
mouth of the pit. That is what they did to Daniel, and Jeremiah saw it by the
82 See b. B. Qam. 3b.
88 These two words are in brackets as they are regarded as an error in Sifthei Hachamim. See Rosenberg, 
Lamentations, 44.
84 See b. Hul. 93b -  IT’S ’’PlQÜ DÛiîD they have the effect o f  condensing the surface o f  the flesh (binding the 
blood in the veins). See Jastrow, Dictionaty, 1290.
88 Old French for restriction/tightening.
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Holy Spirit. ‘’*’1 1133 IflDH They confined m y life in the p it, and although they
confined my life in the pit, so that I am unable to ascend from within it, they did not 
even pay attention to this until they threw a stone over me.
(54) 131 □’’D 13H W ater flo w ed  etc. Wiien a man enters water as far as his waist, 
there is still hope. But if the water flows over his head, then he says. M y hope is 
gone. But I do not do this, but 131 T l^ lp  I  called etc.®^ . □’D 13^ -  the heathen.
(57) pR lpR  31 *’3 ri31p  You came near when I  called on you. Thus you were 
accustomed, in the early days, to come near to me on the day I called.
(58) ‘’Ü5)3 ‘’3*'l TI H31 You championed m y cause, HaShem, [you redeemed] m y life 
in days past.
(59) Tinil) TÎ nrT’^ l  You have seen wrong done to me, Hashem, in this trouble, that 
my enemies have sinned against me. ‘’3SÜ3 133(0 judge m y cause as you have 
already done.
(65) 3 ^  3333 a weakness o f  heart. A  broken heart, as Scripture says, ^^1(0'' p333^
(Hosea 11:8; I will break you, O Israel); p T 3  "[“'IH  ]33 1(0^ (Gen 14:20; who broke
your foes in your hand). Another explanation of 3*7 3333 is the shutting up of the
heart, trouble and sighing, which are like a shield against their heart^^. But 
whoever explains it as an expression of ]13*’l 1313 grief, is in error, because there
is no nun in it. The nun in ]13*’ is not a radical, but is like the nun of 1131 from the
root of D‘*13 131; and like the nun of ]l*7p from the root lb p 3 ; and like the nun of
88 Verse 55.
87 Cf Lam. Rab. 3:65.9 where there are also two explanations; a quotation in Deut. 33:29 is used to justify the 
hardness of heart which 'the shield' refers to.
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from the root Pllî; and thus the nun of ]1"I30 from the root 13K) (and like the 
nun of ]13DÜ. It appears to me that this is the correct reading, and this is
easy to understand). pny^D your curse -  an expression of ]Dliî *’1 0  1*7^ 13 (Isa 
19:13; the officers ofZoan have become foolishfi^.
four
(1) 3riT DDV 13*'^ H ow  the gold has become dim! This lament was recited about 
Josiah, as it is stated in the Book of Chronicles, Is it not written in the Book of 
Lamentations...^'^, and with it he joined, in the middle of the lament, with the 
remainder of the children of Zion. Di)!** has become dim, dim/dull (113), just as 
the Targum^^ translates 1 1 3  by (has become dim, tarnished). 3 1 T gold, the
appearance of a face shining like gold. )^ 3(Z)'' is changed, changes its appearance. 
0331  fine  gold. A collection of beautiful gold articles, which are used for 
ornament, is called 033 . (2)lp "'33^ sacred stones are children who shine like
precious stones. The Midrash AggadaW^ says: Every fourth part [of a log] of blood 
which came forth from Josiah, with every arrow that they thrust into him.
88 The Targum identifies Zoan as the Egyptian city o f Memphis. Rashi explains using they
became foolish. However, Lam. Rab., Lekach Tov, ibn Ezra, Redak, and Isaiah da Trani use the root 
curse. LXX and the Targum translate "]nt^bn your weariness since there is an apparent metathesis of and 7. See Levine, ^7‘flmazc, 161.
89 Cf. II Chron. 35:25, where the verse reads, "...they are recorded in the laments".
90 See Targum at Lam 4:1.
91 See Lam. Rab. 4:1.1.
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Jeremiah buried in its place, and he called out concerning it, The sacred stones are 
scattered.
(2) ÎS3 who are comparable to fine  gold  -  who were praised and
compared with fine gold. Whoever saw them said. See, their appearance is like a 
vision of fine gold. Thus, 0 3 3 3  1^103 (Job 28:16; It cannot be compared
to the gold ofOphir); n y ‘’D3 3113 0 3 3 3  (ibid. verse 19; the purest gold cannot be 
compared to it); 3133D3 3313^ 1^10 (Ps 68:5; extol the one ivho rides in Aravoth). 
These are expressions of praise and value^^ “'^33^ like earthen jugs, clay
pitchers in which they place wine, like wine flasks. 1H33*’ 0 1 ‘’y331 (Jer 48:12; and 
they will smash their pitchers).
(3) p33 03 Even the sea-monsters. Although it is cruel, it pulls out the breast.
When it sees its offspring coming from afar, hungry, it pulls out its breast from 
within its sheath, for it has a covering over its breasts, and it brings them out 
from inside its breast so that its offspring should not see it covered and retreat. 
And they suckle their young^^. 3T3^y ’Oi) 3 3  the daughter o f  m y people has
become cruel. They see their children sobbing for bread, but no one breaks it for 
them, because their lives come before the lives of their children, because of the 
heat of (the) hunger.
(5) 1)^13 ’ y I) 3^313^1 those who were brought up in scarlet - in coloured garments. 
□’313^1 they embrace. An expression like I D l l  3 ^  ]31)< '’I*'! (Esther 2:7; and he
92 Cf. Lam. Rab. 4:2.2-4, which is concerned with their precious character. 
98 Following Tank Behuqqotai 3 as stated by Rosenberg, Lamentations, 50.
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brought up Hadassah). 3133(0^ dunghills, heaps of dung; they lie outside on 
dunghills.
(6) 331 ]1D b lT ^  The in iquity o f  [my people] is greater etc. Their divine 
punishment proves about them that their iniquity is greater than that of Sodom. 
D31 103 131311 which was overturned in a moment. The anguish of Sodom
was not prolonged, but it was overturned as in one moment. □’’I*’ 13  i b l  ^b l
but no hands fe ll  upon her -  [that is] the hands of the enemy, but it was 
overturned by angels. There are Aggadic Midrashim, but they do not consider the 
sequence of the verses^^.
(7) l ' ’l*'T3 13T Her N azirites were purer -  her princes, like 1T3, and 133 , a crown. 
But I say [it means] her real Nazirites, who had long hair, and were most 
handsome, and the daughter of my people is meant. □*'3'’330 DHD 101^ their 
appearance was ruddier than coral. Those who appeared redder than coral, and 
their forms were like lapiz lazuli. Their appearance became darker than soot.
(8) 11100 than soot. This is soot (DIS). DHD bone. This is an expression of
appearance, just as 1110*7 □’’0 0 1  DHD31 (Ex 24:10; like the appearance of heaven in 
purity); couleur, in the v e r n a c u l a r ^ ^  has shrivelled, shrivelled and joined,
and there is no similar word for it^ .^
(9) 131 D '^lpllO  13T“’ D IO /o r they ooze, pierced etc. The victims of hunger were 
distended from the smell of the fruits of the field, for the enemies were roasting
94 Cf. Lam. Rab. 4:6.9 with Gen. Rab. 28:5 where the question, Why, then, was a remnant o f  Judah and 
Benjamin spared and not o f  Sodom, is inserted, if  the former sinned more grieviously?
98 Old French for colour/complexion.
98 This hapax legomenon is variously translated, but the consensus is to adhere to. See Targum, which 
tianslates to stick to, and ibn Ezra, Lekach Tov et al who are in agreement.
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flesh upon the grass outside of the walls. The smell would enter into those who 
were distended with hunger, and their stomachs would split, and their excrement 
flowed^^. Now this is a more disgraceful death than those who were slain by the 
sword. D'’l p l lQ  pierced. Being split, either by distending through hunger, or by 
being pierced by the sword, is called n “l*’p l  piercing. ’1 0  3131330 the fru its  o f
the field. Because of the roots and the grasses that they gathered and ate, their 
excrement increased, and was revolting.
(10) 3133*7 fo r  food. For food, like 01*7 3 3 ^  133  *^71 (II Sam 12:17; and he did not 
eat food with them); 111 3t^ 31131*7 (ibid. 3:35; to serve David [bread]).
(11) 1301 3i^ "1 1*73 HaShem has vented his fu ry  which consumed for several 
years. Now he vented it when he was avenged on them.
(13) l ’t^‘’33 3 ^ 0 1 0  [It was] fo r  the sins o f her prophets of falsehood, this evil has 
befallen her.
(14) 31H113 □’Hi? 11)3 The blind wander in the streets. When the blind were 
walking in the street, they staggered, and their feet slipped in the blood of the 
slain, whom the wicked were slaying in their midst. 3 1 3  l*7b<33 defiled w ith  
blood. They were soiled with blood, so that those near them were unable to 
touch their clothes, but they called to them. 1113 Depart ! from us, you unclean 
ones, who are soiled with blood. 1123 '^ '2 fo r  they flee. An expression of guilt and 
filthiness, just like 1312133 13^113 (Lev 1:16; its crop with its feathers), which is
97 CfLam. Rab. 4:9.12.
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translated by the Targum as iT’*731^3 in its entrails. So Menahem associated it^ .^ 
1D3 33 and even wander -  they slipped in the blood.
(16) 3p*7n..n *’32 The anger o f HaShem divided them. The angry face of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, divided them, and separated them among the heathens, 
because they did not respect the presence of the priests when they were in 
tranquility.
(17) *731 13311:) *7^  13*’3*’:) 13"'*733 Our eyes still longed fo r  our fu tile  help.
Wlien evil fell upon us, our eyes still looked forward to the army of Pharoah, 
about whom it is said, lllTX)’ p*’l l  *731 3"'11231 (Isa 30:7; But Egypt helps in vain 
and to no purpose). They promised us help, but they did not come, as it is said of 
them, 13*’1123 1121t^ *7 3(2) 111^*7 33*7 m V T l  1 ^ 1 2  *7*’!  131 (Jer 37:7; Behold, 
the army of Pharoah that has come out to assist you, is returning to its land, Egypt). We 
find in Midrash of Lamentations, that they were coming in ships. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, made a sign to the sea and floated before them inflated skin bottles 
like the intestines of a man, moving about in the water. They said to one another. 
These flasks are our forefathers, the men of Egypt loho were drowned in the sea because of 
these Jews, and we are going to help them? And they stopped and turned back^^. 
13*’212 we watched, we waited.
(18) 13"’!%)^ Ili2 They dogged our steps. Our enemies ambushed our steps, [and 
prevented us] from walking in our streets, like I IH  ^*7 ITOl (Ex 21:13; but i f  he 
did not lie in wait); *’023 3)< 11112 13^1 (I Sam 24:12; yet you hunt my soul).
98 I cannot locate this reference.
99 C tLam . Rab. 4:17.20.
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(20) Tl rf’03  HaShem's anointed. That is Josiah, as it says in Chronicles, pip*"!
*72) lîT’Dl*’ (II Citron 31:25; and Jeremiah lamented over Josiah). 0313"'103 
was caught in their pits, in the pits which they dug.
(21) 311^ 33  *’1301 *’0"’0  Rejoice and be glad, O daughter o f Edom. Jeremiah 
prophesied about the destruction of the Second Temple, which the Romans 
would destroy. *’1 3 0  ‘’0 ’0  Rejoice and be glad, for the present. But, your end, 
which is also upon you, will pass the cup of retribution, and you will become 
drunk from it. 1:3331 and vom it. And vomit, *73 1 1 3  1D31 (Gen 24:20; and she 
emptied her pitcher).
(22) jVU 33  "]31D 33  Your punishm ent is completed, O daughter o f  Zion. You were 
stricken on account of all yours sins. “[31*731*7 *^’31*’ He w ill no longer send 
you into exile, from the exile of Edom, and further afterwards.
five
(4) 13*’3 0  ^ 3 3 3  13*’3*’3  We pay money to drink our own water, for we were afraid
to draw water from the river because of the enemies, so we bought from them 
with money.
(5) 132113 131^112 *73) Upon our necks we are pursued, because of the yoke of hard 
labour. 131^ 3*’ we toil, to gather money and possessions. 13*7 1311 *^71 but 
nothing is left fo r  us -  the fruit of our labour in our hands, because the enemies
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would collect and seize everything in taxes, imposing additional duty, and 
property tax.
(6) 1 ’ 1333 D‘’3K3 We stretched ou t a hand to Egypt. The custom of a falling man
who wishes to stand up, is to extend his hand to someone who is near him, to 
help him. In this case too, we stretched out a hand to Egypt that they would help 
us. 110^*71 and to Assyria, that they satisfy us with their bread. 1333 We 
stretched out. Like 13333, the dagesh in the nun is used in place of the second nun, 
and so “[*7 1333 "]1‘’D1 *731 “]Q3 ’3 (I Chron 29:14; For everything is from you, and 
from your hand we have given to you); and so 33*7 13"'3133 3)< 13331 (Gen 34:16; 
Then we zvill give our daughters to you).
(9) 1331*7 t^“'33 130233 W ith  our lives we bring our bread ~ in danger of our life. 
We were endangered when we brought our food from the field, because of the 
sword of the wilderness.
(10) 11333 [Our skin] is scorched. They became hot, and so V 311 11333 *’3 (Gen 
43:30; for his compassion had been stirred), and in the language of Gemara there are 
many instances of [this word]: 3*’33:) *70 13131 (Yev. 97a; a heating vessel of
olives); t^ l0 ’3 1 3 3 3  (Pes. 58a; for the heating of the f l e s h ) 3D1 312D*7T heat o f  
hunger. Similarly, 312.2) *7T 1111 (Ps 11:6; and a burning loind) is an expression of 
burning/fire.
(13) 1^03 ]113 [Young men] carry the millstone. When the enemies led them in 
neck-chains, they placed millstones and burdens upon their shoulders, in order to 
weary them. So, they stumbled with [loads of] wood -  their strength weakened.
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An expression of failing occurs with the weakening of strength, as it is said in 
Ezra, *7301 13  *703 1111’’ (Neh 4:4; Then Judah said, 'The strength of the
bearer has failed'). Similarly, ’13  *7’031  (Lam 1:14; He has caused my strength to 
/ziZ).
(17) 131 133*7 111 l ’’l  IT *7.1) For this our heart has become fa in t  etc., on account of 
the explanation in the following verse: 13 13*71 3''*71)101)1^ 3 3 0 0  11 *71)
fo r  M ount Zion, which lies desolate; foxes prowl over it.
(19) "1 i n ^  [Yet] you, HaShem  -  we know that you will remain forever. Since this is 
so...
(20) 131303 1H3*7 13*7 W hy do you alw ays forget us; have you not sworn to us 
yourself, in as much as you exist, so your oath exists?
(22) 1333t<3 01^3 0 ^  *’3 For i f  you had utterly rejected us because we had sinned, 
you should not have been so very angry, as you were angry.
(23) '1  133*'01 Restore us, HaShem. Since he concludes with words of rebuke, he
was obliged to repeat the previous verse for a second time, and so it is in Isaiah, 
the Twelve Prophets, and Qoheleth.
The end of the scroll of Lamentations.
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Commentaries of Yosef Kara on the Book of Lamentations
introduction to Yosef Kara
Yosef Kara was born in northern France c.1050, and died c.1140. He appears to have 
lived mainly in Troyes, France, spent some time in Worms, Germany. He played a 
significant part in the development of peshat exegesis, following on from the work 
begun by his uncle, R. Menachem b. Helbo. Kara was a pupil of Rashi, and quoted 
him in many places in his own commentaries, although he did not always agree 
with him^. He also widely quotes Menachem b. Helbo,with whom he studied 
extensively. Unfortunately, R. Menachem b. Helbo's own commentaries are only 
extant within the works of others, from which they have, in part, been 
reconstructed. However, while Menachem b. Helbo, and Rashi after him, still made 
great use of derash interpretations in their commentaries, Kara went further both in 
developing this new method of exegesis, and eventually, in opposing those who 
decried it. Although it was Rashbam who took the peshat method to its extreme, he 
mentions Kara in his commentary on Bereshit at 37:13, This I heard from R. Yosef Kara 
our comrade, and it seems fitting to me^.
While there are various references within Kara's works regarding opposition to his 
interpretations, it is interesting to note that he was also very active in his discussions
 ^ See Kara’s commentary on I Kgs 7:33.
 ^See Buber, Commentary, introduction, 1.
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with Christians, indicating a great confidence in his own interpretations of 
Scripture. However, unlike Rashbam and Joseph Bekhor Shor, Kara's polemical 
arguments are more covert, although where they are explicit they have been 
removed from the commentary. This is illustrated by the omission of text in the 
printed edition of his commentary on Isa 33:13-14, but is to be found in MS Vienna 
23 .^ Not only an expert in Bible interpretation, Kara was also a great commentator 
on the piyyutim, or liturgical poetry, and Midrash. Although he probably wrote 
commentaries on all of the biblical books, not all of which are extant, his 
commentaries on the piyyutim  contain many interpretations received form other 
commentators in northern France, Germany and Rome, including Kalonymous bar 
Shabbetai. In his commentary on Lamentations he mentions the paytan R. Kallir, 
probably Eleazar, whose poetry was recited in synagogues and widely studied, but 
which was only of influence in those countries not affected by Arab rule. 
Consequently, Kallir is not regarded with affection by ibn Ezra, who prefers to extol 
the work of Saadiah. However, Kallir clearly infuences Kara's work, who is widely 
quoted himself in this area. In the work translated here we also see reference to 
Solomon the Babylonian, that is the tenth century poet Solomon b. Judah the 
Babylonian of Rome.
A number of commentaries have recently surfaced in Italian archives indicating that 
Kara wrote on the Pentateuch and Psalms, although it camiot be said with complete 
certainty that they are his commentaries. However, the style and literary features.
 ^This is discussed by Avraham Grossman in Hebrew Bible/Old Testament: The History o f  Its Interpretation, 
edited by Magne Saebo, Part 2, p354.
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such as the use of lD1“iri2, or its explanation, indicate that the work is since the term 
is rarely used by other scholars.
One of the problems that arises from the editions of Kara's commentaries, amply 
illustrated by the two commentaries on Lamentations translated below, is that 
additions and omissions have been made to his texts. This means that some of his 
originality of thought has been lost, and the quality of his work diminished, to the 
point where he does not receive the interest that his ideas deserve.
Although there are a number of extant manuscripts of Kara's commentaries on 
Lamentations, the two translated here are those found in Buber's 1899 edition of 
1041 and Munich 5. Unfortunately, 1041 is presumed to be no longer extant as it 
went missing after its removal from the rabbinic library in Breslau, while being 
transported on a Nazi train. Fortunately, Buber's edition is scholarly, and this 
publication means that both manuscripts can be studied together in edition form. 
Buber has also provided extensive commentaries on the manuscripts together with a 
long introduction explaining where Kara's commentaries are to be found in other 
publications, with and without author identification. While this information is 
deeply fascinating, it has not been included in this translation as we are only 
concerned, in this instance, with what Kara had to say on Lamentations. 
Consequently, all of Buber's cross-referenced footnotes have also been removed, 
along with secondary additions, so that the text we have before us is as close to the
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manuscript before Buber as we can get, but with the benefit of his scholarly 
expertise.
Kara writes with his own particular style^ with much use of the expressions 
103:)/33:)0*7. This is particularly noticeable in 1041, and although much of 1041 is 
found in the body of Munich 5, this characteristic is not so obvious in the longer 
commentary. Also, his commentaries display an extensive use of transliterated 
Medieval French. Unfortunately, the word lists composed to help in the translation 
of Rashi texts is of limited use, as the dialects are not the same. Although an 
attempt has been made to create a system for Kara's French quotations, notably by 
Moshe Ahrend^, it appears to be based on a system of Medieval central French, and 
therefore is not particularly helpful. However, when the text was studied with an 
expert in Medieval French^, it immediately became apparent that Kara was writing 
transliterated Medieval French in a northern French dialect.
Of itself, recognising the dialectal nature of Kara's French does not immediately 
enable us to read his French. Reading normally involves recognising words from a 
language written in its usual script; this script will have its own conventions, which 
readers will know. In the case of Old French written in Hebrew script, the Old 
French language has been couched in a script which is not normally used by 
speakers of Old French, and whose conventions in a French context are today 
unknown.
See Drori, “Exegetical Method”, 83-166.
 ^See Ahrend, M. M. Le Commentaire sur Job de Rabbi Yoseph Qara. Gerstenberg Verlag, 1978.
 ^Thanks here to Dr Clive Sneddon of the French Department, University o f St Andrews.
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Consequently, any attempt to recognise Old French words in Hebrew script has to
begin with a certain number of assumptions:
1. both the writer and the writer's envisaged audience would have used Old French 
as their vernacular language;
2. they found vernacular glosses in a commentary helpful for their own 
understanding of a Hebrew text;
3. in adapting Hebrew characters to Old French, the writer would respect his own 
pronunciation norms for both Hebrew and Old French;
4. Old French would reflect the variety of Old French that the writer used every 
day, e.g. central if in the Paris area, eastern in Reims, or northern in Arras.
It is of course possible that conducting business with non-Jewish neighbours would 
involve seeing documents in Old French in Roman script, but this will not help 
determine what conventions writers follow in using Hebrew script.
A procedure for reading Old French in Hebrew script would involve the following 
steps:
1. establish pronunciation(s) for each Hebrew character;
2. write them in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA);
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3. verify vvrhether or not any of the Hebrew consonantal characters have a 
characteristic choice of vowels in the context in which they occur;
4. identify vowel use from any pointing;
5. on the basis of knowing where the author came from, write down possible Old 
French spelling for each pronunciation;
6. write parallel IP A and Old French spelling versions of the Hebrew text. At this 
point it will become apparent if any Old French words can be recognised. If 
words are recognised they may allow sense to be made of surrounding words. If 
not, which is usual, think of possible homophone words, of which there are many 
in Old French;
7. when all progress that can be made has been achieved, look at any variants. This, 
in practice, is often decisive because it confirms what meanings scribes saw in the 
text;
8. look at the Hebrew context to confirm that the proposed reading makes sense, 
paying particular attention to the syntax of the Hebrew and any metaphorical 
uses in the Hebrew which may be reflected in the Old French.
This procedure does not guarantee a successful outcome. Where the result does not 
make sense in Old French, it is possible that the text is corrupt. If the context 
suggests a minor correction, this can be made, but if no further evidence is available 
it would be prudent not to risk further correction.
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Applying this procedure to Kara began by looking at the longer sentences, as it was 
felt that that would provide most information. This has been constructive and two 
sentences have been identified (3:1 and 4:17). The investigation was not confined to 
the commentaries 1041 and Munich 5. By examining the various spellings found in 
the alternative editions of Metz, Hamburg, and the Gad edition of Munich 5, it was 
possible to reconstruct some of the French. A third sentence (3:19) lacked the 
support of variant spellings from other manuscripts, but can be identified as 
definitely French; it seems to be relevant to the context of the verse, and may have 
chiastic patterning. The translation produced by this work appears in the text, but 
the task is ongoing.
However, the final word must go to Buber, who says of Kara: His language is simple 
and understandable to everyone too, because he did not leave places in his commentaries 
ivithout clarifying everything as necessary. Therefore, he has reinforced and affirmed his 
commentaries even for today, despite the many years that have passed, and the different 
outlook of the ages since the commentaries on the texts were written^.
’ Buber, Commentary, 8.
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Manuscript 1041 found at Breslau
one
(1) o r  l i n  nno"' H o w  she sits in soUtude, the c ity  once fu l l  o f
people. The city that was formerly DD "'33*1 fu l l  o f people. Its explanation is 
□D 333 , just like the explanation of 3 2 0 3  "’3^*73 (Isa 1:21; full o f justice) is 3^*73 
3203 . So, the explanation of DD ‘’333  is DD 333 , and similarly, the explanation 
of 31]‘’3 3 3  “’3 3 0  a princess among the provinces is 313*’3 3 3  330^ .
(2) n’nniK bno o m o  r \b  p x  b v  nniJon naan  laa» B m e r iy  sh e
weeps in the night, and her tears are on her cheek; she has no comforter among all 
her lovers. Her weeping is like someone who weeps in the night whose 
neighbours do not see him and comfort him. For this is the one who weeps 
during the day - all who know him come, and comfort him, and soothe his tears 
so that they do not run down his cheeks. ^ (^It is they who are the ones who 
soothe him), but whoever weeps in the night will continually weep until his tears 
are lying upon his cheeks, for no comforters are found for him. Also, in this case, 
the weeping of Zion, and the mourning of Jerusalem, resembles a woman who
*Kara is concerned here with spelling. The fm&lyod does not affect the meaning, and like Rashi, Kara regards 
it is as superfluous.
 ^This has been coixected from 3 3 3  in Buber's text to 1 33  as in MT.
Buber comments thus on ’mt^ ppntUO 3 3  0 3 . I have isolated [these words] because they are superflous, 
and not in the print in the standard editions.
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weeps in the night (continuously weeps^^), and from the abundance of her 
weeping come her tears, which lie upon her cheeks. *733 □1133 (1*7
she has no comforter among all her lovers. Not only were there few who 
comforted her, but all those who were previously her friends now became her 
enemies: the Babylonians, and all the Chaldeans - whom she doted upon - 
exposed her shame, and devastated her Temple. So, too, the Egyptians, who 
were among her lovers, like the Scripture which says, 3 0 3  "’*73] "[*’D30 3"’3123
"'33 *7^  ‘’DTDl (Ezek 16:26; You were licentious with the Egyptians, your neighbours,
great o f flesh). They became her enemies, and they participated in the destruction 
of the Temple.
(3) mjD n»i£D D’l n  n n c ’ « ’n m u w  n n o i  ’j ip d  m i n ’ n n ‘2 2  judah has
gone into exile because o f suffering and great servitude. She dw elt among the 
nations, but fo u n d  no rest. One cannot say that Judah went into exile owing to 
suffering, and not from great servitude, for they were serving the kings of the 
earth who did not have riches like the riches of Jerusalem, since Jerusalem is 
called □‘’31)11 3113*73 (Ezek 26:2; gateways of the peoples), and ^^0‘’3.1)11 21*7313 
(ibid. 27:3; merchant of the peoples). But this is its explanation; from the day that 
Judah and Jerusalem went into exile, and dwelt among the nations, she found no 
rest owing to suffering and great servitude, because the kingdoms of the nations
“ 1331 "jb’ “| l 7 l  is masculine, although the subject here is the woman who weeps in the night, and Buber 
comments: I  have isolated [this] as it is not in the print in the familiar editions, but was inserted in the wrong 
place from the previous sentence, "/T337 y  7 ’ f lb îl"  ''Û.
Kara’s text reads C D l 373111 D‘’331 3in7l. It has been emended here as it appears that it should read 
□■’331 373111 -□*'□31 31371 is written in Ezek 26:2; □^□31 373111 is written in Ezek 27:3.
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were oppressing her^^. rT’S l l l  *73 3"’3^311 ]’3 HIT03 A ll her pursuers 
overtook her between the boundaries. Its explanation is 0"’31333 ]"’3 between the 
borders, when they wandered and fled to them [the borders], close to their 
neighbours, because of the enemy's sword. Their neighbours arrive, discover, 
and betray them, like the Scripture which says concerning Moab, "’333 “[3 131T
13*7 3 3 3  ■’13 3^13 (Isa 16:4; Let my refugees live among you, O Moab; be a shelter for 
them), and thus "’*733 *7t^  3313 □"’333 *’3 3 0  (ibid. v3; hide the refugees; do not reveal 
[the wanderers]).
(4) ]*’3310 3*’3.2)0 *73 A ll her gates are desolate. All her gates where there was a 
community, like Jerusalem, Nob, and Gibeon now are desolate. 31313 [her 
maidens] grieve, just like 32)133 "’313 (Zeph 3:18; those who mourn for the appointed 
feast) which is similar to ]1T grief.
(5) 0^3*7 3"’332 V3 Her adversaries have become master. Those who were hostile 
to her were made master. 3"’3 ^*7 02)3 3T □"’3 0 3  "["3  ^ ]3 (Isa 23:13; Behold, this 
is the land of the Chaldeans, for this nation never used to be [here]) in order that the 
one who destroyed Jerusalem was made master. 3313 [HaShem] has afflicted
her. Like 0"’^  "’33 333 (Lam 3:33; nor afflict man) explains that he crushed her. 
1*70 [her enemies] are a t ease, just like "’3"’"’3 1*70 (Job 16:12; I was once serene). 332 
"’32*7 "’3 0  13*73 3"’*7*712) her young children have gone into cap tivity  before the
'^The problem with this verse usually revolves around the Û {put of/from)hQÎoiQ ‘’32? and D l“l. However, Kara 
prefers to reorganise the word order to give his explanation of the verse. Hence, Judah has gone into exile, not 
because of suffering and great servitude, but has dwelt among the nations and found no rest because of 
suffering and great servitude.
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enemy. Its explanation is that her young men went into captivity before their 
captors.
(6) ■'3S‘7 nn  n n n  b2  n n  ]Q Gone fo rth  from
daughter Zion is all her splendour...they walked on w ith o u t strength before the 
pursuer. From this one may deduce that she was overcome by the strength of the 
pursuers against them. niflS 3 3 p 3  13201!  ^ (Jer 5:16; their quiver is like an
open grave etc.), '131 □’3130 VKH 3 0 ^  (Isa 5:28; his arrows are sharpened etc.), and 
13 *7013 p ^ l  (ibid. v27; none among him [the enemy] is tired or
stumbles).]
(7) m p ’ci’a vn ~\m n n m o  "73 n n n o i n’ju ’D’ o-'bDiT nm i Jerusalem
recalls the days o f  her suffering and sorrow, all the treasures th a t were from  the 
days o f  old. Now, Jerusalem has recalled, in the days o f her suffering and sorrow, 
all the treasures th a t were from  the days o f  old, because it is a person's habit that 
he recalls in the days of his suffering, the days of good things for it was well. 
Similarly, Job says, ['131] D ip  *’n3*’3 *’333’’ "'D (Job 29:2; i f  only I could be as in the
earlier months [etc]) 3103 ’SOin ’D’3  ’n ” n 3 m 3  (ibid. v4;
lohen I ivas in the days o f my prime; when God's mystery was above my tent). Also, in 
this case, in the days of the suffering and sorrow of Jerusalem, she recalls all the 
treasures that there were in the days of old^^. n ’’330D *72) lpH 0 D"’332 11^3 the
Buber inserted the commentary on verse 6 because it is in the print in the standard editions, added from 
Legah Tov by a copyist, as Kara taught nothing about it.
Buber suggests that 3 3 p 3  m flS  S"2?t^  in the Kara text should be read as it was said 111113
"13p3 inSt2?t  ^ [in Jer 5:16]. Consequently, the quote has been corrected here.
'^Kara explains this text by changing the word order, and supplying 3  in. He then paraphrases, and adds some 
Scriptural parallels in support.
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enemies saw  her and mocked a t her destruction -  because of the destruction^^, 
every good thing has come to an end.
(8) nn*’n she has become a wanderer. 313*7 to wander/lament'^^ -  all her
former glories she now shed. 331132) lt<3 "’D fo r  they have seen her nakedness. 
When the nations exposed her nakedness for every deed imaginable for a woman 
[who is] a prostitute, they condemned her [for committing] the crime of an 
adulteress n n 3 ü  n ’"Q HKl n m i : )  031133 (Piov 2Û7; who forsakes
the partner o f her youth and forgets her sacred covenant).
(9) 3 3 ‘’3 n ^  33DT ^*7 3*’*7103 33^310 Her im purity was on her skirts, she did not 
consider her end. The prophets spoke euphemistically -  her skirt is the place of 
her nakedness, and so its explanation is that when she was at ease, her impurity 
was on her skirts because she was committing fornication against her husband. 
i9Similarly,Dn3t^ □‘’3*7t^  *7^  □*’312 031 *7t^30’ DD 3t^ ( '3 3 3 3 ^ 3  (Hos 3:1; jW
as HaShem loves the children of Israel, though they turn to other gods). 333T ^*7 She
did no t consider that she would be bitter at her end. □"’^ *72 3331 She has
deteriorated extraordinarily, just like *]3133 3 ^  '3 t^*7231 (Deut 28:59; then
HaShem will make extraordinary'^^ your blows). □*'^*72 3331 -  its explanation is that
she has descended from her greatness, and she has descended so much that 
everyone who heard of her descent was astonished that she has fallen. Namely, it
'^Reading 3 3 0 0  rather than the 33(270 printed in the edition, and adding (“1330  after 3 3 0 3  to provide a 
verb. This, however, is purely speculative.
'^Following the midrash, Kara explains riT’3 unclean as 373 wanderer.7« 0 3 1 S  nom nmn*’ 3 »  -n 3 ’’3  ni^3 3OK30 103. Buber found the text here in 
disarray, and reconstructed it to read 7 «  D 31S Dm  7^30"' 3 3  3 «  3  3 3 n » 3  (Hosea 3:1)
which has been translated above.
^That is, severe.
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says that the Holy One, blessed be He, did something inconceivable, since she 
was brought down from her high rank. 3"'!^ ’’3 For the enemy became
great - for the enemy did great things.
(10) nrr’liS n m  n o ip o  1^^3 □’i:  nnwn •’3 indeed, she saw  nations invade her
sanctuary, about w hom  you commanded, formerly, ^Hp3 1^13"' tha t
they should n o t enter your congregation; those who were not fit to enter even the 
congregation, such as Ammon, Moab, and Edom, up to the third generation 
entered her sanctuary. Formerly, they were not worthy to enter into the 
congregation of HaShem, but now, they even entered her sanctuary. For she did 
not intend the sons of man who were foreigners to be admitted alone^i to the 
sanctuary; however, like princes entering the congregation they entered her 
sanctuary. But, even those who were not like princes entering the congregation, 
entered her sanctuary.
(1 1 ) ÜS3 D n n a n o  -on] on"? o ’tapna hidü b'3 a u  her
people are sighing, searching fo r  bread. They give their treasures fo r  food, to 
restore the soul. Its explanation is that all the people who were in Zion were 
sighing and giving everything precious, (due to) their privation, in order to buy 
food from them with a view to restoring their soul, because they were very 
hungry. ‘’n*’*’!! ’3  n3'’3m  '1 See, O HaShem, and consider how
worthless I  have become. Its interpretation is that, at present, she cries out and 
says before the Holy One, blessed be He, "See, O Holy One blessed be He", 
because the peoples of the world call me worthless. worthless is an
am unsure what “îhSD means in this context, so in the light of nothing better, I have translated it as alone.
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expression of to be cheap/to squander; cheapness, that is to say /77^7/ "'rT'"'!! *’3 
that I have become cheap to the sons of man.
(12) p n i  *'331X7 ^3  D3 ’bi^22 M ay i t  no t befall you, all who pass by -  what has
touched me in my misery. *’31t^3D3 31t^3D 1R31 13''3n
Look and see. Is there any pain like m y pain, th a t was inflicted on me, which my 
people has done? How many generations sinned from the day that they arrived 
in the land? During all of them Jerusalem was not destroyed, nor was our 
sanctuary desolate, except in our days. 12^ ]13!1 0V 3 '1 Ülin 3 0 ^  [with]
which HaShem inflicted in the day o f his fierce wrath, which he 33"'tD crushed in 
the day of his fierce wrath.
(13) n m ’123 ■'mauun m  n"70 DTIDD From on Ugh he sent fire  into m y bones, 
and i t  subdued them. Its interpretation is that the Holy One, blessed be He, sent 
fire from heaven against my bones, and it subdued them. The fire dominated 
within my bones. The explanation of riD33‘’l and subdued them  is 3^01 and it
dominated, for it is like □“’31313 *’‘2 3 3 ’ '3 (Judg 5:13; HaShem has given me 
dominion over the strong ones). “’^13^ DÜ3 (Ü3S he spread a net fo r  m y feet. These 
were the enemies who came upon me. 313^ ‘’33*'03 he hurled me backward. Its 
interpretation is that the enemies conquered me, and the Holy One, blessed be 
He, made me retreat.
Buber's edition this is printed as 
^^n!333“'l qal 3m. sing, impf (3 1 3 ’’) + 3f. sing, suffix from 3 1 1  to have dominion, to rule. Compare with 
D3T3 3 1 1 3 3 3  3l^l 0"'31133 l l" ’l (I ¥Lgs 6:32\ and he hammered the gold onto the cherubim and 
the palms).
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(14) 11**3 y 1X7 IpC)] The yoke o f m y transgressions w as bound up in his hand. 
The explanation of IptDl to  be bound^^ should be considered like the enemy 
wounding/ goads^s [IpDD] in the same way as the statement in Vayikra Rabbah^^' 
y 1X7 “’X702 the yoke o f m y transgressions is just like PfS HHSp nnyiX71 (Job 5:16; 
and iniquity shuts its mouth). The explanation of 13*’3 “’X7K72 y 1X7 IpO ] is [that he 
is] an onlooker who gazes upon all my transgressions, and who commands 
everything by his strength. 113310"' they were kn it together. The transgressions
increased, and continued until they were made shoots that grew upon my neck, 
and he sapped my strength.
(15) ’3*’3t^ y3 n y ’D [The Lord] has trampled all m y warriors. 27He has trampled 
by decreets, yyiDÜD X73D 3D1 (Isa 59:15; and whoever turns from evil is maltreated), 
whose explanation is he was crushed29, like a highway that everyone tramples on. 
Also, in this case, the explanation of iiyo  he trampled is he exalted all the 
warriors, then destroyed them like dust in threshing. ^ 3 p  3X713 *’yX7 he has 
proclaimed a fixed  tim e against me, an assembly of troops to come against me. 
'3 ”[33 n i 30 a winepress HaShem has trodden. This is an idea of slaughter and
trampling, just like *’3 3 y 31333 3312 (Isa 63:3; I alone have trodden a winepress).
'^’Rather than using the niphal of 3 p 0  to be bound/harnessed, Kara appears to prefer the passive o f 3pD to be 
cut/slain. Cf. Kara commentary compiled by Joseph Gad.
^ Compare Rashi on this verse where IpDO  is translated oxgoad.
^^This has been emended from Bereshit Rabbah to Vayikra Rabbah following Buber, who states that the 
sentence is secondary, and is missing from the Hamburg manuscript.
yyin(D3 Z)33 3D1 rnT)!3 rib'^D, and so it is found in the Hamburg manuscript, but it is absent in the print 
in the familiar editions. Before us is bb in ü Û , with shin, written in the biblical text, but it was seen that before 
the author were written bblflDÛ, or bbinOÜ with sin.
^^Reading 33130 rather than 331312.
^^Reading Ü133 to be crushed, trampled on rather than 0 3 ’’D as written.
^®Here, Kara appears to be using a manuscript with 313*', rather than the of MT.
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and similarly, 3113 (□’’31X7)3^  ”[3133 (Ibid. v2; like someone treading in a winepress). 
31^1313^ 3313'' 313 the maiden daughter Judah, the people of Judah, who 
resemble a maiden who dwells in security, who X^7 1H3 3^13 ®^ 3 331D’] 
y 3 ^ 3  (Deut 28:56; who had never tried to set the sole of her foot on the ground).
(16) D’£3 n n v  'T V  'T V  n '313  'IK b v  o v e r  these I  weep; m y eye
continuously runs w ith  water. The expression was repeated, teaching that there 
were no respites.
(17)32 n “’3'’3  jVH 303"’2 Zion spreads ou t her hands. [She broke] [as in] ”[33*3 
3X73 y 0132 (Isa 58:17; to divide your bread with the hungry), because its 
explanation is break off your bread for the hungry. And so, yX7 3 3 y33 1032*’
313 yX7 1331 y y3^  (Jer 16:7; No one will extend to them to comfort those who mourn 
for the dead), for its explanation is no one will break [1330*’] for them [bread] to 
strengthen and to comfort those who mourn for their dead.
(19) *'113*’3 333  *’3 3 ^ 3 y  *’3l^3p I  called to m y lovers, but they deceived me [refers 
to] the nations who I clung to for love, such as the Assyrians and the Babylonians, 
just as the prophet said, 331X7 310^ *’13 y^l (Ezek 23:12; She lusted for the 
Assyrians). And thus it was with the Babylonians -  they did more evil to me than 
all the nations.
‘^The word □ ‘'31JJ gt'apes has been added to the text, presumably to help clarify the text. - 
^^Edition contains an error here, reading I** rather than the correct verse number T**.
^^Most mss and editions read to them. Kara, however, seems to want to read Onb bread along with a few mss. 
The Hamburg manuscript reads Dflb indicating that here this could be a misprint.
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(20) 130333 “’X73 M y innards bum! 3 ’33  ’DO 13331 1T100 331^334 as a sign that 
they taught that my innards are scorched. Its explanation is my innards are 13313 
agitated.
(21) v r m  nriK 'D ’n i ; i  IUDÜ 'D'IK b v  a h  m y enemies have heard o f  m y
plight; they rejoiced th a t i t  was you who have done it; the turn (of events) was 
from you. On this matter they rejoiced, because the edict was decreed from you. 
Another version is that 3 ’03  3 3 ^  you did it. It was you who brought it about for 
me that they hated me because you have set me apart from their food and drink, 
and from marrying into them; for if I was married into them they would have 
compassion upon their daughters. 3 ^ 3 p  DT 3 ^ 3 3  You have brought on the day
you have proclaimed. How many years ago was it that a divine voice proclaimed by 
my hand, for Nebuchadnezzar to come against Jerusalem and destroy it? 35Rabbi 
Levi said for eighteen years the divine voice was spread about in the house of this 
wicked man, saying to him, "O wicked servant, rise up and destroy the Temple of 
your bitterness, for the children of your bitterness do not listen to HaShem". 
*’1133 V3'’l and let them be as I am. Its explanation is that now the Holy One 
brings upon them this day of payment.
Buber considers this as a conflation of 6. Hul. 56.a n*'3Ü "'n HDHDT n b S l niSlID  ib ^ ] if  it fell
into the fire, and its internal organs were scorched, and says that it teaches that they were scorched, regarding 
'’I7Û in o n o n  my innards in Lam 2:11.
^^Compare with Lam. Rab. 1.1.1. Buber comments that in the Hamburg manuscript the word was 
omitted, and was written □ ’’30 (111120.
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(22) [0333 bo ^ 3 3 3 6  Let all the evil doing of the enemies come before you. lOb ^^131 
and deal with them; and ^312 do to them as 3 ^ 3 2  you have done to me.]
two
(1) 3 ’3*’ nO*’^ How [the Lord] has clouded. Its explanation is "['’03*’ has darkened, an 
expression of D*’3 3  clouds. T’y i3  0*133 33T He did no t remember his 
foo tstoo l, the Temple that is his footstool, just as it says in Isaiah 0*’t^b0 Vyi01 
bo*'33 3 ^  (Isa 6:1; and the hem of his robe filled the Temple). The interpreters 
explain it: he ^011 03  ^ 0 3  b3 301*’ He sits upon a throne, high and lofty (ibid.), 
and his footstool fills37 the Temple. That is to say that [he is] exalted so much that 
in heaven he established his throne, and his footstool reaches to the Temple 
below. Thus Isaiah says *’b l3  0133 *f3i^31 "’KDO O*’D03 (Isa 66:1; Heaven is my 
throne, and the earth is my footstool). 38[Xargum] Jonathan explains this is the 
Temple.
(3) irO*’ 3int^ 3*’03 He drew back his right hand; that is to say, his right hand that 
protected Israel from the nations until now, as it is said 3 3 3  *’33^1 '3 “[3*’D*’
0 3 3 1  b o  Buber adds this as it is in the print in the standard editions, but acknowledges that it is not 
in the Hamburg manuscript.
This is the plural form rather than the expected singular form referring to his footstool.
n n  nt 03"'21. Buber comments that it should read 101pO H'D [DDT O n m , and thus it 
has been tianslated.
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3 3 ^  |"33n n  "[D'’D“’ (Exod 15:6; Your right hand, HaShem, is glorified with strength; 
your right hand, HaShem, smashed the enemy). Now her position is the opposite. He 
drew back his right hand 003  "’33  in the v e r n a c u l a r ^ ^ .  That is to say, he
drew back his hand from assisting them just as it used to teach them before.
(4) 3K3 3H1 He set his right hand like a foe, his right hand that served to 
assist them turned back to become trouble against them.
(5) 3313*’ 3 3 3  33*’1 He m ultiplied w ith in  the daughter o f Judah. Its explanation is 
b3T l he increased within the daughter of Judah. 3*’lt^l 3*’lt^3 mourning and 
lamentation  - sorrow and mourning. But it was pointed 3"l]’l, and its 
explanation is just like 0 3 3  3 3 3  (Exod 1:20; and the people increasedtf^.
(6) 130 j l3  0103342 He has destroyed his booth like a garden, b n  He has exposed.
(7) 103pO 3i^ *’l He has disowned his sanctuary. n*’3"'’*’b*’3D*’t^  in the vernacular43, 
like "[*’3 3 3  3*’3 3  33t<*’] (Ps 89:40; You have destroyed the covenant of your 
servant)^^.
(8) Ip 301 He stretched a line. He stretched against them divine justice. ibbO l^ 
they languish -  IpDS they cease, and so every expression of bbOl^ is explained by 
pDS. Thus, ]113b 3 3 2  bbOlt^ (Nahum 1:4; the flower of Lebanon fades), it ceases 
and departs from the making of fruit, just as it has been taught. So, 0*’13 3331
French -  unidentified.
'*°Buber points thus to keep the verbs intransitive, hence the example from Exod 1:20.
'‘'The commentary on this verse is virtually identical with that of Munich 5.
Buber compares this with the Metz printed edition, where the version reads I lb l3  131335) lOlD 
0 1 0 3 3  T T p 3  IDOni [31 1 3 0 3  [5 1 3  OlOH’’ 103 3 ^ 3  [lO b, but compare with the explanation found in 
Munich 5.
'*^ 01d French -  imidentified. This is not an identical spelling with that found in Munich 5.
'‘‘‘The context is that he rejected and abandoned it.
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n b b o i^  (I Sam 2:5; hut she who has many children languishes) -  HpDS she has ceased 
from giving birth, and 3 1 0 3  she has ceased from bearing children.
(9) 3 3 in  3"’101 3 0 b 0  Her king and her princes are among the nations,
there is guidance no more. That is to say, they are no longer able to engage in 
study of the Torah in exile because of oppression and an abundance of labour, 
n o  ]1T3 Ib^HO 3 ‘*t^ '’3D 01 even her prophets obtain no vision from HaShem, from 
the day that they were exiled.
(13) “J031t^l “]b  310t^ 3 0  To lohat can 1 liken you, that I may comfort you that I should 
be able to say, does it not happen to this or that nation just as it happens to you? 
For there is not a nation that it happens to for you, that you may see them and be 
comforted. But who brings all this evil about for you?
(14) your prophets who envisioned for you vanity and foolishness, just as 
Ezekiel said bl2 '’l bSfl *’30  b^ 110^ (Ezek 13:11; Say to those who smear xvith 
plaster that it will collapse!)', bSH plaster that is 1013 clay, because there is no 3 ’D
plaster mixed in it for it does not stick to the wall except the day that it is smeared 
on the wall, and the next day. [Then] a great wind comes and causes it to fall. 
Also, in this case, your prophets envisioned for you vanity and foolishness, for they 
envisioned prophecies for you of the destruction of vanity saying, "You will have 
peace!" "|1113 b3 lb*’! t^bl they did no t expose your iniquity. They did not 
expose your end because you shall be bitter at your end. "[3130 3*’03 b to 
restore your fortunes  in order that you would turn back in repentance, as it is said 
"[0311 "[3130 m  "[*’3 b ^  '3 301 (Deut 30:3; Then, HaShem, your God, will bring
16
back your captivity, and have mercy on you) □*’31301 and the vanities that caused 
you to reject the ways of the Omnipresent^^.
(17) D ip  ■'0*’0  31Ü ' i m  3H0 He accomplished his word tha t he
commanded from  days o f old. 13333 D*’b03 He completed his word that he 
decreed in the days of old, when the edict was decreed in the days of Moses, [as it 
is said] □3*’03pO 3 ^  *’310031 (Lev 26:31; I ivill make your sanctuaries desolate). 
t l^X3 he accomplished. Its explanation is □*’^03  he completed, like 13030 bO 3K 
'3 3153*’ *’3  3*’31 (Isa 10:12; But it will be that after the Lord completes all his loork).
(18) ['3 bt^ OOb p3H] Their heart cried ou t to the Lord. In the beginning they did 
not cry out to him with their heart, but when sorrow and distress came upon 
them, their heart cried out to the Lord. **]b 3112 *’133 give yourself no respite.
3112 respite is an expression of 311530 restraint, like 3 0 3 3  t^bl 331] *’]*’3 
311123 ]’’t^0 (Lam 3:49; M y eye overflows and will not cease -  without respite).
(19) 3b*’ bo *’113 *'01p47 Ar/se, cry ou t a t night [b*’ bO a t n ight is written as though to 
say on the night of the ninth of Av: "Remember me every single year". *’113 cry 
OMt]48, just as reading "Chant!" when the people raise their voice and pray as they 
rejoice. Thus, "Chant!" is read when a person offers his voice in weeping, for ]13 
chant is an expression of [103 noise, and is the sound of tumult -  whether for joy.
‘Verses 13 and 14 have virtually identical commentary in both 1041 and Munich 5. Also, verses 15 and 16 
have been removed as they are secondary -  see Lam. Rab., and the commentraies on Lamentations by Rashi 
and Leqah Tov. Buber comments that he added them as they were included in the standard commentaries, but 
as they are not in Jellinek's Hamburg manuscript I have deleted them,
‘"’This corrects the text from reading [3 3  to "'333 as in Munich 5, and MT.
‘‘Vhis text here has been corrected to read "'313 as in MT, and not '’113.
48 VyiZl etc. Buber has added this because it is in the print of the familiar editions, even though it is also 
not in the Hamburg manuscript. He comments that it was added by one o f the copyists from the commentary 
by Leqah Tov on Eichah.
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or for lamentation. As it is written ninDD 31333 31!H3'’149 (I Kgs 22:36; The call 
went out in the camp),
(20) 33  nbblI7 *'Qb To w hom  have you done this, just as you have done to me?
That is to say, have a people been heard of such that women eat their own 
offspring inasmuch as compassionate women boiled their children for food for 
themselves? Or, do you see that priest and prophet are killed in the Sanctuary of 
HaShem inasmuch as the priests were killed on account of their 
action/ profession?
(22) 3"’3 0 0  ’’3113 3X713 Dl*'3 i^3pn You invited m y enemies from  all around as i f  
fo r  a day o f festiva l. You called a festival in order to destroy the nations because 
I was for them a terror on every side, like a day of festival that you called against 
me to break my young men. ‘’3 3 S'* 3  3 0 ^  those I  cherished, those I raised deeply
cherishing ‘’n*’331 th a t I  brought up. My enemy came, then destroyed them.
three
(1) 1333X7 3 3 0 3  *’13X7 3 ^ 3  3313 *’1^ I  am the man who has seen affliction by the 
rod o f his wrath. "1 am that man who is great evil or virtue"^° That is to say, "thus 
is the land against me". Anyone is able to say: This is the man zoho has seen
In the commentary is written n in o n  H in n  313^31, but it should read 3 3 3 3 5  H ]3n m 5I7’’l (I Kgs 
22:36), and has so been corrected and tianslated.
’’D’H l ■’p  DV't  ^ V’0  T’’’'* is transliterated French. Proposed reading is/ew  c///low  
ki grant mal ou verdue.
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affliction by the rod of the ivrath of the Holy One, blessed be He, more than all the 
prophets who prophesied about the destruction of the Temple, but for all of them 
the Temple was not destroyed during their lifetime, but in mine^i.
(3) DVn bo 13*’ "[ISn*’ 3 1 0 *’ ■’3  O nly against me w ould He repeatedly tu m  His 
hand all day long. All the nations sin, but there is not a nation the continues in all 
the world which the Holy One, blessed be He, visits suffering upon, except Israel, 
of which it is said. Only against me would He repeatedly turn His hand all day long '^ .^
(4) *’31X71 *’3 0 3  nb*’3 He has made m y flesh  and m y skin w aste away. nb*’3 waste  
aw ay  is like 3110^ *f*X7 b l3 b  (Isa 44:19 Shall I botv down to rotton wood?y^.
(5) ■'bX7 313 He has built up strongholds against me^^. 3 ^ b n i 0 ^ 3  ®^p*’l He has 
encompassed me [with] gall and suffering. He surrounded me from above. 
3^^bni suffering expresses trouble and fatigue.
(6) OblX7 *’3 3 3  *’]3*’013 □*’3 0 3 3 3  He has made me dwell in darkness like those 
who are dead forever. Like dead men -  [3blX7] (□31*’)31^b '3 "]b 3*’31 (Isa 
60:19; And HaShem will be a (daily) light for you [forever])^^. Although He has made 
me dwell in darkness, [7] *’3X73 331 ^15^ t^b0 He has fenced me in so th a t I  
cannot get out. If He made me dwell in darkness, and did not fence me in, it was
'^Kara is following Rashi here, but does not identify the man as Jeremiah like Rashi, Rather, he says it could be 
anyone living at the time o f the destruction of the Temple, which is an explanation offered by ibn Ezra, whom 
Kara pre-dates.
^^ Kara appears to take the speaker as Israel. Cf. R. Joshua of Siknin in the name o f R. Levi, who reads /  am the 
man as the community of Israel (Lam. Rab. 3:1).
^^ In BOB, b l3  (n. m. sing.) produce, outgrowth is an abbreviation or scribal error for -  only in sing, 
constr. eg .b l5  ■’5  lb  □ ’l i l  Qoh AQ‘.20\For the mountains yield food fo r  him). Kara seems to take <1^5  
as a piel to rot, but it is difficult to equate this with Isa 44:19. Rashi refers to b l3 b  as rotten wood, but 
then gives another explanation. Lam. Rab. explains flesh as the community, and skin as Sanhédrin.
‘^‘Kara expands the text to explain more fully what is understood.
^^ Kara is citing a passage where OblJJ is used as an adverb, as here.
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difficult for me to get out; all the more so because He made me dwell in darkness 
and fenced me in. Furthermore, although He fenced me in. He made my chain 
heavy, chains by which I am bound. They are so heavy that I am unable to walk 
with them, even if He made me dwell with an eternal light all day and even if He 
had not fenced me in. Perhaps you would think if I seek HaShem from there, I 
would find Him, for is that not His nature? - one who brings out 3 ’D^ 31DÛD 
"J0n ’30T’ N»b3 ÎT’DDT (Isa 42:7; the prisoners jrom the dungeon, from the prison those 
who dwell in darkness). For if I shout and cry out from the place where He has 
made me dwell in darkness and fenced me in, from there He will bring (them) 
[me] out to the light. The text reads [8] in ‘P’Sn“  Ontü Ü1ÜK1 pUTK '3  0) Even 
i f  I  shout and cry out. He shuts ou t m y prayer.
(9) 3313 ■’3 3 3  331 He has walled up m y roads w ith  hewn stones -  as if they were
hewn stones. How has He walled up my ways? By my paths which He has 
distorted.
(11) 331D "’3 3 3  he has strewn m y paths w ith  thorns. He has covered my roads 
with thorns, so that I am unable to find my paths. ’I*’3 0 2 3  and crushed me -  its 
interpretation is *’lX7j33'’l He split/stripped me as in 30210 [b"’^  i f  a tree is split/if a 
tree is stripped^.
*^^ Kara text reads i n V s n ,  but the translation (and Buber) follow MT Tlb'’5 n .
'51 H 0510 ] (b. Shev.4.6; if  a tree is split, you may tie it up in the Sabbatical year, not that it may grow
together again, but that it may not split farther)\dL\so, n iT 'S  151 110510 ] ( if  a tree is stripped, and on it
(on the branch torn off) are fruits). See Jastrow, Dictionaty, 1245. Compare with Munich 5.
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(12) "pnb ri3CD3358 as a target fo r  the arrow  that every archer wishes to shoot. Thus 
all the nations rule over us.
(13) *1320^ *’13 *’3V b33  ^"’33  He has caused the sons o f H is quiver to enter m y
innards because he established me as a target for himself, he shoots arrows into 
me and He has caused the sons o f His quiver to enter m y innards. Who are the 
sons of the quiver? They are the arrows, for a man puts his arrows in the quiver.
(16) ■’3‘’0  'pH33 0313 He ground m y teeth in gravel. [The same idea as found in
y ^ 3  13"'2 (Prov 20:17; his mouth zuill he full of gravel)]^^. For when they (the 
Babylonians) were exiling them, they put their food in the dust, and the dust 
entered between their teeth, and their teeth were broken. 3 2 ^ 3  ’’10‘'233  He
made me cower in ashes *’3 b l"2 b ‘’l ‘’D*’i5bl3"3t^ that zve zvant grains (of zvheat) 
from ashes^^.
(17) 3310 ■’3 ‘’0] I  have forgotten goodness, for a man whom they bring into 
captivity has forsaken goodness entirely.
(20) 313T3 313T You remember weW^. I know that behold! the day is coming that
he remembers m y afflictions and m y sorrow  ’021 "’bx? 31031 and m y soul is 
bowed down w ith in  me [until the day comes], ^^xtius explains Rabbi Eleazar by
®^Kara text reads 5 5 0 3 5 ,  but MT reads A 5 0 3 5 .
59 lîT’D 133. Buber has added tliis because it is in the print o f the standard editions. While it is 
missing in the Hamburg manuscript, it is to be found in the Munich 5 manuscript by R. Yosef Kara. 
""Transliterated Medieval French '5bl"Sb'’] ‘’3 ’’übl5"]'’t^ . Following Ahrend, and Rashi glosses, the 
following is proposed: en voulceme nielle olbes that we want grains (of wheat) from ashes.
"'Alternatively, [My soul] remembers well. Compare with Law. Rab. 3.20.7.
'15 15D'’*'5 5 ’ bp  '5^5 lT5b(< '5 5 0 5  [51. Buber comments that it is recognised that it should be read 
5 0 ’’’ [51 or 3''■’5  [51, and it is in the piyut for the interpretation of Remember]
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the hand of R. Qallir^^ when he originated it: by this I know that you have it in you to 
remember, but my soul bows down until you actually do remember^^.
(21) p  b v  ’D'2 V 'm  HKT This I  call to mind; therefore I  s till hope.
When my soul was bowed down within me on account of the length of my exile, 
this I  call to mind, therefore I  s till hope. But, what is the thing that 1 bear in 
mind?
(22) '1 "’i o n  the kindnesses o f HaShem  [with] which He has rewarded me. But 
what are the kindnesses with which He has rewarded me? lOOH "’D that we
were not annihilated, because we were not annihilated at the hand of 
Nebuchadnezzar, for he brought this thing about that we should not be 
annihilated by their hand^^ 3 0 3 3  ib o  ^ b  *’3 fo r  His mercies were no t 
exhausted -  of the Holy One, blessed be He; the Holy One, blessed be He, who 
rewarded me with His mercies that we were not annihilated before the 
Babylonian exile. I am confident that His mercies and kindnesses in this exile will 
not be destroyed^^.
(23) D“’3j33b □*’0 3 3  They are new every morning [refers to] the kindnesses which 
he showed us in Babylon, that we were not annihilated. Not in Babylon alone did 
He show us His loving-kindnesses, but new every morning. With each day the 
kindnesses renew themselves, for not just one of them stood against us in order to 
destroy us; rather, in each generation they (all) were standing against us to
"^Rabbi Qallir was a paytan -  8th centuiy. See Elbogen, I. Jewish Liturgy: A Comprehensive Histoiy. 
Translated from the Germab by R. P. Scheindlin; The Jewish Publication Society, 1993, 244. 
"‘‘Quoted in Rashi as being from the liturgical poet.
""i.e. The kindnesses should not cease at the hand of the Babylonians.
"" riT m b ]5  refers here to the diaspora in 11/12“’ century Northern France.
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destroy us were it not for your loving-kindnesses that saved us from their hand. 
333  great is Your faithfulness. Your faithfulness, which You promised
us, is great. □ m ‘73‘2 □ 'nbW  Kbl O'nOKO K") DH'TIK f lK 3  Q nvnn
nt^T DX (Lev 26:44; Yet in spite of this, when they are in the land of their enemies, I will
not reject them, nor will I so abhor them as to destroy them). It^  ^is what stood for our 
fathers, and for us, because the kingdoms were unable to destroy us.
(25) r i p y  '1 310 HaShem is good to those who trust in Him. (26) DDHl ‘^ TT'l 310 
I t  is good to w a it patiently. This is its explanation: because the Holy One, 
blessed be He, is good to those who trust in Him, a person can wait patiently, and 
he can watch for '3 3X7103 b the salvation o f  HaShem. The explanation of 0311
to be still is n s lio  watches as in 0 3 ' IIU'^H I V  1011 (1 Sam 14:9; Hold sfi7/[lDl]
until zve reach
(27) T31X733 blX7 ^0"’ ’’3  33Xb 310 I t  is good fo r  a man th a t he bear a yoke in his 
youth. Behold, he is a victor when he becomes old. Happy is the man who has 
already paid all his debts, for although it is painful now, he will rejoice at a later 
time. Happy are those of Israel who have borne already the verdict on account of 
their iniquities^^. And woe^o to the nations who are yet to be stricken on account 
of all their iniquities. Thus it says i p S  p n i'lin '?  ®1'D1' Kb ]1'U 0 3  p lllü  DO
The promise.
"®Kara is explaining DD13 from 0 0 1  to wait, be still, and comparing it with PISÜ to observe, watch, expect, 
rather than from D U  to be silent.
verJ/c4]'’DSD1S'’fc^ in the commentary], and in the Hamburg manuscript is found ["'DSDISD''^ ,^ 
that should read ['’DSISt^, as it is shown in Greek verdict (V TIDlllA). See Jastrow, Dictionary, 101.
™ The translation of "’1^ follows the Hamburg document; 1041 reads "’"'11.
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013^ 3 3  "[311X7 (Lam 4:22; Your punishment is complete, O daughter Zion, He will 
not prolong your exile; He will punish your iniquity, O daughter Edom).
(28) D ll'll 3 3 3  3 0 ’ Let him s it  solitary and w ait. There is nothing better for a man 
than that he should sit alone, and be still concerning the decree that is 
pronounced against him. b03 *’3 VbX7 fo r  He has laid [it] upon him, when 
HaShem raised against him the value of the edict. Menachem ben Helbo^^ 
interpreted 3 3 3  and wait as meaning 3 3 0 3 3  thought, and so he explains, a man 
will sit and consider my words. Surely 31p33 3313 '3 ^ 2  has laid upon him a good 
reward. 0133 and w a it expresses 3 3 0 3 3  thought, like [03b] (03b) 310X7b 
■’3*’3 ’’3 305^3 (Num 33:56; as I thought to do [to you) [to them]), but I have 
interpreted the matter differently.
(31) '3 OblX7b 3DT'’ ^^b ’3 For the Lord w ill no t cast [him] o ff fo r  ever. If today he 
bears the yoke of the nations, tomorrow 0311X7 3b< 1153’ (Lev 26:43; they will accept 
their punishment), for thus is the nature of it.
(32) 3X13 0 ^  ■'3 For i f  he causes grief, if he destroys them but repents, 3133 0 3 ’’31 
V lD l he w ill have compassion according to the greatness o f  his unfailing love.
(33) 0 ’^  ’’33 3X’l 13b0 33X7 t<b ’’3  For he does no t a fflict from  his heart, or grieve 
m ankind  for he does not afflict or grieve mankind from his heart, or from his 
desire. It is neither his desire or pleasure "p3^ *’3 ’D^ b3 l ’’bX3 3 3 3  ^ 3 3 b (Lam
3:34; to crush beneath his feet all the captives of the earth); all those who are punished 
with suffering. For He does not afflict from his heart refers also to to crush beneath his
‘^Menachem ben Helbo is Kara's uncle. 
’^Meaning unknown.
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feet. Thus, its explanation is that it is not from his heart, or his wish to crush 
beneath his feet all the captives of the earth, all who are subjugated because of 
oppression; and not from his heart ]VbX7 ‘’32 1X3 13X O20D fllOnb (ibid. v35; to 
turn aside the justice of a man in the presence of the Mosf High).
(36) n ^ l  '1 13"’13  0 1 ^  nnX7b T o deprive a man o f  justice, the Lord does no t 
approve. The explanation is that it is not thought proper in his eyes to deprive a 
man of justice, just as in f!^ *’3t^  I like your opinion^^. 3 ^ 1  t^b He
does no t approve. 3 "*’*’35^3, in the vernacular's.
(37) 3 m  ^ b  '3 *’331 30^^ 3T *’0  W ho is there who speaks and i t  comes to pass, 
unless the Lord decreed it? If someone says to you that this thing will come to 
pass because it is just in the eyes of the Omnipresent to deprive a man of justice, and 
to crush beneath his feet all the captives of the earth, do not believe it because HaShem 
has not decreed thing; and if He did not command it, from where does toil spring 
from? Whence does it come to those prisoners of the earth who are being 
crushed? Whence come sufferings to the world, because it is a lawless world, 
inasmuch as HaShem has not commanded it.
(38) 31Dm m a n n  Klîn Kb ]V ‘7U 's n  From the m outh M o st High, neither evil or 
good come, but from the day that the Holy One, blessed be He, said on Mount
Sinai, 7J"in HKi man n s man hki o"nn hk Dvn -pas'? ’nn) nKn^ e (Deut
73 “|'’“153 '’3^ 1 5^13 1D5. Buber identifies tliis as a quote, but does not give a reference. It appears to be
rabbinic. Cf. b. Ket. 13.3; '51 ''553  3^5 ''3t*! 3)^13 Hike the opinion o f  Admon etc. See Jastrow, Dictionary, 
1435.
‘^‘Kara is commenting on the use of 3 ^ 3  as to approve, as opposed to see, or understand, and hence the quote 
in the note above from Talmud.
^"Unidentified transliterated text.
■’333 n « 3 . Compare with Lam. Rab. 3.38.9.
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30:15; See, I have placed before you today, life and prosperity, death and evil), from the 
mouth of the Most High neither evil or good come, but by itself^^ comes evil 
things upon those who do evil, and good things upon those who do good. From 
this we may conclude that man harms himself, and since iniquity causes the 
bringing of evil upon those who do evil, when torments come upon the man he 
should not complain (but) to someone about the torments, and about the severe 
punishment. But, VKDH bV  13 ) 'H DIK piKH' HD (Lam 3:39; Why should a 
living man complain, a man for his sins?); because they have brought evil upon him, 
and so he should confess and say '1 IV  3510X1 331p3Xl IX O ll 3023] (ibid. 
v40; Let us search and examine our ways, and return to HaShem).
(41) □’‘’25  l]"’5 5 b  t^0] Let us lift up our hearts to our hands [its explanation is
0X7 together with our hands], ^sphis is its interpretation l]’0 0 b  (0X7 1]’20) ^0] 
O’0 0 0  b^ b^  [O’2 0  ÜV]Let us lift up (our hands together w ith) our hearts 
[together w ith  our hands] to God in heaven. Now, a man should not spread out 
his hands to heaven and have his heart full of transgressions. A popular saying^^ 
concerns one who immerses himself while grasping a worm, throws the worm 
away, and an immersion is credited to him. If he does not throw the worm from 
his hand, an immersion is not credited to him. Also, here, the one who lifts up 
his heart together with his hands to HaShem in heaven, his repentance is 
received; [if] he spreads his hands to heaven, but his heart is not prepared for his
^^ Lam. Rab. 3.38 quotes from R. Eleazar, whom Kara follows here. Rashi quotes from R. Johanan, also 
paraplirasing Lam Rabbah.
D^D0O o r  i r  n o b  m )  U in n s  nr. Buber has corrected the text to read as it is found in
the Hamburg manuscript. However, in the printed edition it is the same as it is before us.
b0D lb0D . Cf. Rashi. For the popular saying concerning the worm, see b. Ta'an 16a. See also Lam. Rab. 
3.40.9 where the y 5 0  is also mentioned.
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father who is in heaven, his repentance is not received. That is what Rabbi 
Solomon, the Babylonian^y established as equal the hand throwing out the worm 
that the immersion would be credited, to a hand placing the offering.
(42) n n b o  nnt^ 13X70S ion] We have sinned and rebelled: You have no t
forgiven. We acted according to our nature, for there is not a man who does not 
sin. But you have not acted according to your nature, for you are called one who 
multiplies forgiveness, but you did not forgive, ^iin the Midrash of our Sages we 
have sinned and rebelled, [but] you did not forgive. If we acted without justice, you 
also did not behave towards us as properly; if we sinned and rebelled it was for 
you to forgive, but you did not forgive. This is you may conclude from what we 
learn from the Mekhilta: There were three (sons) [prophets]. One looked for the 
glory of the son, but did not look for the glory of the father, ^zphis is Jonah who 
sought to neglect the glory of the Omnipresent so as not to convict Israel. But he 
rose up and fled to Tarshish because the Gentile nations were near to repentance. 
But if he would go to Nineveh by the word of HaShem and they came back in 
repentance, the Holy One, blessed be He, would turn out to be angry with Israel 
because he had sent out several prophets to them through whom they could 
repent, but they did not. And one sought the glory of the father, but not the glory 
of the son. This is Elijah, who said '33 i n ’33  1313 '3  [niK3iJ ' t
^ ]p  (I Kgs 19:10; I have been very zealous for HaShem, the God of hosts, for the 
people of Israel have forsaken your covenant). And one sought the glory of the son
*"ln Lam. Rab. 3.42.9 the Babylonian Rabbis are referred to as the Rabbis from "there", as distinguished from 
the Palestinian Rabbis who are from "here". No individual Rabbis are named in this instance.
®*The verse 13P0D 1353 is considered in Lam. Rab. 3.42.9.
53 V 5T. Buber comments that this is in another version of the Mekhiltah; also the order is different.
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and the glory of the father. This is Jeremiah who said, We have sinned and rebelled; 
You did notforgive^^.
(45) Dli^Dl *’ilD Filth and refuse. The interpretation of ’’HD scum  is
xvandering, similar to îlO l^ îl ("’]2)^170 DfinD]! (Deut 28:63; you will be uprooted 
from the land), which is (from) [found in] the Tar gum, but is ]*’]’ *22’’m  
wanderers^^. The interpretation of 13 2 ’’051 You make us is you place us -  it is in 
the present tense^^.
(47) nt^0n disaster is from the decree 0"’1X7 1^0 5 0 ^  317 (Isa 6:11; until the cities
are devastated), because it is from the decree of 3^1021 3^10 (Zeph 1:15; 
destruction and desolation).
(51) "’023y 3^^117 ■’3’X7 M y eye brings grief to m y soul. Our iniquities directed 
these things86.
(53) ■’■’3 3132 13215 They have destroyed m y life in the pit. Although they have
subdued my life in the pit, because I am unable to climb up out of it, he did not 
pay heed even to this until he cast a stone upon me®^ .
(54) ’m i) )  'm n K  ' m i  b v  D'D ISU w a ter  flow ed  over m y head; I  thought, "I am
doomed!" So when a man enters the water as far as his knees, or his hips, there is 
still hope. But, if the water flows over his head, then his hope is lost and he says, 
"My hope is lost!" But I do not do this, for although the water has flowed over
®"This is the first indication that Kara regards Jeremiah as the author of Lamentations.
^Vhe Targum renders TÏD as [ ‘’310*70 wanderers', but in Lam 4:14 3 0 3 0 3 '’ / 0*’t^  to be exiled, to wander. 
See Jastrow, Dictionary, 536.
®"Kara follows Rashi here.
*"Kara seems to play on the words ’’3'’17 and 13 *’31117.
®Vhis commentary is taken directly from Rashi, except that the second two instances of "they" have now 
become "he".
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my head, am I able to say I  am doomed? Heaven forbid that lose my hope in 
my Creator, but...
(55) nvn rrn  1 1 2 2  n  " [ 2 0  I  called on your name, HaShem, from  the depths 
o f the pit; from the dominion of Edom, which is likened to the depths of SheoR^.
(56) ' n v w b  'n m n b  IJTK □‘?an  n y a o  Vo« heard m y voice-, do no t close 
your ear to m y relief, m y cry fo r  help. It was you who already heard my voice 
when we were enslaved in Egypt. Do not close your ear to my relief in the 
dominion of Edom.
(57) DV2 ri23p You came near when I  called you. On the day that I called
out to you from the afflictions of Egypt; that is what is written, 3^10"’ ’32 133^*’! 
lpX7T3 3312X73 ]2 (Exod 2:23; and the Israelites groaned because of the work, and they 
cried out).
(59) ’finilX? '3 3 n ‘’5^ 3 You have seen, HaShem, the wrong done to me; the injustices 
that have been done to me; ""2202 3 2 2 0  Judge m y cause.
(65) v b  n )’)D on  y ]nn  Give to them deep sorrow  as in "[’nii ])D ION (Genl4:20; 
zuho has delivered up your enemies)*. pniKn®' your curse is like in iK 'in  your 
trouble/weariness/suffering. That is to say, all the troubles that you brought upon
88 "’55D  3 2 1 2  Buber comments that the interpretation of this Aramaic saying is 32t<2 "’3IA
"’^ 3 1 2 2  im p n  I destf'oy my hope from my Creator.
®"A reference to the Roman dominion and the destruction of the Second Temple, here and in the next verse.
See midrash on Hadrian and the Jew (Lam. Rab. 3.58f). Note also the variant spelling o f H lT inn 312 2  
depths o f the p it o f MT, and the (mis)spelling of ÎT’iTinn 3 lK 0 3  to the depths ofSheol as used by Kara. See 
also Munich 5 where the reference is to Babylon.
[32 is used to translate 2 3  33"'32, covering o f  heart in BDB. LXX appears to understand it as a construct of 
[32 to defend/protect, reading UTrepaairiopov Kapô'iaç. Kara seems to prefer deep soirow, as in Alcalay, 
which is reinforced by his interpretation of "[33^3 your curse as "[3^33 your weariness, due to the 
transposition of the letters and 3. This follows the Targum, and LXX, but cf. Rashi.
"'interpreted as your curse in Lam. Rab., Lekach Tov, ibn Ezra, Isaiah da Trani, and Redak where the root n3t^ 
to lament is used. Kara prefers the root rii^3 to be wearied/exhausted.
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me, bring upon them. This is what you will find at the end of the acrostic [Lam 
1:22] which repeats concerning the nations in order to p a c i f y 9 2  them, and says, 
"just as you did to me, so do to them".
four
(1) 2Î1T DX7V H ow  the gold has become dim. Its interpretation is "[031 "[’’t^
hoio it has darkened] Another explanation is "[122X7 ^ 3  DIHD 32 (Ezek 28:3; no 
secret is hidden from you). Similarly, 13122X7 ^ 3  D’T3t  ^ (ibid. 31:8; the cedars could 
not hide it), but the explanation of 23T 0X7T 32"’^  is how the beauty and 
appearance of the people of Zion is darkened, for their countenance had been 
yellow like gold^3 DH23 3D0’’l [How] the pure gold is changed] How^^the
brilliant countenance of the people of Zion is changed, for it was similar to finest 
gold, to fine treasurers Every precious stone HaShem^^ calls fine gold, and pure 
gold; fine gold is treasure. But why does he call it fine gold, and pure gold? Just 
as (Elihu) [Job] said 33lO n ^ 3  3132 23122 (Job 28:19; zuith purest gold it cannot be
valued). For if someone treasures his garment, and examines the blue cloth and 
the embroidery -  every garment and article of leather -  this is not pure gold. But
"^Note that Buber has corrected Munich 5 from 0 5 2  D’'’S 3  to pacify them, to 2 5 2  □ ’’‘’□ 3  to end them.
""Kara is explaining □ZJV become dimmed/darkened/obscured with “[05V  become darkened.
"‘‘Kara recognises that 52*’t*5 serves double duty in this sentence.
Lekach Tov comments: How dim the gold has become, that is, how dark the gold has become! This refers to 
the beauty o f  the people o f Jerusalem, whose complexion resembled gold. See also Lam. Rab. 4.1 
"“Hebrew is in the wrong word order here.
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precious stones and pearls are called pure gold. 0 3 p  3X2231031 the holy
stones are scattered. [These are] the priests who were dressed in breastplate and 
ephod, in which sacred stones were fixed^^.
(2)TS3 □'K'PIDûn D 'lp 'n  [VU '33 The precious children o f  Zion, comparable w ith  
fine  gold, because their faces shone like the apperance of fine gold. How their 
appearance has changed, for lü V  'T  30313 0 1 3  'b V ib  13033 they are 
considered as earthen pitchers, the w ork o f a po tter’s hands. From now on^s it is 
clearly explained who has caused their appearance [to be darkened], and who has 
caused them to be changed; their faces being compared with fine gold, who has 
brought this upon those who are considered as earthen pitchers, the work of a potter's 
hands. He has caused this thing.
(3) ]3 ‘’31X lp*’X3 3 0  1H*^3 ]*’X31 OX Even jackals offer the breast [and] suckle their
young. The explanation of 1^^3 pull ou t is 1^ "’2X13 take out, as in 31^  1H^31 
0"’]2^3  (Lev 14:40; they shall take out the stones). pX3l Jackals. This is like the one 
that sees its cubs far off, draws out its breast from its bosom, and shows them in 
order that they will come and suck. But 33X7'’2 3T2t^^ *’0X7 312 the daughter o f 
m y people has become cruel like the ostrich that is merciless against its young, 
because their breasts became dry because of the famine.
(4) 03*7 ]’K 0113 03*7 1*7K0 O '*7*713 KÛU3 133 *7K p31' ]10*7 p 3 1  The tongue o f  
the infant cleaves to its palate fo r  thirst; young children beg fo r  bread, [but] no-
"’Kara explains that allegorically speaking, holy stones = priests = pure gold. Cf. Lam. Rab. 4.1. 
"^Emending text to read from now on, rather than [212  as written.
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one breaks i t  fo r  them. No-one is slicing’^'^  [bread] for them. All of this caused 
their appearance to be dimmed.
(5) □*’31X70^ Those who used to eat delicacies. The nobles who were
accustomed to eating delicacies 3113X132 1003 are destitute in the streets. 
X7*2131 *’ X^7 □“’310^3 those nurtured in crimson. When trouble and anguish came 
upon those clad, until now, in crimson yarns, 3113120  ^ lp 2 3  they embraced 
dunghills to warm themselves, because the dunghill was warm. Thus it is 
explained in Genesis Rabbah '^^  ^ [that] [lOK multitude/ abundance means 32120
covered/clad as another explanation of X7^ 13l **^ 2 D*’310t^3 those nurtured in
crtmson.
(6) 0130 31^030 *'0X7 312 [1X7 ‘733*’l The iniquity o f m y people is greater than the 
sin o f Sodom. Rabbi Berechiah said^^i that in the tribe of Judah and Benjamin 
something was done that was not done in Sodom. About Sodom it is written, 
3 ^ 0  3 3 2 2  ’2  031^031 (Gen 18:20; and their sin so grave). About the tribe of
Judah and Benjamin it is written, 1K0 1Ki33 *711) 3113'! *7K30' 3 '3  (Ezek
9:9; the iniquity of the house of Israel and Judah is exceedingly great), and from among 
them there was no remnant left over. That is to say, of the men of Sodom, whose 
iniquity was not as great as the iniquity of the house of Israel and Judah, no 
remnant of them survived. But X733 102 321233 [the one] which was
233 2  parallels 0213 .
100 0 2 1 3 2  [21. Buber comments that this is the beginning of another section/chapter, but in the
Hamburg manuscript the words 2 0 1 2 2  [12t^ 2 " 2 2  0 2 1 3 2  [21 are absent.
rT’2 2 2  '2 22t<. Buber directs the reader to Gen. Rab. 108,5; but comments that in Lam. Rab. 4.6.9 is the 
sentence 221^ [13302 NtlH S23‘’l, in the name of R. Yoshua bar Nehemiah in the name o f R. Aha.
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overthrown in a m om ent did not extend their hands to the commandments^^^, for 
it is written 3 2  1^3 no hands were laid upon her. Rabbi Tanhuma^os
said 3"’y 3"’ 31^3 You did not fall hand to hand, meaning the hand of one of 
them did not place his alms into the hand of the poor. Therefore, X7X3 102 32233 
she was overthrown in a moment. But these^°4 [of Judah and Benjamin] extended 
their hands to the commandments, as it is written 1^02 311’3033 2 ’’03 *’3 ’
■’0X7 312 3 2 0 2  10^ 31132^ 1’3 ’[3“'3 y ‘’ The hands of compassionate women have 
boiled their own children; they were their food in the destruction of the daughter of my 
people (v. 10). But it is explained in Midrash Eichahl^^ that they did not boil their 
children, but because they took cakes from their children's hand and fed their 
women neighbours (with them) who were mourning, the text rises up against 
them as though they boiled their children. This is another explanation from the 
midrash406. But its simple meaning is that the iniquity of the daughter of my 
people is greater than the sin of Sodom lohich was overthrown in a moment. The 
angels, who were sent out to overthrow Sodom, which was overthrown in a 
moment, left no place overthrown. It is the same as 2  "’3"’ 3 2  1^3 no hands fe ll
upon her. 1*71 they fe ll Is Vtke-b'Tl' [in] 3KV m i  *73 l ‘7’n ’ (II Sam 3:29; May it
fall upon the head ofjoab).
'“"Kara is closely following Lam. Rab. 4.9 here. Lam. Rab. states that it is R. Yoshua bar R. Nehemiah in the 
name of R. Aha rather than R. Berechiah, who Kara says he is quoting. Although Kara generally quotes with 
precision, exceptions can be explained by a faulty memory. See Ganiel, Drori. “The Exegetical Method of  
Rabbi Yosef Kara with regard to the Prophetic Books”. Ph.D. diss.. University of Wales, 1993, 101.
^21233 2"«. See Gen. Rab. 80:28.5 where the version is 21233 3"t^.
'“‘Kara returns to the midrash text here.
'“Tam. Rab. 4.7.9.
'““Kara sets up these explanations to dismiss them in favour o f his own interpretation. See Ganiel, “Exegetical 
Method”, 142.
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(7) n*'“l'’TD 1DT Her N azirites were purer than snow. As for these Nazirites, the 
hair^o^ of their heads was white like snow from food and drink that whitens a 
man's hair, and it becomes pure like milk. You know that it is true if someone 
falls to his bed and is struck down with pain, if the hair of his head was white on 
the day of his fall, when he gets up and walks about outside, you will see it black. 
n*'n'’T13 her Nazirites, her hairs, like ’’T^ (Jer 7:29; cut off your hair). lOlR
□'’D 5D  DHi? their appearance was redder than coral. Gold called coral, because 
they hide it in the countenance. OniT] lapiz lazuli was their form .
Polished like lapiz lazuli.
(8) D lRn “lin ro  their appearance is darker than soot. Those people who 
were purer than snow, and whiter than milk, and whose complexion is redder 
than coral, now their appearance is darker than soot. mHlllD 113] they are 
no t recognised in the streets. Those who saw them before do not recognise them 
thereafter. bV 0111) ISH their skin is shrivelled on their bones from
brightness^^^, in the vernacular.
(9) 3D1 3 1 1  ''bbu  1*T1 □*'310 More fortunate were those slain by the sword
than those slain by fam ine. If he had said, better off were those slain by the sword 
than those slain by famine and was silent, I would have reason to say that the one 
who dies during the famine prolongs [his] suffering, but the one who dies by the 
sword dies straightaway. But now, because he said □’I p l lD  131T'
'°^Kara prefers to understand n ‘’‘T’T] here as hair, as he illustrates his point with the quote from Jeremiah. Cf. 
Rashi, who concludes Nazirites.
'°*Kara explains this with T'CQ'lp"]. This can be transliterated into Medieval French as de karted, and
then to de klarted, and finally to clarté lightness,/brightness/clearness, based on Rashi's Old French.
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’lîi) m o i]no  fo r  they ooze, pierced by the fru its  o f  the field^^^, reluctantly^^^ this
is the reason that there is to say, why were those who were slain by the sword 
better off than those who were slain by famine? It appears that so he considers, 
in his opinion, namely why is it better for them, for those who died by the sword, 
than for those who died by famine? Because those who died by famine, when 
they were savouring the fruits of the field and eating much, their intestines were 
split open within them, for they were contracted on account of the famine. 
D‘’l p H 3  IDITl fo r  they ooze, pierced. Its explanation is □“’Dpi33 split open
because of eating the fruits of the field. Their body is disfigured on account of the 
excrement which emerges outside of their stomach.
(10) D T ]3 n i □’’0] ■’!*’ The hands o f  compassionate women, formerly, now 1^03 
boiled their children. m i3 ^  VH they have become their food^^^,m 
order to give themselves food.
(12) "23n ’DÜT’ *231 f" l«  ’3*70 irOKH K"? The kings o f  the earth did no t believe, 
nor all the inhabitants o f the world, previously, *’11)03 3*’lt^l IH  K13*’ *’3 
3^011"’ th a t adversary and enemy could enter the gates o f  Jerusalem. But who 
caused them to enter? n*’]n3  m ill) n*’t^ *’3] the sins o f  her prophets, and
the iniquités o f her priests (v.l3)
(14) m iîin 3  3 "’111) ID] They wandered blindly through the streets because
3 1 3  they were defiled w ith  blood, so much so, that others were not able to touch
’°^Grain.
110 bl) has 2m. sing, suffix, but is read as i n i 3  bl) against one's will, reluctantly.
’"This should be compared with Z,am. Rab. 4.9.
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their garments^^^. For it is written Dn*’013^3 IDT 1^31’’ ^ ^ 3  none can touch 
their garments.
(15) ID] D] liS] •’3  lD]n HID 1113 13^ IR ip  ^ 3 3  1113 "Away, unclean!" they  
called ou t to them, "Away, away! Do no t touch!" ID] 3] IH] ’3 th a t they  
wandered about, and also staggered^^^ from the commandments of the Holy One, 
blessed be He. IH] is used similarly in the passage ^iS] ’’3  3t<13^ '[“’H 1]! 
(Jer 48:9; Give Moah a wing, that she may fly  away), where its explanation is Give a 
wing ®)]3 to Moah for his glory will surely fly  away 'JSIDH*’ ^ISD^^^. Also in this
case, because they wandered tjzgy fleiv ^SD, since they deviated from the
ways of the Omnipresent. ID] 3] they also stagger, even shake and remove
themselves from his commandments^^^. 3 1 ]3  113R the nations said. When
they went into exile among the nations, the nations said of them, "These people 
will never return and sojourn in their own land''^?.
(16) 3 p b n  '1 *’]S The anger o fH aShem  divided them; he scattered them upon the 
face of all the earth. [He will no longer divide them.] All these are the words of 
the nations.
"^Cf. Kara's straightforward explanation with that o f the midrash, where they are polluted with the blood of 
Zechariah,
"^This should be compared with Rashi, who describes 1^] as an expression of foulness and filth.
’"With respect to the note above, it is clear that Kara and Rashi disagree on the root o f 1H3. Kara illustrates it 
using Jeremiah 48:9, and the root and interprets it with the root to fly  away. Rosenberg follows 
Rashi, who reasons 1Ü] as being from the root ilH], which although means to fly  (away)/wander, can also mean 
to be destroyed/ruined.
’’  ^ to fly  (away)/wander.
’’®Kara interprets tlie qal 1)1], with the hiphil o f the same root, i)'’]n  to shake/move/disturb.
’’^Kara is paraphrasing the text here.
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(17) ^3n  IDfllTD n ]‘’‘73n 1]*’11D Our eyes fa iled  [waiting] in vain fo r  our
help. Still, we were able to expect the assistance of Egypt, of whom it is written 
IIITD*’ p “'*m ^3(1 (Isa 30:7; For Egypt's help is worthless and empty), but
they did not come. Common parlance would be that when a man expects his 
friend, but his friend does not arrive, he says, "Until now I was able to wait for 
help in vain." ^73n ID'HITD 13TD n v b D n  IDHID Our eyes fa iled  [waiting] 
fo r  our help in vain, 0"3 in heart there
is lightening/thunder, whose daughter I await' '^^ ,^ in the vernacular.
(18) They dogged our steps, l l i î  they dogged is an expression of
desolation and ruin. That is to say, our steps were made desolate^^^ 3 3 ^ 3  
1D‘’m 311733/row  w alking in our streets.
(19) □’3 0  ■’3013 1]"’S113 TÎ7 D’^p  Our pursuers were sw ifter than the eagles o f
the heavens goes on to explain how swift were the ones who IDIpbl D‘’3nn  bD
pursued us upon the mountains. The way of the pursuer, if he knows that his 
enemy flees by way of the plain, is to pursue him. But when he knows that he 
has escaped to the hills, despairing to seek him further, he does not trouble [to 
pursue] him into the hills. But these people pursue us into the hills. The way of 
the pursuer is to pursue among the settlements; and since he knows that his 
enemy flees by way of the wilderness, he ceases from pursuing him. But these 
[people] even 13^ 131t< 1 3 1 3 3  ambush us in the wilderness.
cor a foudre don(s)t j '  atendr(ai)e la fille  in Old French.
"^Kara and Leqah Tov agree here -  the Aramaic 17H desolation/confusion corresponding with the Hebrew root 
D3Ü.
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(20) n i l  The breath o f our nostrils. There are those who explain this as
concerning Josiah, and there are those who explain this as concerning Gedaliah, 
son of Ahikam, who the king of Babylon appointed over them, appears that 
it is about Gedaliah, son of Ahikam, [because it says], of whom we said, H’! ]  
ib H l □*’133 W e w ill live among the nations in his shadow. But in the days of 
Josiah the tribe of Judah and Benjamin had not yet gone into exile^^i
(21) Dllt^ 1 3  ■’1301 ■’0 ‘’0  Rejoice and exult, O daughter o f Edom, like the one who 
sees his friend commit some offence, and says to him, "Commit all the offences 
which come to your hand", but DSTOD Cn'TKn “73 *73 ’3  [^*7] s31 
(Qoh 11:9; knoiv that concerning all these things, God will bring you to judgement). 
[Here] too, the prophet reflected upon Edom who had rejoiced at the demise of 
Israel, and said to her, "Rejoice! Rejoice! Exult! Exult, O daughter of Edom! Exult 
now over the people of Judah on the day of their destruction. But know yourself 
that 013 13Dn “[“’bD 03 to you, too, w ill the cup pass, which passed to Israel".
■’ID nni ■’1 3 0 1  you w ill become drunk and strip yourself bare. You drank it^ z^ 
and exhausted it^ ^^ , and will drink all of the cup until you empty all of the cup. 
But woe to the nations who have not yet tasted the cup of poison, but are yet 
preparing to drink it. Happy are Israel who, from the hand of HaShem, has
’^ " 1 3 1 K1Î1K) ■’Ejb is isolated by Buber in 1041 as superfluous in this context.
Rashi who concludes that the verse refers to Josiah, and ibn Ezra who believes that Zedekiah was the 
subject.
'^^Reading rather than 
’^ ^Meaning that you drained the last drop.
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already drunk the cup of his wrath; the dregs of the cup of poison they will not 
drink agaW^^. That is what is written.
(22) -["HKOn “73 n ‘7’7 OllK H3 ip S  ■[m‘73n‘7 'I ’DV 1VÜ H3 00
Your punishm ent is complete, O daughter Zion; He w ill n o t prolong your exile. 
He has punished your iniquity, O daughter o f  Edom, he has exposed your sins 
because of the matter which has been covered until now, now he is beginning to 
uncover [them], it is fitting to say^^s bV he has exposed your sins,
just as Isaiah said n ’m o  bS3 113 1 0 3 0  « “71 1 ’D I OK f  OKI n o ^ n  (Isa 26:21;
and the earth will reveal the blood shed upon her, and no longer cover her slain).
five
(1) 13*7 îT’n no  '1 mOT Remember, HaShem, w h a t has befallen us.
(4) 13’n 0  ®]DD3 13’’0 ’’0  We pay money to drink our own water. She (Jerusalem) 
does not say, "The water of strangers", but we even pay money to drink our own 
water; and she does not say, "the wood belonging to others", but even 13’’HD 
It^lO’ n ’n 0 3  our w ood is obtained a t a price.
(5) 13*7 1311 t^ *71 13D31 we toil, but we are given no rest. The money for which we 
toiled - nations of the world leave none of it for us, but come and take from us.
’ '^‘Xhis is Kara's interpretation of what follows in v.22.
125 bSDl] is an idiom for playing on words. Here it indicates a play on n b ) to reveal/disclose, and nb^H 
to carry into exile/banish.
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(6) 1"’ IDflD □‘’liiO  We extended a hand to Egypt. The dagesh, which is in the nun of 
ion], comes in place of a second nun, as if it were said T ’ 133113. Namely, 1*’ Dil*7 
133113 we extended a hand to them, in that we were obeying them, and bowing 
down to them, that we would escape there for help. 01*7 D1O0*7 110^ [and 
with] Assyria to get enough food. We even made a pact of friendship with the 
Assyrians in order to secure enough food from them.
(7) 03"’^ l li^Ol 13"’D10t^ Our fa thers have sinned, and are no more. Namely, that 
although they are no more, because they are already dead, 13*700 0 1 ‘’1I131D 
1313t  ^ we have hom e their iniquities.
(10) 11003 11310 1311D Our skin has become ho t like an oven, the skin tightened,
and shrank, shrivelling fast as if it were burnt in a blazing oven. Every thing that 
was stretched in the beginning, and came back, was bounded^^^, and was 
gathered together, is known as 1010 being bumT^'^. This is similar to ’*7010128 
t^lOlO dates ripened through zoithering, because they were being gathered as late
figs in order to ripen and gather them to one vessel, in order that they would be 
ripened/m atured.
(17/18) DûtüD jVU 11  *73 i r r 3  13Ü1 l"7K "73 111 1 ’1 IT "73 For this our
heart has become fa in t  For these things our eyes have grown dim, fo r  M ount 
Zion, which lies desolate, laying before him all the above-mentioned disasters 
which happened to them. For about all of them it does not say, for this our heart
‘^ ^Emending the text to read “lülÜ bounded radier than grieved.
1 0 1 3  from 1 0 3  to become warm/be burnt, see Alcalay, Dictionary, 1035; or, 1 0 1 3  ripened fruit, ibid. 
1035. See also Jastrow, Dictionary, 647.
« 1 0 1 3  •'7013 103. B. Ber. 40.72. [The Aramaic « 3 0 1 3  means withering.]
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has become faint, but [rather], for Mount Zion which lies desolate, to teach you that 
the destruction of the Temple was harsher for them than all the other disasters
t h a t  t h e y  e x p e r i e n c e d ^ ^ g
(18) 10 10*711 D*’*7D10 foxes prowl over it; they trampled and trod on it. The 
explanation of 10*7’H they w a lk  is 10*1 they trampled. In this way the foxes walk 
over it in order that their action is cleansing. Rabbi Gershom, may his memory be 
for a blessing, established that foxes trampled over it, and it was ploughed by the 
ploughs^^o.
(19) '*1 You, HaShem. I know that O0D D*71D*7 you remain forever, and if that 
is the case, then...
(20) 13’nO0n niS3*7 nO*7 why do you eternally forget us? Have you not sworn to us 
by yourself, and just as you are enduring, so your oath is enduring?
(22) linOt^D Dlt^D ■’O unless you have utterly rejected us because we have 
sinned. It was not for you to increase the anger against us with which you were 
wrathful - 11331031 "["'*7^  '*1 133"'0!1 Restore us to you, HaShem, th a t we m ay he
restored. Since it concludes with words of rebuke, one is obliged to repeat the 
previous verse [ie. verse 21], as in Qoheleth, Isaiah, and the Twelve (minor 
prophets).
The Commentary of Lamentations is completed; Praise to the powerful one of the
kingdom.
129Kara merges these two verses as they anticipate the fall of the Temple later in v .l8  
"’’Buber comments that this was included because R. Gershom composed a penitential prayer 313 '*3133, of the 
Fast o f Gedaliah [3 Tishri -  anniversary of his death]. The piyut says □ ’’7 3 1 0  13 101, and was first included 
in Kara's text by Jellinek in his Hamburg commentary.
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Another version according to the manuscript 
found in the treasury of books in Munich Coiiection 5
one
(1) DD "113 1 3 0 ’’ 1 3 ’^  H ow  she sits  in solitude, the city  once fu ll  o f
people. 1 1 3  solitary  is well known, but not because its explanation is 11113 
lonely; rather, a unique expression 1 ’33 "’3 *710 in the vernacularism, similar to 
’’33’01 Dp’’11 ’’13*71 1^*73 ’3t< (Ruth 1:21; I was full lohen I went away, but 
[HaShem] has brought me back empty), since it is also well known. Its explanation is 
33 ■'31’11 in the v e r n a c u l a r ^ s z .  Also here, how has this calamity been brought 
about because she sits in solitude, the city that was formerly ju// of people? But now 
she is like a luidow who dwells alone. Day HH’n m P ia D  ’HID D i n  ’HDI The
greatest among nations, the princess among the provinces has become a 
tributary. The explanation is the city that was formerly mistress of the nations, 
and princess of the provinces, because the rest of the provinces were serving her, 
and paying her tax. Now she serves the nations, and pays tax to them.
Unidentified transliterated Old French. 
Unidentified transliterated Old French
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(2) 1*7"' *73 1 3 3 1  1 3 3  B itterly she weeps in the n igh t Her weeping is like someone
who weeps in the night when there is no one there close to him^^s, to comfort 
him. And he weeps tear after tear until his tears cling to his cheeks, because 
when he cries during the day, someone comes near to him and distracts and 
comforts him. However, the one who weeps in the night, weeps until his tears 
cling to his cheeks; also, she resembles one who weeps in the night. inD311 
1*'1*7 *7D her tear is upon her cheek since there is no one to comfort her *733 
1"’311^ from  all her lovers. Its explanation is 'from all those nations' that 
formerly resembled her lovers. D’D IK y 1*7 1 1  13  i m  1 T 1  ^3  all her
neighbours have betrayed her; they have become her enemies. All the gentiles, 
who were regarded by her before as brothers and friends in the time of her 
greatness, now, in the time of her misfortune, betrayed her. It was not enough 
that they did not assist her, but that they were like enemies to her. During the 
greatness of Israel 111*7 Dl*’l  l ’’l  311^ (I Kgs 5:15; Hiram had always been a 
friend of David), and called Solomon his brother, as it is written: 1*7^1 D’1D1 13 
■’It^ "’ *7 1 0 ^  (I Kgs 9:13; What are these cities you have given to me my brother).
At their fall, it says D1*’]D1 *7D 133*’0t^ ^*7 1D 31^ *7D1 IH  "’D0S 10*70 *7D 
n n 3  113T «*71 011«*7 13*70*^  ^ 11*7] (Amos 1:9; For three generations of
Tyre, and for four, I will not revoke it -  for their delivering a total exile , to Edom, not 
remembering the covenant of brothers).
"^Note the change in gender. 
n m  in MT.
n o 7 0 . It is possible that Kara is perhaps using the consonantal text as a play on words with Solomon.
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(3) nnO D  31131 ■’31D3 1111’’ 11*7] Judah has gone into exile because o f suffering 
and great servitude. Its explanation is that from the day that Judah went into 
exile, and she herself dwelt among the nations, from that day she did not find rest 
owing to the affliction with which that nations afflicted her, and from the hard 
labour that they imposed on her. □*’li£31 ]*'3 11T01 l ’S l l l  *73 all her 
pursuers overtook her between the boundaries, msejhis is what you find in each 
place that Israel fled - when they came to distress close to their neighbours, their 
neighbours came and handed them over. They fled to the west: they came to the 
Gazaites and they handed them over, as it is written *7D1 ITD "’D0S 10*70 *7D 
Dll«*7 T]D1*7 13*70 11*7] Dll*7]l *7D 133"'0«  «*7 1D31« (Amos 1:6; For three
transgressions of Gaza, and for four, I will not revoke it -  for their effecting a total exile 
by handing over [escapees] to Edom). They fled to the north: the Tyrians handed 
them over, as is written above; they fled to the south: the Edomites killed them, as 
it is written: VnK 3 1 1 3  1311 *73 113’DK K"7 1I331K *731 011K T D 3 lOy© *7^
1H3 H D D  in i3 y i  IBK 113*7 « jlD I 1’D I I  1101 (Amos 1:11; For three
transgressions of Edom, and for four, I will not revoke it -  for their pursuing his brother 
loith the sword and suppressing his mercy; his anger has slaughtered incessantly, and he 
has kept his fury forever).
(4) 11)10 ’K3 ’*730 ni*73K IVU ’3 1 1  The roads o f Zion mourn fo r  lack o f festiva l 
pilgrims. The roads that Israel walked when they were on a pilgrimage; now they 
lamented over them. 1D13 *’« 3  ’’*733 fo r  lack o f  fe s tiva l pilgrims. It was 
because of the wrath that desolated the Sanctuary that the festival pilgrims were
"^Compare with the midrash of Lam. Rab, 1.3,29.
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not on them. n ‘’*1D0 *73 all her gates that were always open day and night, and 
were not locked up since Israel entered from all their cities; now they were 
p3310  desolate. I ’3113 her priests - who received from Israel all of the
contributions given to the priests - now sigh. 11313 1 ’’11 *7113 her maidens are 
afflicted  is an expression of ]1T sorrow/agony, and 1311 grief/distress, and now 
n*7 IQ  «TI she herself is embittered.
(5) 0«1*7 (T’lH  Vn her adversaries have become master. When Israel accomplished
God's wish it is said of them, 33T*7 «*71 0«1*7 "1 “[3131 (Deut 28:13; HaShem will
place you as a head and not as a tail); they sinned before him, [so] 0«1*7 rT’lH  Til
her adversaries have become master. 1*70 n “’3'’l«  her enemies are a t ease is an
expression of 11*70 security/well-being. il3in '1 "’I  fo r  HaShem has afflicted her is
an expression of 1 3 0  to break/ to ruin similar to TIDPI 3113 D rill 1311 D« ’3
(Lam 3:32; He first afflicts, then pities, according to his abundant kindness), and so *’3
0 ’« *’33 13*’l 13*73 13D «*7 (ibid. v33; For he does not torment capriciously, nor
afflict man). IK  "’33*7 "’3 0  13*71 1*’*7*71D 1 her young children have gone into
captiv ity  before the enemy. Even though it was not their custom for young 
children to go^^  ^into captivity, now they have gone into captivity.
(6) 1 1 1 1  *73 ]TK 1 3  ]3 «K1 Gone from  the daughter o f  Zion is all her 
splendour^^^. They are her kings and princes, her priests and prophets who were 
the splendour of the Omnipresent. 1D13 1«K3 «*7 D*’*7"’« 3  1*’1 0  T 1  Her
137 y  ujiusual form -  here it is read as 1 3 7 7  to go. 
"^Unusually, here Kara is not following p "TI3I3.
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princes were like harts th a t found  no pasture. As this hart, when it does not find 
pasture, does not have the strength to flee the hunt, so inasmuch as they found no 
pasture ^111 ’32*7 13  «*73 13*71 they walked on w ith o u t strength before the
pursuer. So, thus it says 00*7 01*7 I ’H I ’DD 3 0 1 1  p T II  011*7 1 0 0 1 3
'11 D’H D l l l  p 3  1 0 0  p i 1  1*7" *71 131*701 "01K *731"*" 1"01 0p311, p iK I
'11 7*701 11K D’1 0 3  *7’1 1S111 (II Kgs 25: 3, 4, 5;o« the ninth [day] o f the
[fourth] month the famine in the city was severe, and there was no food for the people of 
the land. The city loas penetrated, and all the warriors [fled] by night through the gate 
between the walls etc. The Chaldean army chased after the king
(7) IT D  "’3"’ 3*7011"’ 113T Jerusalem recalls the days o f  her suffering. Now 
Jerusalem recalled in the days of her suffering T l  1 0 «  1"’1 3 1 3  *73 1"’11131 
D ip  "’3"’3  and sorrow all her treasures th a t were from  the days o f old. Such is 
the way of the world that when someone hopes for good, but with his end he 
goes down, he recalls in the days of his suffering the good years that were found 
in the good when he began. I*’ri303 *7D l p l 0  D’1K 11«1 her enemies saw  her
and mocked a t her destruction. The enemies that saw her in the days of her 
greatness, when they saw her now in the days of her disgrace, they laughed at the 
charming words that discontinued from her. lT i3 0 3  her downfall is an
"^Buber has emended the text from OH7 iTTI « 7  "'3 to read D n7 iTTI « 7 l  as it is in MT.
"°Buber has emended the text from □*’m i3 in n  " J ll l7 ^ 7  1«ü*”'n û n 7 ü n  731 to read n7'’7 l  
c n i o i n n  l i ) 0  l l l  as it is in MT.
" ‘Buber has emended □ (T 'in «  D'’1 0 3  7TI 1 S 7 1 ’’1 as it is also found in the Prague manuscript to IS l'T ’l 
“[7ûrî i n «  D’’1 0 3  7 l1  following MT. However, it should be noted that as it appears in the Prague 
manuscript in its incorrect form as well as in Munich 5, just as in the two previous notes above, it is possible 
that the manuscript was originally written with the textual errors as Kara would have been quoting from 
memory.
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expression of pDSH the judgement, like ]3n m30*’l (Josh 5:12; The manna was 
depleted) because it explains that the manna ceased^^s. Thus, «*7 PI *7’*71 DT 
11130" (Gen 8:22; day and night shall not cease); and 10100 *73 "13011 (Hosea 
2:13; I will terminate her every rejoicing).
(8) nn*’!  ni"’]*7 ]D *7D □*7 0 1 1 *’ n«Dn «con Jerusalem has sinned greatly, therefore 
she has become a wanderer^^^. Its explanation is *70*70*7 to cause to wander, just 
like 131 D3 (Gen 4:12; a vagrant and a wanderer). 1«1 "’3  11*7^1 n n 3 3 0  *73 
n n ilD  A ll who once respected her [now] disparage her, fo r  they have seen her 
nakedness. Its explanation is that all the nations who respected her before, now 
disparaged her when they saw her nakedness, when they saw that they ruled 
[over] them naked in captivity. 11 n«  3011 in3«3 « ’1 D3 even she herself groans 
and turns backward. Its explanation is after she was flogged, she sighed on 
account of her sins that she has committed, because they caused her to become a 
wanderer. 11 ! «  3011 and turns backward. Its explanation is that if she were 
able to go back and repent of her sins, now she would go back (and do it). If she 
had done the later things first, before she was exiled, and before she became a 
wanderer, when Jerusalem and her cities around her dwelt unharmed, she would 
not have become an exile.
(9) n*7103 n i« 0 1 0  Her im purity was on her skirts. Its explanation is when she
was defiled in her idolatry n i '’i n «  1131 «*7 she w as heedless o f her end. She
142 ]Dn manna (Hebrew). See Jastrow, Dictionary, 796 where ]D = «3D (Aramaic). Kara uses both spellings 
here.
"^This is tiaditionally translated as unclean, disgrace from the Hebrew root H7D. However, Kara is 
interpreting from the root 113 to wander; to lament.
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did not pay attention to the reprimand of her prophets that bitter would be her 
end. D"’«*7S 1111 she has descended astonishingly. m44its explanation is that she 
suffered an amazing degradation, for extraordinary punishments befall her, 
something that did not occur to every nation and tongue, fulfilling 1«  ’1 «*7211 
“jllDQ (Deut 28:59; Then HaShem will make extraordinary your blowsY'^^. 0133 ]’’« 
n*7 there is no one to comfort her. Its explanation is that the one coming to 
comfort her was unable to comfort or delight her with another nation. Even as 
hem46 did in Nineveh, when prophesying about her disturbancesm^/ it says ‘’3 3 ’’11
n a u 0  0 i3 :nnD in  d ’d  o" i m  n b  3 ’3 d  d"d d ’h k ’d  n n c ’n ]id k  k i d
m  "303 13*71 1*73*7 K’1 □ 3 q m T 0 3  V I 3"31 *71 DIS l i t p  j ’Kl D’lliD l *701 
:D’p i3  1 p m  1 ’*7113 *731 *7113 I T  1 ’1333 113:11 *73 0K13 10DT 1"*7*710 
3"1KD T10D "0p31  IK 03 10*703 "11 "1301 IK  03 (Nahum 3:8-11; Are you
better than No-Amon [Thebes] that sat by the Nile, with water around her, her rampart a 
sea, water her wall? Cush ivas her strength, Egypt too, and that without limit; Put and 
the Libyans were your helpers. Yet she became an exile, she went into captivity; even her 
infants were dashed in pieces at the head of every street; lots were cast for her nobles, all 
her dignitaries were bound in fetters. You also zvill be drunken, you will go into hiding; 
you zvill seek a refuge from the enemy). Thus it is when the prophet prophesied on 
the suffering of Egypt -  he comforts her (Zion) and delights her with Assyria, as
Buber emends n « 7 s iD  H T D  H l l ’ l l i n S  to read n « 7 s iD  H T T  n i T  for it is written correctly in 
the Prague manuscript.
"^Buber's manuscript edition does not contain 1  of “]m 3D  H« 1  « 7 s m  like MT, therefore it has been 
emended.
"^Appears to be a reference to Jonah.
"T am unsure of the meaning o f nm 3D l'’SD as used in the text. Therefore, the translation follows the 
reading D T D IS disorders/disturbances/riots, rather than DTIDPS payment/settling day.
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it Is written [*71:0 © T m ] 730 1 3 ’ ]133‘73 T1K [130K] 131 7*7133 H’D I ’Û *78
i ’m i i 3 1 8  1110011 D i l i  111*713 D’o n n o a  i i t  d t i 3 0  7 3 1  l o ip  1 3 3 1
1 101  ’1£0 *73 *78 11*70 1T1*701 181 1 0 0 0  113’3D 7*711 (Ezek 31:2b,3,4;
Whom are you like in your greatness? Consider Assyria, a cedar o f Lebanon, with fair 
branches and forest shade, and of great height, its top among thick boughs. The waters 
nourished it, the deep made it grow tall, making its rivers flow around the place it was 
planted, sending forth its streams to all the trees of the field). And, 1111 DT3
D’31 D’O 18*731 1T1113 [18]*''® 03081 D i l i  18  1*70 T ’DD ’1*7381 (ibid,
vl5; On the day it went doivn to Sheol I caused sorrow; I closed the deep over it, I 
restrained its rivers, and its mighty waters were checked); 11333 1 3 3  n'’31  ‘’3 *7« 
'131 ]10  ’3:0 1 8  m i l l  ]10  ’3:03 * 7 1 1 3 3 1  (ibid. vl8; Which among the trees o f 
Eden was like you in glory and greatness? Now you shall be brought down ivith the trees 
of Eden etc.). You have learned that every nation that has been stricken -  its 
delight is with another nation. As for Zion, is not the comforter able to liken unto 
her a nation or tongue who was stricken like her? As it says, ’3 *’*'33 D« '1 1 « 1
3T «  *7’’171 Look, HaShem, a t  m y affliction, fo r  the enemy has triumphed.
(10) 1*’1 3 1 3  *73 *7D IK  0 1 2  11*’ The enemy spread o u t his hand over all her 
treasures. This is the Temple, as it was said 33T1D ]1«7 *’0 1 p 3  n«*7*713*^  ^ *’]]1 
3 3 02 ] *73131 □ 3‘’]*’D 1 3 1 3  (Ezek 24:21; Behold, I am profaning my sanctuary, the 
pride of your strength, the darling of your eyes, and the yearning of your soul). *’3 
“1*7 *7ip3 1«13*’ «*7 in*’lK 1 0 «  1 0 ip 3  1«3 D*’17 i n « l  Indeed, she saw  nations
"*Not in MT.
"^Buber has bracketed a superfluous ’’D« in Kara's text which is not present in MT.
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invade her sanctuary, about whom  you had commanded th a t they should no t 
enter your congregation. The day came that she saw nations entering into her 
sanctuary that, previously, were not permitted to enter even into the 
congregation. They were Ammon and Moah, because of the biblical verse about 
them '171 *’3«131 ‘’71DD «13’ «*7 (Deut 23:4; A n Ammonite or Moabite shall not 
enter etc).
(11) 033 3 ’0 n y  *7383 0 1 ’1 0 1 0  1313 01*7 D’0p3O 0 ’1383 1 0 0  *73 A ll her
people are sighing, searching fo r  bread. They give their treasures fo r  fo o d  to  
restore the soul. And if you say all the nations also hand over their treasures for 
food and produce, all the silver and gold that one accumulates he hands over for 
produce, the reply is the rest of the nations, if they hand over silver and gold, and 
treasures for food, they buy it in order that their soul be satiated, and for a long 
time. But Israel handed over their treasures for food that was only enough to 
restore the soul and to live a short while. *7*71T ‘’n*’*’!  ’3  1 0 ’311 TT n « l  See,
HaShem, and consider how  worthless I  have become, for I have become despised 
and (a) disgrace to the nations.
(12) “[“13 ‘’331D *73 □3*’*7« «*7 M ay i t  no t befall you, all who pass by this road.
All who pass by the road -  these are the generations, just as Dn*7«0 «*73
“[33 "’331D*^° (Job 21:29; did you not inquire of wayfarers?). Its explanation is [that]
what happened to the generation of Zedekiah will not happen to another 
generation. From the day that Israel went up from Egypt until the generation of 
Zedekiah, you did not have a generation that did not sin. As it was said 31 *’3 [0*7
"’’Buber brackets 7>!D in the manuscript edition as it is not in MT.
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’1 3 0  *73 18  3 3 ’*78 1*7081 1Î1  Ol’l  10  D’IHÛ f1 8 D  0 3 ’1138 1812’ i m  
D3T8 1 8  131 8*71 ’*78 1030 8*71 11*701 0 3 0 1  01’ 0 ’8 ’331 (Jer 7:25,26; From the
day your forefathers left the land of Egypt until this day, I sent to you all my servants, the 
prophets, daily, rising early and sending forth. But they would not listen to me, and they 
ivould not incline their ear). But in all of them the Temple was not destroyed, only 
in the generation of Zedekiah. It is as our rabbis said, *73 *’3 0 0  3 3 0  13’p3K*^* 
313133 Zedekiah drank the dregs of all the generations, ’*7 *7*71D 30«  th a t was  
inflicted on me. Its explanation is 'which was done to me', and you transmit this 
repents the traitor by your hand every place that you see. *7*71D without tav is
just like ’*7 3*7*71D 3 0 « 3  10*7 *7*71 D1 (Lam 1:22; and deal with them as you have 
dealt with me). Similarly, ‘’02] *7 3*7*71 D ‘’]‘’D (ibid. 3:51: M y eyes have brought me 
grief). It is an expression of action and doing. But if it is written with tav, like 
D*’3K03 *’3*7*7D33 3 0 «  3«  (Exod 10:2; that I made a mockery of Egypt); and 3 0 « 3  
3 3 3  *7*7D33 (I Sam 6:6^ 52. iphen he mocked them); and 33  l*7*7D3‘’l (Judg 19:25; and 
they maltreated her); and also ‘’3 1*7*7D331 ‘’]13p31 ^^ (^I Sam 31:4; and stab me and 
abuse me), all of them are an expression of mocking them.
(13) 3]33"’l ‘’310KD3 0«  3*70 01300 From on high he sent fire  into bones, and i t
subdued^^^ them. Its explanation is that from on high he sent fire into my bones and 
he made it adhere to my bones ju s t  as 33T3 3«  3131033 *7D1 D*’31333 *7D 3 3 3
n n n n  b o  n O 0  n ri0  3 T I1 0 3  13D «0 « in . Buber is unable to identify the source o f this
quote.
Buber edition reads I Sam 6:7.
"^Buber edition has D l l p l l .
"‘*The root n i 3  here has the meaning to have dominion, to rule.
I l l
(I Kgs 6:32; he pressed the gold over the cherubim and the palms); and so it is in the 
idiom of the Mishnah, the one who removes bread from the oven^^^ means the one who 
pastes bread into the oven. 311 DV3 *73 sick throughout the day  is similar to *731
"’13 33*7 (Isa 1:5; and each heart afflicted).
(14) 13’3  "’D0S *71D 3p0] The yoke o f  m y transgressions w as bound up in his hand, 
according to the context, was written the yoke of my transgressions was sealed in his 
hand. In the commentary of Rabbi Solomon, son of Rabbi Isaac, I saw similarly 
3p0], «3313*7 3*7 3pD 03 «]13pO0 ['’333^^^ 3p03 to he bound is "’*70]”"’"’2 in 
the vernaculars^/ but there is doubt about the truth of the matters^». *’3 0 2  *713 
the yoke o f m y transgressions is like 3"’2 3K2p 33*7131 (Job 5:16; and iniquity 
shuts its mouth). 17330"’ they were kn it together. They were turned into weaving,
and its explanation is that the transgressions increased and became great, and 
were woven together until they grew upon my neck and caused my strength to 
fail. It is similar (to him) in Ezekiel, 001  100*7 Op 0 0 1 1  ]T1T1 113  1 001  f)2 
(Ezekiel 7:10,11; the rod has sprouted fruit, wantoness has blossomed. Violence has 
arisen to become a rod of wickedness).
(15) '3 "’3"'3« *73 3*70 The Lord has trampled all m y warriors. From the decree 
*7*71300 3 3 0  301 (Isa 59:15; he who turned away from evil is despoiled), since its 
explanation is 03*’] he was trampled and it was made into a highway that everyone
"^Cf. Judges 14:9. See also Sabb. IV.2 i f  a person stuck a loaf to the wall o f  the oven... For root 3 3 “! see 
Jastrow p. 1452, and also note 23 above."^ «ri3inb nb ppooi «jnpoD -pinD ipo] nnn 'n*’«3 pny*’ nn nDbo irnn mnnsm.
Compare this with Kara in 1041, and Rashi concerning the ox goad.
"^Old French not yet identified.
"^Compare with the text of 1:14 in 1041 where Kara says that it should be considered like the enemy 
wounding!goaàs [7pDD].
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tramples on. Also in this case, their proud one trampled all my heroes, and made 
them like dust in order to crush them. 3310 ""*73 « 3 p  He has proclaimed a fixed  
time against me. Its explanation is he decreed a set time against me, as in « 3p  
30-1*7 (II Kgs 8:1;/or HaShem has called for a famine). 1 3  1*7113*7 '1 p l l  11 
3313’ in a winepress the Lord has trodden the maiden daughter o f Judah. For the 
people of Judah, who resemble a maiden who dwells in security for 330] «*7 
y 3«3  *73 7K3 3*773 ®J0 (Deut 28:56; she never tried to set the sole of her foot upon the 
ground).
(16) •’02] O'’00  D3]0 *’]00  p 3 3  "’0 D"’0  333T  '’T 3 •’]’3 3*’010 "’]« 3*7« *73 Over
these I  weep; m y eye continuously runs w ith  water fo r  a comforter to restore m y  
soul is fa r  from  me, as though saying all the rebukes above, as if there were 
someone who was able to comfort me, [I was comforted, but over these I weep for 
a comforter was far from me, who was as great as my father, because there was 
no one able to comfort me]^^  ^ in order to restore my soul. Just as it says in the 
matter of 73138 7*7 1108 13  0*7011’ 131  7*7 1 0 1 8  [10] (101)71’08 10  
7*7 8 3 1 ’ ’0  7 1 3 0  0 ’3  *7111 ’3 []1’12 13  1*7113] (Lam 2:13; With tuhat shall I 
hear witness for you? To what can I compare you, O daughter o f Jerusalem? To what 
can I liken you that I may comfort you, O maiden daughter of Zion? Your ruin is as vast 
as the sea; who can heal you ?)
(17) 3"’3"'0 [TK 3 0 3 2  Zion spreads ou t her hands. She broke with her hands, 
similar to "“[03*7 033*7 0132 (Isa 58:7; to divide your bread zoith the hungry).
riDnoriD ’’rT’T! etc as far as "’JDHjb was added by Buber because it is in the Prague manuscript. The 
copyist omitted from "'DDHOb as far as ’’DDHDb.
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because its explanation is 3H0 he broke oj/your bread with the hungry; and so HD 
*73 1011]*7 *70« *73 03*7 1032*’ «*7 (Jer 16:7; No one will extend to them to comfort 
those who mourn for the deadf^^, for its explanation is that they did not break a loaf 
of bread for them to strengthen the mourner, or to comfort him for the dead. 
T3K 1*’0*’0D Op3*’*7 '3 31K HaShem commmanded against Jacob tha t his 
enemies should surround him. Its explanation is that HaShem commanded 
against Jacob that all his neighbours who surrounded him should be oppressors 
to him. D3*’]*’0 33]*7 0*7013*’ 33*’3 Jerusalem has become as one unclean in
their m idst, being despised and debased by all the peoples, like the impurity of 
the menstruant.
(18) “'3 ’’30  13*’2 *’0  '3 «13 p*’3K HaShem is righteous, fo r  I  have disobeyed his 
command raising up this lament concerning Israel, speaking in the place of Israel 
like an envoy who speaks in the place of the one who sent him; and as though 
Israel was saying he was right about everything he brought against me. For it 
was as punishment because I disobeyed his command, that these reprimands 
came upon me.
(19) *’]103 303  *’O3«0*7 *’3 « 3 p  I  called to m y lovers, bu t they deceived me. Its 
explanation is the nations to whom she clung for love. They are Egypt and 
Assyria; Egypt of which it is written O*’3K0 *’]0 *7« *’]T31 (Ezek 16:26; you were 
licentious with the Egyptians), and written 3073 310«  *’70 *7« (ibid. 23:12; She 
lusted after the Assyrians). To them I cried to help me, but they deceived me 
because they did not help me, in as much as it is said in the text 3]*’*703 17313
"°In MT D is used rather than the 0  in the Kara text.
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0 ’01’ 8*7 17 *78 [ l ’Slî] i n ’s u n  *731 in iT 0  *78 1 1 ’0  (Lam 4:17; Our eyes 
strained in vain for our deliverance; in our expectations we watched for a nation that 
could not save),
(20) 130103 *'30 m y innards bum! Its explanation is my innards are 13313 agitated. 
n ’ÜD 1 3  n a n i  1 1 8 * 7  n*7S: 1 1 0 0  n n i8 3 i“  as a sign that they taught (that) it 
fell into the fire and its internal organs were scorched. 3100 3*’0 0  in the house was  
like death. Its explanation is from within is the dread of death, just like /1 30 
30*’« 0*’33301 0 3 3  *7003 (Deut 32:25; On the outside, the sword will bereave, while 
indoors there will be dread).
(21) n ’00  118  ’3  100 T 0 1  1030 ’3 1 8  *73 A lt o f m y enemies heard o f m y plight; 
they rejoiced th a t i t  w as you who have done it; the turn (of events) came from 
you. On this matter they rejoiced because the edict was decreed from you. In the 
beginning when the nations heard that Nebuchadnezzar was preparing, himself 
to lay siege upon Jerusalem, *731 ’301’ *731 f 1 8  ’3*70 1 ’0 8 1  8*7 (Lam 4:12; 
The kings o f the earth did not believe, nor did any of the ivorld's inhabitants), that the 
adversary and enemy had strength to come against Jerusalem. But when they 
heard Jeremiah prophesy, ['1 D83] 131312 113*700 111300 *73*7 811p ’1 1  ’3
'171 0*7011’ ’1 0 0  113  1803 0 ’8 17131 1831 (Jer 1:15; For behold, I am calling all 
the families of the kingdoms of the North -  speaks HaShem -  and they shall come and each
Buber comments that"«bDb« D nK D l 310«D  3 3 b  ^ 0 3  « b  3 :  ’’D m sb p H  bPD 3 «  3D1«1
l« 3 p  310 «  13bn □'’3HD Î1T « 3 p Û  And it says it was I  who was possessor o f  the evil spirits for a nation 
that could not save apart from Assyria and Egypt were it not for  l« 1 p  310 «  IDbîl D“’3HD (Hos 7:11; They 
have called to Egypt, they have gone to AssyriaJ' is not in the Prague manuscript, and is without meaning; also, 
the Biblical text was inserted with a mistake written in it, as Hosea 7:11 should read lO bn 310 «  l« 3 p  
D'’3HD. It has thus been removed from the body of the text.
"^Compare 3 3  135311 31«b  lbS3 1 3 3 0 0  n n i«D  with6. Hul. 56a, and 1041.
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loill place his throne at the entrance of the gates of Jerusalem etc), when they heard that 
the edict was decreed from you, in that hour they rejoiced, as it says here: *70 
n^00 n n «  ■’0  1 0 0  “’n u n  ID0 0  *’0T «  a h  o f  m y enemies heard o f m y plight; they  
rejoiced th a t i t  was you who have done it. *’7100 Vn*’! n « 3 p  ÜV n «0n  You 
have brought on the day you proclaimed, and let them be like me. The rest of 
appointed times which a king of flesh and blood appoints -  a day of battle and 
war -  many times he revokes the appointed time, just like □*’3K0 “[*70 îlD lS 
1010n 3"’0011 ]1«0 (Jer 46:17; Pharoah, the blustery king of Egypt, has let the 
appointed time go by). But n « 3 p  ÜV n « 0 n  n n «  you have brought on the day you 
proclaimed, and its explanation is the day that you appointed for divine 
punishment did not pass, and the edict did not pass away. It is the day about 
which it is written *’31110 3100*7 37710 *’*70 « 3 p  (Lam 1:15; He proclaimed a set
time against me to crush my young men). ’7100 T 3 3  n « 0 3  Bring [the day you have 
proclaimed] and let them be like me. Its explanation is, when the day that you 
appointed for divine punishment did not pass, just like you have brought the day 
you proclaimed is written, and so the day that you appointed for divine 
punishment, D T b  D’Diy’0  130 '1*7 Op3 D1 ’3  (Isa 34:8; For it is a day of 
vengeance for HaShem, a year of retribution for the grievance for Zion). It will come 
and it will not disappear.
(22) “["’72*7 0 3 0 3  *70 « 0 3  Let a ll their evil doing come before you, and their 
iniquity from before you do not blot out. *70 *70 *’*7 3*7*710 3 0 « 0  10*7 *7*7101 
*’002  and deal w ith  them as you have dealt w ith  me fo r  a ll m y transgressions.
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pain that there is nothing to liken it [with], just as it is written above 1«11 10*’03 
IT  *’01«000 01«0D 0 ’ D« (Lam 1:12; Look and see. Is there is any pain like my pain 
etc). So, maltreat them with great pain that they are unable to liken it to any other 
pain. 3 1  “’0*71 3101 “’O fo r  m y groans are many, and m y heart is sick.
In the way of the world, a man with pain in one of his limbs, the rest of his limbs 
do not feel and suffer pain as much, but when the heart is sick, the whole body is 
sick, for there is no pain like the pain of the heart.
two
(1) ]TK 3 0  3 «  n  1S«0 0"’0"’ H ow the Lord, in his anger, has clouded the 
daughter o f  Zion. Its explanation is “[*’03*’ has darkened, an expression of □*’00 
clouds. *7«10*’ 3 1 « S 3  *pi« □‘’□00 “[*’*703 He has cast down from  heaven to 
earth the glory o f Israel. They are the strongholds of the daughter of Judah, and 
all the dwellings of Jacob, and the kingdom and her rulers, like that explained 
below; all of these were called the splendour of Israel. DT0 D133 10Î «*71
1S« He did n o t remember his fo o tsto o l in the day o f his wrath. Its explanation
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is, he did not remember 10*710 his world in the day of his wrath, because the earth 
and all her inhabitants were called his footstool, as it is written "’« 0 0  O'’003  
"’*773 0133 'p3«31 (Isa 66:1; Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool). But 
the interpreters explain it: he did not remember his Temple in the day of his 
wrath, but the earth is his footstool (ibid). Targum Jonathan [reads] 'my Temple'.
(3) *7«30*’ ]3p  *70 ®]« "'330 037 He destroyed, in his burning anger, all the horn o f  
Israel; i^sthe horn of Israel, the horn of the priesthood, the horn of the Levitehood, 
the horn of the Sabbaths, the horn of the prophets, the horn of the Torah. 0*'03 
0"’1« *’320 13'’0'’ 313«  He drew back his right hand in the presence o f the enemy, 
his right hand that, until now, shielded Israel from the nations, like the text which 
says 0 3 «  /0 3 n  '3 “[3"’0'’ 300  '3 “]3"'0'’ (Exod 15:6; Your right hand,
HaShem, is glorified with strength; your right hand, HaShem, smashes the enemy). 
Now, her position is the opposite for it did not save them from the sword of the 
enemy.
(4) 13*’0*’ 0K3 0"'1«O iri0p “[33 He bent his bow like an enemy, he set his right hand 
to fire the arrow with it, as though like an adversary who takes hold of a bow 
with his left hand, and fires the arrow with his right, like the text which says 
y’S8 -[I’D’ T O  "pum  T O  -[lO p (18) T O T  (Ezek 39.3; I will strike 
your boivfrom your left hand, and cast down your arrows from your right hand).
(5) 3"’3«n 3313'' 0 0 0  03"’l He m ultiplied w ith in  the daughter o f  Judah mourning.
Its explanation is *7373 He increased within the daughter of Judah sorrow and
163 I13 b«30"' ]3 p . At 2.3.6, Lam. Rab. considers tliat there are ten horns etc,
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mourning, but if it is pointed 33^1, its explanation is just like Dl)îl
(Exod 1:20; and the people increasedy^^.
(6/7) *130 ]H3 DIDÎT’*! He has destroyed his booth like a garden. Its explanation is he
exposed Zion which was his booth, as it is written ]VK3 IflDliJDl 130 0*703 ‘’H’’! 
(Ps 76:3; His tabernacle was in Salem, and his dwelling place in Zion). This is like a 
garden that stands crushed and exposed after its fruits were gathered. 01 DPP 1 he
destroyed is an expression for ’’1*7*’  ^exposure, *’0310 lOOPI rT’DHO (Ezek 22:26; her 
priests robbed my Torah) because its explanation is they exposed their faces to the 
Torah not in accordance with the Halakhah, and so "|*’3pi? 1000] “|“'*710 1*7]] (Jer
13:22; your skirts have been revealed, your steps have been exposed). III^IO 0 0 0  he 
destroyed his place o f assembly. Its explanation is from the day that he stripped 
his booth like a garden, from that day and beyond he destroyed his place of 
assembly. 0301 01)10 ]1*’H3 '0 HaShem has caused the appointed fea s t and 
Sabbath to be forgotten in Z ion  for since the Temple was destroyed, and 
afterwards, the pilgrims stopped. Thus, from that day, and afterwards '0 0]T 
10OpO 0^] 103TO the Lord abandoned his altar, disowned his Sanctuary, 
rejected T ’T ’ '?Ç« in the vernaculars^ just like " [in ü  n ’“Q HIR] (Ps 89:40; You 
have destroyed the covenant of your servant). 11)10 DVD '1 fl’OO 1303 "l^ lp They 
raised a clamour in the Temple o f  HaShem as in the day o f a festival. The 
enemies raised a clamour in the Temple of HaShem, and singing on the day that
*^ '*Kara appears to draw a parallel between the intensive form of the verbs 1137 (hiphil) and b l )  (piel), and the j
intransitive (qal) form. Compare with 1041. |
‘^ ^Unidentified Old French -  compare with 1 0 4 1 |
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they entered it in order to destroy it as on the day of a festival, for the Levites 
used to sing in it and made in it the sound of thanksgiving n ilD l ilOl *71 
]]in  ]10n (Ps 42:5; with joyous song and thanks, a celebrating multitude).
(8) nin0n*7 TI 3 0 n  HaShem determined to destroy. Its explanation is when he 
determined to destroy the walls of the daughter of Zion, and decree an edict 
upon her, he did not regret the evil that he determined to destroy, and he did not 
turn back his hand from devouring; because we found in many places that the 
edicts he decrees are repealed, like □ n ‘7 m üD ‘7 "QT IDR HDin 1  Dn3’l
nOD X71 (Jonah 3:10; and HaShem relented concerning the evil he had said he would 
bring upon them, and did not do it) of Nineveh. But in this case, when he 
determined in his heart to destroy the wall of the daughter of Zion [Ip HD] he 
drew a line. Its explanation is he decreed against her decrees of her destruction, 
like]i»7 in n  [ip rrbW] (n’bl? IpJ n o n  (Isa 34:11; and he ivill draw a line of
emptiness against it); because its explanation is he decreed an edict of ] 33111 
destruction against her, and so JinD lü Ip □‘^ ÜIT’ b v  ’n ’D31 (II Kgs 21:13; I 
zoill stretch out over Jerusalem the line of Samaria); because its explanation is he 
decreed the edict of Samaria upon her. i)*733 13*’ 3** 03  ^*7 He did no t draw  
back his hand from  consuming. Its explanation is he did not turn back his edict 
from her. 33131 *7’’3 *73^3 He made rampart and w all mourn 331 ^ 3 1 0 ^ ^ 8
^310 the large wall and the smaller wall, wall apparently from wall. l*7*73t^  1337
“^ ®Correcting the Hebrew text to follow MT.
103 nnnw n b o  n n n ]  nrbu IT] ip  n o i  Buber has included this as it is in the Prague
manuscript.
5^710 731 i^710 is interpreted by R. Huna ben R. Aha as the rampart with the smaller wall within it. This 
is found in Lam. Rab. at 2.8.12. See also Jastrow, Dictionary, 1541, and b. Pesah. 86a etc.
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they languished together. Its explanation is IpDS they ceased, just like 3351 
]1]3*7 (Nahum 1:4; the flower of Lebanon fades), and 3*7*731  ^ 0"']3 3133 (I 
Sam 2:5; but she who has many children languishes). Its explanation is she has ceased 
from giving birth.
(9) 3*’3D0 ^3R 3 li)33  Her gates have sunk into the earth; from the day that her 
rampart and wall ceased, her gates have sunk into the earth. 3 ''3 “’33  3301 3 3 ^  
He has destroyed and broken her bars since every city whose walls they 
destroyed - her gates and her bars are naught; [there is no] one gives thought to 
them to build them, and themselves they are ruined and broken. 3 ’’301 33*73
33131 D 3]3 her king and her officers are among the nations, there is guidance
no more. Its explanation is from the day that her king and her officers were 
exiled among the nations, the Torah was not maintained in Israel for from that 
day all the dependent commandments ceased in the land; also the nations 
decreed edicts against her to cease the Torah. ]1T3 li^H3 ^*7 3"’^ "'3] D] even her 
prophets could fin d  no vision  because from the days of Haggai, Zechariah and 
Malachi, prophecy ceased from Israel.
(10) 133’ 1^ 314*7 130’ They s i t  on the ground, they are silent. It is written 105313
3 5 0 3  int4 13333 331*733 *733 ]*73 *7^  131)4 1*71)3 “f'733 3)4 (II Kgs 25:6; Then
they seized the king and brought him up to the king of Babylon at Riblah, and they spoke 
[words of] judgement to him). Rabbi Menachem bar Helbo the elder^^^ explained 
that when the king of Babylon seized Zedekiah in the plains of Jericho, (in) that 
hour he blinded his eyes in order to bring him to Babylon blind. This fulfils what
Menachem bar Helbo was Kara's uncle, his father's brother.
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it says: niD’ 001 HK"!’ nOlRl D’IOO y iK  H^OO lOlK 'OKOni (Ezek 12:13;
then I will bring him to Babylon, the land of the Chaldeans, yet he zoill not see [it], and 
there he will die). When he entered Babylon he sent and brought the elders of 
Jerusalem into his presence; he said, "It is written in your Torah 333 313"’ "'3 0"’R
’131 '3*7 (Num 30:3; I f a man takes a vow to HaShem etc), is there a person who is
able to cancel the oath to him? They said, "He may not renounce (it), but others 
may renounce (it) for him." He said to them, "If so, it is you who have renounced 
for Zedekiah the oath (by) which I made him king and brought him in with an 
oath that he would not rebel against me. But he despised my oath, and violated 
my covenant, and rebelled against me." At once he decreed and returned them to 
the land, and he decreed that they be killed, for it is written They s it  on the 
ground, the elders o f  the daughter o f Zion are silent.
(13) p m s i  - p  ni0K n a  a 'p ü n ’ nnn ' - [ ( □ > ‘2  n m s  nD(i) -[T0K  no  w u h  w ha t
shall I  bear w itness fo r  you? To w h a t can Î  compare you, O daughter o f  
Jerusalem? To w h a t can I  liken you th a t I  m ay comfort you  that I should be able 
to say, "Is it not so that if it had happened to some other nation as it happened to 
you, that you would see them and be consoled? And who has caused you all this 
harm?"
(14) “[’)4*’33 Your prophets zoho envisioned for you vanity and foolishness, just as Ezekiel 
said *715’! *753 *7)4 313)4 (Ezek 13:11; Say to those zvho smear zvith plaster that 
it zuill collapse!); *753 plaster that is 3313 clay, because there is no 3 ‘’D plaster 
mixed in it for it does not stick to the wall, except the day it is smeared on the 
wall, and the next day. [Then] heavy rain comes and causes it to fall. Also in this
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case, your prophets envisioned for you vanity and foolishness, for they envisioned for 
you the destruction of vanity saying, 'You will have peace!' “[DIX) *71) 1*7’] )4*71 
They did no t expose your iniquity. They did not expose your end -  that it will be 
bitter in its end. “|n i3 0  3 ’’03  *7 to bring back your cap tiv ity  in order that you
would turn back in repentance, like “[3331 ‘73130 m  7"’3*7)4 '3 301 (Deut 30:3; 
Then HaShem, your God, ivill bring back your captivity and have mercy upon you) 
□*’31331 and the tem ptations that tempted them from the ways of the 
Omnipresent.
(15) 7 3 3  ■’331X) *73 □‘’S3 7 ’^^  IpSD A ll who pass along the w ay clap hands a t  
you. When the Temple was established, not for Jerusalem alone was the reform, 
but for all the nations, because when the gentile cried out to his gods, they did 
not answer him, and from his anguish they did not deliver him. Therefore, 
cursing his king and his gods, he turned to above, and then he entered the 
Temple and we responded, as it is written *7)430’ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  30)4 ’3333 *7)4 331
t'nm []O0] qro0) nK quD©’] oyDtzr) o  po"? npini f~i«û Kin 
r o 0  [nnw] q n K i)  ,nrn n n n  bK ^ ^ s n n i  Km n ’lm n  p m n n  n p tn n  i t  h k i 
•’DÜ b:: j i r n r  100*2 n o i n  p ’ ‘2K K ip ' n m  *200 ^ 0 0 1  ] n o 0  p o o  n ’O0n
'121 HKT' *2 pO0 riK pOKH (I Kgs 8:41-43; “Also a gentile who is not of Your people
Israel, but will come from a distant land, for Your Name's sake -  for they will hear of 
Your great Name and Your strong hand and Your outstretched arm -  and will come and 
pray toward this Temple -  may You hear from Heaven, the foundation of your abode, and 
act according to to all the gentile calls out to you, so that all the peoples of the world may
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know Your Name, to fear etc"). Therefore, all the gentiles called out to Jerusalem, 
"You are a paragon of beauty, joy to all the earth!", and when she was destroyed, 
all the nations were worried, as it is written 3311) *73 '|T*7D iT’H'’ 313 n'’331
n’D*?! HKTn piK*? non n  n00 no bs inoai [pn0i] (p iü ’i) p m ] p m jiP r
313 (I Kgs 9:8; And this Temple, ivhich should he so exalted -  all who pass by it shall be 
appalled and will whistle, and they will say, "Why did HaShem do such a thing to this 
land and to this Temple?"). But the enemies, who are the peoples who were living 
round about the land of Israel were rejoicing, as it is written 3 3 ’3 7 ’^^  llES
12'K-i 12KH0 im ’ip c  Dvn nr px 120*20 noK  p  ipnm i ipno p’o ’iK *20
(Lam 2:16; All your enemies opened their mouths wide against you; they lohistle and 
gnash their teeth. They say, "We have devoured her! Indeed, this is the day we awaited; 
we have found it, we have seen it!").
(17)170 "10)4 '3 301) HaShem has done w h a t he planned. Although when she
was destroyed from high stature^^^, he turned back from the edict he had decreed, 
now he did as he had planned. D3p ‘’□*’3 31H 30)4 1333)4 .S)H3 he accomplished 
his word th a t he commanded from  days o f old. 13333 D’’*703 He completed his 
word that he decreed in the days of old, when the edict was decreed in the days of 
Moses, as it is said D3'’0 3 p 3  3)4 ’’313031 (Lev 26:31; I ivill make your sanctuaries 
desolate). DH3 he accomplished. Its explanation is □*’*703 he completed, like
‘™This verse has been moved from the end of verse 15 where Buber left it, only to make the verse easier to 
distinguish from the surrounding text.
n iD lpD  7 3 3 3 3 #   ^ is a difficult text and I am unsure what to do with it. This translation is, 
therefore, tentatively offered.
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iri0i)D *73 3)4 n  #^37 ’3  3731 (Isa 10:12; But it will be that after the Lord completes 
all his work).
(18) '3 *7)4 03*7 pDH Their heart cried out to the Lord. Now, in their exile, their
heart cried out to the Lord; if only their heart had cried out to him while they 
lived upon their land in peace before they were exiled, they would not have been 
exiled, and would not need to cry out in their exile, 3]1S ’’333 *7)4 give
yourself no respite. Its explanation is give yourself no 31HD3 restraint, like 
3131S3 p)43 3 3 3 3  )4*71 3333 ‘’3*’!) (Lam 3A9; M y eye overflotvs and will not cease- 
without respite).
(19) 3*7'’ *73 ■’313 "’31p Arise, cry aloud in the night. Its explanation is: Arise, "’pDiÜ
cry out in the night, just as reading chant! when people raised their voice and 
chanted as they rejoiced. Thus chant! is read when a person offered his voice in 
weeping, for ]13 chant is an expression of 3pDH outcry whether for joy or for
lament. And from another explanation, 3*7333 *7)41 3333 *7)4 1)130*7 (I Kgs 8:28; 
to hear the cry and the prayer), since its explanation is to hear to the 3pi)iS3 cry and 
the prayer, and thus 33333 3333 [313^3] (3131)31) (I Kgs 22:36; The call went 
out in the camp).
(20) 33  3*7*71i) ■’3*7 33*’331 '3 3)43 See, O HaShem, and behold to whom  you have
done this, just as you have done to me. [33*73)43 0)4] Should (women) eat their
own offspring! Have a people been heard of^ ^^  such that women eat their own 
offspring, or see that priest and prophet are killed in the Sanctuary, in as much as
‘’^Reading □ #  # 3 0 ]  as in 1041, rather than D# # 3 0 7  as is found here in the text of Munich 5.
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the priests were killed on account of their action/profession? □‘’HISO ’*7*711) 
offspring o f their nursing. Its explanation is, offspring of (their) D*’ *713’’] raising.
(22) 3 ’3 0 3  ’31]3 31)13 0V 3 )43pn You invited, as on a fe s tiva l day, m y terrors 
round about. Its explanation is, you called a festival in order to destroy the 
[nations] that were for me a terror on every side^^ ,^ like the day of a festival that 
you called against me to break my young men. ’'3 ’’331 ’’3 n S ’0  30)4 Those I  
cherished and brought up -  the two of them are one expression, like O’33 
’333131 ’’3*73’’] (Isa 1:2; "Children I have reared and raised"), because they are both 
one expression.
three
(1) ’31) 3)43 33 ]3  ’3)4 I  am the man who has seen affliction. Its explanation is. It is I 
who am the man who was beaten by the rod of his wrath with the punishments 
of anger, and not the punishments of love; by the rod that is the destroyer of skin 
and flesh, that breaks the bone as it is explained below 3 3 0  ’’311)1 ’’3 0 3  3*73
’’313HD (Lam 3:4; He has worn aivay my flesh and skin; he has broken my bones). But 
[it is] not with the rod that a man punishes his son. I am the man who has seen 
affliction, 1K3 HK bKO Q n i  ’p  OIK ‘2’li ’ lO j  am that man who is great evil
‘^ ^Compare this reading with that of 1041 where the nations (introduced into this commentary by Buber) are not 
the terror!
Jeu sut cil ham ki grant mat ou verdue m Old French.
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or virtue. Thus Jeremiah said everyone can say about me, " This is the man who 
has seen affliction by the rod of the wrath of the Holy One, blessed be He, more 
than the prophets who prophesied about the destruction of the Temple, for 
concerning all of them, the Temple was not destroyed in their days, but in my 
days."
(2) 31)4 )4*71 7*7T1 ,133 Tll)4 He has driven me and led me into darkness and
not light. For every darkness there is an end; you have no night because you did 
not shine light upon it at the end of the last watch (of the night) when dawn was 
about to break. But, he has driven me and led me into darkness and not light - it was 
written about Egypt who was exiled □'’3H3 3)4 y3p)4 330 □*’1)33)4 yp3  (Ezek
29:13; A t the end of forty years I ivill gather Egypt), and so every nation who went 
into exile from its location in the end returned. But Israel -  how many days that 
they have been exiled, and even today they are in their exile.
(3) 13’ 7^3*’ 30"’ *’3  7 ^  O nly against me w ould he repeatedly turn his hand. All 
the nations sin, but there is not a nation that continues that the Holy One, blessed 
be He, visits suffering upon, but against me, of whom it is said. Only against me 
did he turn his hand all day long.
(4) *’31Z)1 *’3 0 3  3*73 He has made m y flesh  and skin w aste away. 3*73 waste away
is like 3130)4 j'i) *713*7 (Isa 44:19; Shall I how down to rotten wood?). At first he
cried out because he was beaten with the rod of wrath, and when his words were 
completed, then he did not explain what the rod of wrath was. Now, he explains 
that this is the rod that destroys the flesh and the skin, and breaks the bones.
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(5) nx b m  0)43 7 p ’l *’*7D ri33 He has built over me and encircled [me] w ith  
bitterness and hardship. This text is meant for the text above that says. He has 
driven me and led me in to  darkness and no t light (Lam 3:2). For if she says there 
is still hope in the matter for a person who walks in darkness and settles in dark 
alleys, walking and feeling until emerging into light, therefore, it says He has 
built over me and encircled [me] w ith  bitterness and hardship. Its explanation is 
that although I was imprisoned and restrained [in] darkness, so that even if the 
prison was open, I was unable to go out because of the darkness. Furthermore, 
he has built a building over me, and they have encompassed [me], and with a 
wall they have surrounded me. Perhaps she says I am able to jump and to leap 
over it, and to go out. Therefore, it says bitterness and hardship. Its explanation is 
n ‘’33n he raises up'^ '^  ^ the construction around me above my head. 3)4*7131 and 
hardship -  its explanation is 3)4*731 and beyond, and thus explains Rabbi Saadiah, 
but exegetes explain it as he has besieged me and encircled me w ith  bitterness and 
hardship, he encompassed me more than gall, and bitterness, and hardship. 
3)4*73 suffering is an expression of troubles and weariness.
(6) ■’33’013 0"’3 0 3 3 3  He has made me to dwell in darkness but not like the same
darkness of which [it says], 31)4*7 □3‘’3S*7 [^033  O'"0)4] (Isa 42:16; [I will turn
darkness] into light before them). But, like the dead whose darkness is eternal 
darkness.
(7) *’3033 3*’333  )4iS)4 )4*71 *’31)3 333 He has fenced me in so I  cannot escape; He 
has made m y chain heavy. Its explanation is if he made me dwell in darkness
‘^ ^Reading n ’]3 n  rather than TT'DOn which is found in the commentary.
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and did not fence me in, it would not be possible to get out because of the 
darkness, and in addition he has fenced me in. Furthermore, although he has 
walled me in, he has made my chain heavy. Its explanation is □*’3033 chains that 
I was bound^76 with were heavy, so much so that I was not able to escape them 
even if I were sitting in the light of day, and even if he had not fenced me in.
(8) 1)10)41 pDT)4 ’’3 03 Though I  would cry out and plead, that perhaps you would 
say there is hope for me yet; that if I would cry out before him he would be found 
for me, that behold, from his edict pOM ’nmi’ ^ 3 0 1  TDK 120DD K’liin ‘2
(Isa 42:7; to bring forth a prisoner from confinement, and dwellers o f darkness from 
prison). But if I cry out and plead from a place that he has caused me to sit in 
darkness, and has walled me in; from there will he bring me out into light? It 
teaches us that even though I  w ould cry ou t and plead, he shuts ou t m y prayer.
(9) 3"'T33 ■’333  333 He has walled up m y  roads w ith  hewn stones, as if with ’33)4
3*’T3 hewn stones. How has he has walled up my roads? With my paths that he
has distorted, for I do not know how to grasp a straight road, that I may return to 
my place on it. ^^^One who was [see Midrash Eichah].
(10) *’*7 )413 331)4 313 He is a lurking bear to me. Its explanation is that although
the road is so distorted and crooked that there is no one able to leave on it to the 
straight path, he is a lurking bear to me. For if I go outside of the prison he lurks 
in order to prey upon me like a bear that lurks to prey upon its prey.
‘^ ^The text here is barely legible, and I have reconstructed to read 310^  that I  was bound (with), 
following 1041..
Compare with 1041..
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(11) 3310 *’0 3 3  He has strewn m y paths w ith  thorns. He has covered my roads 
with thorns so that I am unable to find my paths. ‘’3ri0S*’l and tom  me to shreds. 
Its explanation is ’3DpO*’l and he has split/stripped me, 30230 ] *7’’)4 i f  a tree is 
sp lit/if a tree is stripped.
(12) y3*7 )430D0 '’30'’iS*’l iri0p  7 3 3  He bent his bow and se t me up as a target fo r
the arrow, that every archer wants to shoot, and constraint is abandoned. Thus 
Israel is abandoned to all the nations.
(13) 1320)4 "’30 *’31'’ *700 )4*’03  He caused the sons o f  his quiver to enter m y innards, 
because he established me as a target he shot arrows into me, and caused arrows, 
sons of the quiver, to enter into my innards; for a person lays their arrows in the 
quiver.
(14) *’□# *70*7 p l3 0  *’3*’*’3 I  have become a laughingstock to all m y people 
resembling a neighbour. Its explanation is to every people.
(16) *’3‘’0  |'‘ijI30 D33*’l He ground m y teeth on gravel. Its explanation is he has 
broken my teeth with gravel because when they (the Babylonians) were exiling 
them, they (the Judeans) kneaded their flour with dust, the dust entered between 
their teeth, and their teeth were broken. Gravel is sand, just like 13’2 )4*70'’ 33)41
‘j^H3 (Prov 20:17; but afterwards his mouth will be filled with gravel). 32)40 *’30*’203 
He made me cower in ashes, for they lay down upon dust and ashes.
(17) 3010 ’3*’03 I  have forgotten goodness, for a man they bring into captivity has 
forgotten goodness entirely.
178 7 0 2 3 0  ] 1130. B. Shev. 4.6 if  a tree is split', b. Hul. 127®; if  a tree is stripped. Compare with 1041.
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(18/19) 0K-I1 ^0*2 m n m  •” 3 0  nm  n o  ■’n '2m m  ’n io  lOK io k t  A nd i  said, 
"Lost is m y strength and m y expectation from  HaShem. Remember m y  
afflictions and m y sorrow, the worm wood and the bitterness. These two verses 
are combined by phraseology, and the explanation is one. Thus, their 
explanation is that although I was able to say my hope and my expectation from 
HaShem was lost, for what hope is there for someone who is imprisoned in a 
dark place, and a prison built with hewn stones, and walled in for his sake? He is 
bound with heavy chains, and locked up in prison from all sides, so that no one 
would hear his voice from outside when he cries out. He twisted his paths from 
outside to the prison, so that even if he pulled down the wall of the prison, it 
would be impossible for him to return the way that he had walked and there is 
nothing for it but that he is a lurking bear to me. From now on, my hope to get 
out is lost, and in vain I  cry ou t and plead for behold, he shu t ou t m y prayer. 
Even so, I was not silent from crying out and asking him for mercy, and to beg 
from him, and say to him. Remember m y afflictions and m y sorrow, the 
worm wood and the bitterness. 0)431 ri3D*7 '’313D1 *’"’317 3DT^ ^^  for it resembles 
the worm wood and the bitterness. "’31301 and m y sorrow, like □*’3130 □*'’3#1 
n"’Zl )4"’3n (Isa 58:7} and bring the homeless [into the] house). 0 3 0 3 1 2 ^ ^ 0  
)400"’3'’3  )4‘’"’p )401332 )40 00"’)4 )43"’3320)4 )400"’HD )43"’3 )431)4 )4'’"’3012 )4"’*’P
‘’‘‘The repeated phrase ’’313D1 33T may be dittography, or deliberate repetition. However, it is also
found in the Gad edition o f Munich 5.
‘*°This appears to be a quotation from a piece o f Old French poetry for which, as yet, there is no translation. 
The present transcription reads: PO(U)RT[A]NT QUI A FORVEIIE AOR[R]A (or A ORE) DIRA SESZISTE 
(imattested combination of sezisme and siste) A S[A] (or ASTE) FR[E]NINE lEST MA FR[OI]DURE (or 
PR[0]D0ME) QUI A DIGNESTE (or DE[S]NICHIE) GERKE (or GERLE) DIEU MES (or MIE) CH[E] 
GESIR (or IE[IS]SIR) FOR[S] (or POR) [A]H[A]NT (or EANT) N[U]LERIE JO QUIEU (for GUI?) N[E] DI 
FR[A]YEUR A DIEU. [Dr Clive Sneddon]
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’nK  “nK” "!») nK” ! ]  v ’p v  "T*?: m a n s  t 0 ” k m ’Q r n  K*2p T \
(20) 31 DTD 3DT You rememher well. This is not a prayer, but these two words serve 
for the future, and so its explanation is, "I know that, behold!, the day is coming 
that he remembers m y afflictions and m y sorrow, but until the time comes my 
soul is bowed down within me". The explanation of 3103 is bowed down  is
3 0 3 0 3 3  become embittered, just as 7 0 3 p 0  p 3 0 3  (Micah 6:14; you luill bozo 
down [because of sickness] in your innards), ^^^pabbi Eliezer Qallir supports this 
explanation, which he originated: by this I know that you have it in you to remember, 
but my soul is bowed down until you actually do remember.
(21) p  b v  ■’D'2 "iK 3 ’0K HKT This I  call to mind; therefore, I  s till hope.
[When my soul was bowed down within me on account of the length of my exile, 
this 1 call to mind, therefore I still hope]^^ .^ What is the thing that 1 bear in mind?
(22) '3 *’303  The kindnesses o f HaShem  [kindnesses] with which we were rewarded.
But what are these kindnesses with which we were rewarded? 1303 )4*7 ’0 th a t 
we were no t annihilated, for we were not annihilated, and we were not 
destroyed by the hand of the nations. In each generation they stood against us in 
order to destroy us, "’0)4 301)4 "’03)4 (Deut 26:5; An Aramean tried to destroy my
father)’, Pharoah said 31*7"'3 ]03  *70 (Exod 1:22; Every son born); Sennacherib: 
130D K*2 n ’12 n '- o n b l  1 3 3 * 2 3  T'D0n*2 (Isa 10:7; so his heart is set to destroy, and 
to cut off not a few nations); and so Nebuchadnezzar, and so Haman T 'D O l/
‘^ ‘Emending Buber's text from 3031333 to 3 0 3 0 3 7 .
•82 hT ]133Sb #•’■'00 3 ‘’bp 3T#*’b« '31 etc. is also found in 1041.
Buber has added 7 7 0  ’’02300  etc. from b’71X as far as b^71t< because it is in the Prague manuscript. It 
is also to be found in 1041.
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30)4*71 .1133*7 (Esther 3:13; to destroy, to slay, and to exterminate). But we were not
annihilated, and not destroyed by the hand of any of them. What brought about 
the thing that we were not ended by their hand? This thing was brought about 
T 0 3 3  1*70 )4*7 '3 fo r  his mercies were no t exhausted.
(23) □*'3p0*7 □’033  They are new every morning -  the kindnesses that demonstrate 
that we were not annihilated by the hand of the nations. With each day the 
kindnesses renewed themselves, for not just one of them stood against us in order 
to destroy us; rather, in each generation they (all) were standing against us to 
destroy us, were it not for your kindnesses that saved us from their hand. 
73)10)4 3 0 3  great is your fa ith fu lness  -  your faithfulness that is great because 
you made us secure. 131 d'HOKO K*2 Dn’d ’IK D nvnd  HKT 03 (Lev
26:44; Yet in spite of this, while they are in the land of their enemies I will not reject them 
etc). It is what stood for our fathers, and for us, because the kingdoms were 
unable to destroy us.
(24) *’02) 330)4 '3 ’p*73 "HaShem is m y portion," says m y soul. This verse also is
meant to be with the verse mentioned above, this I  call to mind; therefore, I  s till 
hope. It is a gift of understanding to him, and thus its explanation is therefore, I 
still hope on the Holy One, blessed be He, because I have chosen him as my 
portion to be my God. Therefore, I  s till hope on him because he will deliver me 
from the darkness, and from prison, and from the heaviness of the chains.
(25/26) 00131 *7’’3 ’’1 010. V1p*7 '3 010 HaShem is good to  those who trust in him.
I t  is good to w a it patiently. This is its explanation: because the Holy One, 
blessed be He, is good to those who trust in him, a person can wait patiently, and
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he can watch for 'il 31)103*7 the salvation o f HaShem. The explanation of 0311 
to be s till is HSlîD to watch, like 00*’*7)4 D m  31) 1013 (I Sam 14:9; "Hold still 
until we reach you!"Y^^.
(27) riD lO iss 1 3  -101*7 010 I t  is good fo r  a man th a t he bear a yoke in his 
youth. For if he carried a yoke in his youth, behold! he is a victor when he 
becomes old. Happy is the man who has already paid all his debts, for although 
it is painful now, he will rejoice at a later time.
(28) T’*7D *70] *’0 013*’1 3 3 0  0 0 “’ Let him s it  solitary and w ait, fo r  he has laid it  
upon him. There is nothing better for a man that he should sit alone [and waitj^^e 
concerning the edict that was decreed against him. T* *71) *70) *’0  fo r  he has laid i t  
upon him. When the Holy One, blessed be he, imposed some edict upon him. 
*70] he has laid is an expression of 30*703 he has thrown, like 3)4 *71)40 *70*’1 
3*’]33 (I Sam 18:11; Then Saul hurled the spear), and thus 0*’*703 3)4 l*7“’0 “’l (Jonah 
1:5; and they cast their wares). However, Rabbi Menachem bar Helbo^^y explained 
013D and w a it as an expression of 3 0 0 3 0 : 8 8  a thought [like 310D*7 *’3*’03  30)40
03*7 (Num 33:56; as I thought to do to them), and so its explanation is let one s it  in
solitude]^^^. He thought by the words of the Torah that God had laid upon him a 
good reward.
‘ ‘^‘Kara is interpreting O il  to be silent as 0 0 3  to wait, be still. He thus appears to be reading the difficult 
expression 00131 b'TI‘’l 010  as it is good to wait patiently.
"‘^ Corrected from V 3 # ]0  to follow MT in # 3 0 .
‘®^ An addition to the text by Buber.
‘ ’^Reading 3"0 as in the Gad edition rather than '30  that is found here.
‘*®From 0 0 3  to think, intend, consider.
‘®^ Buber has added TfO O  30N(O 100 etc. as it is in the Prague manuscript.
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(31) 'H D*71D*7 niT’ X*7 ’0 For the Lord does no t reject forever, but now he gives
understanding to all that is said above owing to why it is good for a man that he 
bear a yoke in his youth, and there is nothing better in a man than when he sits 
alone and waits concerning everything which the Holy One, blessed be He, lays 
upon him. Let him p u t his m outh to the dust^^^. Let him  offer his cheek to the 
smiteA^^, fo r  the Lord does no t reject forever if today they carry the yoke of the 
nations, tomorrow their iniquity will be pardoned..
(32) n n n  o x  ’Ol For i f  he causes grief such, is the measure: whether he causes grief, 
or he destroys them, and repents V3Dn 0110 □ÎT’I I  then [he] pities according to 
his abundant loving-kindness.
(33) 0*'X *’10 n n  10*70 no# X*7 ’O For he does no t a fflict from  his heart, or grieve
mankind, for he does not afflict or grieve mankind from his heart, or from his 
desire.
(34) f lK  'T D K  *2D n n n  KDlb To crush beneath his fe e t a ll the prisoners o f
the earth. It is not his desire or his wish to crush beneath his feet all those punished 
with punishments, for he does not afflict from the heart, turning aside so as to 
crush beneath his feet. Thus, its explanation is that it is not his desire or wish to  
crush beneath his fe e t all the prisoners o f  the earth, all those being humbled with 
work and labour; and it is not his desire ]T*7Z) ’DO ID  111 0 2 0 0  3103*7 to 
deprive a man o f justice in the presence o f the M ost High.
‘®Verse 29. 
‘^ ‘Verse 30.
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(36) nX l Xb n  d i x  To deprive a man o f  justice, the Lord does no t
approve. Its explanation is: he does not choose, like 7 ’’HI *71# n*7#n ]2 7 ^  1003  
3Xin 10X DlpO *7DD (Deut 12:13; Be careful lest you offer up your burnt offerings in 
any place that you see), whose explanation is That you choose'. For from the text 
which says after it 130’ 10X [DlpO] (Dlp03 *7X) DX *'D (ibid.vl4; Rather, only in 
the place that [HaShem] chooses), I learn that 3X13 you see, is that 13D3 you choose.
(37) ■’331 lOX 3T *’0  W ho is there who speaks and i t  comes to pass. If someone 
says to you that this thing will come to pass because it is just in the eyes of the 
Omnipresent, that to deprive a man o f justice, and to crush beneath his fee t all 
the prisoners o f  the earth, do not believe it, because HaShem did not command 
this thing; or, if you say, if He did not command it, from where does it come to 
those prisoners of the earth who are being crushed? From where do punishments 
come into the world and that the world is lawless, inasmuch as HaShem did not 
command it. A reply is to say,
(38) m o m  n i n n  KHH K*2 'SD From the m outh o f the M o st High neither
evil nor good come. But observing that the Holy One, blessed be He, said D1D3 
HKl D”nn HK DVn 'n n i  h k i  (Deut 30:15; See, I have placed before you
today life and prosperity). From the mouth of the Most High neither evil nor good come, 
only by itself come evil things upon those who do evil deeds, and good things 
upon those who do good deeds. From this we may conclude that it is man 
bringing evil to himself, and bringing good to himself.
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(39) DXDH y# ID ] ‘’PI DIX piXPl*’ HD O f w h a t shall a living man complain? A
man concerning his sins! Since the sin is causing to bring evil upon the evildoers, 
when punishments come upon the man, it is not for him to complain about the 
punishments, or about the measure of calamity. But o f w h a t should a living man 
complain? A  man concerning his sins! For they caused him to bring evil upon 
himself. Thus, he confesses and says,
(40) nnpnD l 3 0 2 3 ] Let us search and examine our w ays, for which sin
punishments come upon me, '3 3#  3D10]1 and return to HaShem.
(41) □’D0D *7X *7X D“’2D *7X D'^ DD*? X0] Let us lift up our hearts to our hands to 
God in heaven. Its explanation is □# with our hands. Thus its explanation is: Let 
us lift up our hand together with our hearts to God in heaven, and not that he should 
spread his hand to heaven and have his heart full of transgressions. This is what 
Rabbi Solomon the Babylonian established as equal, the hand throwing out the 
worm that the immersion would be credited, to a hand placing the offering^^z.
(42) 1]"’3D1 1]#02 D3] W e have sinned and rebelled. We have acted according to 
our nature, for there is not a man who does not sin. It was for you to forgive, for 
you are called one who multiplies forgiveness, as it is written “’D D'^lbX *7X 
31*70*7 3 0 3 ’’ (Isa 55:7; to our God, for he will abundantly forgive). But, we have so 
greatly sinned that you have not forgiven, as it is written 31*70*7 '3 30X X*]l (II 
Kgs 24:4; and HaShem did not want to forgive).
This saying is more folly considered by Kara in the commentary of 1041.
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(43) D S H n i 7 ^ 0  nmOD You have covered [yourself] w ith  anger and pursued us; 
you have covered your face with your anger for you have hidden your face from
us.
(45) DO*’03  01X01 ‘’HO You have made us f i l th  and refuse. Its explanation is, you 
make us filth and refuse 0 “’Q#n 0 3 p 0  among the peoples. "’HO filth -  its 
explanation is yiO'7'’O wandering^'^'^, just like 301X3 *71)0 033031 (Deut 28:63; 
you will he uprooted from the land).
(47) 13*7 3*’3 3321 3 3 2  Panic and p itfa ll were ours. Behold, from the sound of 
panic he will fall into the pit; and what are the panic and the pit? They are 3X03 
30031 disaster and destruction. 3X03 is from the same source as O’3#  1X0 (Isa 
6:11; cities are devastated); 3X1001 3X10 (Zeph 1:15; destruction and desolation).
(49) 3 0 3 3  X*71 3333 *'3"'# M y eye pours down and w ill n o t cease. Its explanation is 
they shed tears, like 3H3X 0 ’33D3 0*’03 (II Sam 14:14; water floiving along the 
ground); and 7 ^  3312 “’333 *7X (Lam 2:18; give yourself no respite).
(50) X3“’l 7'^p0“’ 3#  U ntil [HaShem] looks down and notices. I will not cease from 
weeping until he looks down and notices.
(51) “’023*7 3*7*71# D**# M y eye brings grief to m y soul. My iniquités directed these 
things. *’3 “’# 3130 b3!2 because o f  all the daughters o f  m y city. Its explanation is 
because of all the nations, because were it not for my iniquities, the nations would 
not have overcome me, for in the time that Israel was doing God's will, there was 
no nation or tongue ruling them.
'“^ Compare with the Targum, and Lam 4:14.
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(52) 033 “’ODX 31SH0 **313H 31H M y enemies have constantly hunted me like a
bird, w ith o u t cause. Its explanation is those who were my enemies without 
reason for I did not sin against them.
(53) "’"’3 3100 inOiS They have destroyed m y life in a pit. There is not an expression
■’’3 3100 inOH which happens to say about a man whom they throw into a pit
that is not deep, so that he is able to get up out of it; rather it is about a man 
whom they throw into a pit that is deep, so that he is not able to get up out of it, 
for that throwing is a permanent^^^ throwing to him, so that he can never get up 
out of it. And if they had only destroyed m y life in a pit, and they had not cast a 
stone on me, I would not have been able to get up out of it because of its depth. 
But even though it was deep they cast a stone on me.
(54) *’0X3 y# D*’D 12Ü W aters flow ed  over m y head. If the pit were empty and 
there were no water in it, it would have been enough for me because of its depth, 
and because of the stones that were thrown upon the man who was inside it for 
he was cut off in the pit forever. Only although they have cut off my life in a pit, 
and they cast a stone on me, even more, in this pit that they threw me into, there is 
water that flowed over my head. *’33133 ’33QX I  said, "I am doomed!" Its
explanation is that although I was able to say, "My hope is lost, I am doomed!" - 
how? One, because the pit was deep; two, that they cast a stone on me; three, 
because waters flowed over my head, when someone came into the water as far 
as his knees, or as far as his waist, there is still hope. But, when the waters flow 
over his head then his hope is lost, and he says, "My hope is lost!" - But I do not
the pun on 1H0H they destroyed and m n ‘’0H permanence, irrevocability.
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do this, for although the water has flowed over my head, am I able to say, I  am  
doomed! Heaven forbid I lose my hope in my Creator^^s^ but:
(55) n r n n n  313D TI 7 ^^^ ’n x n p  I  called on your name, HaShem, from  the depths
o f the pit, from the deep pit that I was in the middle of, which is Babylon, for the 
land of Babylon is the deepest^^^.
(56) n#D0 ’ *71 p You heard m y voice. It was you who heard my voice long ago when 
we were enslaved^^^ Egypt. Do no t close your ear to my comfort in the exile of 
Babylon. n#D 0 ’ *71 p  Yom heard m y voice -  it was usual to hear my voice every 
time that I called o u t , and just as you heard my voice [previously] with every 
sorrow that I called out to you, even now do no t close your ear to m y comfort, to 
m y cry fo r  help.
(57) X3’’n *7X nnDX p ^ ^ p x  DV# n # 3 p  You came near when I  called you; you  
said, "Do no t fear!"  Every time that I called on you you used to come near me 
and say to me, "Do not be afraid!", just as in Egypt for I called to you and you 
answered as it is written '131 miDDH p  bK im  ’33 iniK ’l (Exod 2:23; The 
Israelites groaned because of the work etc).
(58) ■’■’n n*7X3 ■’023 TI n n i  y o u  have taken up m y cause, HaShem, you have 
redeemed m y life. Its explanation is that you used to take up my cause every time, 
’’n n*PX3 you have redemed m y life, just as in Egypt for it is said DDflX *’D*7X31 
’131 n"’103 #13T3 (Exod 6:6; I will redeem you zvith an outstretched arm etc).
195 ''"130 13)^0 is an Aramaic phrase. It is also found in 1041.
‘“^ The commentary on verses 55 and 56 here refers to Babylon, but in 1041 it talks of Edom, or Rome. Kara 
has made the text relevant to a later historical date than the one which originally brought comment.
‘“’Buber corrects the manuscript here fr o m l3 3 # n 0 ]0 3  to l!373#ri0]03 as found in 1041.
‘“^ Buber corrects the text here from ’’3  IT']#! to
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(59) "’O20Ü n 0 S 0  ■’Dm # 'il You have seen, O HaShem, the wrong done to
me; judge m y cause. Its explanation is you who have seen the injustices that have 
been done to me; ‘’ÊDS0D n ü 2 0  judge m y cause'^^^.
(63) DflDDDD *’3X nO"’3n  OHO'’pi Ori30 W hether they s it  or rise -  look, I  am their
laughingstock! This is a reversed phrase, and so its explanation is: "Look! for I 
am their laughingstock whenever they sit or rise."
(65) 3*7 ri3D3 DPI*7 ]nn  Give to them deep sorrow. Its explanation is heart-break.
on  *7 Your curse be on them  is like 7nX*7n your trouble; that is to say, all of
the troubles that you have brought upon me, bring upon them. This is what you 
will find in every acrostic that repeats concerning the nations in order to end with 
them, and saying, "in the same way, just as you have done to me, so do to
them. "201
four
(1) 3Î1T DDT ri3‘’X H ow the gold has become dim. At first he has concealed his 
words and does not explain, for he says, "Hozv the gold has become dim". But, its 
explanation is the appearance of pure gold has become obscured, like 01 HO *70 
7 1 0 0 # X*7 (Ezek 28:3; no secret is hidden from you), for its explanation is no secret
’““Buber follows in the manuscript whereas MT reads nrT’i4“l, as does 1041.
’““Cf. with the almost identical commentary in 1041.
“^’Cf. the end of the commentary on this verse with that of 1041, which has only small differences.
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has become obscured from you^o .^ 31 ton DHOîl X30’ the pure gold is changed. 
It is impossible for the appearance of pure gold to become obscured, and for 
valuable treasure to be changed from what it was. niHlIl *70 0X10 a t the head
o f every street. It is not the way of humankind to cast out holy stones -  that is the 
stones of the Ephod and the stones of the breastplate - at the head of all the 
streets, and beside it is explained about who the endorsee of the matter is.
(2) D'’l | l ' ’n *’30 The precious children o f  Zion. When they were living upon
their land eating to satisfaction, and dwelling at ease, and their appearances were 
like ruddy gold the gold and precious gold, how their appearance was changed 
when they were leading them into exile hungry. Their appearance was like 
IHV *’1*’ ri0#D 01  n ■’*703*7 earthen pots, the work o f  a potter's hand. The 
priests who wore the breastplate and Ephod into which the holy stones were 
fixed, how their blood was poured out at the head of every street. (D#!*’ has become
dim is an expression of has become dark/obscured, like no secret is hidden from 
you, for its explanation is no secret has become obscured from you)203.
(3/4) 1 0  1H*7Î1 ]Dn 03 Even jackals offer the breast. Even a jackal that is called 
cruel, as it is written ITOX □*’302 0X1 (Deut 32:33; the cruel venom of asps). 
Nevertheless, when it sees its offspring 1H*7Î1 they offer the breast -  its 
explanation is IX*’1211 take out, as in □*’30X1 OX 112*711 (Lev 14:40; they shall take 
out the stones). ]*’3fl Jackals. This is like the one that sees its cubs, and draws out
’“’Buber has added DIHD b #  103  etc. as far as " |00 because it is in the Prague manuscript. Before us it is at 
the end of the verse [ie. verse 2], and is out of place.
’“’Buber has isolated "jOH ]10b  3 # V  etc., and inserted it into the beginning of the verse [ie. verse 1], to 
which it clearly refers.
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its breasts from its bosom, and shows them in order that they will come and suck. 
But, ITOX *7 ■’D# n o  the daughter o f  m y people has become cruel like the ostrich 
that is merciless against its young, because their breasts became dry^o .^ 
Therefore, XDHO 101 *7X p3D ]10*7 p O l the tongue o f  the in fant sticks to its  
palate fo r  thirst. 01*7 pX 0112 no one is breaking [bread]/or them. No one is 
slicing 205 [bread] for them; all of this caused their appearance to be dimmed.
(5) D’31#D*7 0"’*701X1 Those who used to eat delicacies. The nobles who were
accustomed to eating delicacies now HI 12110 1003 are destitute in the streets. 
#*7in *’*7# ODIOXI those nurtured in crimson. When trouble and anguish came 
upon those clad, until now, in crimson yarns, m n20X  lpO*’l  they embraced 
dunghills to warm themselves. Thus it is explained in Bereshit Rabbah2oo [that] 
p o x  multitude/abundance means 10100 covered/ clad as another explanation of 
#*7in ■’*7# 0"’310X1 those nurtured in crimson. They embraced dunghills to warm 
themselves, because the dunghill was warm.
(6) 01 ID  nXOlO ■’0 #  n o  p #  * 7 1 3 1  The iniquity o f m y people is greater than the
sin o f Sodom, for Sodom was overthrown very quickly □’1"’ 1 0  1*71 X*71 though
no hands were laid upon her. Its explanation is no hands of flesh and blood were 
laid upon her, for he did not bring them to account by hands of flesh and blood. 
But they were overthrown very quickly by the hands of angels, and they reached
’“‘’From IHbn as far as jm n #  the commentary on this verse is almost identical to that in 1041.
’“’ # i î l3  parallels 0712 .
Buber states that 1 " 0 3  0 1 2 0  ]3T -  it is in verse/chapter 1. F r o m l '3 3  0 1 2 0  p i  up to 0 7 3  D 07ri7b  
is omitted in the Prague manuscript because the copyist left out from 0 7 3  0 0 7 0 7 b as far as 0 7 3  0 0 7 0 7 b  
(understandable haplography). However, in 1041 the word order is different in that 01020^^ lj l3 ’'n appears 
only once with comments N^7 7 0 7  7 2 0 )4 0  *’2 b  0 7 3  0 0 7 0 7 b , and tliis comes before the explanation from 
Gen. Rab.
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their own verdict concerning their sins very quickly. Only the sin of my people is 
so much greater than theirs that the Holy One, blessed be He, judged them with 
hunger so that they would be long afflictions, no hands were
laid upon her. Its explanation is the hands of human beings did not attack them 
to destroy them.
(7) n*'"l“'T3 13T Her Nazirites were purer than snow. Its explanation is the
daughter of my people whose hair is purer than snow, IPIH whiter than
milk. This is repetition, and its explanation is they were whiter than milk.
1Ü1R their appearance was redder than coral; their appearance
was redder than gold. DDIT^ lapiz lazuli was their form , their appearance
resembles lapiz lazuli. her Nazirites, her hairs like (Jer 7:29; cut
off your hair). IHK bright is an expression of white, just like HH "'ITl
(Song of Songs 5:10; my beloved is white and ruddy). appearance is an
expression of HRIO semblance, like □'’Qün DHX7D1 (Ex 24:10; like the
appearance of heaven for clearness). OniT) "T’SD lapiz lazuli was their form  -  their 
faces shone like lapiz lazuli.
(8) OIRH mnOT Their appearance is darker than soot. Those who formerly 
were her Nazirites purer than snow, whiter than milk because they were 
satisfied, now, when the famine was hard upon them their appearance became 
darker than soot. l in O  soo t is in the vemacular^oe, n iH inn IHZO
"^’Buber comments that nn'’n ü n b  H T in n  ''T  0 3  1 0 0 5  131305 .O 'T  HO iS o  « S  is not in the
Prague manuscript, and already appears above in the explanation of the text as 031 3 0 0  ’3'’ 3 0  i S h 
^^ U^nidentified transliterated Old French.
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they are no t recognised in the streets. People who saw them previously when 
they were good-looking do not recognise them now. DDKX? bV 00113 OSiî their 
skin has shrivelled on their bones 0 ‘’0 0 p ‘l  in the v e r n a c u l a r 2 0 9 .
(9)0130 OOn v n  □■’OlO More fortunate were those slain by the sword  
than those slain by fam ine. If it said, ^'More fortunate were those slain by the 
sword than those slain by the famine" and was silent, I would have made sense 
of the matter, because the one who dies during the famine prolongs [his] 
suffering, but the one who dies by the sword dies straightaway. But now, 
because it says "'OO 0101300 □’’OplOO 101T’ 0 0 0  fo r  they ooze, pierced by the 
fru its  o f the fie ld , perforce you must make sense of the matter as, "Why were 
those who were slain by the sword more fortunate than those who were slain by 
famine?" because those who died by famine when they were tasting the fruits of 
the field and eating much their intestines split open within them for they were 
contracted on account of the famine. C 'O pllO  10101 fo r  they ooze, pierced. Its 
explanation is □’13plOO split open because of eating the fruits of the field. Their
body is disfigured on account of the excrement which emerges outside of their 
stomach^io.
(10) nVDDnO CO] "'C The hands o f compassionate women, formerly, now 1^00
boiled their children. ID^ HI“10^ Til they have become their fo o d  in 
order to give themselves food^n.
^"^Unidentified transliterated Old French.
^^ "Xhe commentary on this verse is almost identical with that found in 1041. 
‘Again, this commentary is found in 1041.
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(11) in o n  n  n^O HaShem vented his fu ry  for he poured ou t over them his 
burning anger. Similar to this is DO ‘’HH (Deut 32:23; M y arrows I shall use
up against them?-^ )^; and so DO "'DDn '’n ’’^'’01 (Ezek 6:12; I will vent my fury upon 
them).
(12/13) '’O^D The kings o f  the earth did no t believe. Previously,
they did not believe D^OIO’ *’'31300 0"’!^! OH t^ lO*’ *’0 th a t adversary and 
enemy could enter the gates o f Jerusalem. And who caused them to enter? 
n*’]nO m]li3 n*’^ '’0] nt^DriD the sins o f her prophets, the iniquities o f her 
priests'^ '^^ .
(14) m m nO  □*’01i3 1I3] They wandered blindly through the streets because
DIO they are defiled w ith  blood. For whoever is injured in the head, the blood 
flows into his eyes, and he is unable to see as though he were blind. [l^DV K^O 
113T] none can touch: they are so defiled with blood that others were not able to 
touch their garments.
(15) ID^ It^Op KDD lOlD "Away, unclean!" they shouted a t  them. So much 
nothingness came to them 1Z3] D) IH] "’0 tha t they wandered about and also 
staggered. 1H3 they wandered is like they spurned, and its explanation is that 
they spurned the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, he sent them into exile, 
just as it explains 113] D] they staggered. "11]*3 13*’D1*’ D*’1]0 lOD^ The nations 
said, "They w ill no longer sojourn." When they went into exile among the
‘^^ Reading this along with verse 24 gives a complete account o f HaShem's unleashed fury. 
‘^^ This is virtually identical with 1041.
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nations of the world, the nations said of them, "These people will never return 
and sojourn in their own land."2i4
(16) Dp*3n n  ■’DS The anger o f HaShem divided them. He has scattered them upon 
the face of the whole earth. DCZliiy no longer watching over them.
All these are the words of the nations. Why did he make this thing happen to 
them? Because IDDH D*’]pTl 1^0] ’’3S they showed no regard fo r
the priests, and were n o t gracious to the elders.
(17) 13’m îiJ  tiK i r r u  o u r  eyes fa iled  IwaUing] in vain fo r
our help. Still, we were able to expect the assistance of Egypt, of whom it is 
written 1*11113'’ p ‘’“ll □“’^HDl (Isa. 30:7} for Egypt's help is uwrthless and empty), 
but they did not come. Common parlance would be that when a man expects his 
friend, but his friend does not come, he says, "Until now I was able to wait for 
help in vain."^^^
(18) 1]"’113H 1*1H They dogged our steps. Its explanation is the enemies dogged our 
steps l]'’niDin"lD so we could no t w a lk  in our streets, even in the streets 
that belonged to us.
(19) 1]'’S H 1  Vn ^p  Our pursuers were sw ifter  goes on to explain how swift were
the ones (who) l ] lp ^ “l □’“inn 1^3 pursued us upon the mountains. The way of
the pursuer, if he knows that his enemy flees by way of the plain, is to pursue 
him. But when he knows that he has escaped to the mountains, despairing to
‘^■‘The last sentence is found in the commentary o f 1041.
‘^^ This verse is the same as that found in 1041 but with additional commentary. 
‘^"Correcting the spelling in the text from 133113 to 13’’3113 as in MT.
217 1041 includes this, but the commentary continues further.
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pursue he does not trouble [to pursue] him into the mountains. But these
[people] pursued us upon the mountains. The way of the pursuer is to pursue 
among the settlements, and since he knows that his enemy flees by way of the 
wilderness, ceases from pursuing him. But these [people] even l]b  1 3 1 0 3  
ambush us in the wilderness.
(20) '1 n ‘’0O m i  the breath o f our nostrils, Hashem's anointed. This is 
Zedekiah, as it is written im m  1131133 IH^ ’p iH  10511  (Cf. II Kgs 25:5; and 
they siezed Zedekiah in the plains of Jericho).
(21) Dllt^ 1 3  "’11001 "’0"’0  Rejoice and exult, O daughter o f Edom  like the one who 
sees his friend commit some offence and says to him, "Commit all offences that 
come to your hand, but 0 3 0 0 3  C ntiK  1t^’3 ’ “73 '73 ’3  ~ p  33  (Qoh 11:9; 
know that concerning all these things, God will bring you to judgement)." Here, [too], 
the prophet reflected upon Edom who had rejoiced at the demise of Israel. He 
said to her, "Rejoice! Rejoice! Exult! Exult, O daughter of Edom! Exult^i^ now 
over the people of Judah on the day of their destruction. But, know yourself that 
D13 13131 “[■’*113 01 to you, too, w ill the cup pass that passed to Israel." "’1 3 0 1  
■’113111 You w ill become drunk and and expose your nakedness. You drank it
and exposed your nakedness, and will drink (all of the cup) until you empty all of 
the cup. But woe to the nations who have not yet tasted the cup of his anger, and 
the dregs of the cup of poison, but are yet preparing to drink it. Happy are Israel
the exception o f a shortened text at the beginning of the commentary to this verse, the only difference 
in the commentary here between Munich 5 and 1041 is at this point, where ^ l l l b  to chase replaces IID  
seek him further.
This is the masculine form 1100, although the previous references are to ’1100.
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who, from the hand of HaShem, has already drunk from the cup of his wrath; the 
dregs of the cup of poison they will not drink again. That is what is written:
(22) p m p D V  ITH 1 3  p]113 01  Your punishm ent is complete, O daughter 
Zion: He w ill no t prolong your exile. In the matter which has been covered until 
now, [now] he is beginning to uncover [it], it is fitting to say p ll^O H  bl) 1^ '’] he 
has exposed your sins -  it is fitting to say of the punishment of the iniquity that he 
has exposed, just as Isaiah said ^3 313 3 0 3 3  «*71 n ’0 3  m  f3 « 3  nn'731
rr’in in  (Isa 26:21; and the earth will reveal the hlood shed upon her, and no longer cover 
her slainy^^.
five
(1) Uy nm  no  n  m o t Remember, O HaShem, w h a t has befallen us, how great the 
sorrows of our suffering.
(2) D*'nTy 1351 ] l ] i y i ]  Our inheritance has been turned over to strangers. As it 
was written C115D1 10101 [111301] (1T1301) 111301 y 3 3 0  110« ^ y o  t^31 
in i3 3  1301 ]11O10 ™  1011 yt^l0*’ 1 3  1 1 1  "[11010 n i3 3  3011 (II Kgs 
17:24; The king of Assyria brought people from Babylon, Cuthah, Avva, Hamath, and
^^ "Xhe last two verses are almost identical in Munich 5 and 1041.
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Sepharvaim, and placed them in the cities of Samaria in place of the people of Israel; they 
took Samaria, and settled in its cities).
(3)3t^ ID’"’!  D‘’Oin*’ W e have become orphans, fatherless. Its explanation is we
have become orphans, but not because we do not have a father, for behold, we 
have a father; only because the father is unable to help the son, and the son is 
unable to help the father. We are regarded as orphans for they do not have a 
father, and Scripture demonstrates this explanation as it says
our mothers are like w idows. It does not say widows, but like
w idow s, because the husbands were living but were unable to support them.
(4) i r n 0  p o o n  We pay money to drink our own water,
obtain our w ood a t a price, even things that are free. They are water and wood, 
for everyone who brings his pitcher to the spring, brings (away) water and 
drinks. Every [one] goes to the forest to chop wood, but, we because of great fear 
of the enemies, that they should not meet us, because it was they who dogged our 
steps, for we were unable to walk even in our own streets, we hired others to bring 
us water and wood.
(5) 13511] Upon our necks we were driven for they (took) [put the world]
upon our necks, and lifted up our oppressors, which explains 1]^ 1311 13Z3T
we toil, but we are given no rest. The money for which we have toiled, the 
nations of the world leave none of it for us, but come and take it from us. But if 
the nun was pointed, for in the word 1311 it is pronounced without a dagesh, then 
its explanation is "there is no rest for us". Now that it is pronounced with a
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dagesh, its explanation is "we were worn out" and the nations of the world leave 
none of it, but come and take it [from u s ]  221.
(6) 1*’ 1 3 1 3 ^ 2 2  W e extended a hand to Egypt. The dagesh, which is in the nun
of 1313, comes in place of a second nun, as if it were said 13313. Namely, 13313 
1 ’ on  y we extended a hand to them, in that we were obeying them^^^, and also 
on  y I3130y 110^ Assyria to get enough food. Therefore, we find it said in 
Jeremiah COlt^ "’1 ^ 3 1  D lin ^ ^ y i 0 3 1 ^  •’1131 l^ T l  f  lt^3  1301 310 m  
D3y •’l"’0 r  1 0 ^  n r i n  [y^] (y r j  •’l ü n i  *’3 [0 im ] (01Ot^) t<yi (Jer 42:10; yyoM 
will only remain in this land, then I will build you up and not pull you down; I will plant 
you and not pluck you up; for I am sorry for the disaster that I have brought upon you); 
and they answer him "7ipi 303  bO S103 D nüO  ’0  OOK"?
003 001 0033 Rb On‘?‘71 0003 K"? 3310 (ibid. vl4; saying, "No, we will go to the
land of Egypt, where we shall not see war, or hear the sound o f the trumpet, or be hungry 
for bread, and there we toill stay. ")
(7) D3*’i^  It^On 13*’113t^224 Our fa thers have sinned, and are no more. Namely, that 
although they are no more, because they are already dead, □n‘’113133 1313^ 
13y3D we have borne their iniquities'^^, for not for our sins alone were we exiled 
from our land, and the Temple destroyed in our days. But upon our generation
^^ ‘Kara is drawing a distinction between HDin referring to rest, and n"'3n to put, leave. 
^  The text has been corrected here to follow MT. Buber’s text reads IDD.
to this point the verse reads the same as 1041.
^^ ‘The spelling in the text is corrected here from to
^^ "The text to this point repeats that found in 1041.
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was visited the iniquity of all the generations, ^^^and so our rabbis taught, 
Zedekiah drank the dregs of all the generations.
(8) 1 3  1^03 0'’1317 Slaves rule over us. The slavery of a servant when he rules 
over a people does not resemble the slavery of a free man when he rules over a 
people. For it is when the servant rules over a people of his bondage that he 
imposes upon them more severely than the slavery of a free man, and so in good 
measure it says D*’13I3 n*’3D piS*’! (Deut 7:8; and [he] redeemed you from the house
of slavery), to the extent that the slavery of the servant was more severe when he 
ruled over the people than the slavery of the free man.
(9) l" '3 n y  ^^ ’33 10533  We get our bread a t the peril o f our lives, like a man who 
puts his life in his hand and throws it away. Thus we get our bread because of 
the sword of the enemies who ambush us in the wilderness, just like it says above 
l y  131^ 1 3 3 3 3  (Lam 4:19; they ambush us in the xoilderness).
(10) 11333 11313 1311%) Our skin has become ho t like an oven, the skin tightened, 
and shrank, shriveling fast as if it were burnt in a blazing oven. Every thing that 
was stretched in the beginning, and came back, and was bounded, and was 
gathered together is known as 1313 being burnt. 227Xhis is similar to ^ 1 3 3  *’y013
dates ripened through xvithering, because of gathering late figs in order to ripen and 
gather them to one vessel in order that they would be ripened/  matured; 11333
to become hot, dried /to  be hidden, buried, l ‘’3 1 p l  in the v e r n a c u l a r 2 2 8 .
226 i n b m  n D 0  n n o  in^p-ry U-’m n n  130 p i .  TMs is also included above at 1:12. The source is 
unidentified.
t^lDD 103. B. Her. 40b.
^^Unidentified tiansliterated Old French.
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(11) 13’%) jT H l O’03 W omen are raped in Zion. Its explanation is women and
maidens in Zion were raped, and so were women and maidens in the cities of 
Judah.
(13) 1^03 ]iri0 □’U n n  ^^Youths endure the millstone. The enemies load them 
(with) the millstones of the millers. Boys are loaded with a burden of wood.
(14) iri30  1%)03 □’3pT The elders have deserted the gateway. The one ceased from 
his rule, and the other ceased from his rule^^o.
(16) 13^011 ’3  13y ^3 ’1^ W oe to us, fo r  we have sinned! The woe that happened to 
us because we sinned.
(17) 133y n i l  I ’!  IT y%) For this our heart has become fa in t^^ .
(18) 3 0 0 0  ]VH i n  y%) For M ount Zion which lies desolate. It appears that this is 
its explanation: considering everything with which we were stricken, it was not 
something to be too grieved over, because he did not bring us to account except 
according to justice, just as it is explained. Woe to us, fo r  we have sinned! But 
concerning Mount Zion which did not sin, but which lies desolate, about this we 
are sorry. 13 13yn □’’y%)10 Foxes prow l over it; they trampled and trod on it. 
232[xhe explanation of 13y'^n they w alk is they trampled. In this way the foxes
walk over it to the extent of their action is not subject to levitical uncleaness. 
Rabbi Gershom established that foxes trampled over it, and it was ploughed by 
the ploughs].
text labels this verse as verse 12; it has been corected here to verse 13.
^^ "Kara appears to be saying that each elder neglected his responsibility, and ceased to ftilftl his role.
^^ ‘The text just stops here, with no commentary on the verse. However, see the commentary on verse 18. 
^^^Buber has added 101 lOlHnS etc. as it is in Hie Prague manuscript, in 1041, and in the Hamburg
manuscript.
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(19) 30H 3^1%)^ n  n n ^  B ut you, O HaShem, reign forever. Its explanation is that 
even if Mount Zion lies desolate, you, O HaShem, reign forever.
(20) ’131 131303 riH3y HOb W hy do you completely forget us, etc?^^
(21) (131031 n  133’’0(1 Restore us to yourself, O HaShem, th a t we m ay be
restored. It is customary in the world for a servant who rebels against his master, 
and his master punishes him, that the servant feels remorse and his master 
accepts him. But you, why do you completely forget us? 131031 133’01
Restore us to yourself th a t we m ay be restored. After we desire to repent, receive 
us in repentance. 3 1 p 3  13’’O’ 011  renew our days as o f  old, like the days when 
Israel were living on their own land, and Jerusalem and her surrounding cities 
lived securely. 131031 '1 133’01 Restore us to yourself, O HaShem, th a t
we m ay be restored. If Jerusalem was your throne below before it was destroyed, 
renew our days as o f  old, like those days when you chose Jerusalem for your 
throne. As it was said l ’’n i^  ’3  3 0 ^  I S  1%) ’1%) ’31133 3«T (Ps 132:14; This is
my resting place forever; here I will reside, for 1 have desired it); and [’’3*’33] 133 
n ’Q‘710 i n 3 0 ‘7 y m  n ’3  (I Kgs 8:13; I have built for you an exalted house,
a place for you to dwell forever). Thus it is.
The Commentary of Lamentations is completed: Praise to the powerful one of the
kingdom.
commentary on this verse is included in that of verse 21.
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Commentaries of Abraham ibn Ezra on the Book of Lamentations
introduction to ibn Ezra
Abraham ibn Ezra, ca. 1092 -1167, was born in Tudela (Navarre), Spain and spent 
much of his life wandering from place to place teaching and writing. He is known 
as a philologist and translator; the composer of many sacred and secular poems, as 
well as various biblical commentaries; as astronomer and astrologer; and as 
mathematician and philosopher. While he is recorded as conversing with Christians, 
he was in dispute with Karaites, and preferred to use creativity of thinking based on 
sound grammatical principles to elucidate meaning. With this in mind, his 
commentaries are composed with a strong emphasis on peshat, and although there is 
little recourse to midrash, it is not entirely dismissed as he attempts to emphasise the 
legitimacy of tradition without being strangled by it.
At the age of about fifty, he left Spain because of the oppressors, whom he mentions at 
the beginning of Commentary A, and travelled to Italy. He travelled as far afield as 
North Africa, Britain, as well as Greece, France and Italy. It appears that it is in 
Rome that he wrote his commentary, here designated A, on Lamentations. We are 
in no doubt as to the author of this commentary for he identifies himself as 
Abraham, Son of Meir in the introduction. However, while it was not uncommon 
for ibn Ezra to compose more than one commentary on a biblical book, as he did on
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Genesis, Exodus, Song of Songs, Esther, Daniel, the Minor Prophets, and Psalms, 
Lamentations is not found among those recorded by Uriel Simon^. Simon accounts 
for the composition of more than one commentary on a biblical book by arguing that 
they were written for a number of different reasons including that of different 
mentors, or audiences, or to improve on the original. Whatever the motivation, they 
were never meant to be read side by side, although we can now take advantage of 
that.
Ibn Ezra's commentaries are characterised by his search for a philological 
interpretation based on context, and while he will not correct a text believing it to be 
sacred, he exercises great freedom in his search for exegetical enlightenment. 
Consequently, rational judgement is the means by which the text can be illuminated. 
However, as Talmudic tradition is binding, and the written law was never meant to 
stand alone, ibn Ezra draws a distinct line between what is to be regarded as 
'received tradition' and what is not. He therefore argues that the explanations of the 
Sages are not to be seen as 'received tradition' as they are only their own efforts to 
find a proof text for a received custom, or their own creativity. Ibn Ezra is thus able 
to distinguish between a Divine revelation and the Sages own comments. Following 
Saadiah Gaon, and developing the idea further, ibn Ezra concludes that those who 
comment on Scripture should project as little as possible onto it for Scripture was 
given to all, not just academics.
' Simon, U. Four Approaches to the Book o f  Psalms: From Saadiah Gaon to Abraham ibn Ezra. SUNY Press, 
1991, 145-6.
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Ibn Ezra makes no attempt to emend texts that he regards as sacred, and considers 
anomalies in the text as problems to be solved by exegesis. His approach is to find a 
middle course, harmonising extremes of exegesis and incorporating sound ideas 
into his own works so that the faith of no one should suffer. All of his surviving 
books are in Hebrew as he ceased writing in Arabic after leaving Spain.
In both the Bomberg Bibles (1517/18 and 1524/25) and in the commentary collection 
included in Rosenberg's commentary on Lamentations and Ecclesiastes, there are 
two commentaries by ibn Ezra. Although a number of commentaries credited to 
him in the 1525 Bomberg Bible are now thought not to be his compositions, there is 
still enough scholarly opinion to believe that this other commentary is actually his^. 
This second commentary, here designated B, is much shorter than A, and is written 
in a different style. It also exhibits very little interest in the grammatical problems 
that so engage ibn Ezra in commentary A, preferring to offer an understanding 
more in tune with the sense of the text. If the reasons for composing more than one 
style of writing can be variously explained as Simon does above, then it is useful to 
translate commentary B here. As it is traditionally credited to him, as illustrated in 
its inclusion in Vermigli's commentary on Lamentations, as well as appearing in the 
Lewin-Epstein edition, it thus adds balance to the comparison of texts.
The commentaries of ibn Ezra translated here, are taken from the Hebrew 
commentaries found in Rosenberg's commentary on Lamentations that are found in
 ^Vermigli, Peter Martyr. “Commentary on the Lamentations of the Prophet Jeremiah”. Shute, D., ed. in The 
Peter Martyr Library, Pb/.d, Truman State University Press, 2002, xxvii.
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the Hebrew text of the Lewin-Epstein edition of the Five Megilloth. A note of worth 
is that in the text followed here, there are five chapters of commentary from ibn Ezra 
A, and only four of B. However, the fifth chapter of commentary A is located in 
Vermigli's translation of commentary B. As the commentary on this chapter makes 
references to grammatical issues, and in the main, like commentary A, begins each 
verse with at piece of text, chapter five would appear to belong here as it is found in 
the Lewin-Epstein edition.
Commentary A of ibn Ezra
Men of truth understand the midrash of our righteous ancients, since they were 
established upon truth, and in n p ‘’H‘’31 the pouring out of □‘’plH*’ mortal knowledge. 
All their words are like gold and silver since refined seven times, yet their midrashim 
differed concerning many things.
What are they [but] riddles, secrets, and exalted allegory instead of 
rules/  boundaries, and what are they [but] in order to emit a pleasing scent [to] 
wearied hearts in profound lessons? What are they [but] to encourage those who 
stumble, and to fill those who are empty. Therefore, the meanings of the verses 
resemble bodies. The midrashim are like garments clinging to a body like fine silk, 
but [also] darkness like sackcloth. But the way of the plain meaning (peshat) is the
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body in the choice words, and in rules. Thus they say that the text is like its plain 
meaning, but the words are ancient.
But I, Abraham, son of Meir, am from a distant country. You [God?] have brought 
me forth from Spain because of the oppressors. These are my books [midrashim?] in 
of my exile; they were in the hands of those claiming possession/who were seized. 
They instructed/taught me to clarify books with understanding cleansed of 
pleasantries, so I will explain this scroll according to the grammar.
Now this scroll is not the one burned by the hand of Jehoiakim because other (‘’30) 
sayings of HaShem were not found inscribed in the book of Jeremiah. So, it is 
written; take for yourself a scroll of the hook, and write upon it all the things which I have 
spoken to you concerning Israel, Judah, and all the nations^; and a further passage: Why 
did you write in it saying," The king of Babylon will surely come and destroy this land?"\ 
but in the scroll of the Book of Lamentations he did not mention Babylon or her 
king.
 ^Jer 36:2. 
‘jer 36:29.
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one
(1) 1 1 3  lonely. It occurs as masculine (m.) and feminine (f.), with or without a 
lamed, like the word 1035. ‘’3 3 1  Great. ‘’3 1 0  A  princess. The 
(penultimate accent) is to distinguish between the additional yod and the yods of 
the sign of the first person singular, as in 0 1  l b  ‘’3 3 1 ^^ (Hosea 1 0 :1 1 ; that preferred
to thresh), and DV *’33133 (Gen 31:39; whether it was stolen by day) has the Dl^D 
(ultimate accent) on account of the change of the bef^. □’133 *’3 3 1  Great among 
the nations. It is not like the first (’331) except in an expression of greatness 
such as “[^01 ■’311 (Jer 41:1; commanders of the king), and 13*’3  31  *13 *1%) (Esther 
1:8; for every officer o f his house). The lamed of 00*1 has patakh to indicate the 
missing he^, but the mem has no dagesh to reduce/ ease the expression.
(2) The 1 in 133 is replaced by 1 because the letters 1 1 ^  are interchangeable. For 
instance, 10%) 3*1301 (Gen 31:28; now you have acted foolishly).
(3) 1111"’ Judah, (m) or (f) like Israel and Egypt. For example, O*’1H0 pT131 (Exod 
12:33; Egypt (m) was severe. But, D’1H0 1 1 3 ^  Ex 10:7; Egypt (f) was lost). There 
are explanations concerning D“’1 H0 1  from the words of the ancients of the law, of
^For example I Kings 5:5 where HCDH is constructed with a *1; and Deut 12:10 where it is not.
" The spelling has been corrected her from "'IZl'^ lk^  to keep in hne w ith MT.
I^bn Ezra is distinguishing between the superfluous yod  of the adjectival form where the accent is on the 
penultimate syllable, and the accent on the final syllable of the first person singular pronominal suffix.
* That is, the sign of the definite article.
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blessed memory, from the word But the correct reading, in my opinion, is
from 1 H0 n (root *1 “1H to be hostile tozvards/to be in distress), however it is a little 
anomalous that the 3 should be designated for the dagesh^^.
(4) We find *733 as (m) and (f) just like D'’3  and D1p0ik 3%)10 ' ^ 3 1 2  one) 
comes to the appointed season. Those who used to come to the festivals; but 
better understood, in my opinion, is the Sanctuary. It is called 31)10 in that all 
Israel appears there, so *1*’3D10 3 3 p 3  (Ps 74:4; in the midst of your meeting) 1S3D 
y3t^3 ■’3%)10 *13 (ibid. v8 ; they have burned all the meeting places of God in the
land). p 0 010  Are desolate. The nun is instead of a mem, and thus ]*’0n  "]*1 Hp 
(Ezek 4:9; take for yourself wheat); ]'’0*’n f p b  (Dan 12:13; at the End of Days), 
because the nun and the mem serve at the end of the word as the signs of the (m.) 
and (f.) plurals. 31313 Grieve. A niphal, and so 31)100 ’’313 (Zeph 3:18; those who
have mourned for the appointed time) which are related to 3313 to grieve and ]13’’ 
grief. The tav and the nun are additional letters.
(5) 3*’3H T 3 Her adversaries were. Each one has become the head^^^ and so 310 
*’*1%) 33i)H 3133 (Gen 49:22; each of the girls climbed (f.s.) heights to gaze), every one 
of them. 1 *10 Are a t  ease. From a form of 31 *10 calmness, tranquility. 3313 he has
^VromLam. Rab. 1.3.29 we read V33HDm lUD'DD D33 p  H 3 3  )3 n i ^^ '’3 3 5  As we learnt in the 
Mishnah: these are the words o f  Ben Nannus; within its marks and its boundaries. The Mishnah reference is 
found in m. B. Bat 106a: VnHDDl VD5*’D31 where strait (3HQ ) and boundary (3HÛ) are explained as equal.
That is, that the resh should be doubled.
“For example, D lpÛ as (m.) see Exod 21:13; and as (f.) see Judg 19:13.
'^Note that the text starts verse 4 here, rather than with "^33.
“Here, ibn Ezra is trying to explain why 0 ^ 3  is singular.
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afflicted her. From the heavy conjugation^^ comes the idea of ]13“’ pain, grief and 
so, ’023 jT3in (Job 19:2; will you sadden my spirit). ‘’3 0  13*13 They w ent into  
captivity. With a missing 3^ 5^  like 313*’ 3 “’3 t^HÛ33 (II Kgs 12:11; that was found 
in the Temple of HaShem).
(6) There is a suppressed after D’‘7''S3 as in D’DDD D’ *? D’D3 (Isa 11:9; as 
water [that] covers the sea bed).
(7) 3'’3D *’0" [In] her days o f  poverty. Like '3  30%) D‘’0 ‘’ 3 0 0  "'3 (Ex 20:11; 31:17; for 
in six days HaShem made the heavens). 3*’31301 A nd her miseries in exile; the mem 
is a root letter.
(8) 33*’3*1 A  w a n d e r e r .3%)*1*1 to mock, like 0 ^ 3  3130 (Psa 44:15; shaking of the head), 
and *’3 2 0  3*’3 (Job 16:5; the movement o f my lips). It has the same meaning as the 
phrase 331 %)3 (Gen 4:12, 14; a restless wanderer). 31*1*’T3 They despised her. The 
opposite of respect, like *1*11 T0 3p*’ t^ *’H13*1 (Jer 15:19; to bring forth an honourable 
person from a glutton), only it is from another root. Or, its sense is they brought 
[her] down, or they made her tears overflow.
(9) D"'^*12 Astonishingly. She fell greatly (lit; she fell a fall).
(10) D’’13 3 3 ^ 3  *’3  For she saw  nations. Concerning Jerusalem, for [they were] in 
her.
(11) 3*1*111 W orthless. Like ^3101 *1*11T (Deut 21:20; he is xoorthless and a drunkardf"^.
“ This appears to refer to any conjugation in which the middle radical is doubled ie piel, pual and hitpael. 
However, 3313 is hiphil, and ]13’ is from the hiphil.
“Here ibn Ezra wants to the expression '’3 0 3  ’^ *13 instead o f ’3 0 3  "]b3.
“RSV translates this as an unclean thing 333, rather than from 333 to wander.
“ (3)byiT is sometimes translated alternatively as glutton.
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(12) Not. Some say that it is from 3*1^ ,^ but we do not find it without [the 
initial] aleph. So, its sense is: do not let happen to you what has happened to me. 
*1*11%) W as inflicted. 30%)] (It was) done to me. It is from the po'ah^ since it is not
read as its verbal noun, because it does not have a sere like "'310^ ]]13 (Ps 40:3; 
firmly establishing my steps). 3)113 He afflicted is like 3 33  & was grievedf^.
(13) 3 ]3 3 ’1 A nd i t  broke them. It refers to the fire because it is found in the (m.), as 
321] ^*1 0t< 1]*13t r^i2o (Job 20:26; an unfanned fire will consume him). Its sense is 
like “[323 1]33’ ^*1 (Lev 25:53; he shall not subjugate him through hard labour)'^ .^
(14) The word 3p0] is a hapax legomenon^; its sense is like “[00] to be prolonged, (and) 
like 330] to be in haste. 1)1330'’ they have become interwoven^^. A  hithpael from 
the same group [of words] as □'’)l‘’303  branches. *1’’033  I t  caused to fa il  refers to 
the yoke of my transgressions; but 3 0 ^  lohom is lacking after ‘’3*’3  into the hands of, 
(and) also after Dip stand either 10%) with him, or 1U20 because of him.
(15) 3*10 [The Lord] trampled. Related to 3*100 road/way, and so the text goes on 
'3  “[33 n] HaShem has trodden [as in] a winepress which is from the verb “[33, 
only 3*10 is another root. H] Winepress. 3 p ’ winepress (biblical), large basket/tank 
[of the press] (talmudic). 3*1133 maiden. [It is] in construct with 33  daughter; 
and the daughter Judah is the whole tribe, and the maiden is Jerusalem.
“  Literally, heavy conjugation, that is, the middle radical is doubled. j
“ ibn Ezra appears to say that 3)113 refers to HaShem's burning anger rather than what he has afflicted on I
Jerusalem.
2"MTreadsl3'lO«n
‘^in other words, the bones will be crushed (3 3 ’’).
^^Literally, it has no predecessor.
^^This is preceded by 3"’31, which has been deleted as a coniiption as it makes no sense.
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(16) n*’D13 Weep, Like n m S  (Ps 128:3; fn iit fu iy \  □’’Û n33V  My eye 
continuously runs w ith  water. The human eye resembles a fountain of water, 
and the eye overflows. So also, □’Û 1*11“’ (Jer 9:17; they flow zvith water); both are 
intransitive verbs.
(17) 3 0 3 2  She spreads out. The bet in 3"’3*’3 is additional (ie. unnecessary), like 
0"’ *10 m%)033 10p0m (Ps 80:6; You made them drink copious tears).
(18) Every instance of means 33%) nozv, and so 13^03 *’3 13*1 t<3 3 ^  (Lam 5:16b; 
nozu woe to us for zue have sinned), just as 3*1 ^3 t^23 ^3 *1t< (Num 12:13; Please, 
God, heal her nozv). Therefore, HaShem answered, 0 '’D‘’ 3%)30 0*133 ^*13 (ibid. 
vl4; would she not be humiliated for seven days?)^^. ^3 30V %)3 (Jer 38:4; let be put to 
death, now); ^3 3 3 3  (Exod 11:2; Speak, nozv); ^3 %)00 (I Sam 22:12, 28:22; Listen, 
nozv). With the addition of the aleph (ie. t^3K), the expression is one of entreaty, 
but in the language of Isltmael (Arabic) it reverts, and is like 33%).
(19) *’33t^0*1 To m y lovers. They are not "’331^ my love(r)s, but the sense is to those 
zvho desire that I should love them.
(20) 130303 They bum. The second (ayin) and third (lamed) root letters are doubled, 
so its meaning is like □’313%) troubled. Thus, 130303 V2 (Job 16:16; my face burns 
[from zveepingj) which is related to 3013 frothing, for the weeping is like water, 
and the frotliing [is like] wine.
(21) 3 ^ 3 p  DV 3 ^ 3 3  You brought the day you proclaimed. The particle 1*1 is absent
‘^*Ibn Ezra appears to be commenting on the form of the verbs ri!D5 and H 3S, both being qal f. sing. ptc. o f  
lamed-he roots.
25,The seven days is a temporal response to the entreaty lib  ^3 ^ 5 “l t^ 3 bK.
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before 3 ^ 3 3 , as if it was desirable [ie. that you did bring the day you 
p r o c l a i m e d 2 6 ] .  It is possible that this is something like its meaning.
(22) A nd deal. 30%) to do. It is related to T3iy"’*1%) his deeds, and the true
meaning is like 3 3 0  her ancestor[s deeds]. So, 3 iy ’y%) 13333 1*11 (I Sam 2:3; and 
[men's] deeds are accounted by Him).
two
(1) 3 ’’%)*’ 3 3 ’t^  H ow  He has clouded. Some say that 3"'%)"’ is from the same root as 3%) 
darkness, like “[*’03*’ (Jer 13:16; it gets dark). But the correct meaning is he raises as 
high as a cloud. 3133 stool. The form of a small stool for the feet.
(2) The aleph of 31^3 is in place of vav, like 3 ‘’%)13 313 (cf. Amos 1:2; the pastures of the 
shepherds -  which contains an aleph; and Zeph 2:6; a dwelling place for shepherds -  
without aleph) '^ .^ Thus, 33*1 lt<33 (Num 34:7; you shall draw a liney^.
(3) 3%)3*’l A nd  he has burned. An intransitive verb, but anger is missing for it 
certainly refers to ’3 3 3  in fierce anger.
(4) 13*’3*’ 3H3 standing [with] his right hand. A  niphal stem, and is masculine^^
^"This compares with Rashi's comment on this verse: If only you had brought upon them the appointed day that 
you proclaimed upon me.
^^Both are from the expression m 3, o f which the construct is 3113. The then becomes superfluous. Cf. Raslii. 
*^Ibn Ezra seems to be saying that the root appears as both 1113 and ilt^ll to mark (out). Cf. Davidson and 
BDB lexicons. Also, Koehler, L. and Walter Baumgartner. The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old 
Testament, vol 4. Leiden: Brill, 1999,1673, where both the forms and H in appear.
“ Normally found in the feminine.
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as in 3 3 3  "’33^3 (Ex 15:6; [Your right hand, HaShem,] is glorified with strength).
(5) 33V A nd He has increased. A segol is beneath the yod because of the added 
hiphaP^ stem. 3 ’’3^3 The tav is additionaP^. [It is] from the same root as 13^1 in 
the phrase 1 b3t^l 13t<l (Isa 3:26; [Her doorways] will mourn and lament).
(6) DQ3V He has destroyed. ^ 0 3  to strip off, lay bare, like "|*’3p%) 10033 (Jer 13:22; 
your steps were laid bare). 130 His booth and 1330 are like 13p3 and lp 3  his laiv^ .^ 
131)10 His meeting-place. Similarly, 3D10 *’^ 3  (Lam 1:4; [no-one] comes to the 
appointed festivaVff^.
(7) 3t^3 He has abolished. The nun is a root letter; "[33%) 3 ’3 3  [3]33t^3 (Ps 89:40; 
You have destroyed the covenant of Your servant), like 3T%) to forsake, abandon or t^30 
to detest.
(8) Ip 303 He stretched ou t a line. As in 133 (cf. Isa 34:11; [a line of] emptiness). *13 
rampart as in *133 310%)31 (II Sam 20:15; it stood even with the rampart); it is the 
place surrounding the wall.
(9) 3301 3 3 ^  He has ruined and broken refers to HaShem written in the previous
verse.
(10) ]0t^3 Their heads. The hair of their heads, or according to the literal meaning.
(11) 130303 {My innards) bum. As previously [in 1:20; like D’313%) troubled]. 
®J0%)3 W hile {babe and suckling) languish. The he is missing from the niphal
Literally, heavy conjugation.
^4.e. The H is a nominal prefix.
^^ Ibn Ezra is making the point that the forms with and without a he do exist; D ^ n /p n , m p n /n p n . Similarly, 
therefore, we find “JD (m.) and IDDD (f.).
^^HaShem has laid waste His 3D13, and has caused the 3D1Ü to be abandoned.
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conjugation, as in 333 333354 (Ezek 26:15; with the groan of the slain).
(12) The shin in "[2303 while {their soul) ebbs aw ay  precedes the tav; a hithpael, as 
in 3 0 3 0 ’1 (Mic 6:16; are preserved).
(13) {What) shall I  testify  fo r  you. Of the same verbal classification as 313%)
{evidence, testimony).
(14) *1231 senseless. Like t^l0 false, and so *123 *13t^ ’’3 (Job 6:6; tasteless food) since 
it does not have a sense/flavour of the right way^S; and so 3*123 ]3D t^ *1 (Job 
1:22; he did not ascribe unsavouriness). 31t^00 oracles. Prophecies, as in p 0 0 3  
IA00 (Isa 17:1; A  prophecy concerning Damascus). □*’31301 and deception, because 
they led astray from the right way.
(15) “’2V 3*1*’*13 the perfection o f beauty. Of the same verbal classification as *13
[ie.‘7‘7D].
(16) 1H2 They open wide. 1332 they open; [a similar example is] 13*'2 3H2*’ (Job 
35:16; {Job) opens his mouth).
(17) %)H3 He has carried out. He has completed; and so 33%)H33 V3*’l (Zech 4:9; and 
his hands will carry it out).
(18) 3312 respite. The construct [although followed by lamed], and the sense is 
respite for the eye. It is from the same source as 32*’1 in the phrase 13*1 32*’1 (Gen 
45:26; but his heart grew faint it)^^.
(19) *’33 cry out. The raising of noise in song or lament. Thus, T1333 3333 33%)31
“  I.e. 33nnn nrphal inf.
^"See Schoenfelder p l2 , note3 where he comments that 1110'' “j l l D  used to exp lain □'’1 1 3 5  oracles is 
incorrect. The m istake fo llow s the reprint of the Bomberg Bible, 1547.
"^Cf. Rashi who uses the same quote from Genesis.
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(I Kgs 22:36; a cry [a proclamation] went throughy^.
(20) Ü"’11120 children that are dandled is from the same source as 320 , as is the 
custom of women with their small children who sleeps».
(21) 1300 [they] lie has the same meaning as 3 3 0  in ’’3135^ □%) "’33301 (Gen 47:30; 
For I zvill lie down with my fathers).
(22) ■’3130 m y terrors. From the same root as 1313,3 333  "’320 03*1 1313 (Job 19:29;
You should fear the sword). Some say that it refers to "’3130 *’03^ neighbours [ie. root 
313 dwellf^.
three
(1) 3333 *’3^ I  am the man. Our forefathers, of blessed memory, said that this is the 
scroll that Jeremiah wrote. If this is so, it is he who says I am the man, or it is 
anyone from Israel. "’3D affliction. In construct, but the noun with which it is in 
construct, either 311303 the captivity or 311*133 the exile, is missing. 3 ^ 3  is instead 
of "’31 "’^ 3  like a similar anomaly in "’3^ 3^031 (Ezek 9:8; I remained). 13)331)3 of his
In other words, a ringing shout went out...
^®Emending 130"'0 from root Î130 to teach, to 130"'"^ 0 from root ]0 ' to sleep. Cf. Schoenfelder,
^^ In other words, the two roots of 313 to fear/be afraid, and to dwell/crowd together. Cf. Rashi.
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anger. It refers back to my enemy destroyed (2:22). Some say that it refers to 
HaShem's anger, but they are not correct, in my opinion. It is the lamenter who 
said that the adversary was afflicting him with the rod of his anger.
(2) 3n]l and he led me from my place into a place of darkness.
(3) The one who explains that the 1 in concerns HaShem, should interpret
His hand as His strike as in “[]p33 îT’in  mn*’ 1*’ niH (Ex 9:3; Behold, the hand of 
HaShem is upon your livestock) - the strike with the hand.
(4) The flesh and the skin, which have feeling, wither. But the bones, which do not 
have feeling, are broken.
(5) 0 ^ 1  ®)p*’l He has encompassed [me with] gall. With anguish and hardship, or it 
may be like □“’t^l *20 ‘’Q31 (in Hosea 11:7; yet my people persist^^). is f., but the 
he is concealed like the /le in ]3 ^  “[SH 111301 (in Lev 13:4; and the hair has not 
turned white)^^.
(6) □*’301133 In darkness: darkness in the middle of darkness.
(7) ■’00113 M y chains: fetters.
(8) 0 0 0  He shuts out. With a shin acting as a sameq, thus *’333 t^’l l  11’01 (cf. Hosea 
8:4; they made princes{but not through me})‘^ .
(9) The paths [which] are known.
The meaning o f this verse from Hosea is uncertain, and the translation here reflects the context of the 
surrounding text in Hosea. However, in Lam. Rab. on 3.65 there is a play on w hich ibn Ezra
translates as your curse. In the m idrash it is rendered as force lit. suspend) them through suffering,
and bring upon them all the curses. See Jastrow, Dictionary, 1671. So, ibn Ezra offers anguish and 
hardship as a translation for [he encompassed me with] gall, or he seem s to say that it may be understood  
in the light of the wordp lay.
'“since 111501 is f., then the verb "]Sri should read 1 3 5 1 .
'’^ The comment is on the interchangeability o f 0  and D, but the quote from Hosea to illustrate his point is 
incorrect, with MT reading 11"'01 '’3DQ R ll .  This blends two parts o f the sentence. However, ibn Ezra's 
meaning is clear.
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(10) Some say that the bear is accustomed to call aloud, concerning the lion when he 
is (still) far away.
(11) Some say 1110 he made me depart is from the same source as D‘’1*’D thorns^^, 
and thus 0 ‘’1"*D0 " [O il "[0 ’331 (Hosea 2:8; J will block her path with thorn 
bushes). But in my opinion, it is a verb in the past tense from the same source as 
n i l l D  n i S O  (Hosea 4:16; like a stubborn heiferŸ^.
(12) ^ 1 0 3 0  as a target. An aleph is in place of the hey of the f., and it is from the 
same source as 1013 (Nahum 1:2; vengeful).
(13) He compares the quiver to the belly of the pregnant woman.
(14) ■’3 3  ^ 0 ^  o f a ll m y people, while my people were laughing at me; or, of all the
people who were under my hand, like 133 Ht l^ p ^ 3 3  (Ex 17:13; [Joshua 
mowed doion] Amalek and his peoplef^. Alternatively, the yod is additional and 
should not exist, like ’’3 3  ‘’O’13  *’30^011 (2 Sam 22:44; You have delivered me from 
strife with the peoples), where *’3 3  is used like □*’33. It was alluding to Saul, and 
so it said at the beginning of the song: ^1^0 ®)331 (ibid. wV.from the hand of Saul).
(15) The bet of □*’11133 is superfluous as in 0'’^ 0  113313 (Ps 80:6; [You have made 
them drink] tears in full measure).
(16) D i n  He has ground, as in 130*’1 he has crushed. For example, *’033 1013 (Ps 
119:20; M y soul is crushed). *’30*’331  is a hapax legomenon^^, but the sense is *’3bt^3 
he defiled me.
'’^ Rashi translates 1 1 1 0  as thorns. Ibn Ezra disagrees with this interpretation, 
‘’‘’in other words n“l“llD is from the root 110 to be stubborn.
‘’^ i.e. His people are those under him [Amalek].
Literally, it reads it has no fellow ,..
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(17) 13 TD*’ \M y soul] is fa r  removed is like DROHl {My soul] is despised.
(18) ’1H3 m y existence. My situation because of the existence that I have, like
*’013^3 ^31 *’133 b v  □1H3^7 Tl (Isa 63:3; their blood is enduring upon my 
garments, I have stained all my raiment). On account of the blood that is in him, the 
living will continue his existence.
(20) 113T remembers. A  verbal noun (infinitive), like 31*’33 11313 (Jer 17:2; When 
their children remember [MT 'T3]); or in the sense of a request to HaShem^®. When 
my soul remembers, this calamity will humble me.
(21) n^T this is the hope^9.
(22) 133D they (never) cease. Just as its plain meaning^o, or the nun is in place of the 
double memP' .^
(23) O"’011  they are new. They are the kindnesses. □*’l p 3 ^  to the mornings. With 
each day, like n*’3Ht^ D*’l p 3 ^  (Ps 101:8; Morning by morning I will destroy). 131  
great, or like its plain meaning^z.
(24) 113R m y soul says to me.
(25) 130111 (tha t seeks him) in truth.
(26) The vav in *^’l*’l is like the undageshed pgS3 in Arabic.
Dny3, from Isa 63:3, is a hapax legomenon from HH3 to sprinkle, rather than Hü] to be pre-eminent, 
enduring which is the root found in Lam 3:18. However, this is the root that ibn Ezra uses to explain the text. 
‘’^ Therefore, it is an imperative; You (will) remember well that my soul is humbled within me.
‘’^ This (i.e. my soul is humbled ) is the hope.
^^For we have not ended..
‘^ie. From the root 0 0 1 .  Cf. Rashi.
^^ ie. Abundant.
^^This is a conjmiction in Arabic. It is principally employed in conjuctive sentences as a prefixed particle of 
inference and sequence, and not to be translated (see Penrice, John. A Dictionary and Glossary o f  the Koran. 
Curzon Press, 1971,106). Cf. Rashi who says that the vav is superfluous.
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(27) bp'D a yoke. A  fetter.
(28) bO] *’3 /o r  he has laid upon him  the yoke.
(29) He bows down to his maker until the dust enters his mouth.
(30) The bet of 1 3 1 1 3  w ith  shame is superfluous, like the bet in 0"’11133 "’]3'’301  
(v. 15; He has filled me with bitterness).
(31) 13T*’ He w ill [not] cast off. He will [not] reject.
(32) D i l l  He w ill have compassion. Like D i l l  and thus is the way of the 
expression: D'’l*7t^^ "’^..l l"’l l  (Gen 28:21; then HaShem will be my God)^ "^ .
(33) 13^3/rom  his heart. From his desire^^. ^3"’l He [does not] grieve. A/e/instead of 
he^ ,^ and it is from the additional heavy c o n j u g a t i o n ^ ^  as in the phrase "[11^  
(Gen 8:17; Bring out with you).
(34) R 31^ in order to crush. The alefoi  ^ 3 1  b is a root letter.
(35) The word 131  to divert with 3 3 0 3  justice is like m il) injustice!perversion.
(36) I t^ l  [HaShem] does n o t approve [it], in His wisdom, to be so^s.
(39) ]31^m [Why] should complain  -  from the same root as ]li^ sorrow.
(40) 10313 Let us search -  from the qaP^.
(41) 1333^ ^03 L et us lift up our hearts has the same basic sense as 1 8 0 3  ^0"’l 
(Gen 43:34; When portions were served).
(42) The aleph of 1313^ zve is superfluous^^.
‘^’in other words, it is a vav consecutive 
ie. willingly.
®^Ibn Ezra has which he seems to regard as the correct spelling, while MT has n n .
This is a reference to the hiphil form o f the verb in Gen 8:17 
®^Cf. Rashi.
^^ Ibn Ezra is commenting that pe has a dagesh lene, rather than a dagesh forte.
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(43) nniDD You have concealed yourself -  from the verb ["[3D to cover, conceal 
oneself].
(45) ‘’no  scum  - after the phrase H lSi) "’m iD l (Ezek 26:4; I will scrape off her soil), in 
the sense of *213^3 motion.
(46) IHS They opened -  IID S they opened.
(47) nR0n devastation  -  just like 1^101 destruction, it is appropriate to show the 
aleph.
(48) They are rivers and streams.
(49) HDin [it is not] silent. The sense is that neither eye is quieted, for it is beyond 
solace^i. The he of '13131 respite is like the tav of '1311D offerings^'^.
(50) ®)lp0’ [HaShem] looks down. As though there is a window to the heavens that
He looks down from.
(51) Some say j l l l t ^ l  l*^^li) ^3'# m y eye affects what follows, and explain
ibblD^^ as in 1 “’H3 11*7^133 (Mic 7:1; when the vintage has been gleaned). But in 
my opinion, the correct answer is 13*2 *2*21 Z)1 (Lam 1:22; and deal with them)^.
(52) D31 w ith o u t cause refers to ‘’3 ’lt^ my enemies.
(54) 13H [Water] flo w ed  [over] as in 110 they swam, similar to ®)*'H1 1 0 ^  (Deut 11:4;
which He made overflow).
(55) n v n i n  depths -  from the depths of the deep.
®°MT here reads 13113. This abbreviated form is found in five other places: Gen 42:11; Ex 16:7,8; Num 32:32; 
&2 Sam 17:12. Ibn Ezra regards alef in 13113^ ? as unnecessary.
Literally beyond reach. Compare Jastrow, Dictionary, 1465.
®^ That is to say they are both nominal prefixes, not root letters.
^^From bblU  to glean.
'^’From bbl5 to attend/do.
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( 5 6 )  '’nm ib* from  m y sighing, because you may provide relief for me; or, (You 
heard) my sighing and my crying at that timers.
(57) 1 found you close by.
(58) Whatever 1 was pleading, you plead my cause, HaShem.
(59) “’nn ii) wrong done to me -  the injustice that they were doing to me.
( 6 0 )  Dri3p3 their acts o f vengeance with o p e n n e s s e s .
(61) D flS im  their insults  in public/broad daylight.
(62) ■’ against me -  to my hurt.
(63) □n3‘’3DD their song  as in Dn3'’33 (Job 30:9; [And now I have become] their song), but 
the mem is an additional letter.
(64) *2133 recompense equally [can be taken] as a construct, [or] as an absolute.
(65) ri]]3 weakness. Some say that the dagesh in the nun is additional, and is from 
the same source as "’[’“ÎH ]33 (Gen 14:20; [who] has delivered your enemies) because 
of the form of 1*2"’3 ^  eating. But the correct form, in my opinion, is from ]13 
*2’Hm (Isa 31:5; protect and deliver it). may your curse be is from 1*2^  ^curse,
but the tav is superfluous, as in 133’’0*’ ’3  (1335^3 (Jer 2:24; in her heat who can 
restrain her?).
(66) 30(1 "’3 0  The heavens o f  HaShem. That is to say. Your heavens, as in 103  *2t^ 1 
□01 *2^  1*23 1 3 ^  (Exod 24:1; And He said to Moses, Come up to HaShemy^.
®^ Cf. the Targum'. You heard my cry at that time.
*^ ®Here, ibn Ezra appears to have transliterated the Greek Trapprjoia outspokenness, frankness into i^ '’D in S 3 .  
See Schoenfelder p20.
‘^ ^Following on from v.65, God is being addressed. Therefore, ibn Ezra puts D0H '’D 0 into the third person.
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four
(1) D3V 13"’^  H ow  [the gold] has become dim. Some say that D3V is like p01  to 
become dark. The Targum [explains 33V dim] as in 3331 1 1 3  1311 (Lev 13:6; and if  
the diseased spot is dim), with t^0D33 t^ *’D3 the wound is dim. But in my opinion, it 
is like 111333 ^*2 (Ezek 31:8; [they] could not rival it), and its significance is 31*2 
p lV  (Isa 28:28; bread [grain] is groundf^. ^30"’ is changed is from the same source 
as 3 ’30 two.
(2) The alef in 3 ’ *21331 [they] who were weighed replaces the he of the root, 
because the concealed he is not found in the middle of the word^^
(3) 1H*21 [the jackals] offer is like 1*233 lü*211 (Deut 25:9; and she pulls off his sandal).
(4) [10*2^ 0 tongue is both m. and f. 0113 [no-one] breaks is like 331*2 31I S  (Isa 
58:7; Is it not to share your bread with the hungry). It is a crumb of bread -  iniHB^i.
(5) 3*’ *231^1 Those who used to eat are those who indulged in luxury, 3*211 crimson
^ DDT is a hapax legomenon variously defined. Ibn Ezra mentions it as p 0 n  it became dark, and comments 
that the Targum renders 1 1 3  dull, from Lev 13:6, as dim. However, he prefers the root DÜI5 in the 
hophal to become dark, black, and compares it with the hophal o f p p l  to be crushed fine. In the context o f Isa 
28:28, which he quotes, this implies that the gold has become useless.
^^ In BDB, 698b, the root to weigh in the pual is taken as the correct reading. This can be compared with 
ib O  to weigh, balance, a form ofRbO (see BDB, 699a).
™In the commentary ] 10b  appears in v.3. The editor's mistake has been corrected here, so that it now appears 
in V.4 where it belongs.
’^Schoenfelder reads the infinitive 1 1 1 1 3  as 1 1 1 3 , as in □ ’1 3  l l t <  1 1 1 3  (Lev 2:6; You shall break it into 
pieces). However, compare w ith D lb  "'111331 (Ezek 13:19; and for crumbs o f  bread). See BDB, 837b.
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like *’30 ri3*2in(l) (Exod 28:6; crimson yarny^.
(6) 1*211 [no hands] fe ll  is from the same root as *2*’PI strength, but others say it is like 
*21 n*’ □*’30"! 0{^n *23 (Jer 23:19; 30:23; it will swirl down on the heads of the wickedy^.
(7) 0*21131 3*203 [purer] than snow, [whiter] than m ilk  is a parallel expression, and
so "1*’SD lapiz lazuli is like D*'3‘’3S corals^ "^ . So the sense of the mem of D*’3*’3B3, is
that it [mem] extends beyond itself, [to *1*’SD], like the mem in *2^3 (Gen
49:25; By God your father[...and by the Almighty..]), as though they [the Nazirites] 
were cut better than lapiz lazuli; and the pavement was like lapiz lazuli, and it is 
the evidence, as it were, and in another place it was stone^^.
(8) *111103 than soot. More than blackness; and it is a noun. *1BH shrivelled is like 
p O l cling -  this is the only occurrence.
(9) lOlT*’ 0110 because they ooze -  and they were pierced.
(10) ni“lHl*2 /ood is from the same stem as 111 fl^ 011011*2 (2 Sam 3:35; to persuade 
David to eat bread), but they are two [different] conjugations.
(11) The anger is likened to fire.
(12) *200 world  is the place of habitation.
(13) D*’p*’lH  3 1  blood o f the righteous. The blood of every righteous man, and 
similarly [in the expression] "in the heart of the wise man"?G.
(14) 3*’113 the blind is like the blind, just as t^ ll 1*201^ 0 ^  (Deut 4:24; [HaShem your
other words, those who lived in luxury, who ate food for enjoyment rather than out of necessity, and who 
were clothed in colourful garments o f rich cloth. Cf. Rashi.
^^ Ibn Ezra is expressing his preference for STî sti^ength over S i PI to tremble, as the root for ib n .
^l.e. a comparison o f precious stones.
^^ Cf. Exod 24:10; under Iris feet was something like a pavement made o f lapiz lazuli. It appears that ibn Ezra is 
drawing his comments from this text.
’ i^e. "In the heart o f every wise man".
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God] is a devouring firey^. 1*2^ 33 they are defiled. A  word composed from the 
niphal conjugation, but a different conjugation is read [for] its verbal noun^s.
(15) 1110 Depart -  an unclean nation. 1H3 they wander. They have feathers like a 
bird, and so t^ H3 (Jer 48:9; for she would fly  awayY^.
(16) D0n *’33 The face o f  HaShem. Wrath, because it was seen in the face, just as in 
113 1*2 T 1  ^*2 1*’3S1 (1 Sam 1:18; and her countenance zvas no longer [sad]).
(17) 13n'’3HD in our expectations. It has no significances’^.
(18) As i f  they  dogged our steps.
(19) And so it is said 131p *21 they chased us, just like ^IIR np*21 ’0  (Gen 31:36; that 
you pursued me)s .^
(20) Dm n*’1 0 0  in their p its  is like 0313 0 1 1 0 0  (Ezek 19:8; he zvas taken in their 
pity^ .
(21) y i3  Hz. There are two references, and they are (to) Arameans®^.
(22) p*'Dl'’ t^ *2 He w ill no t prolong. It refers to p313 your iniquity, and l p 3  He has 
punishedP^ refers to it (i.e. p313), or it refers to HaShem who is mentioned in the
” ln other words, "He is like a devouring fire".
’®Cf. Schoenfelder considers this as a form mixed from the niphal and pual conjugations, that is, it is not 
vocalized as a typical niphal. However, b^33 , to be defiled, stained are the niphal forms of 
’Ibn  Ezra is commenting that this unclean nation will be desolate like Moab.
^^Schoenfelder comments that13n’SÜ31 has no analogous form.
In other words, this may be taken literally -  they chased us like you pursued me.
*’ln Ezek 19:8, Israel, who was once great, is now trapped by the surrounding nations. In Ezekiel's allegory, the 
two cubs are the Kings Jehoahaz, and Jehoiakim whose policies caused the surrounding nations to rise up 
against them, and leave Israel beaten and defenceless. Ibn Ezra is drawing on the lamentation in Ezekiel to 
explain the idea in v20.
Gen 10:23 0Ü1 "lîTll blHl "'331 the sons o f  Aram: Uz, Hul, Gether, and Mash', and 36:28 PlbR
yil5 "'33 These are the sons o f Dishan: Uz and Aran.
®‘*In other words, the punishment fo r  your iniquity will not be prolonged.
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breath of our nostrils (v20)8s.
five
(1) HOT R ecall The recollection in the heart, and the glance with the eye. It means 
all of the misfortune that befell us prior to the exile, and the disgrace that we were
in.
(2) l]n*2îl3 Our inheritance. Fields and vineyards are sold to strangers because they 
(the strangers) are in our land.
(3) □‘’Din*’ orphans. Moreover, we are humiliated by the strangers, as though we
were orphans, without a known father, for it is the custom of the family of the 
father to support the orphans.
(4) Our water. Even the water and the wood, which are not in control of a
man (ie. ownerless), we purchased at great cost, because the city sits under siege 
by the enemy.
(5) *23 Upon. Now, if we bring the water or the wood upon our necks, zve are pursued.
The enemy pursues us and we labour in vain, because we are not allowed (to 
keep) what we bring.
(6) I*" 1303 We offered our hand to Egypt. The dagesh in the word 1303
replaces the nun of the root, because this nun is the sign of the ones speaking. The
In other words, your iniquity will not be prolonged, about which it says "He has punished"; or, HaShem, 
referred to in v20, will not prolong your iniquity.
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giving of the hand is a vow -  I T  ]ri3 0301 (Ezek 17:18; because he gave his handf^. 
The sense is that of a handshake, because they made an oath with Egypt and 
Assyria, that perhaps they would receive enough.
(7) 13‘’mOt^ Our fathers. This is the misfortune that has come upon us because of 
our iniquities. They are associated with the sins of our fathers; they escaped, but 
not us, in the sense D*’30 *23 [13 "IpIS (Deut 5:9; Num 14:18; punishing the 
children for the fathers ' sin).
(8) 0"’133  Slaves. Our slaves who, like Edom, were paying us tribute, rule over us. 
pniS a rescuer is synonymous with *2*’HÛ life saver, as in 13*’"1H0 13p“1S'’1 (Ps 
136:24; and freed us from our enemies). Both are from the same root found in p"130 
□’“in (1 Kgs 19:11; rent the mountainsy^.
(9) 130330 W ith  our lives. At first, our servants brought our food, but now, we 
bring it ourselves. But correct, in my opinion, is the sense "in danger of our 
lives''^® as in □1t^ *’0n  0010330 *'0 (1 Chron 11:19; for at the risk o f their lives they 
brought it).
(10) 13013 Our skin. For if we had not endangered ourselves to bring food, we 
would have died of hunger. 10003 is parched is like 1030P burns, and lOp’ 
burns; and 100031 (has a similar meaning to) VOHO 10003 ’0 (Gen 43:30;/or his 
compassion was stirredtf^. 0133*21 raging heat is like 0133*21 11101 (Ps 11:6; 
scorching wind), similar to the meaning of 0030 storm.
*®This reference concerns a vow not honoured, although a hand was offered in pledge.
®’i.e. Both p l lB  and ID p lS ’’! are from the same root as p lS O  -  p l S  to deliver, set free. 
®®Cf. Rashi.
OD33 means to become hot, dried up; from 1Q 3 to be(come) warm,burnt;moved.
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(11) □*’03 women. Not only the distress of hunger, but the slaves violated our 
women, and all intercourse is by force, and such things are called ''133 
humiliation^^.
(12) □‘’*10 princes. We had no princes who could deliver our women, because they 
were hanged by their arms. Some say that D"I’’0 at their hands refers to the hands 
of the slaves mentioned previously.
(13) 1R03 The young men carried for the miller. [1110 grinding is a verbal noun
(infinitive) as in ^103 ‘’n*’t^ *23 (Isa 1:14; I am weary of bearing them). The strength of
the young men weakened when they were moving the wood of the mill. Some 
say that it is according to its literal meaning, and its sense is that each camp must 
have a mill and wood.
(14) D"’3pT elders. It was their custom to sit at the gates of Jerusalem.
(15) D30 has ceased concerns the offerings that were cut off; and 13 *2111131 and our 
dancing (concerns) those who dance and those who sing.
(16) n*233 [The crown o f our head] has fa llen  [refers to] the Temple which is the 
dwelling-place of the Shekinah^^.
(17) 133*2 n i l  rr’il ni * 2 3  Because o f this our heart has become fa in t  and the eye has 
grown dim from much weeping.
(18) 0 0 0 0  i n  *23 because o f M ount Zion th a t has become desolate. A  verb in
^°Here, ibn Ezra is explaining the meaning of 1315 in the piel, which is rape in BH.
ri3‘’3 0  and 1 1 3 3  are interchangeable. They are terms used to denote the divine immanence in the world. If 
the Temple has gone, then there is no dwelling place for God. Not only have the sacrifices ceased, but there is 
nowhere to worship.
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the past tense, like 311^ 1 0 ^ 3  (Gen 27:9,14; such as he lovedf^. 13 13*2n [they] 
wander over i t  -  those who wander, like IHl^ lOllT'l (Gen 50:26; and they 
embalmed himfi^. But 13*2(1 has the sense of 33"’*2(1 to go about from the piel, and it 
is intransitive, and because 1 have found 13*23 3113 (Job 24:10; they go abouf^ "^  
naked), 1 am first obliged to be precise. But it is the habit of foxes to be in the ruins.
(19) '(1 You, HaShem. We know that your reign will not pass away; forever you 
will sit on the throne of the Kingdom.
(20) 10*2 W hy. Because you remain forever, why do you forget us? Selah.
(21) 133*’0(1 Restore us to the city that is the dwelling place of your name, and we 
will return to serve you as in the days of old.
(22) *’3 For... Restore us -  quickly. But if you have rejected us already because of our 
sins, you are very angry with us. But in my opinion, its true meaning is that if 
you have rejected us because of our sins, you were already more angry with us 
than was necessary. But as for him, in his mercy he will have compassion on us, 
and all the wretched, and he will comfort the mourners. He will appoint his 
prince, Michael^^^ to negotiate good things for Israel, and he will come as 
redeemer to Zion.
The end of the scroll of Lamentations.
^^Both DD0 and 3nt^ are qal 3m. sing. perf. statives 3 Û 0  is preceded by shin, a prefix used to replace 10R . 
^^ As neither sentence has a preceding subject, ibn Ezra appears to be commenting on an implied passive with an 
assumed subject, as illustrated in Job. The verse would then mean something like, "On Mount Zion there are 
foxes. People wander over it."
The verb here is in tlie piel.
Michael is the angelic guardian o f Israel. See Dan 10:13,21.
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Commentary B of ibn Ezra
one
(1) Not only does she sits alone, (when) her children having died, after being full of 
people, while she is like a widow without a husband, and she is despairing of 
having children at all.
(2) Every mourner sleeps in the night, but she weeps continually; and not only does 
she have no comforter among her friends, but they also become her enemies.
(3) When she was unable to endure the oppression of the kingdom, and the harsh 
labour by which she served, she went into exile from her land. Also, she could 
find no rest in the place where she went, and she went [only] to be driven back. 
So, they chased her, and overtook her in a hostile place.
(4) Her gates, where the elders of Israel came and gathered, are desolate; the priests 
lament for there are no first fruits or tithes; and the maidens are anxious because 
it is their custom to dance in the dances at each festival.
(5) Her enemies are in comfort, and she is alone in her grief. The children, who have 
no guilt, are captured because of the multitude of her sins.
(6) It mentions in the previous verse that her enemies are superior; and HTTn *23 all 
her splendour has gone from Zion, that is the kingdom.
(7) Whether she came to remember in her exile, when her people fell into the hand 
of the adversary, or, all her former treasures, her adversaries laughed that she
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was taken captive because of her deeds -  she did not have what she toiled for.
(8) When they saw her nakedness she mourned, and she hid her face^^ because of 
the disgrace.
(9) At first, when menstrual blood was seen on her skirts, she was not alarmed to 
perhaps consider [that] her nakedness would be seen in the end, and she would 
be uncovered. She descended below, she did not see. 3"’!^  ’3  See
HaShem...for the enemy has magnified him self in order to act or to speak. 
Another explanation of 1331 she fe ll astonishingly is 112331 and she
mourned. In context [this is like] D*’! ! !  *21) "’311"’1 (Judg 11:37; that I may go down 
upon the mountains); l l l T l l l l  OnHD [131 *2^  "’!]  (Ezek 32:18; Wail over the 
hordes of Egypt, and send them down). Also, *’n'’03  l ’lt^ (Ps 55:3; Î am troubled in 
my complaint); and all of them are from the two roots dry to go down and T l  to 
cry/moan^'^.
(10) When she realised that Ammon and Moab, who had not welcomed them with 
bread and water when they departed from Egypt because of their heart's great 
cruelty, had entered her sanctuary, it was necessary for her to give them all her 
precious things.
(11) The famished are not a few, but all of her people; and after she gave away every 
precious thing for food, she resembles a glutton^^ because she gave everything 
that was demanded from her to fulfil her craving.
^Lk. she turned her face backwards.
’^The context indicates that ibn Ezra understands these references as to mourn. 
nbblT a glutton; worthless, despised.
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(12) Pray that what has come upon me, does not come upon you. They^^ told me 
that I would repent if there was pain like my pain, and I was consoled.
(13) She compares the heat of his anger to a fire which comes down from heaven, 
and reaches as far as the bone. But she is unable to flee from before the fire 
because a net is spread, so she turns back. So, the fire sets her alight as she sits, 
desolate. Some [who are] sad are content from time to time, but this is DVH *23 
m i  sad all day long.
(14) She likens the troubles to the shoots of the vine, whose instinct is to grasp each 
tall tree and be lifted up. The word ’Dim he delivered me is like *’]3TZ) he
abandoned me; similarly, “[‘’333 t^ *2 ]3 *2D (Gen 20:6; therefore, I did not let you), and 
the sense is into the hand of the troubles. But, it is possible [that it is] into the hand of 
the enemy, on account of the sins.
(15) 1*20 [The Lord] trampled. She was given^ ^^ o into the enemy's hand, because *2^1 
trampled her mighty men, her men of war, on the road, and they were in her 
midst. Similarly, □“’t^ llp  0"’l p l  (Zeph 1:7; he has consecrated those he has
invitedy^^, in order to come and kill the young men, the possessors of strength. 
Their blood was spilled like the juice of the grape in the winepress.
(16) Jerusalem says that she is the maiden daughter of Judah: on account of the 
wickedness I bring to mind, 1313 I  weep. Time after time^’^  ^ eye sheds
tears, and I have no comforter. ’33 M y children, who have gone into exile.
^^ They -  all who passed by; her friends etc.
Reading nDHD niphal 3 f. sing.; but, an equally possible reading is he gave her, qal 3m. sing. + f. sing, 
suffix.
’‘“in context, HaShem has prepared a sacrifice; he has consecrated those he has invited.
“’^ This is ibn Ezra's explanation of but cf. Rashi.
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"133 *’3 □*'3310 are desolate fo r  the enemy has prevailed, the adversary 
against me.
(17) Even Zion, the royal city, seeks a comforter, but there are none because HaShem 
decreed against Jacob, and commanded his enemies from all around^o^. And they 
defiled Jerusalem, and she became uncleani04.
(18) She vindicates the judgement, and says D*’3i)n *23 1D30 Hear, now, all
peoples who have seen my maidens and my youths in captivity, for because of 
my sins they were taken prisoner.
(19) I called out to foreign lands, my neighbours, that they would give me council, 
but ’’313"! 131  they deceived me, for all my advisors died from hunger -  the 
priests who prayed for me, and the elders [who were] my counsellors. Only 
some of my youths and maidens survived, because they had the strength to 
endure, even though they were taken captive.
(20) And I cried out to HaShem, and confessed when I saw the enemy's sword 
bereaving in the street; and inside the house, hunger was like death.
(21) My friends heard the aforementioned, but there was not a comforter among 
them. The enemies heard my cries, and they were glad for you made them 
rejoice. But you will bring the day nearer that you have proclaimed [upon] them, 
and they will come under your commandment until they will be like me. It is 
possible that its explanation is to be in the future: May the day come^’^s that you 
have proclaimed through the prophets, that it will happen to them as it has
'°^ Cf. Rashi.
‘°''Lit. Like a menstruant.
The text reads DTTI but, tliis seems to be a combination ofOTTI t<13b and DVil t<13n, so
they have not been read together.
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happened to me.
(22) Do to them because of their wickedness, as you have done to me because of my 
transgressions. For my heart is sad until they will be like me, as they, too, have 
sinned against you.
two
(1) 1 3 ’ Ho w he has clouded. HaShem only exalted Zion out of anger, in
order to bring her down^’^ .^
(2) He has made her strongholds low, and has profaned her king for they^o^ used to 
dwell in the tower and castle.
(3) *2^30’ ]3p  *23 D33 He has cut down all the strength o f Israel from both 
kingdoms.
(4) Not only did he not wage war with the enemy, but he has withdrawn his right 
hand, so that it has no power, until he returns like the enemy. The sense of *2nt^3
in the ten t is that if the fire falls on it, everything will be consumed 
immediately^’^®.
(5) He destroyed Israel during the exile of Samaria; Judah was in lament after the 
exile of the tribes.
HaShem only exalted Zion in his anger in order to send her from a lofty dwelling place. 
Presumably her king and princes.
‘“^ Consider also the reading of bOPT as the AIL Therefore, the text would read...fAe All will consume 
immediately. This reading would be more in keeping with ibn Ezra’s search for the mystical meaning as 
considered by Irene Lancaster.
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(6) And afterwards, he removed 130 his booth because it was the place of the Holy 
of Holies. Now the meaning is [33 like a garden that they seized; the meaning of 
[331 "[*2D king and priest is that the priest teaches the commandments, and the 
king guards the Torah with his power, and he gave Torah to both of them.
(7) [What happened] to 3"’31333^ 3313 the w alls o f her palaces was repeated at the
sanctuary. '3 3*’3 3  [D*’3H3] 1333 *21pl [The adversaries] gave voice in the House
o f HaShem  because of the abundance of their joy, as Israel used to do during their 
festival.
(8) The Temple was seized because the wall of the city fell, and she was breached.
(9) When the gates sank the king went into exile, and he survived without Mishneh 
Torah. And as for the prophets, their prophecy was cut off in a foreign land.
(10) As the loftiness of Zion had fallen, the elders sat in the dust during the exile, 
and the maidens did not celebrate their marriages.
(11) And each of the elders said, *’3'’i? 313)333 1*23 M y eyes are spent w ith  tears, 
when he remembered the days of the famine in Zion.
(12) The mother is the one who nurses, therefore he remembers the mothers, but not 
the fathers.
(13) Who can witness that it happened to them also?^^  ^ If the disaster is 3 ’3 *2133 
va st as the sea, a dresser will not find a bandage for it.
(14) All of this came upon you because of your prophets, and not the prophets of 
HaShem.
Rashi: if there is no one with a similar experience, then you cannot find comfort from their suffering. In 
this case, the damage is so bad it cannot be healed.
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(15) There was sighing over you when you were desolate, and there were those 
shaking their head and mocking.
(16) All the enemies have widened the[ir] mouth,
(17) For HaShem has fulfilled that which he promised by the hand of his servants, 
the early prophets.
(18) The heart of your enemies cried out; and its meaning is that they made cries 
against HaShem, and they said to the wall of the daughter of Zion that she would 
weep.
(19) She protests about her children, and those dying from hunger, and she says 
thus:
(20) the women are eating their own children, and the prophets and priests are 
killed in the sanctuary. The explanation, referring to Zechariah^^o, speaks 
through exposition.
(21) The youths and elders, maidens and youths, are dead.
(22) It is as if you have summoned all my fears, and gathered them around me; and 
■’nnSCD 3 0 ^  those w hom  I  dandled are the smallest ones, and ’’3'’33  [30t^] those 
whom I reared are the adult ones, like “[*23 *’331 (Jer 41:1; the king's captains). 
One of the enemy was able to destroy all of them.
“°Cf. Rashi fromZ-aw. Rab. 2.20.23 (& 1.16.51); Lekach Tov.
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three
(1) 1333 "’3^ jT am the man. The mourner recounts that it^ ^^  was the enemy who 
dealt him a heavy blow 3131) 3 3 0 3  w ith  the rod o f [his] wrath^^^;
(2) and led him into captivity, into darkness, and he did not hope for light.
(3) At every hour his hand turned and struck him;
(4) and because of the abundance of blows, his flesh and skin wasted away, and his 
bones were broken.
(5) After this, he constructed a building about him, and encircled his head,
(6) and he sat in darkness.
(7) There he fenced him in and his feet were in chains.
(8) Even though he cried out, his cry was not heard.
(9) And there he fenced him about because he was despairing, and he [the enemy] 
made crooked the paths that he knew.
(10) More misfortune in a different manner, because a bear comes against him, and 
enters from a path he does not recognise.
(11) *’3302*’! he has torn me to pieces is [translated by the] Targum [just as] ’^ 00*’1 
*2t l^Ü0 (I Sam 15:33; Samuel tore to pieces), and 3021 and he crushedT^^. 0310 
desolate, because each one he sees is desolate, just as 03103 "plp0 (Dan 11:31; 
12:11; the abomination that causes desolation); and in another place 0310 (Dan 12:11;
The text reads ^^ '’3 0 ; it should be em ended to ^130.
"^Here ibn Ezra disagrees with the usual understanding of HaShem as antecedent.
M3The hapax legomenon "']30B"'l, is translated in the Targum as and he has rent me. This is also found in the 
Peshitta, Ibn Ezra follows this translation, and includes the midrashic interpretation of'’330S‘'1 split in pieces 
from the same root 3 0 3 .
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desolation).
(12) Moving the oppressor far away, he fires an arrow against him.
(13) The arrows went into his innards, which were hidden in^^  ^fat.
(14) He became^is a laughing stock.
(15) Beside bread and water were bitter herbs and wormwood.
(16) His teeth were broken with stones, and he was unable to eat. The enemy filled 
his mouth with ashes, which is similar to 0 3 ^ 3  3 2 ^  (Psa 102:10; ashes like bread).
(17) [It was] as though he did not notice, and had forgotten good.
(18) He had no hope that he would see good again.
(19) For he would continually recall his affliction, because the adversary would 
answer him with wormwood and gall; for they embittered a place of war.
(20) Some say that 31313 3131 you remember welF^^.
(21) This comfort I reply to my heart when my soul is bowed down,
(22) because there is no end to the loving kindness(es) of HaShem^^^.
(23) Perhaps they are new on account of his mercies, for "]ri]13^ 3 3 3  abundant is 
your fa ith fulness, great [3*2133] like in"'3 33  *23 *2i) (Esther 1:8; for every officeA'^  ^
of his house); or, an expression of D*’33  much/ many.
(24) More than all [other] gods, he was my inheritance from the days of old.
(25) I know that he accomplishes good things for those who trust him.
(26) It is good that the one who seeks HaShem should endure and wait, and sit
Reading the preposition 3  bet rather than the D kaf in  the text.
Reading 3 0  with the extended MT m eaning of to turn into, to become rather than to retum/turnback. 
“ ‘’This contrasts with the standard translation offered by Rashi, and is to be preferred in the context o f the 
verse.
“ ’ibn Ezra squarely blames the enemy for the mourner's complaints.
118.That is 3 3 , one with importance/authority
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quietly for HaShem's salvation. Similarly, 1*2 *2*213331 '3*2 013 (Ps 37:7; Wait 
patiently for HaShem, and wait longingly for him), just as in 1]D'’D3 3D 1013 (I Sam 
14:9; Wait patiently until zve come!).
(27) V31DD0 in his youth: perhaps the mourner was a young man when he was 
taken prisoner; or, he sustained the heart of the young men.
(28) *203 *’0 /o r  he has laid  refers back to the yoke which was spoken of earlier.
(29) He will yield to the dust.
(30) He offered [it] willingly.
(31) Some say 33T’ he w ill abandon, just like 330’ he zvill forsake/ forget. That is 
correct, and the evidence is '’023 01*200 33131 (Lam 3:17; my soul is bereft of 
peace).
(32) Surely 0331 3313 he causes grief, but has compassion.
(33) 10*20/rum  his heart^^^: it does not occur to him.
(34) It compares HaShem, who dwells in heaven, to human beings, [who are like] 
prisoners on earth, locked up in the enclosed space of the wheeP^o.
(35) To turn aside the verdict, on account of his being the Most High, and his will 
acts on those who dwell below.
(36) These three verses belong together, for the sense of 3 ^ 3  he does no t 
approve is like the sense of 3"’3 ^*2 it does not happen, for HaShem sees 
everything.
(37) If so, who decides the decree against humankind, for HaShem does not
i.e. willingly.
other words, HaShem is in the vast expanse of the heavens, and man is confined to the earth.
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command [it]? Its meaning is 3T3 he does not ordain [it]; and so HIH ’D 
133231 (Ps 148:5;/or he commanded and they were created),
(38) HaShem does not decide the good or evil of the deeds, they are only in the 
control of humankind.
(39) If so, why is [31X3"’ complain in the speech? Similarly, D"’331^302 lohen [the
people] complained, and the evidence is '3 D20*'l HaShem heard (Num 11:1).
(40) Only man should search his ways.
(41) He gives his heart as a gift in his hands; or, his heart was lifted up in his
hands^2i
(42) Israel admits that they did not return to HaShem, therefore, he did not forgive.
(43) You placed a cover of anger over us so that we would not see where we would 
flee, then you pursued us.
(44) For example, as the cloud separates between prayer and HaShem^^^
(45) A wandering, contemptible people.
(46) □3’’2 13*’*2D 1Ï22 They have opened their m outh against us out of derision.
(47) When the soul fears, and the pit is before the body, it falls in an instant; and 
behold, the devastation of the soul comes, and the body is destroyed in the pit.
(48) Words of the mourner.
(49) Continually weeping.
(50) Until HaShem sees streams of water which run down from my eyes.
(51) My eye has done more weeping for my soul than all the daughters of my city.
’“ Here ibn Ezra translates as in. This can be compared with Gen 8:21, where HaShem said in his heart 
Q 3b bi^). He thus interprets this verse contextually, and symbolically, and not literally. But, this is still
’’’There is no communication between man and HaShem.
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because it is the custom of the women to weep.
(52) All of this weeping because I am captured like a bird.
(53) I was placed in the pit, and they laid a great stone over the mouth of the pit; or,
they threw a stone at me to see if I was alive.
(54) And the pit was not empty, but full of water.
(55) And if the pit was near^^s, I would have been comforted, only it was in the
depths^24
(56) I know that you, HaShem, have heard my voice, even though I am in the 
depths.
(57) For from ancient days I found you near when I cried out to you.
(58) Several times you have pled my case.
(59) When you have seen the injustices that they have done, take up my cause.
(60) What there is in their heart; you will also hear their words.
(63) When they sit, and when they stand up, they continually make music about my 
misfortune.
(64) According to their deeds do to them, for they put me in the pit.
(65) 2*2 riD3D a weakness o f  heart -  a hiding place in the heart, so that they do not 
see the curse that you will bring upon them.
(66) Pursue them in your anger, that you will overtake and 2 3 ’0031 annihilate 
them.
i.e. shallow. 
i.e. deep.
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four
(1) rO"^^ H ow i t  has become dim. How the gold is despised, and it is likened
to other things that are coals^^. 31ÜÜ DflDn Fine gold jewellery is a circular 
necklace, but this is like the sentence that follows.
(2) TE3Ü1 Fine gold: a precious stone. Some say that it is silver and gold; gilded, it 
deceives them.
(3) It was the males who took the breast of the women^^^, and suckled the young of 
the females, but the daughter of my people did not do so. Some say ]*’3n D]
even the jackals w ill offer the breast, females of the flock, Ip"']"'!
and suckle their young.
(4) The milk for the suckling is in place of bread and water. But, the young children 
are older than those that suckle, like the image of young [grapes] of the vine.
(5) 1ÛÜD They perish: all who saw were openly desolate; deserted, Ipün  
they clasp the dunghills. For they were thrown down like dung, without 
burying.
(6) There is sin [offering] and a guilt [offering] in a sacrifice, seeing that its sense is 
[found] in the consequence of the iniquity and the sin, and it is the evil reward, and
The meaning ofîltOK) is unclear, but there is a reference to coals in Lam. Rab. 4.1 w ith respect to Lev 
16:12 w hen d iscussing the m eaning of DUT; see Jastrow, Dictionary, 1089, where there is a reference 
to Lev. Rab. s.26 in reference to Ezek 10:2: '31 11"'3...'Z^ C ' b n i . .110(0 for six years these coals were kept 
quenched in Gabriel's hand.
Presumably because the women did not feed their young.
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is called evil luck^^y Similarly, 0 ^ 0  *’3 (Gen 15:16; for the iniquity
of the Amorite ivill not be full until then); HTH 3 3 1 3  ]li? "[Ip ’ 0 ^  (I Sam 28:10; this 
thing luill not be held against you as an iniquity); ’DTP b l l )  (Gen 4:13; M y
punishment is greater than I can bear), and the previous verse is evidence of this. 
The sense is that the misfortune that comes upon Israel is greater than the 
misfortune of Sodom, because it [Sodom] was destroyed 1^)1 133 instantly. But 
the hands did not always remain in power, for they had no force. Or, its meaning 
is that D’I ’ n a  I'pn no hands fe ll upon her, just like 3SV m i  l î)  l l i n ’ (II 
Sam 3:29; May it fall upon the head ofjoab).
(7) n*'l‘'TD 13T H erN azirites were purer, in the days of plenty.
(8) Their appearance has become darker because of hunger.
(9) The pierced ones whose blood flows “’IID 3131233/rom  the fru its  o f the field, 
because they were full. They were better off than the victims of hunger.
(10) The compassionate women have been turned to heartless women because of the 
severity of the famine.
(11) The hunger in the body is likened to fire because it burns and smites as far as 
the foundation of the bone.
(12) On account of the famine, the enemy entered Jerusalem.
(13) For the sins of the prophets of Baal, and the priests of the high places, the pious 
were murdered, as in the words of AsapW^s
(14) The living stagger through the streets [like] the blind and make themselves
‘^ ^Here, ibn Ezra comments that an offering does not put right the sin; the guilt offering does not assuage the 
guilt! However, this may be contrasted with Isa 53:10, where, if  he made himself an offering for guilt, he may 
be vindicated and have long life, and that through him HaShem’s purpose might prosper.
'^8ee Ps 79:1-3.
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defiled in the blood of the fallen, until those who touch cannot, because they have 
touched their garments. One verb follows another, and the meaning of 
they could [not be touched] is because they touched [dead bodies], just like 
nS132 n r i ]  (Hosea 6:3; Let us know, let us seek [to knoio]).
(15) They were calling out about themselves, R 3 3 p ] 1310 Depart [as] unclean; and 
the first is correct, but the place of the ones who call is absent^^^, for they said 
among the nations that no longer 1S"^0T w ould they continue to return to their 
land to dwell as they had been.
(16) For HaShem's anger distributed them among the countries, and he would no 
longer look upon them, so ^ ’j3I2T*’l (Neh 9:28; they cried to you). Therefore, they 
did not fear to exact vengeance upon the elders and priests.
(17) Yet still we hoped that Egypt and Assyria would come to our aid.
(18) But they did not come, except to hunt us, for they hunted us in our streets. 33p
IDHp Our end drew near for 12'’3 ’ 1R^3 our days were numbered because of our 
prosperity. Then came the end -  our exile;
(19) and we were unable to flee.
(20) Some say that Jeremiah lamented for Josiah, and [there is] evidence to speak of: 
ni2‘’pn bv □*’3‘’ri3 D2ni (I1 Chron 35:25; and behold, they are w ritten in the 
Laments). But this is not correct, because the sufferings came after the death of 
Josiah, and he says here ^213 DPI (Lam 4:22; Your iniquity is complete). The correct 
reading, in my opinion, is that he speaks about Zedekiah, because the king of
This verse is difficult as tlie antecedent is unclear.
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Babylon appointed him over Jerusalem and he was the last of the exile.
(21) Rejoice in the sense of 3133 3 3 0  (Qoh 11:9; Rejoice, young man,
in your youth), for in the end you will come to justice. Similarly, Edom was 
beneath Judah, and in the day of their fall, they were glad. So, *’23*7 '3 313T
□*’*7013*’ ÜV 013^ (Ps 137:7; Remember, HaShem, against the Edomites, the day of 
Jerusalem), because they said to the Babylonians 33  31D*’3 3D 13D 13D (ibid; 
Strip it bare, strip it bare as far as its foundations!). *’3^3131 You w ill be stripped bare 
is in the same context as *7233 33D*’l (Gen 9:21; and he became drunk, and was 
exposed)^^ .^
The end of the scroll of Lamentations.
Rashi who compares ’’3 ü n m  with 3D31 (she emptied her pitcher -  Gqv\. 24:20).
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The Comparison
Rashly Kara and ibn Ezra compared
When we examine the commentaries of Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra on the Book of 
Lamentations it becomes apparent that there is a growing concern to provide the 
primary meaning of the text by use of peshat interpretation. However, it is also 
apparent that the programmatic approach of each exegete indicates a different 
agenda, and a different interpretation of the means by which a closer understanding 
of the text might be obtained. It is perhaps a good idea to observe that our linguistic 
choices are influenced in a variety of ways. The different social, or non-linguistic, 
factors can be demonstrated by taking a closer look at our right hand cog^i
Image prepared and created by Missy Boling, used with permission.
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At the core of everything is time, and as time changes, contexts change. In fact, 
context changes even when we change social groups, not just cultures, across time, 
and this not only affects the spoken, but also the written, word. But in what ways 
are our linguistic choices influenced? Janet Holmes summarises these influences as 
combinations of one or more of the following:
1. The participants: who is speaking and who are they speaking to?
2. The setting or social context of the interaction: where are they speaking?
3. The topic: w h a t is being talked about?
4. The function: w h y  are they speaking?^
With specific regard to our translations we can identify that in element (1) Rashi, 
Kara and ibn Ezra act as the participants in conversation with the text, their 
students, their mentors, with other commentators' works, and sometimes in 
dialogue with each other. Their setting, or social context (2), may be in France, or 
Germany, or Spain, or in an academy in one or other of these contexts. Their topic
(3) is the Book of Lamentations, and they are speaking (4) in an attempt to offer 
ideas and explanations in order to elucidate a biblical text. All these factors are 
illustrated, and represented, by our right-hand cog.
Our left-hand cog^ can be used to represent the various grammatical forms and 
dialects that affect our choices.
 ^Holmes, Introduction, 8.
 ^Image prepared and created by Missy Boling, used with permission.
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Wore
This cog portrays the words we use, the sentences we use them to construct, the 
grammar that dictates their construction, and the dialects and languages with which 
we speak them. With regard to our exegetes, we have here a diagrammatic 
interpretation of peshat, or literal meaning, which acts, not only as a definition, but 
as a function. When our left-hand cog interacts with our right-hand cog, then the 
function of the left-hand cog is to operate as a means by which we apply the content 
and volume of our experience to reach a specific conclusion at this specific time in this 
specific context. While the definition of peshat may change, its function has, and 
does, not. This is why we have such rich and diverse opinions before us.
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development of pef/paf interpretation
Rashi is credited with being the first Ashkenazi Jewish scholar to introduce a peshat 
approach to Scripture with the intent of reaching a clearer understanding of the text. 
That is not to say that he abandoned the traditional rabbinic approach of midrash as 
explanation, but what he did succeed in was developing a more rational system of 
interpretation. This new method was based on the grammatical, and philosophical 
approach of the Arabic-speaking Jews of the previous century, and he was thus able 
to exploit the work initially begun by Saadiah Gaon (882-942). Rashi widely used 
Menahem ben Saruq's dictionary, Machhereth Menahem^ (960) which had been 
translated into Hebrew, and contained critical comments by Dunash ibn Labrat. 
However, he felt under no obligation to follow them blindly. His idea of peshat was 
closely linked to grammar to provide a simple meaning of the text. The value of this 
meaning is that he endeavoured to use this approach to replace those ideas that he 
regarded as irrational.
Rashi's philological comments can be further illustrated by his widening use of the 
verb 3(2)*’. In rabbinic literature 3tD*’ in the piel is used to explain the meaning of a 
text, for instance *20 1310'’ the settlement of the verse is^... Rashi, however,
expands this to provide a permanent meaning for the text so that it is no longer 
ambiguous. This is illustrated at Lam 4:6 where he gives his own interpretation of
For example see: Encyclopedia Judaica, 1564.
 ^See Tank. Bereshit on Gen 1:1. This is explained at length by Celles, p i5. See also Jastrow, Dictionary, on 
p599.
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the verse followed by the comment 1 1 0  nïïVD i r R l  ’0 1 1 0  O’l
mt^3pQn There are also Aggadic midrashim hut they do not settle the sequence of the 
verses. He is thus able to adopt critical reasoning to develop a complete explanation 
of a phrase or verse, offering his own comments of a traditional interpretation with 
the expression IfJDOOO K ip O l po") 013*7 ’HRO hut as for myself, I have come 
to explain the language of Scripture according to its ordinary sense, found at Lam 1:1. 
Other terminology includes the use of t^3p3 *20 1D1053 first seen in the Talmud^.
It is thus Rashi's intention to comment on the philology, context or content to clarify 
meaning. Although he wanted to explore the meaning of the text, he was confined 
by his own definition of plain meaning, which was hampered by the term 1010S in
combination with the standard line by line approach of the rabbis which he had 
inherited. However, this exploration developed a wider search within the text, and 
broke free from the old boundaries.
Yosef Kara, however, was not as limited. As a contemporary, and pupil, of Rashi he 
was able to draw on Rashi's innovations and then expand them. For him the peshat 
interpretation was not confined to a line by line approach, but included each 
linguistic element under consideration as part of the whole text. This did not just 
include the context of the verse in which it appeared, but also, if necessary, referred 
back to later references. Kara himself comments DHAlpOn “[l*2‘’n "’D inS  “[3
See for example, Yevam. 24a.
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□2"2D1 so I have explained after the way of the texts and contexts'^. However, he does 
take over Rashi's use of *70 1D10S and 3 0 ’’, but employs them in his
contextual approach. On the subject of derash, Kara comments that midrash is 
3*’3^*’! (1313 *7‘’3.in*7 to expand and glorify Torah^, but indicates the inadequacies of a 
derash approach with comments such as. But the Aggadah explains this difficulty in a 
manner lohich is not satisfying; so I xvill abstain to avoid ink being s p i l t . . . His work 
contains the root 3 3 3  in the form of 121333 in preference to 0 3 3 , and his
comments are supplemented with vernacular Old French to help the understanding 
of Iris students. Uirfortunately, these rarely correspond with those utilised by Rashi. 
However, he quotes extensively from Scripture, offering parallel texts to elucidate 
word forms, and weaving the biblical text into his own work to give a 
comprehensive explanation.
Ibn Ezra writes from the advantageous position of being a direct beneficiary of the 
Arabic love of grammar and philosophy. His ability to think independently gives 
rise to the development of the theory of peshaT^ as the surface meaning of the text 
which acts as a channel to a deeper understanding. This is its sod, or esoteric 
meaning. Unlike Kara, and indeed Rashbam after him, ibn Ezra's motivation is to 
produce a synthesis of peshat and derash for he believes that the knowledge of the 
Sages is broader than ours'^ .^ But if they do not adhere to strict grammatical
’ See commentary on II Sam 21:4.
® See commentary on Isa 42:21.
’ See commentary on II Sam 12:30.
See Lancaster, Irene. “Abraham ibn Ezra -  Hermeneutics and Torah”. Ph.D. diss., Lancaster University, 
1995, 303.
Jacobs, Louis. Jewish biblical Exegesis,. Behrman House, Inc,, 1973,9.
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principles, he feels able to question their understanding. In his introduction to his 
commentary A on the Book of Lamentations, ibn Ezra comments that in his exile he 
is instructed to clarify his books by use of grammar, such that as grammar and 
abstract thinking develops, so does the interpretation of the biblical texts. Although 
he emphasises the use of grammar to obtain this surface meaning, this was done 
creatively. By the integration of peshat and derash in exegesis it is possible to defend 
the rabbis of the Oral Torah while still offering a more reasoned argument. A peshat 
approach for ibn Ezra included both the grammar and the context as the essence of 
the text, truth in all its simplicit\f^.
It now becomes more apparent that the meaning of peshat has changed in line with 
one or more of Holmes' listed factors. Each exegete has redefined the term because of 
who is speaking and who they are speaking to, the social context of the interaction, 
what they are talking about -  Scripture, and why. Rashi has completed his 
commentary on the Talmud and adapted, in line with increased grammatical 
knowledge, the use of the plain meaning, in whatever form; Kara, in discourse with 
Christians, has developed a contextual approach in conversational style for his 
students; and ibn Ezra has developed a creative means of using both peshat and 
derash as a means to access deeper meaning in the text. As in the Talmud, at no 
point does a text lose its peshaT" ,^ but neither is it confined to it. Wliat appears to 
have happened is the development of an innovative use of the term peshat in a 
relatively short time, based on the social context of the speakers. This has led to the
Lancaster, “Abraham ibn Ezra”, 303. 
See b. Yevam. 24a.
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expansion of a reading of the verse in the context of the whole passage of which it is 
a part.
Below are comparisons of exegetical comments made by Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra 
on eight verses from the Book of Lamentations. These aim to show the development 
of the definition and the function of peshat, and how this was shaped by social 
factors.
It is not helpful here to distinguish between a literal meaning of a word or phrase, a 
contextual meaning, or a surface meaning. When the exegesis of chosen passages is 
compared, the primary meaning as each commentator presents it, is the aim. From this 
it should be possible to determine the context of the exegete as much as that of the 
verse under consideration. This will then show where the ideas of each fit into the 
expansion of the term peshat, and why.
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lamentations 1:1
33'’^
DD ■’3 3 3  3"’D3 3 3 3  330"’
D’i n  ’n m  n]a*7K3 nn’n 
00*7 nn’n m rnan  ’niD
Both the texts of Lamentations in LXX and Vulgate begin with superscriptions not 
found in the Hebrew MSS, or in fact, the Syriac Peshitta. These identify the prophet 
Jeremiah as the author, and the one who lamented the captivity of Israel and the 
desertion of Jerusalem. Similarly, the paraphrase of the Tar gum begins: Jeremiah, the 
Prophet and High Priest, told how it was decreed against Jerusalem and her people...; 
indeed. Midrash Rabbah declares: Jeremiah said, 'How doth the city sit solitary!', while 
the Talmud indicates that the idea of Jeremiah as author of Lamentations is a strong 
tradition: Jeremiah zvrote the book zohich bears his name, the Book of Kings, and 
Lamentations'^'^. Although there is little doubt that Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra were in 
receipt of this tradition, they vary in their apparent acceptance of it.
Rashi begins his commentary with the words; Jeremiah zvrote the book of Laments 
312■’p 333 . It becomes apparent as we read his commentary that for him, this term
is synonymous with the designation 33"’ of the Hebrew MSS. In the Talmud, the
See B. Bat. 15a; also, Mo ’ed Qat. 26a, and Lam. Rab., Proem 28, 3:1 where it states: Then Jeremiah took 
another scroll... (Jer 36:32)
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Book of Lamentations is referred to as while Jerome refers to the book with
the transliterated Chinothl^. In LXX and Vulgate, the title used is the latin Threni, 
with the English translations following with the derivative Lamentations. However, 
it should be noted that the Targum refers to Lamentations as 33"’^  as found in the 
Hebrew MSS. Neither Kara nor ibn Ezra makes any comment here about 
authorship.
Rashi is also the only exegete to make any comment at all on the acrostic structure of 
the text. However, this is confined to the mention of three alphabetic acrostics at 
chapters 1, 2 and 4, to which Jeremiah added chapter 3 containing three alphabetic 
acrostics, three corresponding to three'^ '^ . This probably reflects the lack of interest 
shown in midrash, comment on which he heavily relies, or the Targum where the 
acrostic pattern is not visible in the paraphrastic translation. However, the Talmud 
does comment that Israel was smitten with 33*’ because they transgressed the thirty
six^^ injunctions of the Torah tvhich are punished by extinction...Why were they smitten 
with an alphabet(ical dirge) ? Because they violated the Torah, which was given by means of 
the alphabet^^.
All three commentators are concerned with the term 333. Rashi defines it as solitary 
in that the city is devoid of her inhabitants. In 1041 Kara makes no comment on the
B. Bat. 14b; The order of the writings is Ruth, the Book of Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of 
Songs, Lamentations m ^ p , Daniel and the Scroll o f Esther.
Prologus Galeatus.
Cf, Lam. Rab,, Proem 28.
A dirge.
The numerical value of n3"'K is tliirty six.
B.Sanh. 104a.
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term, but in Munich 5 he says that 3 1 3  is well known, not because it means lonely,
but is a rather unique expression in the vernacular, drawing a distinction between 
being solitary, and being lonely. This is similar, he says, to the well known verse in 
Ruth^J I zvas full zohen I zvent azvay, but [HaShem] has brought me back empty, which is 
explained with another term in the vernacular. The implication here is that 1 1 3  is
not m. sing, adj., but is used adverbially like Dp’!  empty. He also asks hozv she, who 
was once full of people, now sits in solitude. In commentary A of ibn Ezra, he is 
concerned with the grammatical point that 1 1 3  can occur as both masculine and 
feminine, and with or without a lamed. He compares this structure with the word 
133  that occurs with the lamed at I Kgs 5:5, but without it at Deut 12:10. However,
in his second commentary, while the explanation is more brief, his comment clarifies 
his belief that as she is like a widow without a husband, who is desperate for her 
children, the text implies that she is not just alone, but empty. In this, Rashi and ibn 
Ezra are in agreement with Kara's plainly stated exegesis of 113 . Although the 
targeted comments of these three are in stark contrast to the voluble explanations of 
the Targum, which states that because of her many sins zinthin her, she zoill dzvell alone, 
as a man zjohose body is stricken zuith leprosy dzoells alone, the Targum also states that the 
city that thronged with people is now nOpllH^ empty. Thus the explanation of 1 1 3
by Kara is reinforced as a statement of condition, empty, rather than as an expression 
of emotion, lonely. Midrash Rabbah, overwhelmed with homiletical matter, remains 
only of token value here in that it gives no elucidation of grammatical interest.
21Ruth 1:21.
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All three exegetes comment on the paragogic yod in the phrase OD T133. Rashi 
argues that the yod is superfluous and the sense is the same as DD 3133, for he says 
her people ivere numerous. He alludes to the extremes to which midrash may go with 
such a phrase, and comments that he has come to explain the language of Scripture 
according to its plain sense 1D3033. This is in contrast to his use of midrashim 
when introducing 1:1. In 1041 Kara agrees that the yod is superfluous and means the 
same as DD 3133, but gives two further examples of where an extra yod occurs - 
3S0Û ’31^*73 (Isa 1:21; full o f justice), and 3I12‘’3D3 ’3130 (Lam 1:1; a princess among 
the provinces). He comments thus that while she was formerly full, Jerusalem is now 
empty, so that the situation then is balanced against the situation now. In Munich 5, 
Kara is more concerned with meaning than grammar, so makes no direct comment 
on DV *’3133; similarly, ibn Ezra makes no grammatical comment in his commentary 
B. However, in his commentary A, ibn Ezra takes both "’3133 and *'3130 together,
and considers that they have penultimate accents to distinguish between the extra 
yod, and the yod as the sign of speech, for example in 013*7 "’3133^ (Hosea 10:11; that
preferred to thresh), and the expression DV *’313122 (Gen 31:39; lohether it was stolen by 
day) where the accent is on the final syllable because of the paragogic yod, rather 
than on the final syllable, or the bet, of the participle 33122. He continues by
pointing out that the ’’3133 of the term □*’123 *'3133 is not like the first instance of 
*’3133 except as an expression of greatness such as p*7D3 *’331 (Jer 41:1; commanders 
of the kings), and '2 33  *73 *7D (Esther 1:S; for every officer o f his house).
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In part, ibn Ezra is supported in this by T. F. McDaniel's comments on the influences 
of Ugaritic grammar illustrated in Lamentations. Ibn Ezra argues that the second 
instance of T133 is an expression of greatness, but as in the title of commander or
officer. In this way only is it like the first ’3133, and ‘'3130 before it; in other words, 
the three words found in chiastic parallelism should be translated as Mistress o f the 
people...Mistress among the nations... Princess among the provinces^. McDaniel uses 
examples from the Ugaritic such as btlt 'nt, the Virgin Anat, and rbt atrt ym, the Lady 
Atirat Yam^, with the same constructions found in the Hebrew text, for instance at 
Lam 1:15, 3313*’ 313 31*71313. Similarly, when the masculine 3 3  officer, and 3 0
prince, are interchanged in the Book of D anieP^, the feminine counterparts T133 
and ■’3130 imply comparable titles when used together. In his 1978 commentary on
L am enta tions^^  Hans Gottlieb agrees with this interpretation. However, D. R. 
Hillers26, while finding this proposal attractive, is not convinced by McDaniel's 
proposal, and argues that the first use of *’3133 should be translated as full of people 
to maintain the contrast with 333 . He then proceeds to translate the second *’3133, 
and *’3130 as non-appellatives. Iain Provan^^ is also not in total agreement with this 
interpretation, arguing that although *’3133 makes better sense as Mistress in its 
second use, it is better translated as full of people in the first. They should thus be
^^Cf. McDaniel, T. F. “Philological Studies in Lamentations 1” in 5iM ca'/P. 1968, 31.
Ibid. 30.
Ibid. 31 ; see Dan 1:3 in context o f Dan 1:1-11.
^  Gottlieb, H. A study on the Text o f  Lamentations. ACTA JUTLANDICA XLVIII, Theology Series 12, Arhus, 
1978.
Hillers, D. H. Lamentations. The Anchor Bible. Doubleday, 1972.
Provan, I. Lamentations. The New Century Bible Commentary. Marshall Pickering, 1991.
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better explained as meaning the same thing and opts for the second interpretation. 
Ibn Ezra appears not to agree with this understanding.
Rashi is concerned that like a widow should not be misinterpreted, and again resorts 
to midrash to explain the text. Much emphasis is laid on a correct understanding of 
this phrase in Midrash Rabbah, where it says: It is not written here 'she is become a 
widow' but 'as a widow' -  she is like a ivoman ivhose husband xvent to a distant country but 
with the intention of returning to her'^ .^ Similarly, in the Talmud Rab Judah says in 
Rab's name: As a widow, yet not a widow in fact: as a ivoman whose husband had gone 
overseas, but intends returning to her"^ .^
His concern here is one of restoration, favouring the interpretation of Jerusalem 
punished, not abandoned, an important point in Talmudic literature and the 
Targum. Rashi's comment follows the Talmud. This emphasises the point that 
Jerusalem's husband is none other than God, who despite the calamities that 
Jerusalem has experienced, has not abandoned her. Kara merely comments that the 
city is now like a widow who dwells alone, she who was previously full of people^o. 
In commentary B, ibn Ezra is content to give a short overall meaning of the verse, 
concluding that Jerusalem is like a widow ivithout a husband, who is desperate for all her 
children. Knowing that she is not abandoned, Jerusalem can weep for her children 
rather that for herself. She has been alone so long that her children occupy her 
thoughts -  in other words, Jerusalem is not a widow, but like a widow and totally
Lam. Rab. 1.1.3. 
B.Sanh.lOAa. 
Munich 5, 1:1.
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bereft. However, in commentary A he draws attention to the unusual expression 
00*7 saying: the 'lamed' of Û ûb  has 'patakh' '^^ to indicate the missing definite article, but 
the 'mem' has no dagesh to reduce the expression. In Munich 5, Kara comments on how 
the city that was princess among the provinces has become a tributary. Like the Targum, 
he offers the explanation that formerly the one who received taxes from the nations, 
now served the nations and paid them taxes.
All three commentators demonstrate a considerable shift away from the text of the 
midrash. Rashi is the only exegete to consider the author and acrostic structure of 
the text. He states that he is concerned to give an account of the language of 
Scripture according to its basic sense, just as ibn Ezra states in his introduction to 
commentary A his intentions to offer a straightforward understanding with specific 
reference to the grammar of the scroll. In this he is far more erudite in his handling 
of the grammar and form than in the exegesis he offers in his commentary B. He 
thus appears to be able to offer an alternative understanding of “’3133/‘’3133/“’3130.
In 1041 Kara is more concise in his handling of the verse and is only interested in 
problems of grammar. However, in the Munich 5 manuscript he is more interested 
in explaining the meaning of the text before him, introducing Old French where he 
believes that it will elucidate a difficult matter. Kara interprets the final three cola of 
verse one as a unit, using ideas presented in the Targum: the city that ivas formerly 
great among the nations, and princess among the provinces is so because the rest o f the
He means games.
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provinces were serving her and paying taxes to her. Now she was serving the nations, and 
paying tax to them.
lamentations 1:16
D’D m i ’ ’r y  ' T Ü  
’ÜS3 3 ’DO nnjD 0 0 0  p m  ’o  
OOK 133 ’3 D’OOID 03 VI
This verse contains the double *’2‘'D in MT, which is of interest. Rashi confines his
only comment on the verse to this phrase. He comments thus: my eye constantly 
sheds tears. The double expression indicates that there was no let-up. Lam. Rab. makes the 
comment that Israel is called the eye of the Holy One, blessed be he, supported by Zech 
9:1, for HaShem's is the eye of man and all the tribes o f Israel. R. Levi, therefore, 
comments that if it is possible to say it. M y eye weeps for my other eye [ie. Israel]. But, 
the midrash on this verse seems to be avoided by each exegete. Kara prefers to 
agree with Rashi in 1041 with the comment that the expression was repeated, teaching 
that there were no respites, indicating no movement in thought here. LXX, however, is 
different. The first bicolon, over these things do I weep, has been displaced and is now 
found at the end of verse 15. It now refers to the destruction of the people, rather 
than to the lack of a comforter to restore Jerusalem's soul in the latter part of verse
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16. The problem of the double '’2*’D has also been removed as the verse now reads, 
O O(j)0aA[ios’ pou Karriyayev uôcop my eye has poured out water. The Syriac reads only 
one but has pointed it as a plural, and thus agrees with LXX. This indicates
that the double *’2'’D may not have been in the Hebrew manuscripts before the 
translators. However, the Targum translates my eyes instead of my eye twice, 
and as it is often the case that the Targum will translate the singular as plural, it is 
difficult to decide if there was a single “’2‘’D in the manuscript before the translator, 
as apparently in LXX and Peshitta, or if he was dealing with a double in his 
own style. Either way, it is a doubled that is before the medieval
commentators.
Ibn Ezra is a little different from both Rashi and Kara. He explains ''TV  by time 
after time my eye sheds tears in the shorter commentary B. However, in commentary 
A, he interprets as the human eye resembles a fountain of water, and the eye
overflows. This is very similar to the Targum which translates, my eyes pour tears like a 
spring of waters, and is much more interesting. Now, instead of my eye, my eye, 
something more imaginative is happening to the interpretation of the text. ]|’D 
means both eye and fountain in Hebrew, so ibn Ezra's commentary seems to be 
looking beyond the obvious by considering the possibility that although both words 
look alike, they may not actually be required to be translated alike. Targum also 
follows this line of thought, but there is still an unwillingness to alter the text. 
However, by simply deleting the yod to produce ''TV  pD we have the fountain of my
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eye. Dahood proposed this reconstruction based on parallels with Ugaritic and 
biblical text^^, and along with the extensive use of word play generally in the 
Hebrew text, McDaniel concludes that this is probably a correct reading. Therefore, 
we are looking not at dittography in MT, but haplography in other texts. However, 
this is not a universally accepted interpretation of the problem that the text presents. 
Hillers argues that it is simply a case of dittography, as LXX and Peshitta translate 
only one Albrektson^s is also of this opinion, noting that the Greek translator
would have translated *’2‘’D if it had appeared in the Hebrew manuscript before 
him. For Gottlieb^t however, the double *’2'’D is a difficult reading that he prefers to 
understand as a way of adding greater emphasis, and he cites examples such as 
^3331 p3H p3H (Deut 16:20; Justice, justice shall you pursue), and more decisively
I’D ISl 3 3 1  ’3K ’3K (II Kgs 2:12; 13:14; Father, father! Israel's chariots and
horsemen!) and ’31313 13*7 ’*7K ’ *7K (Ps 22:1; My God, my God, why have you
abandoned me?). This brings him into full agreement with both Rashi and Kara. 
However, Provan^^ is reluctant to follow any of these explanations, and he prefers to 
read my eyes flow with tears, just like the Targum. Ibn Ezra and the Targum offer two 
alternative explanations that differ from the interpretation of Rashi and Kara, but 
modern commentators are also divided on the correct reading of the phrase.
See McDaniel, Philological Studies 32, where Jer 8:23 is paralleled with UT 125 by H. L. Ginsberg. Dahood 
notes the semantically identical Hebrew 3 T  ]*’U the fount of my eyes of Lam 1:16a, w ith the Ugaritic qr 'nk 
the fount of your eyes.
Albrektson, B. Studies in the Text and Theology o f  the Book o f  Lamentations. Studia Theologica Lundensia 
21. CWK. Gleemp, 1963, 76-77.
Gottlieb, Study, 18-19.
Provan, Lamentations, 52,
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In commentary A, ibn Ezra is concerned with grammar as much as meaning. He 
begins his commentary on this verse with IT’Din weep that he compares with 73312 
fruitful, in that both are lamed-he roots. He is also interested in the verb 3331’’ in this 
semi-stich by comparing it with D*’D 1*71*’ they flow with water, saying that they are 
both intransitive. These are the only grammatical comments he makes in either 
commentary, but in commentary B he is concerned to clarify that UD are desolate 
because they have gone into exile, and the enemy has prevailed.
Kara, however, is concerned with 0320. He is reading the text much like LXX, 
which says, he that should comfort me, that should restore my soul, has been removed far 
from me, and he compares this with Lam 2:13, who can heal you? It should be noted 
that in b.Sanh. 98b in answer to the question: What is his [the Messiah's] name? one 
reply is that His name is Menahem the son of Hezekiah, for it is written, "Because 
Menahem [the 'comforter'], that would relieve my soul, is far", and this idea seems to be 
reflected in the Targum. Similarly, Lam Rabbah is also a source of this 
development, but these ideas are not pursued by the medieval exegetes.
Verse 16, therefore, appears to be full of evidence that things are not quite what they 
seem. Although the exegetes are careful not to alter the text, we can observe a shift 
in the interpretation of the passage. The motif of the first stich has been expanded 
from the literal my eye, my eye sheds tears to one primary meaning of my eyes shed 
tears, to another of the fountain of my eye sheds tears, based solely on a play on ]’’D. 
Both of these interpretations are based on the paraphrase of the Targum on this
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stich, and depend on the context of the reader for their meaning. Rashi treats the 
obviously unusual construction in the verse in a very simple fashion, and Kara is 
content to follow him. Ibn Ezra, however, addresses the problem in an alternative 
mamier, which yields different results. Although he does comment on the meaning 
of 0320, Kara is not following Talmud or midrash. It appears, therefore, that the
most creative comments from our medieval commentators on this verse are to be 
found in the remarks of ibn Ezra.
lamentations 2:6
13D1D 330 130 ]23 0333 
3301 3D1Q ]rH3 313"’ 330 
1131 1*73 1S« D3T3 fl^ri
The traditional interpretation of the initial semi-stich of this verse is not satisfactory, 
and demands further exploration. It appears to read, he has destroyed his booth like a 
garden, and each commentator is concerned to write an explanation of the clause. In
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both 1041 and Munich 5, Kara initially considers the semi-stich in context, and- 
explains the meaning of he has destroyed his booth with *7n he has exposed in 1041; in
Munich 5 he proposes that he exposed Zion which was his booth, defining 01331 as an 
expression of ’1*7*’2 exposure. This, he argues, is similar to Ezek 22:26, her priests have 
1033 laid bare/violated my Torah, because they exposed their faces to the Torah, not in 
accordance with the halakhah. Therefore, your skirts were revealed, your steps were laid 
hare (Jer 13:22). Rashi considers 01331 in isolation, and offers he will cast off (pûT\^) 
like a vine from Job 15:33, and from Jer 13:22 your steps were cut off/exposed to explain 
the meaning of the word. Ibn Ezra prefers *^03 to strip off, lay bare to clarify 01331,
but again uses Jer 13:22 your steps were laid bare/ exposed to give an example of how 
the text should be understood. He makes no parallel comment in commentary B. 
So, each exegete agrees that 01331 should be interpreted as exposed.
Modern commentators have a slightly different view. Hillers makes no mention of 
01331, but according to Gottleib's summary^^, 01331 causes difficulties for
interpreters because they are reluctant to associate an unlawful act of violence with 
HaShem. However, based on LXX and Peshitta it is unlikely, he comments, that 
MSS originally read otherwise. Provan^^ prefers to treat 01331 in the context of the 
semi-stich, as stated below.
36 Gottleib, Study, 27-29.
Provan, New Century, 65.
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p j ,  according to Rashi, should be read as they cut off the vegetables of a garden,
reverting to his first quote from Job^», he. zvill cast off like a vine, by way of 
explanation. LXX displays cos aiiireXov as a vine, possibly influenced by parallel 
passages, instead of MT's which Peshitta supports. In Munich 5, Kara likens his 
booth to a garden that is crushed and exposed after its fruits are gathered. 
Similarly, in ibn Ezra's commentary A it is likened to a garden that they seized. But 
it is with 1D0/1DD that the explanations become interesting. It is an issue that 
concerns both Rashi and ibn Ezra, whereas Kara retains a primary interest in the 
contextual meaning of the verse, and says only that Zion was God's booth, and he 
exposed it in the same way as a garden is destroyed after harvest.
Rashi begins with a definition of as his habitation, arguing that the root is "[30 to
calm down, assuage in that he calmed his anger against his children with the 
destruction of his house, just as, he says, Lam. Rab.^^ explains it. In commentary A, 
ibn Ezra makes the point that both the forms “]D (m), and (f) do exist, and 
although he makes no attempt to discuss the meaning, at least he makes it quite 
clear that we are dealing with D /0  and not 0. McDaniel argues that IDO should
not be read as "[DO or "[DO, but either as "[10 branch, as in HDlO his branch (Judg 
9:49). In pre-exilic Hebrew orthography the 3 m. sing. suf. is written as H (as in Judg 
9:49), and vav must be a vowel 1 or the consonant (i.e. diphthong) aw or \ . In this 
case, McDaniel can read it as the plural noun with 3 m, sing. suf. with a non-plene
Job 15:33.
39 Lam. Rab. 2.6.10: R. Abbahu said: The wordfor ‘tabernacle’ (sukko) is written so that it can be read as 
shukko, i.e. when Israel was exiled the wrath o f  the Holy One, blessed be He, was assuaged (sliakekah).
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spelling, IDO {aiv diphthong) his branches. This interpretation sits well with LXX's 
reference to the scattering of his tabernacle apTreXov as a vine, but requires the 
Hebrew text to read as vine instead of p  garden. Peshitta follows MT. While it is
not unlikely that pe suffered haplography, particularly as the letters pe and nun are 
similar in paleo-Hebrew script, it is not surprising to see that not one of the 
Medieval exegetes moves away from the traditional understanding of the phrase, 
particularly as the Hebrew makes grammatical sense as it stands. However, it is 
also possible that since bet and kap are regularly confused in square script, and that 
bet and min are interchangeable in meaning^o, then it is possible to read [S]D DlDî!’’! 
130 and he has stripped from the vine its branches with only minor alterations to the
text. It is interesting to note that ibn Ezra was one of the medieval exegetes to 
formulate this interchange^^, but makes no use of it in this passage, although it 
would make better sense even with no emendation to the text. While Provan 
regards McDaniels's hypothesis as conceivable, he does not think that sufficient 
regard has been paid to the context of DlDPIl in Job 15:33, he will shake off, like a vine,
his unripe grapes^" .^ He thus prefers to read he has cut off, like a vine, his branch. For his 
part, Hillers regards the accuracy of the Hebrew text as doubtful, but remains 
unconvinced by any of the suggestions offered. Consequently, he prefers to 
translate the first line as literally as possible, and then interpret the meaning with 
respect to other biblical verses where the ruin of a people is likened to the ruin of a
See McDaniel, "Philological Studies”, 199-200. 
Ibid. pl99.
Provan, Lamentations, 65.
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vineyard, along with the use of the root He still finds the explanation
unsatisfactory, but regards it as useful in the light of nothing better. He is in a 
minority by choosing not to read rather than ]1
All three exegetes then examine 111)10. When Rashi turns his attention to 111)10 his 
meeting place, he defines it as the Holy of Holies, where he would meet ivith his children, 
as in Exod 25:22, and I will meet you "'HlDlll there, Kara is also concerned to offer an 
explanation in keeping with the context of the verse: from the day that he stripped his 
booth like a garden, from that day and beyond "he destroyed his place of assembly". Like 
Rashi, in commentary A, ibn Ezra comments only on 111)10 likening it to Lam 1:4,
[no-one] comes to the appointed festival, thus he has laid waste to his 11)10, a 
designated place, and caused the 11)10 to be abandoned, a designated time. Provan, 
however, is more inclined to translate 11)10 the same way in both instances as
festival, or, appointed feasts, just as LXX uses eopTTi, and Peshitta uses . The
Targum reads 11)10 as a reference to the Temple and translates n*’DlpO n*’3, as is 
understood by Rashi.
Rashi and ibn Ezra then comment on [131 “[^0, but whereas Rashi follows Lam
Rabbah in identifying king and priest as Zedekiah and Seraiah respectively, ibn 
Ezra's commentary B seems more concerned in the role of the king and priest to 
justify their mention: the priest, he argues, disobeys the commandments, while the
"Her 5:10; 12:10.
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king dilutes them with his power, but both are given Torah. The Targum, like Lam 
Rabbah identifies the priest, this time as ^ 3 1  High Priest; Peshitta translates '
both king and priest in the plural.
The medieval commentators again seem to have much different agendas when they 
attempt to unravel the text to provide an understanding of the verse. Rashi operates 
on a word by word analysis and makes great use of tradition, while Kara is 
interested in offering a complete and contextual reading of the verse with no 
recourse to midrash. Ibn Ezra is keen to make comment on the meaning of a 
number of phrases in commentary B, but in A, offers philological observations. 
Modern commentators also use varying approaches in reaching their own 
understandings, but are more willing to emend the text, especially with respect to 
ideas that first entered the text with LXX.
2 2 2
lamentations 2:18
ra  nain ’n s  bx 02*7 püH 
n'i'-yi o a r  noan b n n  ’T u n  
p r y  nn onn -\^  rais ’inn "7K
The opening line of this verse is generally regarded as corrupt. Several attempts 
have been made to emend it, but the least intrusive upon the text is that proposed 
by T. F. McDaniep4. He proposes that Ewald's generally accepted emendation of 
the first word pDH to ’’pDH should stand, considering the imperatives ’’I*’111 and 
■’in n  that follow. However, the real problem is that of how to read 03^ . 
McDaniel proposes that 33*2 be read with a final adverbial mem. This means that 
□ 3^ ’’pDH would read as the prepositional adverbial modifier as found in Hos 7:14, 
□ 3^3  lpi)T ^ b l they do not cry out to me from their heart, but with the adverbial 
mem acting as the adverbial accusative as in Ps 142:2, pDTt  ^ 111*’ "^^Ip I cry with
my voice to Hashem. This gives the reading of the first colon as cry out to the Lord 
(from) the heart. But there is a further problem with jVH H3 HDll wall o f daughter 
Zion as the imagery does not readily sit well in the verse. Here, McDaniel offers the 
simple change of 1(311 fem. part, of 131  to be tumultuous for 1311 constr. fem. of
1311 wall. With the minimum of alteration, the first stich of Lam 2:18 thus reads cry
McDaniel. "PhilologicalStudies”, 203-4.
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out to the Lord (from) the heart, O tumultuous one, daughter Zion. This not only better 
fits the verse, but also the surrounding text.
Gottlieb is in general agreement with Ewald's emendation of pDH to ‘’pDH^s, as 
noted by McDaniel above, but other than summarising Albrektson's reconstruction 
of 0 3  y as 0 1 3  y, only observes that the noun 3 ^  is the probable starting point for a
correct reading. He also considers the possibility that ]VH 1 3  101H is a mixture of 
131  and ]VH 1011, but suggests that the textual corruptions are such that we 
cannot know whether they are copyist error, or marginal gloss. Hillers, however, 
not only regards Ewald as correct, but agrees with McDaniel on 0 3  ^  as 3*2 with
enclitic or adverbial mem^^. On 1011 he prefers to read the niphal fem. part, of 01),
101(3) repentant, and justifies this supposition with the comment that the original
text was unduly influenced by Lam 2:8, presumably a reference to [TIS 13  1011.
Verses 18 and 19 are treated together by Provan^^, who offers no grammatical 
explanations of the text other than to say it is emended because it is corrupt. He 
prefers to offer a more theological explanation of the verses, and makes no comment 
on McDaniel's proposals.
However, the medieval exegetes were not courageous enough to alter the text, 
although ibn Ezra comes close, so each interpretation relies solely on what they find 
written before them.
Gottlieb, Study, 36.
Hillers, Lamentations, 40. 
Provan, Lamentations, 75-76.
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Kara is consistent in both 1041 and Munich 5 with his explanation of the beginning 
of this verse. He reads the verse as their heart cried out to the Lord, and argues in 1041 
that they only cried out when they were in sorrow and distress. Munich 5 adds that 
if they had cried out when they lived in peace, then there would be no need to cry 
out in exile for they would not have been exiled. In his shorter commentary B, ibn 
Ezra disagrees with Kara on the identity of the one(s) crying out to the Lord. He 
interprets the line with the heart of your enemies cried out to mean that cries were 
made against HaShem, and they said that the wall of daughter Zion would weep. He 
makes no comment on what the loall of daughter Zion might mean. The Targum 
paraphrases the whole verse beginning the heart of Israel cried out before HaShem that 
he have pity on them. [TH 1 3  1011 now becomes O wall of Zion the city, shed tears like
a torrent day and night. The wall of Zion becomes walls in both LXX and Peshitta, 
which read their heart cried to the Lord of the zvalls of the daughter o f Zion. LXX again 
reads the plural of " 'T i l l  with KarayayeTe, while Targum and Peshitta retain the 
singular as in MT, although Targum does have the plural TDOl tears, rather than 
the singular 11)01 tear.
Although the Hebrew text is difficult with regard to its meaning, Rashi has very 
little to say about this verse, and confines himself to comments on the last stich, 
expanding his understanding by the use of Old French. The first word to hold his 
attention is 1312 respite. He defines this as an expression of letting up, or tresalemant 
respite, let-up in Old French and follows it with an example from Gen 45:26,13^ 32"'l
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and his heart grew faint/numb. Kara is also concerned with this word, and explains 
1312 with an alternative word 11 HDD restraint, along with the illustration from Lam 
3:49 my eye flows down and will not cease - without respite 113121 in both the 1041 
and Munich 5 commentaries. It is the grammatical element of 1312 that is of 
interest to ibn Ezra. He suggests that this is the construct state with the sense of 
respite for the eye, that is, the construct state is understood. It is from the same source 
as 32‘’1 in the phrase 13^ 32’’1 from Gen 45:26 but his heart grew faint/numb as used 
by Rashi. In his proposal of the emendation of I D l l  to I D l l ,  McDaniel suggests 
that this is the feminine participle of I D l  with the original feminine ending -at, as 
found in 1312 later in the verse. This makes ibn Ezra's observation unnecessary, but
shows a greater willingness to explore grammatical problems in the text to better 
understand meaning.
Rashi is the only commentator to explain ’|3“'D 1 3  as the black area of the eye, or 
prunelle pupil in Old French. The Syriac also reads the pupil of your eye, while LXX 
carries apple of your eye, and the Targum prefers to simply translate as your eye.
Although each exegete deals directly with the text before him, again it is apparent 
that their understanding is slightly different. Rashi sees nothing worthy of 
comment until the final stich where 1312 is said to be from the same root meaning
as 32*’1. This expression vexes each commentator, but Kara demonstrates no need to
go outside of the text to interpret the word, using Lam 3:49 as an example of the
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ysame root. He does further clarify his comment by leaving no doubt about the 
meaning with the use of another word to explain his reasoning -  11 HDD restraint. 
Ibn Ezra uses the same quote from Genesis as Rashi, but makes the grammatical 
comment about the understood construct use of 1313. Lam Rabbah is unusually 
quiet on this verse, which usually means that either it is self-explanatory, or more 
likely, it is not prepared to deal with the text. Only ibn Ezra offers an alternative 
view on the antecedent of the heart with the heart of the enemies crying out. The 
context of this explanation is based on the text of the surrounding verses in which 
the enemy taunts Zion, and if the text is to be taken at face value, then this is the 
most correct explanation. However, if McDaniel's study is correct, and other 
modern exegetes appear to agree with him only in part, the textual difficulties 
encountered are resolved with only minor emendations, and an alternative reading 
of the Hebrew based on Ugaritic construction, and original Hebrew endings, 
renders the greatest sense of the verse. Unfortunately, the Medieval exegetes were 
not privy to this information, but each attempted to resolve different problems as 
they saw them.
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lamentations 3:1
iniDD nnm  hd
This verse proves to be interesting with regard to the identity of the man who has seen 
affliction. Rashi has no doubts and boldly asserts that Jeremiah lamented, "I am the 
man who has seen affliction", who has seen affliction more than all the prophets who 
prophesied about the destruction of the Temple, for the Temple was not destroyed in their 
days, but in my days. However, this is not a universal view.
In 1041, Kara makes no attempt to establish Jeremiah as the one lamenting. 
Although he follows Rashi's explanation of more than all the prophets who prophesied, 
he proposes that anyone may identify with the man who has seen affliction. This 
implies that the may not only be a reference to members of the community of
Israel, but can be regarded as universal. However, in Munich 5 Kara says that 
Jeremiah said everyone can say about me, "This is the man ivho has seen affliction...". 
Again he follows Rashi's explanation, and in both of his commentaries, like Rashi 
before him, he identifies the Holy One, blessed be He as the antecedent.
Ibn Ezra is totally consistent in his explanation of this verse, and stands alone on the 
identity of the one who metes out punishment. In commentary A he says. Our 
forefathers, of blessed memory, said that this is the scroll that Jeremiah wrote. I f  this is so, it 
is he who says I am the man; or, it is anyone from Israel. Ibn Ezra thus states that
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Jeremiah may be the lamenter, or may not be, and so agrees with Kara in 1041. In 
the other commentary he is more explicit: The mourner recounts that it was the enemy 
zvho dealt him a blow with the rod of zvrath. He thus disagrees with the traditional 
understanding of HaShem as antecedent, and introduces the idea of the enemy as 
destroyer.
In Midrash Rabbah, however, R. Joshua b. Levi regards the one lamenting his 
adversity as Job, for What man is like Job, zoho drinks scorn like zvater (Job 34:7). 
Similarly, R. Joshua of Siknin in the name of R. Levi, comments that the Community 
of Israel is lamenting their destruction and exile. This idea of corporate personality is 
one that is discussed by Albrektson^^, in support of O. Eissfeldt, based on other 
biblical references'^ where Israel is referred to as an individual when referring to the 
people as a whole. This is against the majority of scholars who argue for an 
individual lament. While Gottlieb and Hillers are silent, Provan^^ proposes that a 
collective interpretation is rendered implausible by the content and context of the 
verse. He states that as Zion is female in chapters 1 and 2, the man cannot be a 
reference to her, although Albrektson states that this may mean the difference 
between a reference to Israel (m.) rather than Zion (f.) in the mind of the poet; and as 
chapter 3 was never meant to be read without chapter 2, the reference to his zvrath 
must refer to HaShem whose anger is stated in Lam 2:22. Both Targum and LXX 
translate as I am the man, Targum adding no other reference to possible identity.
See Albrektson, Studies, 126-8.
Albrektson suggests Ps 129, Isa l:5f; 52:23, and various passages in Deuteronomy. 
Provan, Lamentations, 80.
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Peshitta is a little odd in that it translates mighty God, see my oppression that may 
possibly be the result of an unclear Hebrew text.
With regard to the rod of his wrath, there is again disagreement. Rashi clearly states 
that the one who chastises and smites is the Holy One, blessed be He. But, says Kara 
in Munich 5, it is not with the punishments of love that he smites, but rather with the 
punishments of anger. This is not the same as the rod with which a father punishes 
his son, but the one that is referred to in Lam 3:4 -  He has worn away my flesh and skin; 
he has broken my bones. He explains this further using the vernacular^!. In 1041 he 
simply states that I am the man who has known the administering of evil, again clarified 
with the vernaculars^. In other words, thus is the land against me.
Albrektson argues that this reference, similarly stated in Isa 10:5 where Assyria is 
referred to as the rod of my wrath, may support the idea of a collective Israel as the 
identity of the man in the preceding semi-stich. Our other modern commentators 
make no further observations.
The word HD also attracts attention. In his commentary A, ibn Ezra makes a
grammatical observation saying that the word affliction is written as in a construct 
relationship, but since the noun is missing it could refer to either the exile, or the 
return. He also observes that, like the anomaly at Ezek 9:8 where we find 
I remained, in this verse we read instead of In Midrash Rabbah there is a
Old French: I  am that man who is great evil or virtue. 
Ibid.
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comment on HD which should be mentioned. R. Samuel b. Nahman opines that The
Community of Israel declared: Because he held me poor [HHD] in the performance of the
precepts and in good deeds, He has brought upon me the rod of his wrath. This confirms 
the previous homily in which the Holy One, blessed be he, says to Israel: You are 
acting impudently. They replied: Lord of the universe, so is it seemly and right and proper 
for us to do, seeing that no other nation accepted your Torah.... Yalkut adds: hoio many 
noble acts did I do before you! I sanctified your name at the Red Sea, I uttered song to you, I 
joyfully accepted your Torah which the other nations rejected (see Deut 33:2); yet after all 
these praiseworthy deeds, I am the man who has seen affliction^^. This idea is reflected in 
LXX where the translation of the verse reads: I am the man who sees poverty, through 
the rod of his zvrath upon me. LXX thus picks up on the idea of poverty that we also 
find later expounded in the midrash, but does not indicate a difference between the 
spiritual poverty of Lam. Rab. and the physical poverty with its associated pain 
demonstrated in the text by affliction. Spiritual poverty would suggest that the 
antecedent must indeed be HaShem, but ibn Ezra is unique in his assertion that his 
anger refers to my enemy destroyed at the end of the previous chapter (2:22). He 
continues, Some say that it refers to HaShem's anger, but they are not correct, in my 
opinion. This clearly illustrates his independence of thought.
Although like Kara, ibn Ezra is clarifying the verse within the context of the 
surrounding text, unlike Kara he is consistent in his understanding of the verse. 
Kara makes good use of other verses to explain the meaning of I am the man zvho has
Lam. Rab. 3.1.1., 189,
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seen affliction by the rod of his zvrath, but just by omitting Thus Jeremiah said,..about me 
from the 1041 commentary, the whole nature of the meaning changes, and he offers 
an explanation that is later found in ibn Ezra's work. Whether this is a deliberate 
change of emphasis, an example of an abbreviated text, or a later addition, there is 
no doubt that the longer Munich 5 edition reflects an alternative rendition of the 
commentary than that of the shorter commentary of 1041. While he may include 
Rashi's argument, he does not follow Rashi's method of line-by-line exegesis, and 
this indicates a more innovative style. However, innovative interpretation is most 
obvious in the work of ibn Ezra.
lamentations 3:11
This is a difficult verse that is dealt with variously by the commentators. The initial 
problem of '3 1 1  is thrown up by LXX which begins its translation with he has
pursued me KaTaôicoÇev, offering an alternative reading to the plural noun with 
suffix of MT, and pointing as a verb. The closest that we can get to this, suggests 
Albrektson^^, is the Aramaic "[11 to overtake, rather than Hebrew "[11 to tread, and
See Albrektson, Studies, 11-13.
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this would explain the Greek translation of pursue. All three exegetes have comment 
to make on H ID  'D l l .
The real problem in this clause is H ID , with Rashi regarding it as an expression of 
□ 'I 'D  meaning thorns. Therefore, he thorned them, casting thorns D'Hlp on my ways. 
Kara agrees with this explanation, but adds/or Î was able to find my way (Munich 5); 
or, so that I am unable to find my zuay (1041). Either way, the thorns were put there to 
make life difficult. In commentary A of ibn Ezra we have a philological comment 
that disagrees with the conclusion drawn by Rashi and Kara. He argues that 
although some say that H ID  is from the same root as D 'l 'D  thorns, as in Hosea 2:8, 
I luill block her path zuith thorn bushes, he prefers a different explanation. For ibn Ezra 
H ID  is from the same root as H D  to be stubborn, to disobey, and he uses the example
of Hosea 4:16, like a stubborn heifer. It appears that LXX reads a similar idea with I 
departed a(|)EOTr|KOTO(, since a(|>ioTT)iJi can also mean to induce to revolt, which is 
similar in meaning to H D . Midrash Rabbah offers an alternative explanation
saying that he has turned aside my zvays, thus reading the pilel of IID  to turn aside, a 
common interpretation. Targum, on the other hand renders the Hebrew as DRID 
'111^  he made my way(s) obstinate, an idea that is further reflected in ibn Ezra's 
interpretation. While the commentaries appear to be in some agreement before, and 
after them, Rashi and Kara offer the least convincing analysis. The modern 
commentators have nothing new to add to the elucidation of this perplexing verse.
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The hapax legomenon 'D nüS'l attracts attention from each commentator, but not in
exactly the same way. Rashi follows an example in Gemara, the one who pruned the 
date palm, that is, the branches were separated from the trunk. This is reflected in his 
comment that on roads that are not cleared one must widen one's stride. Kara 
prefers to offer an alternative word, 'ODpD'l he split/stripped me, but again offers a 
quote from the Talmud to strengthen his idea -  HDS3D ] i f  a tree is split/if a tree is 
stripped^^. Again, he offers the same commentary on this verse in both 1041 and 
Munich 5. Interestingly enough, ibn Ezra does not offer any comment on '3 FIDS'1
in commentary A where he is usually concerned with linguistic issues. Only in 
commentary B do we find any mention of it, and he uses the Targum, he has rent me 
which, he says, is just as I Sam 15:33, Samuel tore to pieces, and as in FIDS! and he 
crushed, to clarify the verb. Unusually, he follows the explanation from Lam Rabbah 
to elucidate FIDS split in pieces as in i f  a tree is split, like Kara does. This is
unexpected, and of note. LXX again is interesting in that it uses the verb KaxeTrauae 
he brought [me] to a stand, from the verb KaxETrauco to cause to rest to translate 
']FIDS'1. Albrektson comments that this may be closer to the original Hebrew
meaning^^, but this is unclear. Peshitta reads he tore me to pieces rendering a
similar meaning to the Targum.
See b. Shev. 4. 6: i f  a tree is split; b. Huh 128 ; if  a tree is stripped. Cf. Jastrow, Dictionaiy, 1245. 
See Albrektson, 136.
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Only ibn Ezra's shorter commentary B regards it necessary to comment on DDID.
desolate, but just by way of extending the comment to include the idea that each one 
who sees him is left desolate, and he gives two substantiating references from 
Daniep7. This is in keeping with the nature of commentary B.
/
The various comments on this verse indicate that not only is the language difficult 
to interpret, but that the concerns of the exegetes are different, some being linguistic 
and some being contextual in nature; and that they are not always satisfied with 
traditional explanations, even when their own are less attractive. That ibn Ezra 
makes a philological comment in commentary B, rather than in commentary A, is 
interesting, and that he then follows Lam Rabbah at all is also notable. As the 
commentaries illustrate, this is not his usual style, and although he still has respect 
for the Rabbis' opinions even when he disagrees with them, it would have been ' 
more usual to find this observation in commentary A.
See Dan 11:31, the abomination that causes desolation DD1Ü; and Dan 12:11, desolation DÛ1Ü.
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lamentations 3:26
mn' HDiDny ODin did
There are two problems in this verse, centring on b 'H 'l and 0ÜT11. Rashi is 
concerned with both and explains them together. The vav of is, he says,
superfluous just as we find in Gen 36:24, Aiah and Anah. He then replaces this 
superfluous vav with a shin, to better explain the phrase, and then he substitutes 
for the ODlll of MT thus altering the root. He can thus read the phrase as, it
is good that a man wait and remain silent. Kara prefers to read verses 25 and 26 
together, and offers the same explanation in each commentary. Kara states that the 
explanation is that the Holy One, blessed be He, is good to those who trust in him 
for a person can hope and be silent, and look forward to the salvation of HaShem. 
In this he is in tune with both Rashi and midrash. However, he uses HSHD to look 
forward/hope, anticipate to explain ODll, not offering it as an alternative word, but 
more as a means to understand what is happening. In other words, it means: to be 
patient, as in HD'HH ID ID ll hold still until we reach you (I Sam 14:9).
In commentary A of ibn Ezra, we find a grammatical comment where he observes 
that the vav in ^ '1 '!  operates like an undageshed pe in Arabic. That is to say, it acts
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as an Arabic conjunction, a prefixed particle of inference and sequencers. In 
commentary B ibn Ezra responds to the text much like Kara before him commenting 
that it is good that the one who seeks HaShem should endure, wait and sit quietly for 
HaShem's salvation. In tliis instance he compares DDlll ^ '1 '!  with 'Tib O il
ly  y y in n m  wait silently for HaShem, and wait longingly for him, from Ps 37:7, and 
then again, like Kara, he utilises I Sam 14:9. Again, the root understood is altered 
from DDl to O il. This removes any ambiguity of the correct way to read DDl in 
this instance. If, based on examples from Akkadian and Ugaritic literaturer^, DDl 
may be translated as to mutter, moan and the root D ll alone means to be silent, at rest, 
then this example from Psalms is justified, and confirms the meaning of the text.
LXX translates verses 25 and 26 together as one. It is constructed thus, (25b)...the 
soul zvhich shall seek him (26a) is good, and shall wait for, and quietly expect..., and 
Albrektson comments that while there may have been an alternative text before the 
translator, it is just as likely that this was an attempt to make sense of a difficult 
Hebrew construction. Vulgate translates in silence, whereas Peshitta reads
in truth, which, Albrektson argues^o^ appears to be a scribal error for 
rt'xi^CLriD in silence. This emendation uses all the same letters, but changes the
See Penrice, Dictionary, 106.
See McDaniel, “Philological Studies”, 39, for examples from the work o f Friedrich Delitzsch, George Schick 
and Mitchell Dahood on this point.
See Albrektson, Studies, 148.
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order; bqwsf for bswiq'^'^. The Targum, however, offers it is good to wait and he silent, 
retaining the traditional meaning of the Hebrew roots ^11' and D l l /  DDl^^.
However, like LXX, it paraphrases to give a greater sense of the Hebrew text.
Of all the suggestions put forward to help to clarify the meaning of this difficult 
verse, the least obtrusive, and most obvious is that of McDaniel. Quite simply, he 
argues that DDlll should be redivided to read DDll i b 'n 'l .  This means that
the hiphil of ^ 1 ' to hope, to wait for would now be in the plural with the subject of 
3:25a, l ip  those who wait for him; and DDll could either be read as DDll (domem) 
polel infinitive, or as DDll qal infinitive with enclitic mem. Here again, the root 
should be D ll which he defines as to stay, to wait, rather than DDl to mutter, to moan.
This allows for the translation of the verse to read, it is good that they have hope 
awaiting the salvation ofHaShem.
Hillers^^, however, offers the possibility of an original DDll ^ '1 1 ' ['D] DID, to give 
a better understanding of the text, supplying the 'D missing due to haplography.
Aware of these alternative explanations, Gottlieb questions the need to emend the 
text as it is more reasonable to regard HaShem as the subject of DID as a
continuation of verse 25. The semi-stich would thus read: good is he, when one waits i
in s i l e n c e . . . Provan prefers to summarise the possibilities and then offers the i
See footnote in BHS for Lam 3:26.
See Levine, E. The Aramaic Version o f  Lamentations (Hermon Press, New York, 1976), 139. 
Hillers, Lamentations, 57.
See Gottlieb, Study, 47.
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Ipossible rendition, it is good that one should endure loithout complaint..., but also 
supports Gottlieb based on the Syriac, where DID is deemed as a reference to 
HaShem, good is he, when one endures without complaint.
Although none of our medieval exegetes are willing to suggest an emendation of the 
written text, Rashi explains away the offending vav of altogether, and
explains DDl 11 as Dll'l. In this interpretation he thus emends the text by stealth. 
Kara prefers to read verses 25 and 26 together, as does LXX, thus interpreting in 
context, but is still sufficiently concerned about DDll to mention it. Ibn Ezra 
appears to read the root DDl as Dll to properly explain the meaning of the verse in 
commentary B. In A he is more concerned with the vav of b ' l ' l ,  but unlike Rashi 
gives an explanation of its presence in the text. Although the modern commentators 
offer alternative suggestions, there is no way of knowing whether Rashi, Kara and 
ibn Ezra would consider, accept, or reject any of them.
See Provan, Lamentations, 95.
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lamentations 4:1
DIDH DHDn DHT DDV
miiin b3 m “Q enp ’ddi^  naosnm
In this verse each exegete carefully breaks down the text to explain its non-literal 
meaning. With regard to the first cola DHT DDl' ilD '^ how the gold has become 
dim, Rashi is very close to the explanation offered by the midrash when he 
comments that the elegy refers to Josiah. However, he appears to join two different 
comments so that the gold that has become dim also refers to the children of Zion, 
as commented upon in verse 2: the precious children of Zion. Rashi defends his 
exegesis with the support of II Chron 35:25, but instead of reading: and behold they 
were written in the laments, Rashi refers to the niD'pîl ISO  book o f the laments. In the 
discussion of the commentaries on Lamentations 1:1, it can be seen that for him the 
term H l'p  was synonymous with HD'^, and, therefore, a reference to the Book of
Lamentations. The Hebrew hapax legomenon DDl' is treated by Rashi with a 
comparison of Lev 13:6 where we find 1 1 D to fade, become dim, which he then 
compares with the Targum's translation of ^'DD tarnished. LXX supports this use as 
it renders DDl' as apaupcoBrjOETai zvill become dark, dim, while the Peshitta translates
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rejected, thrown aivay^^ which may mean that here the verb was not
recognised by the translator. The Targum also adds the gold of the Temple by way of 
explanation. According to Rashi, DHT is a reference to the appearance of a face that 
shines like gold, gold that Lam Rabbah regards as changed. R. Samuel comments that 
the gold has become covered over (gold, but not recognised as gold), just as in Ezek 
28:3, no secret is hidden from you While LXX follows MT translating
Xpuoiov gold for Dili, the Syriac adds an adjective, possibly to balance the line with 
theDlDH nriDn of the following stich^®.
Kara appears to follow the idea of R. Samuel. In Munich 5, he comments that at first 
the words were concealed and not explained, hence the gold has become dim, or as 
Kara explains, become obscured. Again, Ezek 28:3 is offered as a solution so that the 
root ODD is compared with "['OT' to be clouded, darkened. This comment is also
made in 1041, but here an alternative explanation of the text is also offered, with the 
example from Ezek 28:3 expanded with another quote from Ezek 31:8, the cedars 
could not iniDDD hide/obscure it. However, the interpretation of the cola is how the 
beauty and appearance of the people of Zion is darkened/obscured, for their countenance had 
been yellow like gold, and in this idea of the gold/people of Zion parallel he is 
following midrash. Ibn Ezra is not so convinced. He refers to the gold as despised in 
the shorter commentary B, but dismisses the arguments for the gold as "[tDPf become
See Albrektson, Studies, 172.
DÛD to hide, conceal', see Ezek 31:8 & 28:3. Read as the same verb as the hophal DDV in Lam 4:1.
See Albrektson, Studies, 173.
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dark, or as HriD to be dim, dull as in the Targum. Instead, he offers his own opinion. 
He argues that DDT is like IHIDDD again quoting Ezek 31:8, but in this case it is 
best interpreted as [they] could not compare with it; in context, the cedars could not 
dim /rival the greatness of Assyria. In this understanding, Kara's use of Ezek 28:3 
would read: in no hidden matter can anyone compare to you. Ibn Ezra regards the 
significance of this quote to be found in that of Isa 28:28, bread [grain] is ground - in 
other words, it has a value.
Other than to comment that both the gold and holy stones refer to the children of 
Zion, Gottlieb has little to say on this image. Hillers^^, however, has decided to 
emend the phrase to read How gold is despised! Good gold is hated! based on DDT- 
becoming DDT, and being repointed to ^30 '. This, he maintains, is more 
appropriate with regard to the imagery of the first two verses where it is not so 
much the brightness of the gold that is being questioned as much as its value. This 
requires minimal changes to the consonantal text. Provan^o, however, does not find. 
this argument compelling, and suggests that if the gold is scattered with the holy 
stones then the image of a tarnished appearance is in keeping with the reference to 
the gold's value in the following verse.
In the second stich, Rashi continues by explaining ^30' as changes its appearance, and
is thus in agreement with the midrash. Although ibn Ezra's previous explanation 
implies that while the gold does not appear to be gold, it is still gold, his only other
® Hillers, Lamentations, 78. 
Provan, Lamentations, 110-111.
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words on ^30' are that t<30' is from the same source as □ '30 meaning two. Rashi 
considers DflDn as a collection of beautiful gold articles used as ornamentation; a 
circular necklace, according to ibn Ezra, of similar form as that found in verse 2, TSD 
in fine gold. It is interesting to note that LXX renders DlDil OnDil as t o  apyupiov t o  
aya0ov fine silver. This presupposes the silver instead of OnDil the gold, and
may just be a translator's error. However, there is evidence to suggest that the 
variant is due to a preference over a correct translation. Albrektson^! points out that 
in Job 31:24 the same parallels are used as in Lam 4:1, DHl and DHD. Again, DHÎ is
translated xpu^tov gold, but DHD is translated as Ai6oç TToXuTeXris precious stone. 
Similarly, in the Syriac there is found written beautiful dye ~ beautiful possibly 
because the direct translation for good has already appeared in the previous stich, 
and dye to provide a variant as there is no direct parallel, Syriac only having one 
word for gold. On D1DÎ1 ^30' Kara is still concerned with the change in
appearance of the people of Zion who are like finest gold and treasure. In Munich 5 
he argues that it is not possible for pure gold to become obscured, or for valuable 
treasure to be changed from what it is. In 1041 he becomes a little more unclear, but 
appears to be saying that HaShem calls the children of Zion fine gold and pure gold 
because they cannot be valued. However, if garments of blue cloth, finely 
embroidered, and articles of leather are treasured, these are not pure gold. They are 
manufactured like the work of the potter's hands (verse 2), and carry a price. 
Consequently, although the people of Zion are beyond price and still belong to 
HaShem, it is difficult to see this in their present circumstances. Thus are they pure
See Albrektson, Studies, 173.
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gold, but appear to be changed. In effect, Kara is, therefore, arguing in a similar 
vein to ibn Ezra with regard to the gold, which was once unrivalled but is now 
despised.
O lp  elicits comment from both Rashi and Kara, but ibn Ezra seems
unconcerned with this part of the text. Rashi describes the holy stones as children who 
shine like precious stones, and then quotes Lam Rabbah regarding every fourth-part of 
a log of blood that came out of Josiah with each arrow that was thrust into him. It is 
this that Jeremiah collected and buried. Although this is offered as a secondary 
reading of the text, along with his use of II Chron 35:25 it confirms his belief in Lam 
1:1 that Josiah and Jeremiah are inextricably linked with Lamentations. The Tar gum 
translates "*33  ^ as the stones of the sanctuary, as in lapides sanctuarii that is found
in the Vulgate, rather that holy stones. The Syriac appears to follow MT like LXX, but 
this is not undisputed and some regard it as conveying a similar meaning to the 
Vulgate. Kara understands the holy stones in 1041 to be the priests dressed in 
breastplate and ephod in which sacred stones were fixed. This argument implies 
that he is mixing the literal and the metaphorical, as the stones represent the priests, 
and the stones in breastplate and ephod. In Munich 5 however, he comments that it 
is not the way of humankind to cast out the holy stones of breastplate and ephod at 
the head of all the streets, but again, it is not clear whether this could, or does, refer 
to the priests even if we look at verse 2. The blood of the priests here, who wear the 
breastplate and ephod into which the holy stones are fixed, was poured out at the
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head of every street, Kara informs us. If a decision is required over which is the real 
subject, then in true Kara style, the reader is expected to make that decision.
Hillers comments that the O lp  ’’33^  ^ may be explained as jewels or ornaments 
following Emerton72, and based on references to Aramaic, Arabic and Akkadian 
cognates. This is proposed as one possible reading of the text by Provan in his 
commentary, along with the usual interpretation of holy stones being a reference to 
the stones of the Temple, or temple treasure, and holy as a description of the status 
of God's people.
Each exegete, therefore, appears to have a different agenda. Rashi treats each 
section of the verse in isolation; his heavy reliance on tradition allows the emphasis 
of historical links, as his reference to Lam Rabbah indicates. Kara, however, takes a 
different approach. He displays no need for, or places any value on, a midrashic 
element in his commentary, although one midrashic interpretation does read, should 
anybody tell you that the verse does not allude to the men of Jerusalem, answer that the next 
verse mentions the precious children of Zion^^. To reach the true meaning of the verse, 
he looks further into the text surrounding it in an attempt to identify the subject of 
the verse, so that verses 1 and 2 are linked particularly in Munich 5. Ibn Ezra 
confines himself to brief comments on the condition of the subject, rather than the 
subject itself. He offers his opinion on the meaning of the word D3V and how it 
should be understood in this context, and apart from grammatical comments he
See Hillers, Lamentations, 79, 
See Lam. Rab., 216.
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seems only interested in a non-specific interpretation of the verse. As each exegete 
is doing something different with the text, it becomes apparent that as their own 
personal context changes, so does the meaning of the verse.
the outcome
A number of observations can be immediately made without a close examination of 
the text. For instance, McDaniel proposes readings based on parallels found in 
Akkadian and Ugaritic documents that may shed a greater light on the construction 
and / or the possible meaning of parts of the Book of Lamentations. If he is correct, 
even in part, then we are able to identify the development of elements of the 
Hebrew language in its varying contexts of meaning. Also, there is no evidence to 
suggest any consideration of the ideas and insights of medieval Jewish 
commentators by the modern exegetes on Lamentations quoted here. With regard 
to the medieval commentators under discussion here, it is plain to see that Rashi 
operates on a line-by-line basis and leans heavily on midrashic explanations; Kara 
considers the text with respect to the surrounding verses and tries to avoid using 
midrash unless it is deemed to be the most perceptive; and ibn Ezra prefers to reach 
a contextual meaning via grammar and without recourse to midrash, attempting a 
synthesis if necessary to avoid contradicting the rabbis' judgements before him.
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But does anything else of note become apparent when we apply the theory 
illustrated by the cog diagram? The comparison of each verse considered will be 
examined a little more closely.
Rashi believes that Jeremiah wrote the Book of Lamentations, but Kara and ibn Ezra 
do not commit themselves here, and so appear to be less confined by tradition from 
the start. It is not until Lam 3:1 that Kara states that Jeremiah was the author, and 
then only in Munich 5. In 1041 he argues for a communal and universal referent, 
rather than an individual, and this difference of interpretation appears throughout 
all the commentaries, both medieval and modern. So, as Avi Sion says, we may 
arrive at different specific conclusions, due to different contexts of knoivledge, at different 
times of our existence. Based on the differences in opinion illustrated in the earlier 
material, it is also impossible to say which opinion predates the other. However, 
stating that Jeremiah may be identified as the individual in Lam 3:1 does not 
commit Kara to Jeremian authorship, but a more universal outlook may have been 
the result of conversation with Christian scholars. It is also necessary to consider the 
person for whom the commentary was written. Unfortunately, we cannot be 
confident of the context that dictated each work, but what we do know is that while 
his earlier work was influenced greatly by his teacher, Rashi, his later work was not.
With regard to the nature of the commentaries displayed in Lam 1:1, it becomes 
apparent that a number of different approaches are in operation, although all three 
show a significant shift away from midrash. Both Kara in 1041, and ibn Ezra in
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commentary A, are specifically interested in problems of grammar. In Munich 5 
and commentary B, they are more interested in providing an explanation of the text 
before them. Rashi, however, states that he is attempting to provide an account of 
the language of Scripture according to its plain sense. Consequently, in the first 
verse of Lamentations we have a number of different stated contexts in which the 
exegetes are working, so that even if they are asking the same questions, they will 
not necessarily reach the same conclusions.
Simply put, if we apply the left hand cog representing the literal meaning based on 
grammatical forms, word roots and so on, its constaxit function is to interact with the 
context of the right hand cog to produce meaning for the words in use. It is the 
variables of this right hand cog that dictate the meaning of the left hand cog, or its 
peshat. For this reason, the meaning of peshat changes with each exegete, while its 
purpose does not.
In Lam 1:16 there is general interest expressed in the double ’D*’!? found in MT, 
although all three medieval exegetes ignore the midrash. Both Kara and Rashi 
regard the doubling as an expression of emphasis in that the weeping did not cease. 
Ibn Ezra, however, considers defined as both, fountain and eye, and constructs a 
meaning similar to the Tar gum which also likens the tearful eye to a spring of waters. 
In this instance, Kara and Rashi look at the literal words before them, and then try 
and explain their presence, whereas ibn Ezra looks at the words before him and 
makes sense of them by considering the alternative definitions of Here, while
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he is prepared to read between the words and confirm an unspoken meaning, it is 
not obvious that he would accept an emendation that would literally state it, as 
offered by some modern exegetes. For ibn Ezra, this is unnecessary. Again, we 
have an example of peshat in operation -  Rashi and Kara identify an anomaly and 
explain it away, whereas ibn Ezra uses the anomaly to reach a meaning that is not 
explicitly written, but a meaning that is available because of the grammatical form 
and word root. In other words, peshat is operating as a function that leads beyond 
the literal. A peshat, or literal, reading, therefore, can lead to a number of alternative 
meanings for this expression, even though there is no change in the literal meaning 
itself.
The semi-stich DÛIT’l of 2:6 also provides us with a rich diversity of
interpretation. Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra are all agreed that DDFT’T should be 
understood as exposed. The modern commentators, do not agree on the meaning of 
DOrT'l, and offer various suggestions as to a credible reading of the text. Most 
prefer to read as ]H33 so that the text follows LXX, with the possibility of 130 as
his branch rather than his booth. While all commentators agree that the text is 
difficult, only Hillers from among the modern exegetes prefers to give as literal a 
translation as possible, and then explores what the meaning might be in the light of 
other biblical verses. As the sense of the semi-stich is unclear when rendered 
literally, we are required to think laterally in order to reach an explanation, thus 
directing us away in search of meaning. It is our own context that allows to decide 
how we wish to read the text, and while no medieval Jewish exegete is willing to
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alter the Hebrew text before him, modern commentators often have no such qualms. 
This reflects the idea that to alter the text is to directly affect the culture that it' 
supports, and this is unacceptable, undesirable and unnecessary. As Heaney 
comments, it is the means of fortification of the self by which to deal with the present. It is 
this idea that is reflected in Rashi's commentary where he is not willing to abandon 
the safety of the midrashic explanations, when offering his own interpretation. 
Kara, however, does not feel so compelled and provides a complete and contextual 
reading of the verse without recourse to midrash. Ibn Ezra offers meanings based 
on both context and philological observations, but all three are bound only by their 
own contexts - social, spatial, and in time - when producing a primary meaning for 
the Hebrew text.
Although the opening line of Lam 2:18 is generally regarded as corrupt, it generates 
some interesting comments. Kara consistently reads the first semi-stich as their heart 
cried out to the Lord, arguing in 1041 that they only cried out in distress, and then in 
Munich 5 that if they had cried out when they lived in peace, then they would not 
have been exiled. In commentary B, however, ibn Ezra identifies their heart as the 
heart of the enemies. So, while each exegete employs peshat, the resulting 
interpretations are different. The modern exegetes offer alternatives. McDaniel and 
Gottlieb accept Ewald's proposal that the first word of the verse should read *’p3H
rather that p3H, and Hillers accepts McDaniel's suggestion of reading as 3 ^  
with final adverbial mem. The first colon would then read cry out to the Lord (from) 
the heart. By offering grammatical changes in reading the semi-stich, a new context
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is created in which to consider the meaning of the text. Concerning jTH D3 DDin, 
McDaniel advocates the simple change from PlDin constr. fem. of 113111 to HDIH 
fem. part, of !13!1 to be tumultuous, and so the first line would read cry out to the Lord 
(from) the heart, O tumultuous one, daughter Zion. Simple and effective, if the only 
thing at stake is the meaning of the verse. For our Jewish exegetes it is not so 
straightforward, as the context of the text containing the verse under discussion also 
has to be considered.
A further example is fi31S. Rashi's first observation on this verse concerns the 
definition respite, let-up in Medieval French, followed by an example from Gen 45:26 
to illustrate his point. The fact that he chooses to use the vernacular to explain the 
Hebrew means that the text is being translated across a cultural boundary to give it 
meaning in the context of Rashi's situation. Kara prefers to explain P llS  with an
alternative Hebrew word, 1 1 1 2 restraint, and uses Lamentations 3:49 to support 
his argument in both commentaries. But, for ibn Ezra it is a grammatical point that 
provides the context for interpretation. He suggests that 131S is to be understood as 
a construct state, with the unwritten sense of respite for the eye.
Another example of the search for primary meaning is found in 3:1. The question 
revolves around and the identity of the man who has seen affliction. For Rashi
there are no doubts -  it is Jeremiah; just as in 1:1, Jeremiah wrote the Book of 
Lamentations, and Jeremiah lamented I am the man who has seen affliction. Moreover,
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it is HaShem who is delivering the blows to smite Israel. Kara is not so convinced -  
it might be Jeremiah, but there again, it might not, depending on which commentary 
is read. In contrast to Rashi, he states that HaShem punishes with love and not 
anger. What they do agree on is that HaShem is the one meting out the punishment. 
Ibn Ezra approaches the line differently. If the rabbis say that it is Jeremiah, then 
that may be so, but it is also to be understood as anyone else from Israel. He thus 
synthesises tradition with a more open view. His opinion then coincides with 
Kara's. But as to the identity of the one wielding the rod of wrath, he disagrees with 
both Rashi and Kara. For him, it is the enemy who deals Israel the blow, not 
HaShem.
Modern commentators are divided over whether '"3  ^ refers to an individual or a
community, insisting in the main that is must be one or the other. The medieval 
exegetes do not appear to feel so tied to this approach. If Heaney is correct, and 
poetry is a means by which people want something said for them in moments of 
communal crisis, then it seems odd to argue that *’3^ must be restricted only as a 
reference to an individual. Context dictates how the text is received and valued 
rather than the literal meaning. Here we are looking at what the text does not 
articulate as much as what it does. Peshat gives us a plain sense and then directs us 
towards another reasoning. We can see this in operation again in this verse with the 
word *'33.
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Ibn Ezra begins his application of peshat by observing that the word '33 is presented
in a construct relationship, but without the noun. This, he asserts, means that it 
could refer to either the exile, or the return. He then likens the form to an anomaly 
found at Ezek 9:8. To begin to understand what the verse might be saying to him he 
first of all has to find a context for it. In commentary A, the context is grammatical 
and it affects the subject, although the subject is not stated. But peshat allows him to 
go further. In Midrash Rabbah *’33 is defined as poor [n*’33], and in LXX as poverty.
However, there is no difference indicated between the spiritual poverty of the 
midrash, and the physical poverty associated with affliction, until ibn Ezra asserts 
that, in his opinion, his anger must refer to the enemy mentioned at the end of 2:22 
which indicates a physical poverty. In this he is unique. By putting the verse in a 
different context, the function of peshat can be seen to operate to give an alternative, 
yet still plain, meaning to the verse.
Lamentations 3:11 is another difficult verse, and is dealt with philologically by all 
three medieval exegetes. The initial problem concerns the meaning of the word 
1110. Rashi and Kara explain it as an expression of 0*’1*’0 thorns, so that the text 
reveals the sense of he cast thorns on my ways. Ibn Ezra, however, is not content to 
adopt this idea from the semi-stich, and decides that 1110 is from the root 1 1 0  to be
stubborn, to disobey with biblical support from Hosea 4:16. The same understanding 
can be gleaned from LXX, while Midrash Rabbah suggests a more common reading 
from 110 to turn aside. The Targum, however, renders the Hebrew as he made my 
ivay(s) obstinate, indicating that while ibn Ezra's preference for 1 1 0  is not new,
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neither is it a universal choice. That said, things are a little different with the hapax 
legomenon ’’31103*' 1.
In this case, all three exegetes follow the same direction of thought from the context 
of grammar. They all reiterate explanations from the Targum and Talmud to 
indicate the idea of splitting, pruning and crushing, yet each then interprets this 
language slightly differently -  Rashi explains the idea of splitting as a need to widen 
the stride on a littered road; Kara offers and alternative word *’33p3*’l he split/
stripped me to help explain the quote he has chosen from the Talmud; and ibn Ezra 
follows the Targum with its idea he has rent me. It is in both of these difficult 
examples from the Hebrew that the grammar has been the medium for the context 
of each reading, and yet none of the results are interpreted in the same way. By 
applying the literal meaning, or peshat, of the Teft-hand cog' [a context for a reading 
of the text is created], and then by applying the context(s) of the 'right-hand cog' - 
our who, where, why and what -  it is possible to understand the text in new and 
personal ways. In each case, it is the engagement of the reader with the text that 
creates its meaning. This verse illustrates the concept that sometimes tradition 
cannot offer a satisfactory meaning for the reader, and an alternative is sought and 
put forward, even when it is less attractive than the one it replaces. This is how the 
context(s) of the interpreter affects the frame of reference to effect elucidation.
In Lam 3:26 we have the interesting problem of D3111 ^ ’’IT’T 3*10. Rashi and ibn 
Ezra are concerned with the initial vav of b*’!!*’!, but are not unanimous in their
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interpretation of it. Rashi argues that it is superfluous and gives a supporting 
example from Gen 36:24, but ibn Ezra suggests that it is operating in the same way 
as an undageshed pe in Arabic. So, one removes it from the equation altogether 
when reading, and the other gives it an operational function based on a grammatical 
understanding of another Semitic language, but neither alter the root meaning of to 
wait However, 03111 is a different matter. All three medieval commentators alter
the meaning of the root from 0 3 1  to O il in their interpretation of the word by
comparing the meaning with other Scriptural illustrations. We are left in no doubt 
about the meaning of the phrase: it is good that the one who seeks HaShem should 
endure, wait and sit quietly [for HaShem's salvation]. Traditional texts also offer 
versions of this reading, so we might ask why the need was felt to explain 03111. 
According to modern commentators the original root 0 3 1  meant to mutter, to moan, 
while O il should be defined as to stay or wait. As each exegete is at pains to read 
03111 as to be patient, then the root O il as used in the biblical examples that they 
quote seems to be appropriate. Interestingly, Jastrow defines O il as to speak in a low 
voice’^ ;^ to suspect, and 0 3 1  as to be silent, dumb, at rest; to leave ojf^ in his dictionary of 
Rabbinic literature, yet the meaning adopted is an extension of these. Also, in a 
modern Hebrew dictionary 0 3 1  and O il are interchangeable with 0 3 1  retaining
its medieval definition as to be silent, to stand stilF^, and O il becoming to be silent^. 
The understanding of the medieval commentators would give greater credence to
Jastrow, Dictionary, 286. 
”  Ibid. 314.
76 Alcalay, R. The Complete Hebrew-English Dictionary, Vol.l. Chemed Books, Yedioth Ahronoth, 1996,452. 
Ibid. 417.
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the argument for the original proposed roots, based on Northwest Semitic usage 
found in Akkadian and Ugaritic texts, to be read as to mutter, moan and to wait, he 
still rather than to he silent. Even if the roots were only found in related languages, 
then there is still the example of developing word use to be identified.
Our final sample verse, Lam 4:1, is carefully analysed by Rashi, Kara and ibn Ezra 
using completely different methods. Rashi begins his exegesis of the verse 
employing his line-by-line approach, deciding to follow ideas first presented in 
midrash and Targum, so that the elegy refers to Josiah, and the hapax legomenon 
D3V, supported by 1 1 3  to fade, become dim in Lev 13:6, is comparable with the 
Aramaic "^’33  tarnished. Kara appears to follow an idea credited to R. Samuel on 
3riT, so that the gold has become covered over or obscured, and with supporting
evidence from Ezek 28:3 and 31:8, he renders the cola as how the beauty and 
appearance of the people of Zion is darkened/obscured, for their countenance had been yellow 
like gold. The parallel of the gold with the people of Zion agrees with midrash. Ibn 
Ezra, however, suggests that D3T’ is best translated as [they] could not compare with
it. Like Kara he utilises Ezek 31:8, but reads compare rather than obscure. He 
dismisses the Targum's suggestion that the gold has become dull preferring to call it 
despised, and thus seems to place an emphasis on the gold's value, rather than a 
change of state. The modern commentator Hillers also argues this point, but wants 
to emend the text and read How the gold is despised! Good gold is hated! Ibn Ezra 
would agree with the result, but not with the alteration in the text to get there.
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The second stich also draws comment from all three exegetes. Rashi argues for 
meaning changes its appearance, and thus agrees with the midrash. Ibn Ezra only 
comments that it comes from the same source as D*'30 or two, but they both agree on 
the interpretation of 0 1 3 1  as ornamentation, or jewellery. Kara is particularly
longwinded on the meaning of this line of text. He still seems concerned with the 
apparent change in appearance of the people of Zion, but then continues that they 
are not so much created and, therefore, can be valued, so much as belonging to 
Hashem and beyond price. The problem is that no one can recognise this because 
they are so despised. In this he may be offering a similar argument to ibn Ezra. 
Both Rashi and Kara interpret 0 1 p  *’33^, Rashi as children luho shine like precious
stones, and Kara, in 1041, as the priests in breastplate and ephod. In Munich 5, it is 
not clear what the subject is, and we appear to be expected to decide for ourselves.
This verse illustrates the different contexts of the commentators, and how they 
subsequently interpret the verse. Rashi's heavy reliance on tradition leaves us with 
an historical tie with the past. Kara is more interested in producing an explanation 
with the context of the surrounding text, rather than relying on external material, 
while ibn Ezra is more concerned with grammatical matters. This shows that Kara 
feels more able to explore the text, possibly from the basis of the work that he began 
with his teacher, Rashi. As Rashi began a move away from traditional 
interpretation, and encouraged by the work of his uncle, Menachem ben Helbo, 
whom he frequently quotes throughout his own works, Kara was given a greater 
confidence to develop a new approach to understanding Scripture. Tradition was
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not dead, but it was not to be followed blindly either. There was room for an 
alternative reading. Ibn Ezra, by his own admission, was more concerned with 
grammatical issues in an attempt to better clarify the biblical text. This was fuelled 
by his exposure to the Arabic love of grammar, and its effect on the development of 
a growing awareness and understanding of the Hebrew language. In each case it is 
the context of the exegete that affects the approach to a reading of the text.
to summarise
There is a conscious move away from the traditional approach of Rashi and his use 
of midrash in the identification of Jeremiah as author of Lamentations. On this issue 
in 1:1 there is silence from both Kara and ibn Ezra, but in 3:1 there is some 
acknowledgement from Kara that Jeremiah is the author, but there again, it could be 
anyone from Israel. On this verse, ibn Ezra comments that “1331 ’3^ may refer to 
Jeremiah, but there again, it could equally refer to anyone from Israel. He is also 
alone in his identification of the one who metes out the punishments as the enemy," 
rather than the commonly assumed HaShem. This fits well with Heaney's 
comments on the need for communal identity in times of crisis, here with the 
individual. We can also see this trend in the double *’3’’3 of 1:16. Rather than an
expression of emphasis in that the weeping did not cease, unlike Kara and Rashi, 
ibn Ezra regards the unspoken meaning as making the best sense and prefers to 
interpret as the simile like a spring of waters, based on the alternative meanings of p 3 .
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Similarly, 1110, from 3:11, is interpreted as thorned by Rashi and Kara, but ibn Ezra
explains it as 1 1 0  to be stubborn as found in the parallel passage in Hosea, LXX and
Targum, as this makes more sense of the text. These examples serve to illustrate the 
development of the use of word roots and their subsequent meanings.
In 2:18, Rashi defines 1313 with the Old French expression tresalemant or respite
which introduces another layer of context to further his own, and his audience's, 
understanding. While ibn Ezra prefers to manipulate the Hebrew language by 
arguing that 1313 is a word in construct state, to make sense of it, Rashi explains a 
difficult concept simply by applying his native tongue.
At this point we can sum up the results of the comparison of verses by our medieval 
exegetes on Lamentations. Rashi, true to style, makes great use of midrash as a 
means of producing a meaning for the text, while Kara uses the context of the 
surrounding verses to support his understanding of the text. Ibn Ezra, however, 
explicitly states that he uses grammar to provide context. All three use parallel 
passages to support their arguments, to a greater or lesser degree. Rashi and Kara 
also make use of vernacular Old French, although not the same Old French, to 
explain a point more fully. This appears to be directed towards students. Each 
commentator also engages in grammatical observations on the text to explain what 
its primary meaning might be.
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We have previously stated that the constant function of literal meaning is to interact 
with context to produce a primary understanding of the text in question. Peshat is, 
therefore, not so much a meaning in itself as a process by which meaning i^ 
achieved. We can observe this in the development and subsequent use of D31/D11, 
by considering what the roots appear to have originally meant in an ancient West 
Semitic setting, how they were used in medieval literature and explained by our 
exegetes, and how they are used today.
The function of this literal reading is to direct the reader to its meaning in a 
particular time and place. So, the Talmud can say that no text can be deprived of its 
peshat, but its literal meaning is not necessarily its primary reading, for that is 
influenced by other factors. Hence, all three exegetes can say with Kara, the Aggadah 
(or other texts) explains this difficulty in a manner which is not satisfying^^, and therefore ' 
feel free to reinterpret it.
See Kara’s commentary on II Sam 12:30.
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in conclusion
There are two parts to this thesis which can stand alone. The first section 
presents five commentaries on the Book of Lamentations written by three 
contemporary medieval exegetes.
• The editions of Yosef Kara are presented for the first time in English.
• The translations of Rashi and ibn Ezra were chosen to provide context for 
Kara's work, while providing comparisons for grammatical and contextual 
developments.
• Through the use of Medieval French dialects in the commentaries by Rashi 
and Kara, we are in the ongoing process of developing a system to provide 
a satisfactory method of translating the transliterated northern dialects of 
Kara's Medieval French.
The second part of the thesis concerns the development of the use of peshat.
• We have redefined the term peshat to include meaning and its function.
• We have also offered a sociolinguistic and literary theory to show the 
strength and relevance of context, in this case, through the communal 
laments of the Book of Lamentations.
• We applied the theory to the context of the three medieval exegetes in 
comparison, to better explain their translations of the text.
The commentaries chosen are written in relatively quick succession, and are 
composed by French and Spanish exegetes. Rashi uses Old French to clarify
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Hebrew words throughout his commentaries, and Kara follows this pattern. 
However, Rashi uses central French dialects, whereas Kara appears to use those 
from northern France. By considering Kara's French glosses in this way, it has 
been possible to attempt the beginning of a method of understanding his 
transliterated French comments, some of which are tentatively offered here. Kara 
is chosen as an extension to Rashi, geographically speaking, while ibn Ezra is 
used as a comparison from a culturally rich, Arabic influenced environment. The 
results are not surprising in that the commentaries here substantiate observations 
already made on the style and influence of these three commentators. Yet, there 
is more information to be gleaned than these previous examinations have 
revealed.
Rashi is said to bring literal meaning to the text, and is credited with the 
beginning of the innovative move away from midrash. However, he still relies 
heavily on tradition and historical ties to explain the text, and sometimes 
proposes explanations of the text as simple readings that are far from 
straightforward. Despite this, he is generally regarded as the instigator of a peshat 
interpretation. Kara is also a peshat interpreter, yet he is more concerned with 
using the verses surrounding the line in question to reach a constructive meaning 
for the text. He is thus regarded as a creator of contextual meaning, and the first 
true methodical interpreter^. In this he is considered to fill a gap between Rashi, 
his teacher, and Rashbam, Rashi's grandson, who rejected derash outright. His 
position here is, therefore, important. In his shorter commentary B, ibn Ezra is
‘ See Ganiel, “Exegetical Method”, 12.
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more interested in offering a meaning with little recourse to grammatical issues, 
and concentrates almost solely on giving the sense of the text. Whether he 
actually composed this commentary seems to be a matter of academic enquiry, 
but it is useful here nevertheless as the disagreement is not resolved^. However, 
he is concerned with grammatical problems in his longer commentary A, and for 
ibn Ezra this grammatical approach is peshat. His love of grammar and 
philosophy develops into a search for truth in all its simplicity'^ through the power 
of the creative imagination. It is this that allows Lancaster to comment that as 
peshat is linked to the mystical meaning of sod, it is no longer merely an interpretative 
device, hut is imbued with divinity^. It is this function of peshat that is under 
discussion here, although to argue that he is the only medieval exegete of note 
not to regard a peshat approach as the literal meaning is not substantiated by the 
comparison of the commentaries on Lamentations here. Each exegete approaches 
the literal reading of the text and, influenced by his own unique context, interacts 
with the text as reader to produce a valid meaning. As Holmes points out, we 
must ask questions about the participants, their setting, the topic, and the 
function of their linguistic choices in an attempt to understand each point of 
view. All of these contextual issues are governed by time and represented by our 
right hand cog. The left hand cog, designated as peshat, or literal reading and 
representing grammar, dialect and language, then interacts with this right hand 
cog to produce a specific meaning at a specific time by a specific person, and any
 ^See Vermigli, Lamentations, xxv.
 ^See Lancaster, “Abraham ibn Ezra”, 303.
Ibid.
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one of these can change with time. Consequently, the definition of peshat may 
change, but its function does not.
When M. P. Weitzman comments that the verb and the noun DW B are already 
applied in the Talmud to biblical exegesis, but they seem primarily to denote 
interpretation recognised as obviously authoritative rather than simple interpretation^, he 
is referring to Raphael Loewe's comment: Peshat, therefore, means authoritative 
teaching in two possible senses. Either (as in the case of the verb), teaching propounded 
by an authoritative teacher, or teaching recognised by the public as obviously 
authoritative, since familiar and traditional^. However, it appears that Halivni is 
right to question this explanation of peshat when he says, there is no need for 
alternative meanings...peshat means extension, continuation, and derivatively, context^. 
When the Talmud suggests that no text can be deprived of its peshat, it is exactly 
right. If peshat is the literal meaning (left hand cog) that directs us away to find a 
personal understanding of the text in question, wherever we end up, that literal 
meaning has not altered, the words are still the same on the page. However, 
what if nice no longer means nice, or dice dice, or bling anything at all? Well, then 
we are obliged to reinterpret to gain, or maintain, Heaney's fortification of the self. 
This is partly illustrated by the medieval exegetes unwillingness to emend a text, 
as for them there is the natural consequence of a direct effect on the culture that 
the text supports by which they are able to deal loith the present.
 ^See Weitzman, M. P. The Syriac Version o f  the Old Testament: An Introduction. CUP, 1999, 3.
 ^See Loewe, Raphael. “The ‘Plain’ Meaning of Scripture in Early Jewish Exegesis”, Papers of the Institute 
of Jewish Studies London. Weiss, J. G. ed., Jerusalem, 1964, 181.
 ^Halivni, Peshat, 54.
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By closely examining eight verses of Lamentations in the previous chapter, it has 
become apparent that context (the right hand cog) has played a great part in the 
various interpretations of the text. Not just the context of each exegete, but also 
the context of the line of Scripture within the body of the text, and the context of 
the meanings of the words with which the text is constructed. Not only have we 
seen a development in the use and understanding of grammar, but a willingness 
to seek new approaches to the text to clarify meanings in new contexts. There is 
also the example of D Q l/D ll to illustrate the ways in which the meanings of 
words develop and change with time and culture, just like our nice example! We 
must also acknowledge the use of one language to more fully elucidate the use of 
another in an attempt to further understand and apply this understanding as a 
means to expand and cultivate a deeper sense of textual significance. Ibn Ezra is 
able to excel in this search for a deeper understanding because of his grammatical 
insight and confidence to explore these issues.
A derash approach to the text leads to midrash; a peshat approach to the text leads 
to .. .peshat. This peshat approach to the text is one that takes a literal meaning and 
directs us elsewhere. Peshat, then, interacts with the context of the reader to give 
an authoritative meaning, a plain meaning, a contextual meaning, a surface 
meaning, and so on. They are all correct, providing that they are qualified by the 
context of the reader, because peshat is not just a meaning in itself, it is a way to 
find meaning. The rabbis recognised this when they said that no text can be
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deprived of its peshat, and as Qohelet said, There is nothing new beneath the sun^ -  
only the definitions change.
Qoh 1:9.
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